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special interest group at the 7 th Triennial WCTR in Sydney, Australia in 1995. Since then, our
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researchers, policy- makers, industry executives, major corporations and research institutes from
28 countries. Our broad membership base and its strong enthusiasm have pushed the group
forward, to continuously initiate new events and projects that benefit the aviation industry and
research communities worldwide.
It became a tradition that the ATRG would hold an international conference at least once
a year. As you know, the 1997 conference was held in Vancouver, Canada. Over 90 papers,
panel discussions and invited speeches were presented. In 1998, the ATRG organized a
consecutive stream of 14 aviation sessions at the 8th Triennial WCTR Conference (July 12-17:
Antwerp). Again, on I9-21 July, 1998, the ATRG Symposium was organized and executed every
successfully by Dr. Aisling Reynolds-Feighan of the University College of Dublin.
As in the past, the Aviation Institute at the University of Nebraska at Omaha (Dr. Brent
Bowen, Director of the Institute) has kindly agreed to publish the Proceedings of the 1998 ATRG
Dublin Symposium (being co-edited by Dr. Aisling Reynolds-Feighan and Professor Brent
Bowen), and the Proceedings of the 1998 WCTR-ATRG Conference (being co-edited by
Professors Tae H. Oum and Brent Bowen). On behalf of the ATRG members, I would like to
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Institute of UNO for their efforts in publishing these ATRG proceedings. Also, I would like to
thank and congratulate all the authors of the papers, for their free contribution to the conferences
and the Proceedings.
Finally, I would like to draw your attention to the ATRG newsletter and the ATRG
website (www.commerce.ubc.ca/atrgD which will keep you informed of the ATRG operations
and forthcoming events. On behalf of the ATRG Networking Committee, I would also appreciate
it very much if you would encourage others in the field, to sign up for ATRG membership.
Thank you for your attention.
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Abstract " The European Union focuses on horizontal integration, including the con-
cepts of interconnection, interoperability and intermodality around which
the common policy of transport isdrticulated.
The clue put forward by the authors is the concept of vertical integration,
on the basis of the banal remark that freight transport and the logistics sec-
tor are services activities and not an end in itself. In the current economy a
competitive advantage provided by services often is linked with an value
added service. The value added service is added to the basic service provi-
sion and precisely makes the difference and thus the benefit. We will pres-
ent an analysis derived from the OSI model that splits concurrent activities
in layers.
Finally we assess the role of nodes in integrated transport services.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The European Union focuseson horizontalintegration,includingtheconceptsof in-
terconnection, interoperability and intermodality around which the common policy of
transport is articulated. The symbolic values of these words either may hide some
meaningless or misinterpretation because everyone has his own definition. The pri-
vate sector has to cope with competition_while the pubfic sector has to arbitrate the
action and ensure that the confronted actors will contribute to the general welfare. In
this way the performance will be estimated in terms of competitive advantage for the
private sector and of general cohesion for the public sector. The latter is trying to
make a difficult reconciliation between competitiveness, equity and environment pro-
tection (the three E : Efficiency, Equity and Environment). But the whole question is
how toactbeyond thewords ?
This articledoes not remark thequestforthe Graal.Itwilltrytocontributeto the
endlesssearchofa common transportpolicyby theMinisters,theGovernment repre-
sentativesor the DirectorGeneraland hisserviceswhose missionspreciselyare to
conceivesuch a policy.WCTR perhapswillprovidethem some help.The clueput
forwardby theauthorsistheconceptofverticalintegration,on thebasisofthe banal
remark that freight transport and the logistics sector are services activities and not an
BOLLO. M_cl_l Frybourg 2 Sn'm't Hubs
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end in itself. In the current economy a competitive advantage provided by services
often is linked with an value added service. The value added service is added to the
basic service provision and precisely makes the difference and thus the benefit. The
suitable term will be services cluster : transport associated with a series of added
services.
Is this idea an evidence of brilliancy ? Certainly not, but it will contribute to enable the
decision makers to become aware of some obviousness. One only has to observe the
situation in the communication services, in telecommunication, an other interesting
field. The V.A.N. Value Added Networks have been a great success and it is virtually
certain that information technologies in transport will be the same success. Consider-
ing that the so called "Supply Chain Management" or "Customer Supplier Chain " has
been asserted as a theme of seminar or as a subject of contract for consultancy, this
bet certainly will be won. Indeed vertical integration, enabling better to satisfy the
customer's logic through "customer care", will experience a tremendous development
through the information technologies.
That is not enough any more to rack transport actors brains staying in the single field
of transport. They have to improve productiveness while being respectful of the envi-
ronment and good citizens concerned by social progress and regional planning. In-
deed, but they also have to satisfy individualised customers, providing them tailor-
made services at the price of ready-made services. The transport actor's job is not to
carry the trade of his customers but to facilitate the achievement of their task (their
"core business") through the provision of a service enriched _ith an added value.
That is what modern economy encourages through the development and promotion of
contracting out, where suppliers are not subcontractors any more but become real
partners. From now on, service providers witl have to demonstrate their creativity not
only to improve productiveness but also to provide further services.
This paper will illustrate how the national monopolies centred on the modal infra-
structures and the associated scale economies (technology driven and supply driven)
have been destabilised by new technological alternatives and by the single market. The
monopolies were of course prevented from providing value added services because
they would have been accused of unfair competition by the private companies whose
business was limited to the area left free by the monopolies. But the differentiation
progressively imposed by the suppression of all kinds of protection and the general-
ized competition was to make the companies focus their strategy on the competitive
advantage. The shipper who is concentrated on his domain of excellence requires the
supplier to do the same and to provide an additional service relative to the basic one
so that he will also contribute to the competitive advantage.
Thus today the situation has totally changed - there is no monopoly left and derived
products are not prohibited any more. The service provider now is appealed to pro-
vide a plus, which obliges him to work beyond his basic occupation and to follow the
logic of the customer. It is the demand and not the offer (demand led) which will
segment the market. The result of the chronic over-capacity will be that the basic
product will not allow to survive any more unless one rules the market. In the oppo-
site case, which will be the general case, what will allow to survive will be creativity
and value added services. Thus the conditions in which a new generation of transport
Dan_ BOLLO. Miche/Frybourg _ Sma_ Hubs
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and/or logistics operators will be able to introduce added value into the system should
be studied in detail. We will see that the privileged places to introduce added value are
the nodes of the network which both will contribute to the horizontal integration de-
sired by the public authorities and to the vertical integration essential to the operators
survival.
The nodes of the freight transport system both are sources and wells. Wells because
they allow to adjust the global products to the local markets and sources because
they contribute to the creation of new products through local economies, favourable
to trust relationships, propitious to innovation, and opening the global market to these
products. Thus the global economy will not be a no-culture economy which erases lo-
cal identities, but an opportunity of cross enrichment, pushing further the limits of the
international division of labour. In that way transport recovers its real role which is
not to develop rail or road, air-fleet or merchant navy, but to open market areas and
to develop economic and social exchanges.
1 - THE RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE SECTOR OF
TRANSPORT
1.1 - From scale economy and technical monopoly...
On the one hand, the significance and long life duration of the infrastructure invest-
ments and on the other hand the concern of public authorities to make the largest
number of people benefit from a minimum service without exclusion by money, have
led to railways nationalisation in Europe and to public service duties for the non-
profitable services. Indeed, the community did not want to deprive the users who
could neither behave as customers nor pay a price which would cover the costs. It
was thus the community who had to ensure the required funding.
Scale economies or increasing efficiency were put forward to justify a higher patron-
age than the patronage allowed by the market, the marginal cost being lower than the
average cost. Many studies have tried to c_.x:k the validity of these statements ac-
cording to the type of traffic concerned. These works axe quite severe and not very
conclusive because the costs and price development mechanisms should be known in
detail as regards linked services and multiple tasks : travellers and freight, more or less
rapid trains, longer or smaller distances, and batch sizes ranging from parcels to com-
plete trains and boxes.
Without reviewing these works, what can be stated is that demand differentiation, a
characteristic of the modern economy, is in opposition to scale economies, obvious
for homogeneous traffic corresponding to a single service. In the former Soviet Union
railways were operated as urban subways, with the same schedule - speed and stations
- and with the single constraint of safety headway. Then the costs by traffic unit (pas-
sengers x km or tons x kin) were unbreakable. If demand diversifies and alternative
solutions are offered to the customers to satisfy tailor-made services, the technical
monopolies disappear through the separation of the profitable traffic and the wast-
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ing of the scale economies. It is true whether there is deregulation or not. Only the
market will enable companies to solve the problems raised by the growing complexity
of modern economies.
1.2 - ... to the value added services
An operator having the advantage of a monopoly situation will be prevented from
providing additional services because these services are not included in his specifica-
tions. Then a private activity will be implemented, at the boundaries of the monopoly
in order to complete the offered services. The operators working at the limit of the
domain covered by the post services are known. It is the same for all of the public
services including electricity, telecommunications, railways which have created a par-
allel activity owned by private companies, often hardly profitable. Of course they were
very jealous of any infringement from the public big brother who they depended on.
Indeed the public companies were able to kill them through prices, conftscating any
potential profit, or through unfair competition. It was the same for the combined
transport operators.
The above remarks demonstrate that the shift from a monopoly situation to a com-
plete opening to competition only is not possible in part because of the considerable
risk of a progressive decrease of the profitability of the monopoly remainders, espe-
cially if they have to keep within the basic services (core business) excluding any value
added service, reserved for the peripheral companies of the competitive field. The
technological alternatives will change the monopoly into diminishing asset and the up-
per outflows, that is, the additional services will remain prohibited. When competition
cannot be avoided any more, the basic service is paid at a price hardly covering the
costs unless the company has a prevailing market share, which competition will make
more and more uncertain. The competitive advantage thus will be obtained through
additional services and any company prevented from any action on this field is
doomed to failure. Now, to be empowered to provide additional services the condi-
tion is to renounce the monopoly.
What could he observed in telecommunications certainly will happen in transport.
There is no intermediate condition and better to take a place on the competitive field
than to call for a narrow monopoly whi@ will prevent from any potential development
of business (as a ban to chase on a land well stocked with game). But to do so, what
has to be changed is the behaviour of the field people who were not allowed to deal
with such services. They don't know the services very well and they will be faced with
competitors they did not usually cope with. The formerly dependent sub-contractor
now has become a real actor and the national railway company will have to get used
to the fact that former dependent customers are becoming rail operators. In return, the
previous monopolistic operator will be allowed to provide additional services, com-
plying with the customers logic where the services are not limited to transport only.
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2 - CHANGES OF PROSPECTS
2.1 - Transport policy or the stakes of horizontal integration
The 3 E concern : Efficiency, Equity and Environment and the 3 inter :
interoperability, intercormection and intermodality. These political considerations es-
pecially concern the public authorities who desire to contribute to economy competi-
tiveness preserving the values of solidarity and environment protection. Moreover the
Transport Ministers and 13(37 also have the legitimate care for taking into account the
respective interests of the transport actors. From which an angle in favour of hori-
zontal integration, which remains in the field of this ministerial department skills.
This approach relies on an unavoidable division of the responsibilities between trans-
port and its socio-economic environment. However the drawback of this approach is
to underline the internal problems of transport more than the objectives of transport,
an activity of service which is to be assessed in terms of impact on the whole social
and economic activity. Indeed transport modes both competitive and complementary
should cohabit with one another and the infrastructure needs should be satisfied. But
the addition of the modal demands results in an unrealistic whole. Moreover there are
more and more problems as regard the insertion and funding of these infrastructures.
Now transport is not an end in itself and the important thing is to contribute to the
development of Europe, of its economy and welfare.
Thus transport questions cannot be addressed any more from the inside of this activity
field while the provided service is evaluated on the basis of its impact on the general
economic and social activity. It's more and more difficult to keep within the limits of
the single horizontal integration, inside the transport sector, being unaware of the
vertical integration, the so called transport logistics in the customer-supplier chain
(the "Supply Chain Management'). Now the transport market segmentation, as it re-
places the offer by mode, more and more lends itself to this vertical integration. The
differentiation of the customers (the "personal care") is made for "demand led" trans-
port and not any more for "technology driven" transport.
2.2 - The recent significance of additional services
¢
The reason why the concept of value added services has rapidly prevailed in telecom-
munications is that information technologies have given a tremendous boost to the
additional services which, added to the main service, are making the difference. These
additional services provide a plus relative to competitors (competitive advantage) and
have a lever effect on the market shares. A perfect competition hardly allows to earn
money from the basic service because the offer is superabundant and unless to benefit
from a prevailing situation, which will become very difficult, the scale economies be-
come inaccessible and the "economy of scope" is the only one to be accessible.
The customers-suppliers chain is not any more a succession of rings which, once
joined would make a single channel carrying the raw material to the final product with
from upstream to downstream the logistics of supplies, production and delivery. In
fact this chain is made of overlapped sub-sets, where every supplier doesn_ practice
the others' occupation but contributes to the final integration through interpenetrating.
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Then it is possible to combine components on shelves to result in a product-service
set, suitable for any individual situation and for the best satisfaction of the i-real cus-
tomer. The combination of customised kits becomes possible in real time thanks to the
information system (IS) which synchronises a continuous process from the param-
eterised order to result in customised deliveries at low price.
To take a familiar example of road engineers, the breakthrough of the GSM combined
with GPS (cellular phone plus positioning system) makes it possible to provide effi-
cient rescue services (accident and/or repairs) which formerly were under the respon-
sibility of the emergency call network. Other services come to be added such as road
guidance and the comfort information regarding tourist services. The combination of
the automatic warning sensors, of the short message services (SMS) on the available
channels, and of the traditional vocal messages make this services cluster accessible
without degrading the priority services. Thus it is possible to take on the watering of
plants and the food of pets if there is nobody at home while the occupant is at the
hospital. The identity record of the customer available at the call center equipped with
the appropriate data bases allows the service provider to take on these selected addi-
tional services.
Supplier-customer chain
firms
2.3 - The customers-suppliers chain or the stakes of vertical integration
The insertion of transport in the logistic _chain is not new. When a parcel delivery
company carries clothes on coat hangers to the stores, avoiding to put them into card-
board and to iron them, it did so. It was the same when suitable goodies were pro-
vided during the trip in order to avoid the stress of the animals which could result in a
loss of weight. The service provider complied with the logic of the customer in order
to improve his offer without becoming neither a clothing manufacturer nor a veteri-
nary able to take care of animals.
The global economy, the single market and the information technologies will give an
other dimension to this interpenetration, the vertical integration. The company, a
customer of transport, will focus on its basic product (its "core business") and exter-
nalise everything the others can do better. This is possible on/y if there is no cut of
information transmission from the final customer up to the producer and his suppliers.
It requires a transmission of information without mistakes nor gaps and thus without
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multiple data capture and immediately assimilated into the information system of the
company. What is referred to are the bar code and other electronic tags, the other
automatic reading means and the coded messages such as EDI.
All of the nodes of the production system will have to contribute to a competitive ad-
vantage and to a plus which will make the difference. We will address the nodes of the
"web" and not any more of tube ends because the customer-supplier chain is not linear
any more with a leader company and dependent sub-contractors. The chain now is a
web where a supplier has several customers and a customer has several suppliers. The
intelligence thus will he assigned on the nodes of the network and creativeness, the
plus of the winner, will not he the basic service any more but its valorisation from the
viewpoint of the final customer. It is vertical integration.
The tour operator who provides the customers will he able to negotiate for instance a
global winter sport service including, ski lift, ski lessons and equipment rent, making
the steps easier at the arrival at a price lower than the one obtained by the single indi-
vidual. The manufacturer of plastic for car dashboards will create a joint company
with the suppliers of measurement devices and will deliver a complete subset which
will fit the car as a Lego piece with the minimum of operations for the required con-
nections. It will even be difficult to distinguish between the equipment manufacturer
and the designer because each of them will produce a system with associated services.
3 - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGES IN THE LOGISTIC CHAIN
3.1 - The OSI layers : from the infrastructures to the organisations
For a better analysis of the development of the relationships between the various ac-
tor's of transport, it could be interesting to formalise all of the situations, using a
model. It is a natural approach in science but it may be reducing as a representation of
the phenomenon if the extent of the modelling logic is too large. What is dealt with is
a model of transport practice and customers ('elationships which will be represented in
successive layers, from the most simple to the most complex as regards the role of the
actors.
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This has been based on a large scale similar work achieved at the end of the seventies
in the sector of telecommunications. Data transmissions were developing and the in-
temational organisations of standardisation (ISO, IEC) were interested in the domain
and launched several working groups gathered around the acronym OSI, Open Sys-
tem Interconnection. The ftrst work consisted of the design of a general model of the
elements intervening in the complex chain of data communications so that many
experts groups could operate in a consistent way in the upstream determined frame.
This model by OSI describes the domain in terms of a series of elements and services
layers, the analysis principle of which consists of the hypothesis that every layers only
knows and communicates with its direct former and following layers. It is the updat-
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ing of the mathematicians proven principle : "when the problem is too complex let's
first separate the variables".
Applied to transport, the method allows to derive four layers :
The first one concerns the infrastructures considered as a physical investment included
in geography and depending on civil engineering. It can be considered as a passive
layer, a little like sleeping Beauty, whose activation depends on a charming prince
who will give her the value she deserves.
The second layers will involve the vehicles put on the infrastructure which implies to
take tralYac into account. It is the job of movement or traffic engineers who see to it
that infrastructure physical capacity will be used for the best. Efficiency first is evalu-
ated in terms of safety and capacity but this level does not imply any commercial rela-
tion with the transport customer. The matter is infrastructure operation and not com-
mercial operators tasks.
The thirdlayersisrelatedtocommercialaction.The matteristosatisfya demand the
operator will reply to with an offer determinated in terms of his service level and in-
volving organisational choices as regards the nature of the vehicles and load, the
routes, the transit through platforms or hubs, the connections etc.. The offer-demand
equilibrium will be obtained through tariffs. Here what is considered is only transport
service, which implies that if there is pluri-modal service, horizontal integration only
will be dealt with.
The fourth layers concerns vertical integration, which situates transport services in the
customer-supplier chain and thus takes into account the customer's logistics through
the provision of the additional service which facilitates the desired externalization of
what he does not consider as his basic occupation. The logistics service provider will
take the opportunity of the freight transit or of the tour operator's trust to provide him
a kit, a global service including transport and tourist services, freight transport and
customer care. In the modem world service is linked with product and product is
linked with service. There is no more clear cut between the service provider and the
industrialist but both roles are interdependent, each of them keeping his basic occupa-
tion but making a step towards the other. ,;
3.2 - Global analysis of the organisation
In order to analyse the mechanisms involved it is interesting to refine the analysis. This
should start noticing that at the time of OSI model design a very small number of ac-
tors totally prevailed in the telematics sector : IBM represented 70 % of the comput-
ers market, and the telephone operators were managing a very opaque monopoly.
Since then many intermediary specialisation have been created for the great benefit
of the final customer. From the economic sector systemic analysis viewpoint, the
model proved very useful to position the new products, while it was not very efficient
in standard design which was its initial goal. In particular the developers of values to
add to the simple data transport had a clear conceptual frame allowing them to inter-
vene despite the rapid development of the technico-economical landscape.
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The transport sector has developed in a similar way. The monopolies have known a
progressive decline while new sen,ices and new operators have emerged. If the re-
suiting general scene may look complex, what can help to understand is to observe
that in general each actor in the logistics chain only had to know his direct customers
and suppliers.
The logic of this analysis is close to the functional analysis which tries to distort a
corriplex system into simple units defined by their functions without detailed descrip-
tion of each part. The other characteristic is the stress put on exchanges between units
according to processes included in what is called interfaces.
Today for each transport function there are specific computer functions which are
summed up in a further column. These functions linked with information new tech-
nologies will be analysed in the next paragraph.
A potential illustration •
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What is to be noticed is that as long as the monopoly situation was lasting in trans-
port, the question of the real function of each actor and thus the layers analysis was
not to be addressed. The relations in the transport chain were stereotyped, fixed by
old and constraining rules. To give an evidence of the formal character of these rules
and relations, it's enough to recall that they minimised the position of the final cus-
tomer and left out the essential factor of quality. Only an analysis determined by the
position in the service layers (in the chain) can allow to understand the factor of qual-
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ity. In the same way this method (or model) allows to give the real situation of the
customer as intermediary or final ore.
Figure 4 clearly is arbitrary. However it corresponds to the functions and occupations
known in transport. The progress from the bottom to the top corresponds to a transi-
tion of the occupations as it is observed in firrns •
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This model reveals a functional specialisation in the chain, which is considerably rein-
forced by modem economy tendencies. Within two decades the relative strong posi-
tion of the actors imperceptibly has proceeded from level 2 to level 4. The deregula-
tion and over-capacity of infrastructures and equipment has given the power to the fi-
nal customer by means of the global operators.
Another reason for this move of strength also lies in the growing significance of the
information systems and technologies which help to manage moving objects. At the
current stage of technology, electronic data interchange (EL)l) is far from being gen-
eralised especially in small and mean companies. It is not even etticient for small
quantities. The great force of the international freight companies lies in their global
data communication networks ensuring a rapid and reliable communication with all of
the functional levels, creating shorter information channels. The traditional organisa-
tion also required successive exchanges from level to level slowing down the process
and increasingtltsources ofmistakes.The crucialadvantageof theserapidchannels
forinformationtralFacliesintheavailabilityofserversimplementedby thecompanies
on theirnetworks.The tracing/trackingfunctionsautomaticallyareensured.They are
essentialqualityelementsinfreightransportoperations:not tolooseobjectsand/or
tofindthem againquickly.
It also should be noticed that the functional layers correspond quite well with labour
division as it is known in this economic sector. On the opposite the upper layers can
be subdivided to take into account the refinement of transport functions through the
emergence of new services. Especially the final customer may want to externalise the
logistics function in a very large extent. To be strict, an equivalent scheme should be
added at the top of our diagram for the functions of the company.%
This representation in layers only is a first approximation. The acceleration of the
production cycles requires higher performance organisations than the one based on
the simple sequential transmission of products and information. Once again a model
allows to clarify the concepts and mechanisms involved to obtain the expected per-
formances.
3.3 - Transport integration tools
Again, we will rely on the traditional data transmission models and transfer them to
transport. It is useful because the computer science sector has made many efforts to
represent complex processes and it's legitimate to benefit from this progress. Of
course they should he used with caution because analogies may be deceptive and in-
lbrmation to convey is not a parcel to delivery. However the central concept in effect
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of computer science today is the object (object oriented model programming). As
one can see, analogies are working with benefit in all directions !
Four little models are going to be used in order to clarify the methods contributing to
the integration of the logistic chain :
Concepts Tools
Interface Formalisation Automatic identification, E forms
EDI
Exchanges acceleration Channels shortening
Demand anticipation Booking (servers)
Product cycle forecast Data Warehouse (Data Bases)
Formalisation of the interfaces
The question is to clarify the exchange process at the level of the layers (function) in
the strict sense of the term. It means to analyse the interfaces between two layers
(functions) so that the process can run in an integrated way. In the instance of a mari-
time terminal with containers, lorries and boats should be processed while the layers
process would lie in the management of the containers inside the terminal itself.
F i: ii:t
This representation puts forward the interface as a crucial point in services integra-
tion. At this point of junction between two companies, two services or two facilities
all of the precautions have to be taken in order to avoid that potential disorders will
propagate from one entity to the other. Either in a purchase service or at the door of a
terminal, the administrative procedures allowing to isolate entities often are long and
constraining. The fast condition of processes integration is to reduce the interlaces
without loss of rigour. This result progressively has been obtained using software in
the interfaces which contain clear operation orders. For instance electronic forms are
proposed by a firm to their partners. The software which manages the form ensures a
determined level of quality in the information transmitted and received. In the same
way the automatic identification (AI) systems are very useful in the field of logistics
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to reduce the delays at the interfaces through the transmission of the moving objects
identity with a great reliability.
Acceleration of exchanges
The layers model has demonstrated that freight is subject to many processing steps.
As long as the steps proceed according to strict sequences, the delays of each step ac-
cumulate mechanically. The acceleration technique consists in launching two or more
operations in parallel.
N+I
Processing
Indeed one may tlfmk that this techr&lue only concerns the irtformation flows linked
with transport. Indeed it often provides a significant performance benefit insofar as it
ensures an integration of the processes on two levels at least as illustrated on figure
4. Two parallel physical processes are launched which will be synchronised at the last
moment.
A typical example concerns customs clearance which can be achieved before the arri-
val of the freight at the port by means of an electronic customs declaration at the time
of departure from the previous call. At thet, same time an electronic mail sent to the ar-
rival terminal allows to prepare the warehousing of the containers to come. More
generally a global operator may launch several operations in parallel through his di-
rect participation to several transport functions. It is interesting to observe that a clas-
sical model of information technologies (parallelism) also can be applied to the logis-
tics chain.
Demand anticipation
In transport, movements are made using consolidation/deconsolidation techniques en-
suring a suitable use of the resources (wagons, lorries .... ) as a result of the signifi-
cance of the transport means turnaround frequency and of the small shipments vol-
ume. As a result of the statistical law of great numbers, the means are correctly used
without particular efforts. On the contrary the situation changes on long distances
where freight, often containerised, moves using much larger unit capacities but in a
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more limited number - planes and boats -. For the latter a booking has to be made in
advance for the passing towards a determined service. It is a critical phase : a booking
made too soon may be inaccurate, too late it may miss the passing at the boat call.
Some specialised operators are integrating many demands to make an efficient
"booking" as illustrated on the lbllowing figure :
I I
On the basis of the integration of the demands of his various customers, -
ised agent can speculate at short term through anticipated fu-rn bookings. Aggregating
many potential demands the logistic operator can lock up fu'm bookings of means. It
is the well known model of the client/server which is applied in this case. Then sparse
demands can be organised a_ pairs on a server. There even can be servers of spe-
cialised means and/or functions independently of any real capacity. A NVOCC op-
erator just organises pairs of demands for means he does not manage. The transitivity
of the phenomenon also should be observed : the success of this information technol-
ogy reinforces in a large extent the practice of the same model in transport.
Long term forecasts
The closer and closer integration of the large retailers and manufacturers enables them
to exchange operation information in order to integrate better their own units. Con-
siderable computer networks directly connect the point of sales terminals (POS) to
marketing data warehouses in addition to their strict operational role in triggering
new supplies. The information about the effective sales of the products by locations,
periods, categories of persons, etc, are sorted, dispatched, aggregated using the most
recent computer techniques. Properly collected, sorted, analysed this information al-
lows to make long term forecasts to take into account sales fluctuations caused by
seasonal variations, product cycle, promotions etc. Thus the flows can be represented
as follows :
__._L.
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These techniques recently have developed in a great extent with the development of
specialised software called "data mining". The effect on transport chain can appear as
a low effect. On the contrary, the skilled logistics operator will use these means to
optimise his transport and storage means on the basis of relevant and updated infor-
mation thanks to a continual feedback.
4 - THE CONSEQUENCES ON THE ROLE OF THE NODES
4.1. Nodes and horizontal integration
Several meanings of the term "node" can be used to qualify the more or less suitable
management of a transport system. To remain simple, we will address the crossing of
several communication lanes which are locating the critical transport places, and more
precisely the points of enforcement of the public policies and firms strategies. It is
easy to demonstrate that the nodes of the network are the privileged points of en-
forcement of the three "inter" (interoperability, intermodality, interconnection), or of
the three E (efficiency, equity, environment) of the public policy. The following para-
graph also will show that the nodes are the privileged intervention centres of the pri-
vate strategies of vertical integration.
As regards the three inter :
- Interoperability refers the standards, weights and sizes, currents, track gauge, and
loading gauge. The transparency at borders comes to cancel the unuseful or incidental
nodes. The action of the public authorities is to make compatible and if possible ho-
mogeneous the characteristics of the components of the transport system used and
consequently the systems for all of the transport modes.
- lntermodality stresses the transfer points. They not only will have to provide the
means for handling and transfer allowing the shift from one mode to the other but also
thecommercialfacilitiesand thetransparencyofinformation.
-Intercotmectionaims at linkingthethr_ geographiclevelsfrom thelocaltothena-
tional,continentaland globalones.
As regards the three E :
- Efficiency implies to use the nodes as cores. The term hubs is used to describe or-
ganisations promoting the efficient use of infrastructures thanks to connections, shut-
tie services, consolidation - deconsolidation for parcel deliveries, to random demand
consolidation to use large carriers and complete loads through the consolidation of
diffuse traffic.
- Equi_. comes to assign equitably the accessibility on the territory taken into account,
in order to check that the service conditions don't result in any exclusion and that the
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"right to transport" in bearable economic conditions is satisfied. The economic exclu-
sion mainly is coped with by the tariff policy but the taking into account of the geo-
graphic exclusion is based on well managed interconnection and intermodality.
- Environment implies that the mode of transport used should be the least aggressive
as possible for environment and this requires load breaking at appropriate nodes to
shift from a generally more polluting local transport to less polluting long distance
transports.
4.2 - Nodes and vertical integration
The significance of vertical integration generally is under-estimated for the three fol-
lowing reasons. It depends on the firms strategy and not on the public initiative and
thus it does not concern the transport domain only. It is based on a marketing ap-
proach which is very mobile and thus difficult to observe. It was considerably facili-
tated by information technologies and by a market segmented by demand and not by
offer any more which explains that its full development is recent.
- The strategy of the fu'ms in an extended competition situation is based on a re-
centring on the basic occupation - "core business" - on the externalisation of what
can be achieved by others in a more efficient way, and on a better repartition of intel-
ligence changing the sub-contractors into less dependent partners, becoming multi-
customers and creating values through all kinds of innovation. The chain of value
changes in depth. It is not linear any more but looks like a variable geometric web
where the technical links trying to optimise the whole and the marketing links involv-
ing a better equilibrium of the strength relations are interacting all the time. The result
is network firms the development of which totally depends on information technolo-
gies and electronic business called "B to B" (Business to Business). The transport part
of these modern activity networks is called Supply Chain Management. We prefer the
expression Supply Web Management. In this new economic frame, the emergence of
logistics service providers is a major phenomenon which is going to overturn trans-
port because it results in the arrival of new actors who are playing a more and more
prevailing role.
- The marketing approach taken into amount in our analysis does not include the
shippers. It would go beyond the frame of our study. However what should be ob-
served is that these customer firms will make less and less direct transport but will ap-
ply to logistics services providers who will provide extended services. This is true for
the private individuals who will apply to tour operators for their leisure. The logistics
providers will be kinds of wholesale traders who will purchase wholesale transport to
resell retail transport with value added services. In USA the member companies of the
"Intermodal Marketing Companies" association are experiencing a huge development.
Of course these companies must accept a commercial risk to be able to resell the ca-
pacities purchased to the carriers which implies reliable and attractive relationships
with one's own customers. These relationships will be developed through the value
added services.
- A segmented market and an information feedback from the final customer to the
supplier are the two prerequisites to weave a suitable customer-supplier web and
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make the best use of the available means especially transport infrastructure. The num-
her of services linked with transport may be infinite because what matters is the activ-
ity program satisfying the final customer and not the division into occupations. If in-
formation is not partitioned among the technical actors, it allows to integrate all that
can be scheduled on the basis of the final demand characteristics. Among the most
practised services the usual logistics services will be mentioned : handling and storage,
stocks management, packaging including labelling, orders preparation, back office in-
cluding invoicing. Moreover the achievement of sub-sets will change the logistics pro-
vider into an assembling operator as an industrial to adjust the global product to the
local market on his platform close to the final customer.
4.3 - Intelligent platforms or "smart hubs"
Now it is possible to clarify the four layers characterising the organisation of the mod-
em transport system used by the socio-economic activity. It is possible to demonstrate
that smart hubs will be one of the main means to conciliate public policies andfirms
strategies. The analysis of the present situation only will be relevant if the characteris-
tics of modem economy are kept in mind : a global market, differentiated products-
services resulting from the activity of ftrms connected by a virtual network ofparmer-
ship links in constant development.
The system runs on the basis of an infrastructure network including efficient con-
nected nodes ensuring efficient exchanges between modes and playing the role of
sources and wells to provide vehicle, s and equipment at the appropriate rate (contain-
ers, trailers, pallets etc.). These means will be operated by commercial actors operat-
ing on a market of services with a prevailing socio-economic objective. The informa-
tion system regulating the system can be located anywhere because it is intangible.
However the suitable running of this system requires that these platforms are trans-
parent and send messages allowing tracing and tracking. Transport operators will
have to schedule the vehicles moves fron. the ports, airports, railway stations, com-
bined transport depots, parcel delivery wharf and hubs of all kinds. As for the logistics
providers they will have the best position to integrate transport in the customers-
suppliers web. They will act at privileged places perfectly connected to the transport
system nodes or located at the same termir/als.
The only way to offer global and adjusted services on a market without geographical
limits using local synergies based on trust rehtionships is to use communication and
information new technologies. Without data warehouses and remote processing, the
webs, bases of the modem competitive economy would be impossible to manage. The
so called integrated logistics is based on a services cluster. In this cluster, the trans-
port service indeed plays a major role but it is not the only one to determine the cus-
tomer's choice. Thus the operator must improve the way he satisfies the needs of the
final customer and public authorities must give the best position and dimension to the
nodes in terms of the 3 E. Moreover they have to tariff the use of the infrastructures
so that Efficiency nill coincide v,ith environment protection and the required consis-
tency of Europe, indispensable for equity.
4.4 - A new deal linked with the emergence of E-commerce
Daniel BOLLO, MCh_ F_oourg 18 S,-n_ Hubs
8th WCTR lmegratiee Pl_w_
E-commerce or electronic business includes two domains : "B to B" (Business), the
basis of the partnership between fu'rus and "B to C" (Customer) from the firm to the
private individual. Electronic business goes beyond the simple transaction (in the
meaning "il est d'un commerce agr6able" ) and includes all of the electronic exchanges
between firms including the catalogues and technical data (including plans) useful to
simultaneous engineering and after-sales service. E-commerce includes E-mail - elec-
tronic messages - a non structured mail, and structured data exchanges such as EDI
and semi-structured exchanges including graphs and plans.
Among the products of the productive association between computers and telephone,
the net will be included. The call centers also have to be mentioned. There an operator
can connect a correspondent with another interlocutor or with another centre using
the data available on his display, launched by the phone number and giving all useful
information. E-commerce potential is so great that all of the economy will be affected
together with transport. Dell had the opportunity to rank third in micro-computer
sales thanks to direct sales and Internet. To understand this tendency the intangible
services and products sales have to be distinguished even if these products include the
associated services.
The sale of services does not require deliveries in the meaning attributed to this term
by carriers, and thus it will develop without transport prerequisite. The field of trans-
port includes intangible elements such as banks, insurance, travel and tourism. The
staggering emergence of E-commerce is dramatic even if many are not aware of it. In
France, the fu'm which has the highest turnover through E-commerce is a travel
agency. In the United States a city from the Middle West suffers from job shortcom-
ings since it has become the world capital for bookings of all kinds.
However as regards products including a material support the scene changes because
it is not enough to order, deliveries are required and the level of service of the deliv-
eries commands the development of E-commerce. The direct sales companies were
obliged to demand help because they could not ensure the deliveries at the suitable
level as a result of the unreliable character of the delivery services. Indeed one can ask
for pizzas delivery but a book at a virtual bookseller will be too expensive or delivered
within uncertain delays. Without organised _ocal delivery points, as in Japan, one risks
to loose one day at home waiting for a delivery man unable to precise his time of arri-
val assuming he respects the forecasted day. Everyone to appreciate the delights of E-
commerce
The development constraints of E-Commerce "B to C" illustrate the significance of
vertical integration and of the satisfaction of the final customer. It's certainly the first
time in the civil logistics background that not only the logisticians but their customers
report the significance of logistics. Thus there is a shift from the corporatism of self-
positioning towards the management, to a strong demand to put logistics at a strategic
leveL In other words transport is now considered in terms of vertical integration rela-
tive to the final product and not any more in terms of horizontal integration only.
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5 - CONCLUSION
The above considerations can be summed up recalling that public policies cannot be
unaware that the duty of any contractor is to satisfy the final customer. To do so a
double integration is required, that is horizontal integration indeed, a characteristic of
transport, but also vertical integration , "the Supply Web Management" inserting
transport in the social and economic activity. The nodes of the network will be the
privileged enforcement points of this double integration and information technologies
will boost the value added networks. It is essential to take these facts into account to
assess the projects depending on the completion of the trans-european network (TEN)
recommended by Title XII in the Maastricht treaty.
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1.INTRODUCTION l
Total factor productivity (TFP) has been a principal means of measuring performance both for
monitoring performance improvement over time as well as performance comparisons across firms.
Productivity compares output quantifies with quantities of inputs (more specifically, the growth in
outputs relative to the growth in inputs). However, strong productivity performance is not
necessarily an indicator of strong financial performance; and the converse is true as well, for example,
firms with market power can achieve profitability despite poor productivity performance.
There is reason to expect some correlation between productivity and financial performance, but the
relationship is not exact. Stated simply, productivity compares quant/t/es of outputs relative to
quan_t/es of inputs. Financial performance depends on the revenues from outputs compared to the
expend/tur_ on inputs. A firm can be very efficient in terms of outputs per input, but it could be
highly unprofitable if the revenues received are low compared to what it pays for inputs. Conversely,
a firm with market power might be inefficient in input use but compensate financially by changing
high prices. Nonetheless, it is possible to establish a direct link between productivity changes and
financial performance. This is shown in pan 2.
2. PRODUCTIVITY, PRICES AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Productivity compares outputs with inputs, more specifically, the change in outputs compared with
the change in inputs. One can compare one or more output categories with one or more input
categories. However, such partial measures of productivity, although popular, are oRen misleading
because they do not take into account other changes in outputs and inputs. For this reason
economists advocate comprehensive productivity measures, zalled multi-flu:mr productivity (MNP)
or total factor productivity (TI_), The index number approach to TFP measurement compares the
growth rate of a quantity index of all outputs with the growth rote of an input quantity index. 2
As noted in the introduction, productivity and financial performance do not necessarily move
together. However, they are linked by examining changes in prices received for outputs and prices
paid for inputs along with the productivity changes. To illustrate the links, use some simple algebra
for two time periods, 0 and I. One can think of a single product firm employing only one input, or
i Material for this paper is drawn from papers with various co-authors listed in the references:
Waters and Tretheway (1997); Waters and Street 0997); and Waters, Oum and Yu 0997).
2 An alternative approach to TFI' measurement is to measure the shift in an econometric
production or cost function. The interpretation of TFP is not identical in the two approaches (see
Oum, Tretheway and Waters, 1992, for an explanation, or Diewert, 1992 for a more rigorous
exposition). Because we wish to make comparisons of prices with quantity changes, it is appropriate
to use the index number approach to TFP measurement.
index numbers to represent multiple output and input prices and quantifies. Note that for index
numbers, the respective price and quantity indices must be dual to one another so that there is
computational consistency. 3
hence
Po and PI are output prices (indexes);
Y0 and YI are output quantifies ('indexes);
Wo and W_ are input price indexes;
2go and Xz are input quantity indexes;
R revenue = P x Y
C costs = W x X
Costs include capital costs, i.e., these are total economic costs.
_o and vh are measure of economic profit; for analytical convenience defined as the ratio of
revenues to costs rather than the difference.
_o=go/Co
Note that there is no requlmnent that economic profits be zero.
Total factor productivity (TFP) is mcasun_ by the growth of output relative to the growth in inputs:4
YJYo YI/XI
:rFP= -- or -- (])
XJXo Yo/Xo
(The second expression is the ratio ofa TFP index for each period).
It is desirable to link productivity mcasurerne.s_t with financial performance. This is straight-forward,
3 The price and quantity indices must satisfy the "product test," i.e., the ratio of price indices over
two periods times the ratio of quantity indices should equal the ratio of corresponding expenditure
indices.
4 For simplicity, the index is written is simple ratio form. For calculations we use the Tornqvist
or translog form of an index number, which would take the natural log of outputs or inputs for
respective years, weighted by the average of the respective revenue or cost shares.
3
but note that because TIP data includes capital inputs and their service price in calculating
productivity; it is economic and not accounting profits which are to be compared with TI_. As
noted, for analytical convenience, we work with economic profit ¢ as a ratio of revenues to costs
rather than the difference.
Any change in profitability between the periods is indicated by the change in revenue/cost ratios:
R,/CI PiYl / WlXl
_l/_o = or (2)
Re/Co PoYo / WoXo
which is rewritten:
YI 1 Pl 1
_,/%= _x_ x _ x _ (3)
Yo XJXo Po WJWo
\ / \. ./
TFP 1/TPP
Any change in the financial condition of the firm/industry (economic profit) reflects the change in
productivity and any change in relative prices of inputs and outputs. The first half of the right hand
side of (3) is TFP. The second half is the growth in output prices relative to the growth in input
prices. More in keeping with the economics literature on productivity, the right half of expression
(3) is the reciprocal of what we label "total price productivity" or "total price performance" (TPP),
the ratio of'input prices to output prices, s By tracking TPP along with TFP, we can directly monitor
any change in the firm's financial statusalong with its productivity changes.
Note that financial performance is monitored relative to the base period. IfRe/Co is not equal to
unity, then the firm is not in long run competitive equilibrium. IfR<C and the firm is making a loss,
it is necessary/desirable that the financial condition improve. It would be quite different if the firm
started in a substantial monopoly position. Here public policy would be looking for a decline in the
s The change in input prices relative to'output prices which we label TPP has been recognized
for some time in the productivity literature (but not known by this name). The ratio of an input price
index to an output price index is dual to the ratio of an output quantity index to an input quantity
index (noted by Jorgenson and Griliches, 1967 citing earlier papers by Siegel, 1952 and 1961), but
it is rarely calculated or examined. TPP has been used as an alternate measure of TFP in
telecommunications where output me,asures were hard to obtain(e.g., Chessler 1988). The reciprocal
of TPP (i.e., output price index over an input price index) can be thought of as a "tenns of trade"
concept for a firm and is known as "price-cost recovery" or "price performance" in the management
literature on productivity and profitability (e.g. Miller, 1984; Landel, 1983; Sink, Turtle & DeVries,
1984).
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financialposition. In brid_onemustpayattentionto the conditions in the base period Re/Co in
assessing the desired link between productivity and financial changes in the firm.
If competitive conditions do prevail, the firm is a price taker for both outputs and inputs and
economic profits are zero hence R/C = 1 and TFP ffiTPP, i.e., all productivity gains (Y/X) are passed
on in the form of lower prices for outputs relative to prices paid for inputs. In fact what we call TPP
is occasionally used as a measure of TFP because they should be identical under competitive
conditions.
One need not assume perfectly competitive conditions; the same relationship holds if there is no
change in the market power position of the finn. If competitive conditions change, equation (3) is
all the more interesting and useful because we can monitor changes from the initial market power
position. For example, suppose a firm is gaining increased market power. It will not pass all
productivity gains on to customers, and this will be shown by tracking TFP relative to TIP. IfTFP
is greater than TI'P, the firm has retained part of the productivity gains as increased revenues rather
than pass the full productivity gains through to its customers. In particular, the ratio of TPP to Tt_
indicates the extent to which productivity gains are .vJgsre.d with customers.
In what follows, we compare TFP with TPP to indicate the extent of productivity gains, how these
are shared between companies and their customers, and hence how the finandal condition of the firm
changeswithproductivitygains.The databasesand TFP calculationsemploy multilateralindices;
theseenabledirectperformancecomparisonsamong firmsaswellasyears.
Two applications are shown here, one to major world airlines drawing on updated data for 1986-1995
from Oum and Yu (1995), and a second longer term application to Canadian railways (from
Tretheway, Waters and Fok, 1994 and 1997 and Waters and Tretheway, 1997). Both of these studies
employ multilateral TFP indices of the form introduced by Caves, Christensen and Dicwcrt (1982).
A multilateral index enables direct comparisons of productivity differences between any firm and year,
in contrast to the traditional index which only applies to growth rates of productivity for a given firm
and not absolute comparison between firms (see Freeman, et al., 1987 for a discussion).
The productivity indices for a multilateral comparison will have sdected a particular firm and year
as a numeraire, i.e., the input and output quantity indices will be set equal to unity for a chosen firm
and year, and the productivity index of all firms (and years) will be expressed relative to the base firm-
year. The input and output price indices are c_nstructed as the dual to the input and output quantity
indices used in the TFP calculation. This means that numerical values for the input and output price
indices for respective firms and years are linked by the revenue/cog ratio for that firm and year, and
of course the values of the input and output quantity indices which are measured relative to the base
firm. To illustrate:
Y = output quantity index
X = input quantity index
R = total revenues
C = total economic costs
Then:
TFP--- Y/X
TPP = (C/X) / (K/Y)
or TPP = [I /R/C] TFP (4)
Given TFP for the base firm and year, ifR>C in that year then TPP<TFP; ifR/C were unity for the
base firm and year, then TPP would equal TFP in that year. Expression (4) also applies to other firms
and years as well. Divergence between TFP and TPP from one year to another will determine the
change in R/C. If ATFP > ATPP, then R/C improves because the firm has been able to retain part
oftheproductivitygainATFP. Conversely,irafirmfacesrisinginputpricesand isunabletooffset
thisby productivitygains,thenATPP > ATFP and thefirmdeterioratesfinancially.
Note the interpretation of this "total" price. Just as the output quantity index reflects the combination
of all outputs (weighted by their relative importance as indicated by revenue shares), the dual output
price index represents the combined effect on the firm's output prices taking the multiple outputs into
account. In contrast for example, most discussions of airline price trends focus only on passenger
yields. The total price index is a more comprehensive measure of price taking into account pricing
of all the services supplied by airlines which were incorporated in developing the output quantity
index (below)..
3. APPLICATIONS TO AIR AND RAIL TRANSPORT
The data for the air application are described in Oum and Yu's (1995) study of productivity
comparisons among airlines. Only a brief summary is provided here. The data are a carefid and
systematic compilation ofdata on major world airlines, limited to those for which all data categories
could be obtained in like fashion. The time period covers 1986 through 1995; 22 airlines are included
(one airline, Cathay Pacific, has data only from 1988).
Five categories of output are compiled: (I) revenue passenger kilometres (KPK) of scheduled air
service; (2) revenue tonne kilometres (RTK) of scheduled freight service; (3) mail service (measured
in KTK); (4) non-scheduled (charter) passeng_ and freight services, measured as KTK; and inddental
services (measured in revenues and deflated by the GDP deflator for the home countw, see Oum and
Yu, 1992, pp. 183-4 for details). The incidental services include a wide variety of services including
catering, services mpplied to other airlines, and consulting services. The airlines differ substantially
in the importance of different output categories. The output index is constructed using revenue
shares as weights. 6 The Tomqvist or translog index formula is used.
6 Some authorsuse cost elasticities as output weights rather than revenue shares.This would
change the interpretation of the TFP measure. Cost elasticity weights would be correct if we only
want to measure "shift" or residual TFP (cost elasticity weights remove the contribution of scale
6
There arefivecategoriesofinputs:(1)labourmeasured asnumberofemployees;(2)fuelmeasured
ingallons;(3)flightequipmentcapitalismeasured by an indexincorporatingdifferentaircrafttypes;
(4) ground propertyand equipment capitalconstructedusingthe Christensen-.Iorgenson(1969)
perpetualinventorymethod (seeOum and Yu, 1995,p.184);and (5)"materialsand other"which is
a residualor "catch-all"categoryforallotherexpendituresby theairlinecompanies. The materials
and othercategoryisestimatedby subtractinglabour,fueland capitalinputcostsfi'omICAO's
reportedtotaloperatingcosts.Deflatingtheresidualexpendituresby an inputpriceindexproduces
and inputquantityindexforthiscategory.
The output and input categories are combined into multilateral indexes as noted above. The quantity
indices am normalized around a particular carrier and year, specifically American Airlines in 1990 and
all output, input and TFP indices for other airlines and years are expressed relative to this base.
Oum and Yu (1995) calculated the total economic cost for eachairline, i.e., including a capital service
price for capita] inputs. For this study, dividing the total economic costs by the input quantity index
produces the dual input price index. Similarly, dividing total revenues for each airline by its output
quantity index produces the dual output price index. Note that the output and input price indices for
the base year and carrier will not equal unity unless revenues and total economic costs are equal in
that year. This is the long run expectation in a perfectly competitive industry, but a revenue/cost
.-"7-'. (R/C) ratio of exactly unity will be rare. In the case of American Airlines in 1990 (i.e., ",hebase for
< _. -_- • • • • -* • • . * •
cI )-y producUvlty comparisons), the R/C Is -,-l_hence the rauo of input to output pnce radices C/'PP) for
"- that year and carrier is aim 1.082. The first year (1986) ratio of input to output price indices crPP)
for any airline is determined by the R/C for that airline in that year and the TFP index (which is
relative to the American Airlines' base).
For this illustration, we show the results for four airlines: Qantas as well as a representative cartier
from North America, Europe and Asia, specifically, American Airlines (the base carrier), British
Airways and Singapore Airlines (Figures 1 through 4), but the discussion refers to the pattern of
productivity and price trends more generally.
economies from the TFP measure, Denny, Fuss and Wav_ 1981) If we are content with gross
TFP (i.e., all sources of productivity gains are included in the measure), then revenue weights are
appropriate. In comparing productivity and prices, it does not matter what the sources of
productivity gains are, i.e., the gross measure of productivity is the relevant concept. There is also
the issue that one needs estimates of cost elasticities for the shift approach; often these arc not
available.
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Figure 1
TFP & TPP for Qanta_ (1986-1995)
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Figure 2
TFP & TpP for American Airlines (1986-1995)
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Figure 3
TFP & TPP for British Airways {,,1986-1995)
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Figure 4
TFP & TPP fgr Singaoore Airlines {'1986-|995)
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The data show both similarities and differences across the carriers. Absolute productivity levels as
well as rates of growth differ substantially. Nearly all carders show at least some productivity galas
and, in most cases, most of the productivity galas were passed on to customers as indicated by TPP
tracking close to TFP. For several carders TPP exceeds TFP, i.e., input prices have risen faster than
output prices and productivity was not sufficient to offset this, hence these airlines °fumacial condition
has deteriorated. For the most part, the Asian carders have been able to retain some of the
productivity gains as improved financial performance, where_s North American and European carders
have been less successful. That is to say, the data suggest greater competitive forces at work in these
other markets. This is particularly so for North America where over the sample period every carrier
shows input prices paid exceeding the output prices obtained and these price differences are not offset
by sufficient productivity gains. This pattern is changed only for two carriers and for the most recent
years. That is, the financial condition of North American carders has deteriorated despite what
productivity gains they have been able to achieve. The European story is in between: TFP and TPP
track fairly close together but some carders have been able to retain at least some of the productivity
gains to improve their financial condition, notably KLM and Swir_fir.
The second application is a longer term analysis of productivity and financial performance for the
Canadian transcontinental railways, Canadian National (C/Xr), which was government-owned during
this period but operated with considerable managerial autonomy, and Canadian Pacific (CP), a private
railway. Data cover theperiod 1956-1995 (Freeman, et al., 1987; Tretheway, Waters and Fok, 1994
and 1997; and Waters, 1997).
For the Canadian railways, data constraints limit our output index to two output categories: passenger
and freight services, measured as passenger miles and freight ton-miles, respectively. These outputs
are weighted by respective revenue shares, including subsidy payments.
Our aggregate input index is made up of six input categories: fuel and energy, labour, three types of
capital inputs and a residual "materials and other inputs." Input quantity indices are constructed for
each, with the aggregate index constructed by weighting the input indices by the respective
expenditure shares (all input expenditures expressed in consistent dollars). The capital stocks are
measured using the Christensen-Jorgeason perpetual inventory method. _
The TFP indices are based for CP in 1956. Both railways shows very similar productivity
performance over time (Figure 5), productivity gains of about 3.0 percent per year over the long
¢
The detailed procedures are explained in Freeman, et al. (1987) and Tretheway, Waters and Fok
(1994). The capital stocks include three categories: way and structure capital, equipment capital
(rolling stock) and land. Capital stocks were accumulated since the earliest days of the railways
(1890 for CP), revalued each year by an appropriate asset price index, plus that year's investment and
less a measure of economic depreciation (no depreciation for land). The capital service price includes
real depreciation (zero for land capital), the costs of capital (distinguished between debt and equity)
less appreciation of the value of capital assets, all this times a tax multiplier which incorporates
effective tax rates including the capital consumption allowance for tax purposes.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the long torm trend of TFP and TPP for CN and CP since 1956 ('m these
figures, TPP has been scaled at unity for CP in 1956, implicitly setting R/C equal to unity for that firm
and year). For most ofth¢ period since 1956, TFP and TPP track closely together. This is what one
would expect from a competitive industry, i.e., most productivity gains, on average, are being pass_
through to customers. But starting in the early 1980s, the two sexics diverge for both railways, TPP
cx_g TFP. That is, real price reductions in services supplied relative to the price,s paid for inputs
exceed productivity growth. Expresse, d another way, the railways have more than passed through
the productivity gains. The railways arc deteriorating financially because they have not bccn able to
retain produ_vity gains as profits. Kex,all that the revenue-cost ratio is an economic definition, i.e.,
a normal competitive return is already included as a cost of doing business. Many railways show
improved accounting rates of return in recent years, but the real costs of capital rose during the 1980s
and 1990s and more than offset the apparent improvement in book or accounting rates of return.
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4. CONCLUSION
This paper compares productivity trends with how they manifest themselves in changes in output
prices charged relative to input prices paid. That is, have productivity gains been passed on to
customers or retained by the respective companies thereby improving their financial condition? The
analysis is done by constructingthe dual input and output price indices which correspond to the input
and output quantity indices used to calculate total factor productivity (TFP). This price ratio is
labelled "total price performance" CTPP) reflecting the fact that these price indices take all output and
input categories into account as do the TFP quantity indices. In competitive industries, one expects
the growth of input prices relative to output prices to equal productivity gains, i.e., productivity
enables the firm to raise output prices by less than the rise in input prices, and competition will force
the full productivity gains to be passed on to customers.
It should be noted that the data to make this comparison of prices and productivity sharing are
implicit in the data already compiled to make productivity comparisons via index number methods.
But researchers have not been making use of the duality relationship between productivity and price
changes. This paper shows how existing data for total factor productivity measurement can be used
to also reveal productivity sharing and the changes in overall financial performance. This ]ink
between TFP and input-output price relationships has been recognized for many years in the
management literature (e.g., Miller, 1984; Landel, 1983; Sink, Tuttle and DeVries, 1984) but has not
been incorporated into the economics literature on productivity measurement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and research objectives
For decades domestic air transport markets in Germany and Japan developed in a strictly
regulated environment. However, due to political and economical necessities a deregulation
process started that led to changes in the market structure especially of scheduled passenger
transport. In 1986, the Japanese government changed its air transport policy towards a
deregulation policy; in Europe liberalization of air transport was part of the measures to
build a common market with equal opportunities for all airlines. In consideration of the
results of the rapid deregulation process in the US which caused numerous bankrupts, in
Japan and ELI it was decided to deregulate the market more gradually. But, whereas in Japan
the introduction of new airlines was restricted under law, in Germany, along with the
liberalization policy on ELI level since the late 1980s, new airlines could enter the scheduled
air transport market, starting vivid competition with Lufthansa on some major domestic city-
pair relations. In Japan, under the controlled competition system, eight airlines compete in
the domestic market. Where competition can be offered, price reductions can take place.
Therefore, the analysis focuses on the different approach in deregulating the domestic market
in both countries. Regarding the effects of deregulation in the Japanese domestic market,
recent developments and changes in market structure and passenger fares for both counlries
will be investigated, thus answering the question whether controlled compelition and the still
ongoing process of deregulation can lead to fare competition between airlines as it is the case
in Germany.
1.2 Thesis on the market's development under competition
As analysis of .the aviation markets' development show, in the fast stage before
implementing deregulalion markets have usually monopolistic or oligopolistic structures with
one or a few carriers ruling the market under state control. High fare levels and market entry
restrictions characterize this stage. If we consider a completely deregulated market, where
free market entry has come into effect, the situation can change dramatically for a former
monopolist and for customers, because new airlines usually enter the market with lower
fares than the established airlines in order to attract customers to the new flight service and to
gain market shares. The former monopolist will have to respond with lower prices, in order
not to lose customers. The fare levels will fall for all airlines in a market to the customers'
benefit.
However, the struclxa'e of supply and demand in an air transport market, diversification of
products and internal and external factors usually make an oligopoly slzucawe preferable
(Beyhoff, 1995). Therefore, in the second stage of market development in a deregulated
market there are more start-up and established airlines competing than actually can survive in
the long term. In this intermediate period, the prices will be low due to the competition on
market shares between airlines and it depea,ds on the company's competitive strength to
survive in a price war. The former monopolist usually has some advantages because of its
developed service network, economical strength, customers' brand preferences etc. But
competition can force the established airline to lower its costs and to restructure the company.
For newcomers it is more difficult to survive in a long price war smce the airlines have less
financial strength and advantages, e.g. economies of scale (Beyhoff, 1995).
The long term development will therefore lead to bankrupts, cooperations and consolidations
of airline companies to survive in the market. The result will again be a market structure in
which just very few airlines, e.g. mega-carriers with small airlines on feeder service, will
remain and rule the market. In this last stage of development due to the lack of competitors
the market will fall back into an oligopoly structure and fares could rise to a higher level
again, although probably less high than before the deregulation. In hog, far this development
characterizes also the Japanese and German market will be analyzed for the development of
market entries and of the fare systems under deregulation.
2 DEREGULATION POLICY IN THE EU AND JAPAN
2.1 Liberalization of the EU air transport market
2.1._ Background of political measures and EU market structure
In Europe the call for liberalization of air transport was part of the process to build a single
market and the aim to offer customers and operators of airlines equal market conditions and
advantages in all ELI Member States. There was some controversy surrounding the
discussion on deregulation since the Treaty of Rome (March 2,5th 1957) provided for a
common transport policy in its article 74 (French, n.d.a). The supporters of liberalization
called for a free transport market by abolishing capacity and fare regulations, whereas
supporters of a limitalive policy rejected a liberalization policy claiming that the general rules
in the Treaty could not be applied in the case of the transport market. They held the opinion
that before liberalization, harmonization of the national laws concerning conditions of
competition for all transport markets in Europe should take place (Frerieh, n.d.a).
The progress in common transport policy was slow until 1985 when the court of Justice
ruled that the Council of Ministers had infnnged the Treaty of Rome's rules to provide
freedom to the international transport services, also aviation in Europe. The Council had
failed to set up conditions that allow Community registered airlines to operate without
restriction on all services within and between Member States (FatR, 1985). With the court's
judgment the authorities were obliged to set up a common European policy for the transport
sector. In June 1985 the Commission announced in its White Book that it would complete
the Common Market by 1992 (Hayashi, 1995). The European air transport policy's target
was then to build a Common air transport market, free of national restrictions and free of
discrimination of suppliers (Wenglorz, 1992). In the case of air transport, this meant free
access for all EU-registered airlines to all countries in the European Community and their
domestic markets. Rules were established guaranteeing freedom of service, freedom of
establishment, freedom of market access and freedom of tariffs and fares for all EU-carriers
in all EU-countries (Wenglorz, 1992; Lufthansa, 1997a).
2. t-:_ Three packages to liberalise the EU aviation market 1987-1997
The first step towards liberalization of the market was imtiauxl by the introduction of the
aviation package EC/87/601 on January 1st, 1988. When the liberalization process started,
air traffic movement between ELl Member States was restricted due to a wide and complex
array of national rules and bilateral national agreements. The new EU regulation on fares in
scheduled air transport between ELl Member States, announced on December 14th, 1987,
defined a reference fare on the basis of the normal flight fare in Economy Class or the lowest
Flexible Fare and two flexible fare zones (87/601/EWO, 1987). The Discount Fare was
between 90% and 65% of the reference fare and the Special Discount Fare's level was 65%
to 45% of the reference fare, but strictly limit;xl to certain conditions, restricting the customer
groups basically to holiday makers (87/601/EWG, 1987; Frerich, n.d.b). Automatic
approval of fares was allowed in the defined flexible zones. All other fares were approved in
the "double approval" procedure between two countries. The first package on liberalization
was a very cautious step towards more competition in European scheduled air transport.
However, because of the close cooperation between airlines and approving authorities
concerning pricing, an intentional increase of reference fares could not be excluded and
therefore the first package did not lead to significant fare reductions (Beyen/Herbert, 1991).
The second step towards liberalization based on the announcement "of the regulation
90P-342/EWG (1990) of the Council on fares that came into effect on November Ist, 1990,
employing a fare-zone arrangement for scheduled air services between Member States. In
this new fare system, besides keeping the approval system decided in the first package, the
"double disapproval" system was introduced for fares above the reference fares, giving more
freedom and flexibility to airlines for price setting (Frerich, n.d.b). The Fully Flexible
Economy Class Fare could now differ from the reference fare (95%-105%) by a margin of
10% and be freely stipulated by the airlines. The margin for the Discount zone was reduced
in favorof theSpecialDiscountzone(Wenglorz,1992).The Discount Fare zone differed by
a margin of 94% to 80% of the reference fare and the Special Discount Fare differed by a
margin of 79% to 30%. The second package brought benefits in fare stipulation, market
entry and capacity regulations towards a more flexible and competitive market structure,
especially because of the introduction of the double-disapproval system in the Common air
transport market (Wenglorz, 1992).
With the third package, regulation 92/2409/E-'WG, coming into effect on January 1st, 1993,
each air carrier can freely set air fares, seat and cargo rates for intra-Community mutes.
Besides scheduled air service, charter service and domestic air transport of each Member
State were included in the new rules for air transport. Basic fares should not be excessively
high to the disadvantage of users and they should be in relation to the long-term, fully
allocate relevant costs of the earner with satisfactory return on capital (ICAO, 1996; EWG
2409/92, 1992). Dumping-prices are forbidden. In the case of scheduled air transport, ELI
Member State authorities can request to deposit a fare level's form before inlroducing new
fares. All other services are free from this obligation (Frerich n.d.a; GiemuUa/Schmid, 1996).
Regardless of the nationality of an EU-eamer, all ELI mutes can be served with passenger or
air fright services, and start-up airlines including low-cost, low-frills airlines, are encouraged
to offer services in competition to established airlines. The third package also included the
introduction of full cabotage in the Member States' domestic markets on April 1st, 1997,
giving all airlines registered in the ELI the right to operate domestic services in any ELI
Member Slate other than their own without limitation of capacity (Teuscher, 1994;
Giemulla/Schmid, 1996). However, although European carriers are free to operate cabotage-
routes, it is not expected that many airlines will offer these services since airport
infrastructure and especially slots are limited (W.A., 1997a).
2.1.3 Results and unresolved problems
Since 1993 when the third package of liberalization came into effect, 20 new airlines were
launched and remained in the market .with the effect that under growing competition fares
have fallen. But stiU a high pricing policy for Fully Flexible Fares for many European
airlines can be observed. Considering the experience of market disruption in the US after a
sudden deregulation, the deliberately phased three stage liberali_fion in the ELI did not lead
to spectacular fare reductions nor any disappearance of an important cartier (DG VII, 1997).
Between 1993 and 1996 the number of European routes rose from 490 to 520 and 30% of
Community routes are now served by two operators, 6% by 3 operators and more. The
effect that new carriers entering the market usually was that the dominant carrier's market
share fell to the advantage of the other carriers (DG VII n.d.).
One of the most serious and yet unresolved problems in the liberalised European air transport
market is the slot allocation. Generally speaking, slots are given to airlines on the basis of the
"grandfather right" (historical right), guaranteeing continuos flight services for airlines and
customers (Wenglorz, 1992). However, in a deregulated market, competition and new
suppliers cause an increase in traffic, which leads to capa_ty bottlenecks at all important
airports. The limitation of slots and the "grandfather right" principle prevent airlines from
entering important routes and from competition with established airlines, causing serious
market entry barriers for new competitors in a market that should provide equal chances for
all airlines (Wenglorz, 1992). Another problem is the difference in airport charges depending
on the airport. At present, charges are levied on facilities, parking, refueling, storage and
freight services by airports on carriers, varying considerably from airport to airport, and
reaching from 5% up to 10% of operational costs of airlines (DG VII, 1997). Since these
charges have a heavy influence especially on smaller airlines and can be a disincentive to new
operators, the Commission seeks to create a framework on "basic rules governing the levy of
charges according to the principals of non-discrimination, cost-relatedness and transparency
(DG VII, 1997). An imbalance in preconditions in the Common market is apparent for
privatized airlines competing with state-owned airlines. In particular, subsidies for public
airlines cause a competitive im "balance between airlines operating in the European market.
Lufthansa (1997b) found that since the beginning of the 1990s, Air France received 6 billion
DMof subsidies, lberia 2.5 billion DM, Sabena 1.8 billion DM, Olympic 3 billion DM and
TAP Air Portugal and Air Lingus each 400 million DM. But it must be mentioned that also
Lufthansa was a state-owned airline until it was partially privafized in October 1994 and only
in October 1997 the rest of the 38.9% directly or indirectly state-owned Lufthansa-shares
were sold (Lufthansa, 1996).
2.2 Deregulation and controlled competition in Japan
Until today concerning airlines' licensing, mute and fare approval, the Japanese market
remains under the conlrol of the Ministry of Transport (MOT). The Civil Aeronautics Law,
which governs the industry, requires that airline companies obtain government licenses to
enter the market Due to the 1970 Cabinet Meeting Resolution "Concerning Airline
Operations" and due to the Notice from the Minister of Transport in 1972, it was introduced
a three-company system into the domestic market, resulting from the consolidation of Japan
Domestic Airlines (.IDA) and Toa Airlines (TA). The so-called 1970-1972 airline regul_on
system was intended to secure and nurture transport capacities of the airline industry by
establishing a segmented business base for each firm. This sudden policy change was said to
be brought about by strong political pressure from particular corporate groups, and shows
that government policy could be moved by influential private bodies (Yamauchi, 1995).
Trunk route markets (Sapporo-Tokyo-osaka-Fukuoka) grew much faster than other "local"
markets and became a source of internal cross-subsidization. With these lucrative markets,
the consolidation of the former nvo small airlines into one big company made it possible to
derive economies of scale and allowed "IDA to obtain the ability to use money from trunk
•routes to compensate deficits from local routes. The same worked for JAL and ANA. J/EL
could make up losses in internalional services and ANA could cross-subsidize losses in
domestic local routes by using the surplus in trunk routes (Yamauchi, 1995).
In the late 1970s and early 1980s the deregulation of the US air transport market had effects
on the Japanese policy towards more liberalization. The Fair Trade Commission called for
more relaxation in the regulations in aviation fields. The role of governmental intervention
protecting airlines functioned adequately up to this stage, but also caused the high cost
tendency of airlines (Yamauchi, 1996). The deregulation process started to promote belier
competition conditions for Japanese airlines in international and domestic markets. The
Japanese government started negotiations with the US on the entry of NCA in the north
pacific market and the Interim Agreement of 1985 admitted the new entry of NCA (Japan
Cargo) allowing other new carriers to start scheduled passenger services of both Japan and
the US and strengthened calls for the liberalization of the Japanese domestic market too. In
1986, the Council for Transport Policy submitted its final report concerning the future
operating status of airlines. The new policy focused on the promotion of double tracking and
triple tracking corresponding to the size of demand on each route and the status of airport
facilities. Furthermore the necessity of the major airport's capacity expansion was pointed
out. Concerning the domestic market, the competition should be promoted by new entries to
particular city-pair markets. While JAL was only in the domestic trunk routes markets
(Sapporo, Tokyo, Osaka, Fukuoka, Naha), it now also operated in dense local routes
(Yamauchi, 1995). But deregulation measures were not completed since the institutional
framework concerning entry licensing and the fare approval system remained unchanged.
The new "promotion of competition" policy rather sought deregulation within the range of
administrative operation without changing the licensing system for new entries or the
approval system for setting fares (Yamauchi, 1995). Regulation was even strengthened,
because the administration decided which route would become a double track or a triple track,
and which carrier would enter there. From the customers' point of view, the new policy
brough t no benefits because the fares did not decrease in a significant way. Whereas in
Germany the EU policy also brought changes to the entry licensing and fare approval system,
the Japanese fare approval and entry licensing system under the so-called "controlled
competition" policy remained unchanged (Yamauchi, 1996). Competition always was
service or aircraft size-related, whereas the airlines' fares did not show any trend towards
competition. In 1994, the approval system was partly deregula_, allowing discount rates
up to 50% and charges for using special equipments. Then in June 1996, a zone fare system
wasadoptedthatallowsJapaneseairlinesto setpassengerfareswithinacertainrangefreely,
similarto theregulationsin theELIsecondpackageof Commonair service.In peaktravel
periodsthecarrierscansetrelativelyhighprices,andofferpromotionalfatesduringtheoff-
peakperiod.
Figure 1: Fares in the zone fare system
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Before the zone fare system was adopted, the upper limit of the permitted fare zone was
calculated on the airlines" cost and profit basis of the prior year's actual balance sheets.
However, m the now applied system the upper limit is set and calculated by the MoT on a
cost and profit target basis that is set on a lower level than in the before applied system, in
order to encourage airlines to reduce costs and to initiate rationalization measures to increase
their profit. The calculation of the cost and profit, targets set by the MoT is now the
background of the fares" upper limit - called standard (or normal) fare. The lower end of the
normal fare range is set at level 25% less than the upper limits. The career can set discount
fares at a maximum of 50% below the lower limit Therefore, the lowest discount fare could
be set at 62.5% lower than the standard fare (Yamauchi, 1996). Within these limits the
airlines can freely decide fare levels, which are approved automatically. Most normal fares
on middle-hauls and long-hauls are close to the then upper fare limit whereas in the ease of
short-hanls - mostly mutes to remote islands - the fare level is lower and closer to the lower
end of the range in order to meet the social minimum rather than for economic reasons. The
licensing system for new entries is still strict and new airlines which could be interested in
using the whole range of pricing in the zone fare system have not been able to enter the
market yet. Therefore, deregulation measures brought a certain price diversification but did
not lead to downward pressure on prices. However, the situ_on is likely to change from
September 1998, since several new airlines were established and will enter the market. In
order to gain market shares, the newcomer airlines could cause a decrease in fares within the
• . #,
regulation frames and put established atrlines under pressure to reduce their fares, too. In
addition, the track system, that by definition linked the number of airlines to the annual
demand on routes, was abolished on April 1st, 1997 and now airlines can decide freely
whether to enter a city-pair market.
3 INFLUENCE OF DEREGULATION ON THE DOMESTIC MARKET
AND FARE LEVELS IN GERMANY AND JAPAN
3.1 Market entries and structural changes in the domestic markets
3.1. ! New airlines in the markets
Since the liberalization process started, the number of airlines in Europe increased from 99 to
156 carriers for scheduled services (W.A. 1997a). The new policy also had effects on the
German market, bringing Deutsche Lufthansa's monopoly to an end. Before 1987, is was
just the flag carrier Lufthansa and a few regional airlines, as subsidiaries or cooperating
airlines, that operated in the domestic market (Soltwedel, 1986; Stoetzer, 1991). With
liberalizationof capacityregulationsandrouteselection,freedomof pricingandfreedomof
establishment,otherairlinesenteredthemarkeLBut only a few airlineshaveusedthe
cabotagefightssince 1992, operating only o_2ocabot,age routes in Europe (Reuter, 1997a).
Lufthansa competitors in the domestic market are newly established airlines, or airlines that
emerged out of other smaller regional carriers. The domestic scheduled service Augsburg
Airways (I03, Deutsche British Airways (DI), Eurowings (EW), Hamburg Airlines (HX)
and the British Debonair are worth mentioning. Deutsche BA was launched in dune 1992 by
three German banks Commerzbank (19%), Bayerisehe Vereinsbank (16%), Berliner Bank
(16%) (=51%) and British Airways (49%), and operates its flights from two hubs,
Muenchen and Bcrlin_egel (Deutsche BA, 1997a). However, since April 1st, 1998,
Deutsche BA is a 100% subsidiary of British Airways (Deutsche BA, 1997d). The airline's
strategy is to offer a high level of service while keeping costs down in order to achieve lower
fare levels to amact customers. In 1995/96 Deutsche BA was able to increase its market
share by 19% and carded 2.2 million passengers earning revenues of DM 492 million
(Deutsche BA, 1997a). Hamburg Airlines and Eurowings compete as regional airlines with
Lufthansa in the German and European market. The Dortmund and Nuernberg based
Eurowings is the largest independent airline offering scheduled and cliarter service. In 1996,
264,000 passengers were recorded in charter service, 870,000 in international scheduled
waffle and 766,000 passengers in domestic flight service (W.A. 1997d). As Delta Airlines
reduced their service from Frankfurt, Eurowings could get necessary slots to operate flights
between Frankfurt and Berlin, thus ending Lufthansa's monopoly on the most important
domestic route in May 1997. The British low-cost carrier Debonair, not included in table 1,
entered the German domestic market in June 1996 on the Moenchengladbach-Muenchen
route (Reuter, 1996a).
Table 1: Airlines com[x in the German domestic market in 1995
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As figure 2 shows, there have been more airlines in domestic service in Japan than in
Germany and operating for a longer time under MoT's eonlrolled competition policy. In
1952, Japan Airlines (JAL) was establishSd as a major private company operating in
domestic markets. The following year, the government decided to reform JAL to a semi-
public corporation to foster the company as a national flag carder and to strengthen JAL's
international competitiveness. At the same time, several private airline companies were
founded, but this was soon followed by bankrupts and consoEdations and in 1957/58, the
two biggest carriers of these merged to All Nippon Airways (ANA), the second major but
purely private carrier (Yamauehi, 1995). Some of the regional carriers founded in the late
1950s merged into ANA and two of them - Japan Domestic Airways (JDA) and Toa Airways
(TA) - merged into TOA Domestic Airways and then changed name to Japan Air System
(JAS) in 1988. There are presently eight scheduled airline companies in Japan: JAL, ANA
and JAS, Air Nippon (ANK), Japan Asia Airline (JAA), Japan Transocean Airways (JTA),
Japan Cargo (NCA) and Japan Air Commuter (JAC) (Takahashi, 1992). However, most of
the mentioned airlines belong to one of the three airline groups, namely the JAL-group,
including JAA and JTA, the ANA-group with ANK, and the JAS-group, including JAC.
This group structure is one of the main reasons of the mostly homogenous fare levels that
will be shown later. But market and fare structure could change, since new airlines have
been approved by the MoT.
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Six new airlines, namely Skymark Aidmes Co., LTD., Hokkaido International Airlines Co.,
LTD., Japan Pacific Airlines Co., LTD., Southern Cross Co., LTD., JAL Express
Corporation and Harlequin Air Corporation will start service from 1998 on. Skymark
Airlines was founded in November 1996 by the main share holders HIS Corporation, a
Discount Travel Agency (53,5%), Oriks, a leasing corpora, on (20%), GVC, No.1
Investment Union, (9,2%) and the president of Skymark (5%). It is planned to start service
with three aircraft a day on the Haneda O'.0k'),o)-Fukuoka mute from September 1998,
followed by increasing the service on dom_tic flights and international charter flights. The
company plans to enter the market with fares 50% lower than the established airlines.
Hokkaido International Airlines was founded m November 1996, too, and will start sen,ice
between Tok-yo and Sappom from April "25th, 1998 and from October 31st, 1998 between
Osaka and Sappom. The airline also plans to offer short international charter flights in the
future. The fare for Tok-yo-Sapporo will be approximately DM 403, that is nearly half the
price JAL ANA and JAS offer on this destination. For Osaka-Sapporo the ticket will cost
approximately DM 596 that is 60% of established airlines' prices. Japan Pacific Airlines,
founded in May 1997, plans to start service in June 1999 on international charter routes in
the northern Mariana islands. Southern Cross Co., LTD. was founded in July 1997 and
plans to start service in March 2000 on the Tokyo-Naha route and later on several
international routes in Asia. The JAL Express Corporation was founded as a subsidiary of
JAL in April 1997 for operating JAL's low profit routes from April 1998 in order to cut
JAL's personnel costs 20% down. Until the beginning of the next century, JAL Express will
operate 15 to 20 aircraft and plans to enter both the 767 trunk routes and short-haul
international routes. The shares of Harlequin Air Corporation, founded in January 1997, are
100% owned by JAS. The reason for founding the company is to cut down costs, but also to
developnichemarkets,sincetheairlinewill fly on routesfromFukuokaas a regional airline
and as charter ratline on international routes, and it will also serve on low profit routes, like
JAL Express Corpomlion. By founding this new subsidiaries, JAL and JAS Iollow the same
outsourcing policy like European airlines. But especially the market entry of the other new
independent airlines could lead to a reduction in fares, since they will have to compete with
the established airlines in the domestic Japanese market.
3.1.2 The domestic markets' structure
The Japanese domestic air transport market, with 78,100,754 passengers in 1995, is 5 times
bigger than the German domestic market (MOT, 1997). In Germany in 1995, out of the
overall 90,047,000 passengers starting their flights from Germany, 20,285,312 passengers
flew on intra-European routes (22.5%) and 17,714,811 passengers were bound lot domestic
destinations. While in Germany, with a population of 81,538,603, one out of five persons
took an airplane Ibr a domesticjourncy in 1995, in Japan with a population of 124,322,801
about 62.8% or 1.6 out of two people traveled by airplane inside Japan (Imidas, 1995;
Stalastisches Bundesamt, 1995). Moreover, the most frequented Tokyo-Sapporo route in
Japan shows an annual figure or 7,631,516 passengers and has 5. 18 times more passengers
than Germany's busiest domestic route Frankfurt-Berlin with annually 1,434,661
passengers (Statisl_sches Bundesamt, 1996). To comply with growing demand in the
Japanese domestic market, 23 out of 240 routes are served by three airlines and 37 by two
airlines (MOT, 1997). In 1995, among the 78. 100.754 passengers on Japanese domestic
routes, 38,833,673 passengers traveled on triple tracks (49.72%), 19,901,848 on double
tracks (25.48%), and 19,365,233 on single routes (24.8%) (MOT, 1997; NKK, 1997).
Whereas in Japan double and triple track routes were established as a part of the MoT's
controlled competition policy, in Germany the introduction of parallel served routes started
automatically with the opening of the market, depending on the availability of slots. In
Germany, new airlines are now competing with Lufthansa on 24 routes. The German market
is especially interesting lbr new airlines because of its structure. Compared to other
European countries, Germany has most inhabitants and can be expected to have a larger
market potential. The domestic scheduled market in Germany is not only a/i_xter market Ior
mtra-EU flights but is also an important starting-point lbr international flights. Almost 24%
of all EU external Ilights start in Germany. The network of well-developed airports spread
all over Germany oflers the opportumty to establish llight services between secondary
markets such as Hamburg, Koeln, Duesseldorf, Berlin or Stuttgart Ior domestic services or
as lixxter-services Ior European hubs. European airlines such as Air France or British
Airways, organize connection flights li'om Germany to their hubs themselves or in
cooperation with German partner airlines, e.g. Eurowings (Ior Air France or KI.A4).
Furthermore, the conlinuing high cost and price level of the market leader Lufthansa offered
a chance of pricing competition to low cost oriented new airlines (Loppow, 1997a).
Considering the status quo and the further development in the German domestic market, the
Lufthansa expects that "Germany will become the battlelield or' the European liberalization"
(Loppow, 1997a).
Since several independent and small low-cost airlines such as Debonair, Easy Jet or Virgin
Express entered the prolitable business routes in the European market, rismg competition
favors selling up alliances or code-sharing etc. cooperation agreements for established
airlines. Rather than operating cabotage mutes, they join with a domestic airline, saving both
partners from investing in their infrastructure in order to enter the new market (Reuter,
1997a). The most successful airline in setting up cooperations, financial linkages or
franchise agreements is so far British Airways. The airline entered markets in France,
becoming number two in domestic air traffic, based on a network of partnerships with the
airlines TAT and Air Liberld (Reuter, 1997a). By establishing a network of subsidiaries and
partners, BA developed a network with 100 aircraft of small regional airlines flying in behalf
of BA on less profitable routes. The franchising network with I,ive British airlines (City
Flyer, Manx, G-B Airways, Loganair and Maersk) gives advantages to both sides, since the
partners can use the brand name BriUsh Airways Express and can use BA sen, ices (frequent
flying program, reservation etc.), whereas British Airways itself can enlarge its network
withoutcostsandattractmorecustomersto its long-haulprograms,usingthc franchisc
partnersfor feeder services (Kommission der EG, 1996). Lufthansa followed the British
Airways example, and founded together with five international airlines the largest worldwide
so-called "Star Alliance" and is partner of several European regional carriers, e.g. British
Midland. It established Lufthansa CityLine GmbH as a subsidiary for less frequented
European and domestic routes and the so-called "ream Lufthansa" for cooperation with
Contact Air, Cimber Air and Augsburg Airways on a franchise basis (Reuter, 1997a;
I.,ufthansa, 1997d). Augsburg Airways operates as a l_,ufthansa franchise partner on the
routes Muenchen-Dorlmund, Muenchen-Erfurt, Muenchen-Leipzig-Halle and Augsburg-
Frankfurt, although the franchise agreement with Augsburg Airways caused opposition by
Earowings, which operated routes in behalf of Luftlmnsa, too, claiming the franchise project
to be the beginning of competition on Eurowings "home market" (W.A. 1996a, Reuter,
19961o). As a result of the new structure, Lufthansa itself decided to end the contract with
Earowings at an early age. Furthermore, it was reported that Lufthansa plans to establish a
new low-cost airline in order to outsourcc more loss-making intra-German and European
services from its business unit "Lufthansa Passage AG". Like British Airways, Lufthansa
plans to conccnlrate more on long-haul markets (Beyhoff, 1995). However, Lufthansa has
also successfully used predatory measures in the past in order to resist competition. Aero
Lloyd (Charter Airline) and Omman Wings tried to enter the scheduled airline market in the
late 1980s, but Lufthansa could oust both airlines by blocking slots, raising capacity on
parallel roums etc. In the end, Aero Lloyd concentrated again on the charter market whereas
German Wings went bankrupt (Beyhoff, 1995; Stoctzer, 1991). Concerning the new
competition in the domestic market, Lufthansa pointed out that it "...will not permit to be
ousted from its home market" (Lufthansa, 1997a). This statement shows that any new
competitor in the German domestic market will have to face countermeasures by Lufthansa,
since more than half of the company's turnover proceeds are accounted for in the European
region or Germany (Nittinger, 1997). One internal measure to compete better with new
airlines was to reduce the cost per offered seat-kan below 0.15 DM with the so-called
"Program 15", to outsource low-profit routes operating via franchise partners or subsidiaries
and to reduce costs by 14% (1.5 Billion Dlvl) by the year 2001 (Reuter, 1997b).
Figure 3: Airlines' market share in German), and Japan by number of passengers,
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As figure 3 shows, with regard to annual passenger shares by airline, the German market is
still dominated by Lufthansa. The company leads with 74.5% of all passengers flown on
domestic routes in 1995, followed by Deutsche BA (12.4%) and then others 6.7%, small
regional carriers which operate under Lufthansa contracts. Actually Deutsche BA claims to
have a market share of 35-38% in Germany, but this implies the airline's domestic routes
operated in competition to Lufthansa, not the overall market volume in number of passengers
(Loppow, 1997b; SZ, 1997). In Japan in 1995, ANA claimed about45.2% of the domestic
market, followed by JAL (23.2%), JAS (21.4%), ANK (6.1%), JTA (2.7%) and JAC
(1.5%) (MOT, 1997). ANA has the major share in the domestic market, but regarding the
development under controlled competition, the airline lost 10% market shares bea,veen 1985
and 1995 whereas JAL gained 5%, and JAS basically kept its 20% to 21% during the whole
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period. Besides JAL, the regional carrier ANK is the winner of the controlled competition
system since it could increase its market share from 2.4% in 1985 to 6.1% in 1995, while
the other regional carriers JTA lost shares and JAC remained in a 1.5% market share (MOT,
1997). The loss of JTA though was a result of giving low-profit routes to Ryukyu Air
Commyuta, while keeping the profitable regional mutes and the Tokyo-Naha route. The
whole market volume increased in this period of ten years by 78%.
3.2 Comparative analysis of fares: Domestic passenger fares
3.2.1 Economy fares in Germany and .lanan
In the German domestic scheduled market, new entries and a decline in l_e levels have been
observed since liberalization started, whereas in Japan the double and triple track system and
the introduction of the zone fare system has not lead to a remarkable reduction in lkres or to
entries of new airlines until the end of 1997. Under the system of controlled competition it
was not necessary and partly not possible lbr airlines to apply pricing strategies. DilTerenees
in fare levels on double or Iriple track mutes are marginal between the three market leading
airlines ANA, JAL and JAS. This situation did not change even with introduction of the zone
tare system. Therelbre, customers' expectations to benefit from a deregulated fare system
have not been realized. In Japan, a connection of distance and fare levels can still be
observed. As we can see in the comparison of tares in Japan and Germany, in Germany,
freedom of pricing and market entry of new airlines lavor a more vivid fare competition on
mutes operated by two airlines (figure 4 and 5).
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Figure 5: Fully Flexible Economy Fare leve_ts of airlines in German_c, Sept. 1997 (DM)
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As a result, Fully Flexible Economy Fares on rctum tickcts of airlincs competing on thc
same route vary from 0% to 4% in Japan, whereas in Germany, the fares vary in a span of
4% to 35% on the same route. Particularly important lor Lufth_a's price setting is whether
Deutsche British Airways operates the same mute. In this case Lulthansa lares tall to almost
the level of Deutsche BA's lares. Although the growing competition in Germany forced
Lul'thansa to decrease its lare level, in comparison to Japanese pricing structures the Fully
Flexible Economy Fares lor return tickets in Germany usually show a higher fare level lbr
equivalent distances. Deutsche BA and Eurowings fares have nearly the same lare level as
Japanese airlines on equivalent route distances. Whereas on mutes to Berlin, Lufthansa
introduced a special Economy fare ("Spree Taril"), which is not equivalent to the most
Flexible Economy Fare and therefore not shown in figure 5, Deutsche BA has reduced its
Full Flexible Economy Fare on these destinations. This explains the discrepancy of fare
levels between Lufthansa and Deutsche BA on some common mutes. The fare comparison
on the Duesseldorf/Moenehengladbach - Muenehen route (302 miles) - as an example for a
low cost carrier's route - shows that Debonair offered class-free tickets for DM 159 one-way
or DM 318 for return tickets whereas the lowest available Flexible Fare without reslrictions
in the case of Lufthansa costs 590 DM and with Deutsche BA 540 DM. I.,ufthansa observed
a steep incline of Economy class bookings not only due to larger numbers of private travelers
but also due to a migration from higher classes to Economy Class. Although the price gap
between Lufthansa and other airlines is sometimes large, Lufthansa still counts on customers
willing to pay an additional 15%-20% "brand surcharge" in the German core market
(Nittinger, 1997).
3.2.2 Discount fares
In Germany, generally speaking, four types of Discount Fares can be distinguished. The
lowest Discount Economy Fare available is a 14 days in advance booking Discount Fare with
restrictions on booking, duration of stay etc. The second Discount Economy Fare has an
obligation to book 7 days before the trip starts.
Figure 6: Comparison of Discount Fares and Fully Flexible Economy Fares in Germany
and Japan, June 1997 ( 1 DM=62 Yen)
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This typc can bc found in the case of Lufthansa and Deutsche BA. Somc other airlincs likc
Eurowings and Augsburg Airways have an equivalent discount level, but without the 7 days
in advance booking clause. The Weekend Discount Economy Fare and the so-called "Spree
Tarif" on routes to Berlin are available only with Lufthansa. Deutsche BA introduced a
"HauptsmdbTariF' (Capital fare). Special Discount Fares on certain routes or for certain age
groups or seasons exist with almost any airline. In Japan, there are different types of
discount fares in existence, e.g. a 28 days in advance booking discount fare, that implies a
discount rate of 50%. But since the conditions of Discount Fares vary among airlines in both
countries, the lowest Discount Economy fare allowing a comparison is the 14 clays in
Advance Purchase Economy Discount Fare. The comparison of Fully Flexible Economy
Class Fares in Japan and Germany has shown that the fare level is mostly higher in Germany
than in Japan. However, as figures 6 and 7 show, in the case of discount fares, the result is
quite different The figure shows Full Flexible Economy Fares and the lowest Discount Fare
in common - the 14 days in Advance Purchase Economy Discount Fare - for the Osaka-Olin
route in Japan and the Frankfurt-Berlin mute in Germany. Both mutes have equivalent
distances (460-470 kin). Discount fares in Germany can be 60% to 73% lower than the Fully
Flexible Economy Fares. In Japan, the difference is just 10% to 20%. Accordingly, the
Discount Fare for Osaka-Oita is 19% lower than the Fully Flexible Economy Fare, whereas
the discount rate on the Fran_urt-Berlin mute (Lufthansa fare) is 71% lower than the Fully
Flexible Economy Fare. Considering Lufthansa's three types of Discount Fares with
different conditions, and then choosing the Weekend Economy fare (DM 420) for
comparison, the lowest Discount Economy Fare still re.aches a 47% discount rate. As a result,
the Fully Flexible Economy Fares can be considered more customer friendly in Japan, but
Discount Fares in Germany give customers with flexible flight schedules a greater
opportunity to fly at a low fare.
3.2.3 CompetRion on ]'ares in the German domestic market
3.2.3.1 Development of Lufthansa fares under competition with Deutsche BA
The development of fare competition will be analyzed for some of the 15 common mutes of
Lufthansa and Deutsche BA or Eurowings. These routes connect the most important cities in
Germany from Franlg'urt, Berlin or Muenchen. Deutsche BA and F_aarowings operate each on
seven routes in competition to Ladthansa or its franchise partner. Since the increasing
competition in me German domestic market caused the liquidation of the regional carrier
Hamburg Airlines by the end of 1997 after the airline had aied to merge with Augsburg
Airlines, only Deutsche BA and Eurowings can be regarded as important Lufthansa
competitors, especially on trunk routes (Rodrian, 1997). The annual number of passengers
carried on routes operated by Lufthansa and Deutsche BA is higher than on routes operated
by Earowings, with the exception of Frankfurt-Berlin (Statistisches Bundesamt, 1996).
Therefore, Deutsche BA can be considered as the most serious competitor of Lafthansa in
highly frequented city-pair markets. We 2,ready found that the route distance has little
influence on fare levels if the route is also operated by a competitor. As a measure against a
competitor's entry in an established airline's market, a decrease in fares to oust the new
competitor can be expected. As examples the routes Muenchen-Koeln, Muenchen-Berlin,
Berlin-Hamburg and Berlin-Duesseldoff have been chosen. In order to compare the results
with a route that was under a Lufthansa monopoly (until May 1997), the route Frankfurt-
Berlin was chosen. Deutsche BA initialed a new pricing strategy starting from January 20th,
1997, putting Lufthansa under price pressure. Deutsche BA introduced a new fare concept,
replacing the former Business4 Economy class system by a single class system, with a Fully
Flexible Fare and two Discount fares (Deutsche BA, 1997c). As reaction on Deutsche BA's
simplifying its pricing structure and reducing fares, Lufthansa introduced a new Flexible
Economy Fare valid for weekends (Weekend Economy Fare). On all routes with Deutsche
BA competition, Lufthansa reduced Discount Economy Fares as well as Business Class
Fares, and Fully Flexible Economy Fates, whereas on the Frankfurt-Berlin route these fares
remained at their high level, or else increased like the Fully Flexible Economy Fare
(Lufthansa 1997c; Deutsche BA, 1996, 1997b). The Lufthansa Pricing Policy only changed
drastically since Eurowings entered the Franlffurt-Berlin route in May 1997.
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Figure 8: Lufthansa's fare chan_es on routes with Deutsche BA competition, (DM)
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I.,ufthansa reacted onnew competitive fares by introducing its "Spree-Tarif" on all B'erlin-
routes, including the Frankfurt-Berlin route in June 1997..Even Deutsche BA was forced to
react on this reductions by lowering the "Flexi-Ticket" price on Berlin-routes. Furthermore,
in October 1997, Deutsche BA announced the opening of a new route between Muenchen
and Franlffurt from November 24th, 1997 with new competitive prices and the introduction.
of a new "B-Tarif" (like Flexi-Fare, but only available as return ticket). Lufthansa
immediately responded, announcing price reductions up to 30% for this route and for the
fast time Lufthansa fares matched or even undercut Deutsche BA fares (Rodrian, 1997;
Lufthansa, 1997e). As a result, Deutsche BA could not gain any market shares and
Lufthansa succeeded in ousting the competitor on this route. However, the aggressive fare
policy of Lufthansa in this case confirms, that Deutsche BA had successfully taken over
market shares from Lul'thansa on other route;; before,
3.2.3.2 Effects of l..ufthansa's monopoly loss on the Franlffurt-Berlin route
The effects of pricing competition on l.,ufthansa and Deutsche BA fares after F.,urowings
entered the Franlffurt-Berlin city-pair market are shown in table 2. Before F.,urowings entered
the Frankfurt-Berlin route on May 5th, 1997, l.,ufthansa's lowest Discount Fare was DM
260, the 7 days Discount Fare was DM 390, the Fully Flexible Economy Fare was DM 780
and the Business Class Fare was 840 DM, and therefore much higher than on the Muenchen-
Berlin with Deutsche BA competition. Since the distance on the Frankfurt-Berlin route is
even shorter than on the Muenchen-Berlin route, the Federal Anti-Trust Agency
(Bundeskartellamt) suspected an improper advantage of Lufthansa's monopoly. Lufthansa
explained the discrepancy with high airport charges in Frankfurt and claimed to have losses
on all domestic routes, but this explanation was not accepted and in January 1997, the
Federal Anti-Trust Agency called I.,ufthansa to lower fares on this route. "The fare level
should be only DM 10 higher than on the Muenchen-Berlin route at a maximum, on which
Deutsche BA operates as competitor" (Drucksache 13/7900, 1997).
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Table 2:
distance (kin)
fares (DM)
Chan_es in Lufthansa's fare level
Frankfurt-Berlin
May 97
466
Lufthansa
14 days discount
7 days discount
Weekend Economy
Spree-Tarif
Fully Flexible
Economy
Business
under Eumwin[_s competition
Frankfurt-Berlin
June 97
Eurowings
260 218,
390 458..
780 638
798
466
Lufthansa Eurowin_s I
198.
Muenchen-Berlin
June 1997
509
Lufthansa Deutsche BA'
222 222 199
333 398.- 333 299
420 420
470
560
470
780 598 440/540
(before: 520)
840 840 798 590
1 Eurowings prices since July 1997; 2 lares sinceAugmt 15th, 1997; ljmt 7 instead of 14 days advance booking
rule; S'no advance booking rule but other restrictions; Eurowings fares for one way trips, are half the price
(Lufthansa, 1997c; Deutsche BA, 1997b; Eurowings, 1997)
Meanwhile, the problem has been resolved by the market entry of Eurowmgs and the
competition between both airlines. The inlroduction of the "Spree-Tarif" and the Weekend
Economy Fare shows the continuos diversification policy in Lufthansa pricing. The
introduction of new, less expensive Economy Fares gives a larger choice to customers but
makes also the whole fare system more complicated and becomes therefore less user-
friendly.
4 RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS AND OUTLOOK
The EU liberalization policy in air transport markets had a significant influence on the
German domestic market replacing a monopolistic market structure by an increasingly
competitive structure, with new airlines and more to come, e.g. Virgin Express, Ryanair or
Easyjet (Flouau, 1997). Liberalization of the fare system and new entrants helped to reduee
Lafthansa's Discount Economy Fares and partly Flexible Economy Fares, but lead also to a
more diversified and complex fare system than before. Fare reduction as an effect of
competition on most important German routes is a benefit for customers, but the
development of a diversified fare system is definitely a drawback. Although Deutsche BA
focused on simplifying the fare structure, the company was forced to introduce some special
fares on routes to Berlin, due to competition with Lufthansa. This development shows that
further diversification and more complex fare systems could become a general problem for
all competitors in the market. The comparison of German and Japanese fares has shown that,
although the Discount lares in Germany declined, the Fully Flexible Fares are still high,
even in comparison to a less deregulated Japanese fare system. Besides, problems like slot
allocation and capacity restrictions of airports, airport charges, air traffic management and
governmental subsidies for some national carriers have still to be resolved. The subsidy rule
based on the "one-time, but last-time" principle did not lead to an end m subsidizing public
airlines. The slot distribution system, based on grandfather rights and the frequent flyer
programs, still give I.,ufthansa quite a strong control over its domestic market and are main
barriers for free market development. The European Commission works on initiatives to
resolve these problems, but it will still lake years to provide better market conditions for
airlines in the common market (Kinnock, 1996b). Therefore, it is very unlikely that the
introduclion of full cabotage will change the German domestic market structure significantly
unless the neeessary infrastructure and equal opportunities for frequent flyer programs are
provided for all airlines (Reuter, 1997a). As market leader, Lufthansa could resist strong
competition if the restructuring is successful, but Deutsche BA still has cost and
differentiation advantages. However, due to the strong price competition with Lufthansa, the
company has not yet been able to announce profits so far and only British Airways can
secure the airline's survival. The increasing cooperation between airlines to resist intra-
European and international competition is another effect of Europe's open-sky-policy.
Airlines will look for more alliances or franchise partners to strengthen their market position.
49 out of 71 worldwide arrangements between airlines in 1995 involved European airlines
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(Kinnock, 1996a, 1996b). As a long term effect of liberalization and the markets' limited
abilitytoofferan environmentof high competitionintensity,a reductioninthenumber of
competitors, by fusion, cooperalion between airlines or franchise arrangements, will be
observedmore oftenand at theend withjusta few competitorsdominating[hemarket,fare
levelswillriseagainand couldprobablyevenrisetoa higherlevelthaneverbefore.
In Japan, the deregulation continues but still some main topics like the market entries remain
conlJ'olled. Fare deregulation measures have shown that giving more flexibility in pricing
does not necessarily lead to more pricing competition. The difference in fare levels between
airlines operating the same route is marginal. If benefits for the customers is one target of
deregulation, the Japanese example shows that con_olled competition cannot offer the same
benefits as a completely deregulated market su'ucture can do. However, the complete
deregulation of market entry and fare approval is still to come. Without new competitors in a
market, no fare competition will start. The established airlines only have the need to utilize
the partly deregulated fare system, if the new airlines entering the market from this year, will
start the fare competition. Only with new enwants compeling with established airlines for
market shares, airlines will use the full range of pricing possibili|ies. In this situation market
leaders will be put under pressure to decide whether to lower prices - or lose customers.
However, new airlines have been approved and could change the domestic market starting
from 1998, with more competitive fare levels. But like in Europe, the limits to new enU'ies
exist, also due to shortage in airport capacities and infmslrucmre. Unless capacity problems
are resolved, the possibilities of competition in the customers' favor will remain limited.
Deregulation of air transport markets only has a meaning if all aspects of free market entrance
including the improvement of infrasmacmre and capacity, as well as free pricing are realized
in a reform to serve customers better at lower costs - in Europe and Japan.
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TITLE: France,Progressof theInteriorLaboratoryof AerialTransport.
ABSTRACT: After a longperiodof neglectandwaitingwhich lasteduntil thebilateral
relationshipbetweenmemberstates,in theyear1986,thereis incontestable
progressin theevolutionof aerialtransportin theEuropeanUnion. With the
signaturein February1986of theUniqueEuropeanAct, thebeginningof interior
progresshasbeenfixedat31December1992. Someweeksmuchlaterin April
1986,theCourtof EuropeanJusticerendereditsjudgmentcalled"New Frontiers"
whichstipulatedthegeneralrulesof relationsof Rome,butalsotheir concernwith
concurrence(Article 85 to 90)asappliedto aerialtransport.
Thuswascompletedthefinaljoining of thepolitical agreementandthejudicial
conditionswhichallowedpreparationof acommonaerialtransportauthority,
outlinedby thecommissionin its memorandumof March1984.Theprincipal
supportof thispolicy, therealizationof an InteriorDepartmentof Aerial
Transportwasachievedin April 1997with theestablishmentof aperiodof
transitionand adaptationof abouttwentyyears.Thepreparationsof this work
concernedFrancein two largeperiods:six yearsof preparationduringof which
fixed routeswhichhadbeenpoorlymarkedwereestablished,(2) thesuccessionof
anaccelerationphasewhich imposed,occasionallyby radicalmethods,acomplete
changein theorganizationof FrenchAerial Transport,(3) themultiple
consequencesimposedon industry,(4) thestate,(5) afterthe laboratoryhasbeen
establishedby thisprocess,theFrenchAerialTransportshouldprogressively
insertgradualgrowthin truetranseuropeanresearch.
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Domir_que BONNET
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1 INTRODUCTION
Apres uric longue pefiode d'abstention et d'attentisme, pendant laqueUe a perdurc le regime !
des relations bilatcrales entre les t_tats membres, l'ann_e 1986 a incontestablement marque !
un tournant dans rdvolution du transport acrien au sein de l_nion europcenne. Avec la "
signature en fcvrier 1986 de l'Acte Unique Europcen rdchdance de mise en place d'un
marche intcrieur actd fixee au 31 dccembre 1992. Quelques semaines plus tard en avril
1986, la Cour de Justice Europdenne rendait son arrSt dit "Nouvelles Fronticres", qui
stipulait que les rcgles gcncrales du traite de Rome, mais aussi celles concemant la
concurrence (art. 85 a 90), s'appliquaient au transport aerien. Ainsi _td enfin reunies la
volontc politique et les conditions juridiques de base permettant l'elaboration d'une politique
communautaire du transport aerien, _bauchee par la commission dans son M_morandum de
mars 1984.
Principal pilier de cette politique, la rd,_lisation d'un marchd int_rieur du ,,ransport a_rien
s'est achevee le let avril 1997 /L l'issue d'une pdriode de transition et d'adaptation d'une
dizaine d'annees. Cette raise en oeuvre s'est faite en ce qui conceme le France en deux
grandes periodes : A six annees de preparation au tours desqueUes ont et_ fixees les lignes
directrices mais dont les effets ont 6td peu rnarquees (2), a succdde une phase d'accdleration
qui a imposd, de fad:on parfois radicale, tin complet changement darts l'organisation du
transport aerien fi'anc_ais (3). Les cons_uences en om 6t_ multiples rant pour l'industrie (4)
que pour l_tat (5). Apres avoir etc le laboratoire de ce processus, le transport aeden
fran_ais devrait progressivement s'inserer dans un veritable rcseau transeuropden en devenir
(6).
2 LA PRI PARATION DU MARCHE INTC=RIEUR
A la constance de la politique adronautique francraise de 1945 a 1985 (2.1), ont succede les
mesures intermediaires de la politique commune -premier et deuxieme paquets- (2.2),
compldtees par des decisions anticipatives specifiques a la France qui ont entraine les
premiers changements dans le ciel fran_ais (2.3).
2.1 LA POLITIQUE FRAN_.AISE DE 1945 A 1985
(
2.1.1 le varta_e du ciel
Les circonstances pofitiques et historiques de l'immdAiat apr_s-guerre ont place le transport
adrien franc,_is dans un cadre administratif dirigiste et protectiormiste, sans que pour autant
une politique visionnaire n'ait ere elaborde,/t l'instar des modes de surface, maritime et
ferroviaire. Sur le plan des liaisons intemationales rdgulieres, |e cadre fixd en 1945
(nationalisation de l'aviation civile) et 1948 (statut d'Air France) se caracterise par un
partage du ciel entre ia Compagnie Air France et deux compagnies privees (TAI et UAT qui
fusionnent en 1963 pour former UTA). Cette situation a perdure jusqu'au rachat d%rI'A pm
Air France. L'attribution des lignes interieures s'est faite sur une base encore plus rigid¢
puisqu'en 1960 l'Etat a cortfid/_ la socidd nationale Air Inter l'exclusivitd de rexploitation dt
reseau national. L'apparition de petites compagnies privees (dites de troisieme niveau) n'_
alors se falre que sur les lignes ddlaiss6es par Air Inter, et darts la plupart des cas avee
ide de la DATAR et des collectivites territoriales.
1.2 ie service public "i ia fram;aise"
cadre relativement _troit, ne laissant done qu'une place tr6s limit6e _ I'initiative priv6e, a
_nfort6 la notion de "service public du transport a6rien" introduite par une loi de 1932 et
aintes lois reexprim6e par la jurisprudence. Air France s'est ainsi affirm_ darts son r6le de
ifense du pavilion franerais/i l'ext6rieur des fronti6res alors qu'Air Imer s'appuyait sur un
st6me de conventions pour asseoir son monopole sur le transport adrien domestique, les
_tres compagnies 6tant soumises _ un syst6me contraignant d'autorisations et d'agr6ments.
tr le plan 6conomique, ce syst/_me de monodesignation d'entreprises en majorit6 publiques,
6t6 compl6t6 par un contr61e administratif des tarifs. Pour sa part, la politique tarifaire
_ir France s'inscrivait naturellement darts le contexte d'entente oligopo!istique de I'IATA
_rs qu'Air Inter, incitee par le Gouvernement/_ d6fricher de nouvdles _ignes au nom de
m6nagement du territoire fat conduit a pratiquer un syst6me de p6r6quation tarifaire,
tutant plus partiel et imparfait qu'_i partir de 1971 Air Imer ne rebut plus aucune
bvention publique. Ce n'est que vers 1985 qu'Air Inter mit en place sa tadfication tricolore
ti cut pour effet d'ouvrir le transport aerien domestique /_ de nouvelles couches de la
.pulation. On put alors parler de d6but de democratisation de ce mode de transport.
recours au subventionnement a neanmoins largement permis de favoriser d6s ] 970 le
veloppement des liaisons imraeurop6ennes/_ partir des a6roports de province ; en ce sens
France se trouvait alors un des pr6curseurs du d6veloppement r6gional /t 1'6chelle
rop6enne.
2 LES EgI'APES INTERM_DIAIRES : 1986-1989
L] une lib6ralisation progressive
_ucieux de ne pas reproduire ie processus rapide de d6r6glementation aux Etats-Urfis, le
)nseil des Ministres de l_nion europ6enne d6cida, en 1986, de proc6der par 6tapes pour
:eindre l'6ch6ance du 1er janvier 1993 impos6e par l'Acte Unique. C'est ainsi que s'instaura
:e lib6ralisation progressive, strictement limitee aux liaisons intracommunautaires, qui cut
_ur effet principal d'assouplir un¢ r6glementafion figide -Its accords bilat6raux- de fa¢on/l
cro$tre la concurrerice entre compagnies, tout ¢n harmonisant les r6gles applicables,
,tamment sur les plans technique et social. En pratique deux trains de mesure ont 6t6
ict6s eta 1987 et 1990 avant que ne soit fix6 par le "troisih'ne paquet_ de 1992 le cadre
Laldu march6 int6deur du transport a6den.
L2 les deux premiers paquets
:spectivement adoptes par le Conseil le 14 decembre 1987 et le 24 juillet 1990, les deux
emiers trains de mesure ont tres largem,ent assoupli les r6gles de fonctionnement du
itch6 en ce qui conceme les services entre Etats membres :
a) acces au marche : la multidesignation par un ]_tat ne peut 6tre refusee par l'autre Etat
conceme si la liaison depasse tin scull initial de 250 000 passagers par an, ramene
progressivement /t 100 000 le 1/1/92; la rdpartition des capacites entre Etats eat 61argie
jusqu'=i 25/75%; les troisi6me ot quatfieme libcnes sent g6n6ralis6es par etapes, avec
possibilit6 d'imposer des obligations de service public, la capacite en cinquieme liben6 est
ponee =i30%0, puis 50% du service de base,
b) tafifs : le regime reste celui de la double approbation, mais il eat cr66 deux puis trois
zones tarifaires (entre 30% ot 105% du tarif de rEfErence)/_ approbation systematique ;
c) regles de concurrence : sur la base d'une habilitation donnee par le Conseil, la
commission a pfis en juillot 1988 trois r6glements d'oxempfion concemant respectivement
les ententes relatives /_ la planification, aux horaires, aux capacites, aux consultations
tarifaires, au partage des recettes, les systemes informatises de reservation, rassistance
aeroportuaire et les consultations sur les trafic de fret.
Le Con.soil a 6galernent adopt6 en 1989 un "code de conduite pour les syst6mes informatises
de r6servation" et en 1991 deux r6glemems relatifs au refus d'embarquement et aux services
de riot, tandis que la Cour de Justice rcndait le 11 avril 1989 son arr6t "Ahmcd Saecd"
imposant aux Etats d'accroitre les libm6s en mafi6re tarifaire.
2.2.3 do ¢ffet_ restreints
En ce qui conceme le march6 frangais qui a culmine/, 7 dora 5 Britanniques, la France
n'etant plus en droit de s'opposer /, l'exportation de la tradition concurrentielle d'outre
Manche. I1 enest bicn evidemment result6 une augmemation du niveau de competition
pesant sur Air France.
2.2.4 1'6tat du transport a_rien franfais en 1989
Au c,ours de cette premi6re periode, l'incidence des mesures communautalres sur le
transport aerien fran¢ais a et6 relativeraent faible : sur le plan formel la commission a et6
conduite/t examiner lea accords pass6s entre AF et IT landis qu'au plan economique un des
elements lea plus significatifs du changement rut i'augmentation du hombre des
transporteurs entre Paris et Londres
En 1989, conformement /_ la politique suivie jusqu'a cette date, le march6 frane,,ais du
transport aerien etait presque totalement cloisonne, entre regulier et charter, national et
international, grands op6rateurs (AT ot IT), compagnies regionales (TAT ot FU) ¢t charters
(Minerve, Air Charter et Air Libert6, cr6_ en 1988). Ainsi, malgre lea profonds
changements qui s¢ faisaient jour dam l'environaement international du transport aerien
(red6marrage de ha guerre des prix aux I_tats-Unis, grands mouvements de coop6ration ¢t
d'aUiances), la France perdurait /L l'aube des ana6es quatre-vingt dix dam une situation
r6glementaire rigide et protectionniste tres faiblement nuano6e par quelques touches d'un
pluralisme bien contr61e (series de charters prives en 1987/88 sur Paris/Toulouse,
Paris/Bordeaux et Paris/Marseille).
2.3 LE$ MESURE$ ANTICIPATIVES : 1990-1992
L3.1 ia constitution du Groupe Air France et ses conditionnalit6s
_lors que la commission europdenne s'appr&ait fi instruire une action comte plusieurs ]_tats,
Iont la France, pour qu'ils mettent en pratique le premier paquet, le Gouvernement fran_;ais
a'mongait le 12 janvier 1990 l'acquisition d_rA par Air France qui devenait par vole de
:ons6quence actionnaire majodtaire d'Air Inter. Ainsi 98% des activitds de transport
dgulier se trouvaient concentr6s darts la m_me entreprise, le Cn'oupe Air France. Face
ette situation de quasi monopole la commission, se fondant sur les articles 85 et 86 et le
8glement de proc_lure 3975/87 ouvrait une enquSte pour 6valuer la conformitd de ce
egroupement. Les n6godations entre la commission, le Gouvemement francais et le
h'oupe Air France aboutirem le 30 octobre 1990, :_un accord consacrant le rapprochement
ntre les trois compagnies mats le soumettant/l deux types de conditions :
i) multiddsignation des compagnies fran_aises sur certaines routes : ouvenure fi la
concurrence fi'anco-francaise de 61 lignes en quatre vagues successives,
it) ddsengagernent du Groupe Air France des compagnies francalses autres quZrrA et
Air Inter et interdiction de toute prise de participation dar_s le capital d_ne
compagnie _ablie en France pendant les 4 ans de la dur6e de l'a_ord.
3.2 .. des effets limit,s
'accord du 30 octobre 1990 avait cel6 la fin du monopole total d'Air Inter puisqu'il
"6voyait la raise en concurrence des lignes Paris/Ajaccio, Bastia, Bordeaux, Marseille,
[ontpellier, Strasbourg, Toulouse et Orly/Nice (en lieu et place d'Air France pour cette
•._6re). Toutefois en traduisant Pads en Chades-de-Gaulle et en limitant le hombre
entrants/_ tm seul par ligne, le Gouvernement fi'an_:ais restreignit tr6s largement reffet de
ddcision de la commission; fin 1992, Air Inter n'_ait concurrenc6e que par TAT sur
DG/Marseille et CDG/Toulouse et sur Orly/'Nice par AOM qui prit 15% du marchd sans
,trainer de baisse significative des tarifs. La part pr6pond_rante, l'dquilibre et les
_'act6dstiques du monoproduit d'Air Inter n'6taient pas remis en cause (volt BONNET,
193).
u plan international, la bid6signation n'a pas eu d'effets tr6s significatifs, d'autant plus
l'elle s'est heurt6e dans certains cas /_ l'opposition des pays tiers concemes ou /_ des
fficult6s techniques (survol de la Sib6rie pour le Pads-Tokyo d'AOM). Finalement sur les
• lignes susmentionndes, seules 16 ont 6td exploitdes de fa¢on durable.
3.3 ia premii_re br6che
algrdses consdquencesreduites,l'accord"Cn'oupeAir France",en permettant/tdes
,mpagniesprivdesde creeretd'exploiterdes lignesrdguli6resa incontestablementouvert
=e brahe dartsle monolithisme du paysage adrienfranCalset ainsiprdfigurddes
angements structurelsplusimportants,d'autantplusqu'avecce dossierlacommission a
ticipdlesdispositions_ venir,de quelquesmois pour lamultiddsignationi ternationalc,
de quelquesanndespour lecabotagc,repond au troisi6mepaquet.
LA MISE AUX NORMES COMMUNAUTAIRES
Au vu de ce qui pr6cede, on comprend que la France nit eu le souci de ne pas destabiliser
par une liberalisation trop rapide un systeme tr(_s encadre et protectionniste qui avait prouv(_
son efl_cacit6.
EUe a incontestablement pes6 au moment de l'daboration des regles du jeu d_finitives en
obtenant notamment une periode transitoire de longue duree (3.1); neanmoins die a
perdure dans une attitude d_fensive et retardatrice au moment de leur application induisant
de nombreux recours et ajustements (3.2).
3.1 LE CADRE R_GLEMENTAIRE
Le troisi6me paquet adopt6 1¢ 23 juillet 1992 consacre la dispadtion des trait6s bilat6raux/t
l'int&ieur de l'Union europdenne, en affarmant rautonomie des entrepdses soumises _ des
contraintes residueUes preservant l'inter& gen6ral.
3.1.1 les r6gles g6n(_rales
La libre prestation de service se manifeste sous lc triple aspect des libert6s d'etablissement,
de commerce et de tarifs. Le r6glement 2407/92 d¢finit les modalit6s de d61ivrance et de
renouvellement par un 1_tat membre d'une part du certificat d'op6rateur qui atteste qu'une
entreprise de transport aerien possede les capaeit6s professionnelles et l'organisation pour
assurer rexploitation d'a6ronefs en toute s6eurite et d'autre part de la licence d'exploitation
attestant de la nationalit6 communautaire de l'entrepdse et de sa capacite 6conomique et
finaneidre/t exploiter son r6seau.
Le reglement 2408/92 stipule (art. 3) que tousles transporteurs aedens titulaires d'une
licence d'exploitation cortforme au pr6chient r6glement <<...sent autorisds par le ou les Etats
membres concern6s/l exercer des droits de trafic sur des liaisons intracommunautaires )).
Cette libene represente la somme des huit libert6s aedennes,
Le reglement 2409/92 marque l'entr6¢ dam le systeme de la totale libert¢ tarifaire
contrebalaneEe par des sauvegardes vis-/l-vis des tarifs excessivement 61eves et des baisses
excessives de tarifs. L'application de ees clauses appara/t d61ieate voile diflfeil¢ ear dies font
appd aux notions d_ penes g6n6ralis6es, cof=ts objectifs a long terme, matching tarifaire
dent rinterpretation reste relativement floue.
Les regles de concurrence sent/L nouveau adapt6es : les exemptions sent reconduites
l'exeeption du partage des reeettes, mais incluent l'exploitation conjointe sur les nouveau_
services r_guliers de faible densit¢. ].,'exemption relative/L l'assistanee a_roportuaire n'a pa_
pu 6tre reeonduite au-del/L du ler janvier 1993, compte tenu des conflits d'int6rEts entre
compagnies aeriennes et a6ropons, ees demiers faisant robjet de nombreuses plaintes port
tarifs abusifs. Ce n'est finalement qu'en d6eembre 1996 qu'un compromis fut trouv¢ pou
une ouverture progressive/l la concurrence des services d'assistance, n6eessitant la raise e)
place de procedures de pres61cetion des prestataires de service et d'attribution apr6s appel
d'offres.
Le march6 libdralis6 ne pouvant/l coup s_ garantir rexplokation de liaisons rdgulieres pe
rentables ndcessitdes par la poursuite de politiques d'amdnagement du territoire, il eonvena
alors d'instaurer des obligations de service public, ce que pr6voit l'article 4§1 du r6gtement
2408
Le rEglement d'accEs aux liaisons contient une clause permettant aux Etats de restreindre les
droits de trafic "s'il existe des probl_mes graves de congestion et/ou en mati_re
d'environnement". Cette clause est soumise _ des conditions stfictes -proportiormalite,
neutralitY, limitation de duroc, publication prb.,alable, contrSle coercitif de la commission ...-
qui rendent son utilisation tres restrictive.
3.1.2 les mesures transitoires
Le rEglement 2408/92 introduit une pEfiode de transition pour le cabotage qui, jusqu'au Ier
avril 1997, est limit_ au cabotage cons_cufif ¢t sous reserve que le transporteur de l'autre
l_tat n'utilise pas plus de 50% de Ia capacite offene sur le service international. Les l_tats
peuvent Egalernent pendant cette p_h'iode continuer _ rEglementer raccEs =i leur marchE
, • ; d_ v • ' '
national. L'anicle 5 flu meme reglemem permet le mamuen des concessions d exclus_vlte sur
les liaisons int_'ieures "sur lesquelles d'autres formes de transport ne peuvent assurer un
service ad6quat et confinu", fi concurrence de leur 6ch6ance ou au plus tard du let janvier
1996
3.2 L'_'VOLUTION DES R_'GLES DU MARCH_"
L'adaptation de la politique fran_aise au nouveau cadre fix_ par ie troisi_me paquet s'est
faite d_zne part par la prise de mesures volontaires, gEn_ralement guidEe par un souci de
preparation de l'industfie, et d'autre part sous la pression de certains acteurs qui, par voix de
recours juridiques, ont forc_ rouverture complete du ciel fran_;ais.
3.2.1 les nouvelles 9rientations
Sur le fondement de rarticle 3 §4 du r_glement 2408/92, la France a maintenu sa politique de
monodesignation sur les lignes/_ faible trafic ainsi que l'exclusivit_ d'Air Inter sur une large
partie de son reseau au d_part d'Ofly.
3.2.2 la r_partition a/[roportuaire corrig_e : la d_cision VIVA AIR
Se fondant sur l'anicle 8§1 du r_glement d'acces au march_, l'Administration fi'an_aise a
maintenu sa tradition interventionniste en mati_re de repartition a_roportuaire qui conduisait
depuis 1974/l une r_panition figide du trafic intracommunautaire entre Orly et Charles-de-
Gaulle. Ce comportement a donn_ lieu/t la premiere d_cision de la commission prise en
application de ce r_glement, sur plainte de la compagnie V'rva Air/l l'encontre de la DGAC.
La DGAC a oppose en d6cembre 1992 un refus/L la compagnie espagnole Viva Air, filiale
d'Ib_fia, d'exploiter la tigne Charles-de-Gaulle/Madrid au motif qu'il _tait de regle qu'une
compagnie ne desserve pas une m_me liaison/t ia lois au depart d'Orly et de Charles-de-
GauUe, Iberia exploitant dEjzila ligne Orly/Madrid.
Darts sa d_cision du 28 mat 1993, la commission a examin_ la pon_ de l'anicle 8§1 qui
perrnet/t un l_tat membre "de r_glernenter sans discrimination fond_ sur la nationalit_ ou
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l'identite du transponeur, la repartition du trafic aeroportuaire entre les aeroports situ6s
rinterieur d'un systeme aeroportuaire." Analysant la "reglementation" fi'an_aise la
commission a estimd qu'elle etait non transparente (non publication ofticielle, donc non
opposabilite aux tiers), discriminatoire (non application au Groupe Air France qui dessert
Madrid /l la lois d'Orly et de Charles-de-GauIie) _ non objective (refus contraire /L la
politique affichee de developpement pref6rentiel de Chades-de-Gaulle par rapport _ Ody).
Les autorites fran_aises oat corrig6 cette situation par arr6te du 6 decembre 1993.
3..2.3 l'0uvertur f de l'a6roport d'Orly : la premi6re d6cision "TAT"
Souhaitant profiter des dispositions du reglement d'acces au march6 pour developper son
activit6 domestique TAT a demand6 le droit d'exploiter la liaison Gatwick/Orly et les
liaisons Orly/Marseille et Ody/Toulouse en utilisant les possibilit6s de cabotage cons6cutif
Elle s'est vue opposer un refus de la DGAC qui lui a confirm6 que la dessene de Londres
devait se faire exclusivement _ partir de Charles-de-Gaulle.
A rappui se sa plainte deposee en septembre 1993, TAT soutient notamment qu'il n_ a pas
de raison objective /t reserver la double desserte Orly & Charles-de-Gaulle aux settles
liaisons domestiques, que les regles de r6partition ne lui sont pas opposables faute de
publication et qu'enfin le refus de la DGAC n'6tait pas df.tment motiv6.
La decision 94/290 du 27 awil 1994 est donc imervenue apres la publication de l'arr6t6 du 6
decembre 1993, qui stipulait entre autres que les services aeriens /t destination ou en
provenance de rEspagne, de la Grece et du Portugal pouvaient 6tre exploites/l partir d'Ody.
La commission s'est principalement appuyee sur l'analyse de cet arr6t6 au regard de la libre
prestafion de service. Elle a en effet estime que cet arr6t6 cr6ait une discrimination, fondee
sur la nationalite, au b6n6fice des transporteurs frangais darts la mesure o_ les transporteurs
etrangers n'avaient pas acc6s/l ressentiel du trafic domestique (par le biais du cabotage
consecuti0.
Apres une bataille avec les autorites britanniques portant _ la fais sur les capacites, les
frequences et les cr6neaux horaires, la France, ne pouvant se prevaloir d'une quelconque
r6ciprocit6 s'agissant d'une d6cision relevant du droit communautaire, l'ouverture d'Orly
etait done dffmitivement acquise : trois mois plus tard 5 compagnies avaient ouvert des
services entre Orly et _eathrow (BA/TAT, AT et British Midlands), Stanstead (Air UK) ou
G-atwick (Air Libert6).
La breche ouvene pour Londres ne pouvait que s'61argir vers d'autres destinations
comnmnautaires. N6,anmoins Lauda Air, puis Lufthansa et KLM ont d_ saisir la commission
devant le refus francais d'ouwir les lignes Ody/Salzbourg, Vienne, Francfort et Amsterdam,
l'Administration ne pr6voyant pas d'ouvrh" Orly/_ d'autres liaisons que Paris/Londres avant
le 1el" avril 1996. Les autorites franfaises ajusterent/_ nouveau les modalit6s d'acc6s a Ody.
Apr6s un nouveau recours de British Airways qui jugeait ces dispositions insuffisantes, la
commission par sa d6cision du 14 mars 1995 consaera rouvermre totale d'Ody, soumise
alors aux seules restrictions relatives aux creneaux horaires.
3.2.4 l'ouvfrture du march6 domestique : la deuxi_me d6cision "TAT" et sa
c9nte_tation
En obtenam la p6riode transitoire relative au cabotage et au maintien de la d6signation des
transporteurs, la France visait implicitement _i emp6cher l'implantation imm6diate de
compagnies 6trang6res par le biais du rachat de petites compagnies locales. La deuxieme
d6cision de la commission prononce la main lev6e de ces dispositions restfietives.
Face au refus du Gouvemement francais de l'autofiser/t exploiter les lignes Ody/Marseille et
Oily/Toulouse, TAT saisit la commission fin 1993. Dans sa ddcision du 27 awil 1994, la
commission a dtabli qu'il y avait eL1discrimination au b6n6fice d'Air Inter, dam la mesure off
la majofit6 du trafic Paris/Marseille et Paris/Toulouse passe par Oily qu'Air Inter est seule/J
desservir ; de ce fair elle interpr6te ainsi l'exclusivit6 concddd¢/_ Air Inter en une mesure de
rdpartition adroportuaire, ce qui renforce le fondem_t de sa ddcision. Par ailleurs la
commission, en limitant la notion d'cxclusivit6 aux liaisons de ville _ viUe et non d'a6ropon/_
adropon, ne retient pas rargument de rexclusivit6 conc6dde /_ Air Inter, puisqu'en
application de l'accord du 30 octobre 1990, TAT avait tit6 d6signde sur Charles-de-
Gaulle/Marseille et Charles-de-Gaullerroulouse, liaisons qui, en outre, constituaient d'autres
'Tormes de transport ad6quates", sans compter les transports de surface.
Nonobstant le ddlai de 6 mois fix6 par la commission pour rapplication de cette ddcision, le
Gouvemement franqais, d'une part, a engag6 un recours sur le fond devant la Cour de
Justice en juillet 1994 et, d'amre part, a saisi en r6f6r6 le Tribunal de premi6re instance de la
Cour pour obtenir le sursis /_ exdcution, arguant du pr6judice grave et irrdparable que
pourraient subir l'organisation du transport adrien franqais et la politique d'amdnagement du
territoire. Le juge communautaire a estim6 cette hypoth6se tr6s imprdvisible et rejet6 la
requ&e francaise ie 27 octobre 1994, en invitant le Gouvernement h utiliser la 16gislation
communautaire relative aux obligations de service public pour maintenir les lignes en cause.
Uouverture effective de ces deux lignes imervint le 2 janvier 1995. Orly/Marseille voyait
ainsi l'arrivde de TAT et AOM tandis que Orly/Touiouse 6tait desservie par TAT et Air
Libertd. Cette demi6re se lanr,a alors aussit6t dans une guerre tarifaire qu'Air Inter suivit.
3.2.5 la 2estion des cr6neaux horaires
La raise en vigueur du r6glement du 18 janvier 1993 a conduit /tune ternise /l plat du
syst6me de r6panition des "Conf6rences IATA", bas6 sur le consensus entre les seules
compagnies a6riennes. A ce titre les deux a6roports padsiens dtaient qualifi6s "d'enti6rement
coordonn6s" d6s le 10 mars 1993. ,.
Le transfert de l'attfibution des erdneaux vers la puissance publique ou ses 6manations
(A6roports de Pads) ayant 6t6 rejet6, la France met ¢n place en aot)t 1995 la structure
associative COHOR regroupant exclusivement les principaux utilisateurs, h charge pour
ceux-ci d'agir dans la transparence.
S'agJssant d'Orly, l'l_tat a fixd/_ 250 000 le nombre de crdneaux horaires ddlivrables (pour
des raisons environnementales), dont une pattie rdservde aux liaisons d'amdnagement du
territoire. La situation est bloqude depuis 1996, la totalitd des creneaux etant attribues et
atilisds.
4 LES CONSEQUENCES SUR L'INDUSTRIE
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L'evolution des regles du march6 impos6es par la nouveUe loi communautaire s'est traduite
par une necessaire adaptation des compagnies (4.1) tout en perrnettant de preserver un
service public aux contours restreims (4.2). En fin de compte le march6 fonctiorme malgr6
quelques exces (4.3).
4.1 L 'ADAPTA TiON DES COMPAGNIES
4.1.1 du monopole _¢x navettes d'Air Inter
Apr6s l'ouvemtre _ la concurrence de Ody/Bordeaux, Strasbourg puis MontpeUier et
rarriv6e d'un troisi6me concurrent sur Nice et prenant acte de la caducit6 de fait de la
Convention Air Inter, le Gouvemement g6n6ralisa la multid6signation/l partir du ler janvier
1996. Sur cette base, Air Liberte annonca fin 1995 un programme d'ouverture de 23 lignes
tandis que AOM et TAT s'implantaient sur Paris/Toulon, Pau, Perpignan et plusieurs
transversales. L'arriv6e de la concurrence sur ces nouvelles lignes se fit de fa¢on
relativement dynamique sur le plan tarifaire, et joua a plein puisque Air Inter dut ceder entre
10 et 400 de parts de marche.
Confi'ont_/t cette g6n6ralisation de la concurrence et/l une premiere degradation de ses
resultats en 1995, Air Inter, (rebaptis6e Air France Europe), annonce au printemps 1996 la
mise en place =i compter de rautomne suivant d'un syst6me de navettes entre Orly et
Toulouse, Marseille et Nice. Ce nouveau produit combine une cadence de vols reduite
jusqu'/t 30 minutes, une am61ioration du service (attribution des places, prestations/l bord
...), une plus grande souplesse de reservation et d'embarquement et une gamme tarifaire
simplifi6e, conservant n6anmoins un 6ventail de 1/l 4.
Cette strategie a une double consequence : elle provoque une nouvelle augmentation de
l'offre sur les iignes "miUionnaires" en termes de capacit6 et surtout de frequences mais avec
reduction subs_uente de la taille des avions.
4.1.2 I'implantati0n des compagnies 6traw,6res
L'abolition des frontieres voulue par la realisation du marche interieur conduit tout
naturellement a l'implar_ation de compagnies 6trang6res darts le ciel francais.
Alors que BA/TAT avait utilise l'argument du cabotage cons6cutif pour obtenir l'ouverture
de l'a6roport d'Orly/l toute liaison intracommunautaire international, done l'accEs au marche
domestique, il apparait que cette disposition a _t6 tres peu utilisee par les autres
transporteurs communautaires. AprEs un 6pisodique Lisbonne/Bordeaux/ToulousdLisbonne
par TAP/l raison de deux vols hebdomadaires, il faut en effet attendre le 2 janvier 1996
pour qu'Alitalia prolonge ses lignes Rome/Lyon et ]vf_dan/Lyon respectivement vers Nantes
et Toulouse, avec cabotage sur les segments domestiques. Bien que s'agissant de liaisons de
moyenne importance le service propos6 par Alitalia remporte un relatif succes. Pour sa part
LuRhansa a ouvert d6but 1997 un service Marseille/Bordeaux en prolongement des ses vols
Munich/Marseille. Cette timidit6 des transporteurs communautaires peut s'expliquer par le
cofit 61eve d_ne exploitation /L partir d'un aeroport 6tranger, la difficulte /l pen6trer un
march6 plut6t "nationaliste" et l'inadaptation des fiottes. Ceci conforte la strategie des
transporteurs comme British Airways qui ont choisi de s'implanter darts les autres Etat,,
membres par le biais de l'acquisition d'operateurs domestiques.
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Apres le retralt force d'Air France et en vue de poursuivre son programme d'extension de
lignes europ6ennes TAT a &6 amen6 _ rechercher un partenaire 6tranger. British Airways a
fait ?acquisition en 1992 de 49°,6 du capital puis des 51% restant en 1995 alors que les
rdsultats s'dtaient fortement ddgradds. La prise de contr61e par la compagnie Britannique
s'est traduite par une rdduction de l'effectif et un transfert paniel des activitds _ Londres. La
survie de TAT a conduit sa nouvelle maison-m6re _ y investir 1,5 milliard de francs entre
1994 et 1996.
Pass6e de 3 /l 18 avions entre 1998 et 1992, Air Libert6, malgr6 3 anndes d6ficitaires
consdcutives, s'est lancee darts l'exploitation de lignes domestiques le 2 janvier 1995 en
ouwant Orly/Toulouse. En poursuivant sa double stratdgie d'ouverture de lignes et de
guerre tarifaire, Air Libend s'est rapidement retrouvde en diflicultd et s'est retrouvee en
redressement judidaire le 26 septembre 1996 alors que le passif atteignait 1,5 milliard de
francs. Ddbut 1997, British Airways, allid /t la Banque Rivaud, actionnaire et crdancier
principal, se voyait confier la reprise de la compagnie. )
Avec ses deux filiales TAT et Air Libene (dont la fusion est rendue effective depuis fin
1997), la compagnie britannique d&ient ainsi 20% des crdneaux d'Orly, ce qui renforce
considerablement sa position de competiteur du Groupe Air France sur le marche
domestique.
4..1.3 la recomposition du pavsaee a6ronautique franfais
La configuration du paysage a6ronautique franqais /l la fin de 1996 n'_tait pas encore
_tabilis6e. Deux dossiers importants restaient /L r6gler, dont l'aboutissement d6terminera
probablement les rapports de force susceptibles de s'instaurer au sein du march6
:lomestique.
Avec la reprise par ie Credit Lyonnais de ses principaux actionnaires (ALTUS), AOM est
devenue filiale & 100% de la Banque publique, puis a 6t6 transf6r6e darts sa structure de
d6faisance, le CD1L en rue de proc6der/l sa cession aux meillenres conditions. Mais cette
_p6ration n6cessitait de redresser la compagnie, affaiblie par plusieurs exercices d6ficitaires
dus &une sous-capitalisation caract6ris6e, aux col)ts lids au passage du charter au regulier et
une croissance tr6s rapide. L'approbation par la commission du plan de redressement du
Credit Lyonnais contraint ce dossier clans la mesure o/_ I'a_ionnaire unique petit
difficilement proc6der/_ une augmentation des fonds propres de la compagnie eta foniofi
tui perrnectre d'augmenter son errvergure.
Cons6quence du refus a la mi 96 des personnels d'Air Inter d'aocepter une 6volution de leurs
_,onditions sociales permettant de r6,aliser des gains de productivit6 comparables a ceux
d'Air France, la d6cision de proc6der/t la fusion des deux compagnies a 6td prise d6but
iuillet 1996. Elle a ainsi ent6rin6 l°abandon de la er6ation d'une compagnie _t vocation
_urop6enne n6e du rapprochement d'Air Inter avec le centre de r6sultats Europe d'Air
France. La fusion interviendra effectivement en 1997. Cette fusion devra passer par
l_armonisation des conditions d'emploi des personnels des deux entreprises et ie panage et
[a localisation des activites long et moyen courtiers, la privatisation d'Air France devant
_,nsuite imervenir courant 1998.
II
4.2 LA PR_.SERVATION DU SERVICE PUBLIC
4.2.1 une lente raise en place
LMtilisation de la procedure d'obligations de service public a d'abord concemd les liaisons
reliant Strasbourg aux diff6rentes capitales communautaires qu'Air France avait d6cidd
d'abandonner. Mais il aura fallu pres de deux arts pour qu'eUe aboutisse avecla publication
des obligations de service public en octobre 1994.
4.2.2 le Fends de p_r6quatipn des transports a_riens
11 est issu des recommandations du Comit6 "Abraham" institu_ en d6cembre 1993 pour
analyser rimpact du nouveau cadre reglemenmire sur le systerne de dessertes a_riennes
domestiques. C'est la loi de finances pour 1995 qui a institu6 un fends de perequation des
transports aeriens aliment6 par une taxe de 4 F per_ue des le 15 janvier 1995 sur chaque
passager au depart des a6roports continentaux.
Le fends flit reglementairement cr6_ par un decret du 9 mai 1995 qui precisa les conditions
d'6ligibilite des liaisons : lignes im6rieures de 10 000 _i 150 000 passagers, absence de mode
de transport de substitution en moins de 2h30 et absence de liaison alternative sur un
aeroport situ6 i moins de 30 minutes. Le fends participe/t hauteur de 60 ou 80%/_ la
compensation demand6e par la compagnie selon qu'il existe ou non une clause tarifaire darts
ies obligations de service public. L'exclusivite est conced6e pour 3 arts.
Si des obligations de service public ont ere publiees pour une quarantaine de lignes entre la
mi-95 et la mi-96, le recours/_ l'appel d'offres permettant rintervention du fends n'a pas ete
systematique. En effet plusieurs compagnies, relies que Britair ou Regional, ont pr6f6r6
accepter de poursuivre sans compensation l'exploitation de lignes qu'elles avaient mis de
longs mois a d_kfricher afin de conserver des liaisons s'int6grant rationnellement dans leurs
strategies de reseaux, bases en general sur des "hubs" regionaux tels que Clermont-Ferrand
ou Nantes.
4.2.3 refficacit6 dfs proc_lures
Ces proc6dures, bien que relativement lourdes et encore empre'mtes dh.m certain
jacobinisme, ont finalemem eu le m6rite de permettre le maintien d'une dessene coh6rente et
6quilibr6e du territoire en assurant le passage dun systeme fond6 sur le monopole et la
per_luation tarifaire interne/l celui de la concurrence et de la libert_ tarifaire, ajust6 par une
per6quation exteme. Elles preservent done largement le "service public du transport aerien",
la of_ le tom-march6 n'est pas en mesure de repondre (pour une etude approfondie voir
Duperon, 1996 et Grard, 1996)
4.3 LE MARCH_ FONCTIONNE
4.3.1 des effets positifs
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Les effets recherch6s par la politique communautalre de liberalisation du transport a6rien
ont manifestement ete atteints en France : l'offi'e a etd largement diversifiee tam en nombre
d'op6rateurs (jusqu'li 4 sur Orly/Toulouse) et en qualit6 de service (augmentation
spectaculaire des fr_quences sur les lignes imponantes et am61ioration des prestations au sol
et fi bord) que sur le plan tarifaire avec un Elargissement vet's le bas qui a permis la conqu&e
de nouvelles dient61es. 11en est r_sultd, surtout en 1996, des taux de croissance _leves du
trafic passager : +15% sur Orly/Toulouse et jusqu'fi 80°/6 sur quelques transversales.
Globalement le consommateur a incomestablement profit6 de cette 6volution rant en volume
qu'en qualit6 de service.
L'annonce de l'abandon par Air France Europe des lignes Orly/Names, Perpignan et Toulon
avait suscit6 de vives r6actions de la part des collectivit6s locales concern6es qui en
appelaient au maimien du "service public du transport a6rien". Malgr6 la p6nurie de
cr6neaux k Orly, la r6ponse du march6 fur imm6diate ; la reprise des Iignes s'est fake sans
disconfinuit6 par TAT et AOM, avec de surcroR hausses de trafic et baisses de tarifs.
4.3.2 d'un execs k l'autre
La guerre tarifaire men_e par Air Liben6 s'est imerrompue avec la raise en redressemem de
la compagnie. Pour sa part AOM a cesse au bout de quelques mois l'exploitation de
Paris/Pau off le potentiel de trafic ne permettalt pas _ deux op6rateurs d'atteindre la
rentabilit6 ; faute d'avoir rapidement d6pass6 le seuil critique en termes de part de march6, le
nouvel entrant a dfi se retirer. De m&ne la concurrence entre trois op6rateurs sur
Orly/Mompellier s'est sold6e par le retour au monopole d'Air France Europe malgr6 plus
d'un million de passagers annuels.
4.3.3 vers le dnopole ?
Avec le developpement de la concurrence imermodale, implicitemem encouragee par lq_tat,
la question se pose fi present de savoir si rouverture du march6 va se poursuivre vet's
d'autres operateurs communautaires et darts quelles conditions, ou si plut6t on ne va pas
assister _ une evolution vers un duopole europ&-m, constim6 d'un cot6 du Groupe Air
France et de rautre de British Airways par TAT et Air Liben_ imerpos_s, le rachat par l'un
des deux d'AOM (10% des creneaux AOrly) modifiant le rapport de forces ?
L'enjeu de cette vente est la possible constitution dun hub de British Airways/_ Orly alors
que la strat6gie d'Air France est actuellemem ax6¢ sur Charles-de-Ganlle.
5 L'ADAPTATION DU DROIT ET DE LA POLITIQUE
A#RONAUTIQUE
L'61aboration de la polhique commune et sa raise en muwe ont conduit _ r6former les textes
et/l adapter les structures administratives (5.1) ; elles om initi6 une 6volution tam du rSle
que des pratiques de l'l_tat dont la politique a6ronautique est appel6e/t _tre r6odent6e (5.2).
5.1 LES EFFETS SUR LES TEXTES ET LES STRUCTURES
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5.1.1 l'adaptation du CAC
Les instruments juridiques qui fixent le cadre final 6tant quasiment tous des r6glements, les
seuls problemes qui se posent 6talent des problemes d'application et non pas de
transposition. Neaamoins ce nouveau cadre a conduit /_ une mise /l jour du Code de
l'Aviation Civile, dent un certain hombre d'articles 6talent devenus obsol6tes et qui s'est
enrichi dun troisi6me volume reprenant im6gralement les tomes communautaires.
5.1,2. I¢ nouveap r61g de CSAM1
S'il conserve ses attributions ca ce qui conceme les demandes d'exploitation de liaisons
extracommunautaires ou vers Ies TOM, le CSAM a vu son r61e dvoluer pour les liaisons
intracommunautaires. En international, il ne lui appmient plus de se prononcer sur
l'attribution des lignes puisque leur exploitation est de droit pour route compagnie
communautaire. Par centre en domestique, la politique de limitation du hombre de
compagnies par lign¢ 1¢ conduit i proposer des choix d'opdrateurs ; avcc la suppression de
cette restriction ¢n 1996, le r61e du CSAM est/L prdsent ddvolu/l rdmission d'avis sur la
sant6 6conomiqu¢ ¢t financidre des compagnies, cn regard de la ddlivrance ¢t du
renouvellement des licences d'exploitation pr_,ues par le rdglement ad hoc.
5.2 L'_VOLUTION DU R(_LE ET DES PRA TIQUES DE L'_i'A T
L'intervention de 11_tat au tours de cette phase d'adaptation s'est sim6e/_ tous les niveaux,
aussi bien sur le plan regalien pour adapter la r6glementation et en surveiller l'application,
qu'en tans qu'actionnaire ou tuteur des principanx acteurs (G-roupe Air France et A6roports
de Paris). La politique anterieure de maintenir un cadre protectionniste vis-A-vis des soci6tes
nationales a et6 totalement remise en cause par le processus de lib6ralisation, les
changemems induits darts le r61e de l_tat et les pratiques de son Administration sore en
cours de consolidation afin de garantir une application juste, 6quitable et raisormable des
nouvelles r6gles du jeu, tout en permettant la poursuite d'une politique desservant des
objectifs et int6r6ts nationaux sp6cifiques.
5.2.1. la s6paration des rSles
Dam un premier temps la privatisation du Group, e Air France, envisag6e pour 1998 et la
vente d'AOM conduiront au d6sengagement de l'Etat en rant qu'actionnaire, condition sine
qua non pour garantir un totale neutralit6 vis-/l-vis de rindustrie. Uh6deurement la cr6ation
de structures d6di6es pour le contr61e de la circulation a6rienne, la formation a6ronautique
et le contr61e technique des aeronefs en isolant les fonctions d'op6rateurs devrait permettre
d'am61iorer ridentification et l'exercice des fonctions r6gaiietmes.
1 ]eCcnsml_de l%v_in M amhax_ e_un _ eo_fp]a_ a4m_ dum i%_m_c_s
Tmn_mm C_p_ de mp_mm_ de ]__ de l%d_i_m_n st dm CoI_m_
_ e¢ __t dmm_ de _ dm av_ sx _s _m_ms _ __ a
l'ouverture des lignes.
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5.2.2 ia 2arantie de l'application des r_21es communautaires
EUe conduit h adopter une attitude de surveillance et d'arbitrage fond6e sur ia raise en
3euvre de erit6res neutres, transparents et non disefiminatoires face/_ un hombre inddtermind
_'agents 6conomiques.
La question des ereneaux adroportuaires implique doublement l'Etat. D'une part il lui
tppartient de fixer la capacit6 des adroports satures en harmonic avec ies normes
zommundment admises et en fonetion, le eas deh6ant, d_une politique objective de limitation
_our motifs environnementaux. D'autre part, m_me si leur r6partition viem d'&re confide
mx opdrateurs eux-m_nes, l'Etat devra veiller/l leur eorreete utilisation par les eompagnies
,_ninstaurant au besoin un systeme de sanctions ou de penalitds.
_ur le plan des tarifs, bien que la ddmarche soit ddlicate et complexe l'dlaboration de criteres
:l'exeds est ndeessaire pour eontenir les eomportements prddateurs des opdrateurs ; pour
garantir la p6rennitd de l'industrie frane, aise, notammem en regard d'objeetifs soeiaux, l_Etat
)ourrait faire une utilisation judicieuse du r_glemerrt relatif aux licences d'exploitation.
L2.3 la politique a_ronautique en devenir
_,'un des piliers de la politique communautaire du transport adrien est la raise en place d'un
narehd int_rieur ot_ les lois de la concurrence s'exercent librement. Les t_tats ne peuvent
)lus y ddroger depuis le ]er avril 1997. Ndanmoins, et le cadre eommunautaire le permet, ils
_euvent apporter les ajustements voulus l/t ofl le "tout-march_" ne rdpond pas. En ee sens,
a France peut poursuivre sa politique d'amdnagement du territoire, m_me si la notion de
;erviee public a etd fortement restreinte et eneadrde.
_'amorce de la ddeentralisation de la politique a6ronaufique via les lignes _ obligations de
;ervice public dewait pouvoir s'dtendre au developpement des liaisons interregionales
:urop6ermes que les eollectivites territoriales appellent de ieurs vo_ux. Une extension du
:onds de perdquation des transports aeriens pourrait probablement satisfaire eette demande.
:ace h une augmentation de la demande n6e de la reprise 6eonomique ou lide aux strategies
te rdseaux en 6toiles des eompagnies, la prioritd eonsiste plut6t /t pr6sent fi assurer la
:roissance des eapaeit6s de l'espace adrien et des adroports, ee qui au demeurant constitue
me des fa_ons de soutenir l'industrie nationale face /t la concurrence intra et
",xtracommunautaire.
3 DU MARCHie AU RtC:'SEAU
.,a rdalisation d'un marchd int6rieur du transport adrien dont on peut dire que la France a dt6
e laboratoire (6.1) doit &re replaede _ travers les autres eomposantes de la politique
:ommunautaire du transport adrien darts la perspective de la construction d'un reseau
:ranseuropden (6.2).
S. 1 LE LABORA TO RE DU MARCH_
;.1.1 . la singularit_ franfaise
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L'evolutiondu transport aerien frangais se singularise notablement au sein de la
communautd en ce sens qu'aucun autre Etat membre n'a connu pareils bouleversements tant
dans l'adaptation de sa politique que darts la structure de son industde ; rexamen des
d6cisions de la commission et des arr&s de la Cour de Justice, hormis celles concernant les
aides d_tats, rnontre que la France a monopolis6 les contentieux dans la mise en o_uvre du
marche interieur du transport aerien.
6.1.2 ies processus
Alors qu'eUe avait pu n6goder des conditions permettant de pr6parer son industrie, la
France a finalement dfi mettre en place le cadre de la libre prestation de see'vice sous la
contrainte r_glementaire ou judsprudentielle des instances communautaires : deux armies de
bataille juridique ont ahnsi conduit a l'ouvenure complete du ciel Outre ce volet principal,
pratiquement tousles autres aspects du march_ int_ieur du transport aeden ont donn_ lieu
/t actions, contestations et corrections : repartition aeroponuaire, creneaux horaires,
obligations de service public, concentrations et aides d'l_tat Sur le plan formel, la France
s'est donc bien transformee en v6ritable laboratoire
6.1.3 les effgts
La mise en a_'uvre du march6 int_rieur du transport ahien en France a incontestablement
entra_ne, par le biais des bas tarifs, une augmentation significative du nombre de passagers
domestiques; ceux-ci ont pu faire jouer la concurrence sur les principales lignes, non
seulement au plan tarifaire mais egalement en terme de qualite de service ; les
consommateurs ont donc globalement profitd du nouveau cadre reglementaire.
Par contre les conditions de gucre tarifaire darts lesquelles s'est faite l'ouverture du ciel
domestique ont eu des consc_luences n6fastes sur l'industrie _anq, aise : en 1996, toutes les
compagnies regulieres sont de:,ficitaires et rune d'entre elles est pass_e dans le giron dune
compagnie _a'angere. II n'est donc pas exclu que les reajustements tarifaires auxquels elles
seront in¢'vitablement conduites reduisent dans un proche averdr la forte croissance
constatee en 1995/1996.
Sur le plan environnemental la liberalisation a emrain6 une forte multiplication des
frhluences, superieure g celle des passagers ; raugmentation des mouvements qui en est
r6sult6 sur les a_ropons parisiens contribue/l l'acc_eration de leur saturation it exacerbe la
sensibilite des riverains. Cette 6volution a d'ores et dej/L eu des repercussions sur le
calendrier de developpement de l'a_roport Charles-de-G-auUe, confront(_ plus t6t que pr_ru/l
des problemes de saturation, eux-m(_mes susceptibles de contraindre Air France dans sa
strategie de hub et d'alliances transatlantiques.
Les grands a6roports de province, qui ont largement ressenti les effets de la liberalisation,/l
la lois au plan domestique mais 6galement au plan intracommunautaire, s'engagent pour la
plupart vers l'anticipation ou l'acc61eration de leurs programmes de d6veloppement des
infrastructures terminales.
6.2 VERS UN R_'SEAU TRANSEUROPI_EN
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Le Trait6 de Maastricht a fix6 comme objectif la raise en c_uvre des r6seaux transeurop6ens
de tdldcommurdcations, d'energie et de transport. Une decision conjointe du Parlement et du
Conseil a art&6 le 23 juiIlet 1996 les orientations communautaires pour le d6veloppement
du r6seau transeuropeen de transport. Outre les objectifs, les priorit6s ainsi que grandes
lignes d'action, cette d_cision identifie les projets d'intdr& commun dont la r_alisation dolt
contribuer au d6veloppemem du r6seau.
La raise en place du cadre ldgal ddfinitif du marchd int6rieur du transport adrien constituait
la premi6re &ape de la construction de ce rdseau. Neanmoins ce marchd ne deviendra une
pleine r&_litd dconomique que"
-d'une part Iorsque I'on consid6rera que le transport a6rien est une industrie comme les
autres, m6me si elle se particularise par de fortes sp6cificit6s (capitalisation _lev6e pour des
rentabilit6s faibles, caract6re hautement international et grande 61asticit6 au PNB ...) et ne
peut que tr6s partielIement relever de rapproche "service public" ;
- d'autre part lorsque serom r6duites, en Europe, les contraintes dues aux infrastructures,
a6roports et espace aerien, de fa_:on _ ce que les compagnies accroissent leur efficacit6 et
'lm
leur comp6titivit6 ; c'est run des objectifs de la ddcision sur les r6seaux.
Du fait de sa situation g6ographique, la France est plus paniculi6rement concemee par la
question de l'espace aerien qui, au demeurant, d6passe ie cadre communautaire et met ¢n jeu
d'autres organisations imemationales sp6cialis6es teIles que la CEAC et Eurocomrol. Par sa
forte implication dans les processus d'harmonisation et d'int6gration de la navigation
aerienne en Europe, la France joue pleinemem son r61e darts ce domaine. L'industrie
francaise du transport a6rien, outre l'ach6vement de son redressement dewa done 6galement
se pr6parer/t prendre une place de r6f6rence dans un r6seau dont le caract6re multimodal est
appel6 6 se concr6tiser.
7 CONCLUSION
Malgr6 les reticences opposEes par la plupart des partenaires des l_tats-Unis/_ l'exponation
de sa politique de d6reglementation, et malgr6 les chocs p6troliers qui avaient qudque peu
freind sa croissance, le transport a6rien mondial a connu une forte reprise au cours des
ann6es 80 qui a conduit les Etats dot6s d'une aviation commerciale d6velopp6e/, s'orienter
vers un assouplissement du carcan juridique de ]a Convention de Chicago.
La France n'a pas 6chapp6 /_ cette tendance mais il aura fallu la raise en vigueur de la
politique communautaire de liberalisation et notamment son troisi6me paquet de mesures,
pour pr6cipiter son changement d'attitude, fmalement, elle a 6t6 conduite/L reproduire en
trois arts r6volution des 8/l I0 premi6res ann6es de la d6r6glementation am&icaine et/_
placer momentan6ment son industrie du transport a6rien dans une situation relativement
fragilis6e.
Mais si l'on ddpasse le d6bat doctrinaire sur la lib6ralisation et ses effets ndgatifs primaires et
que ron veuille bien considerer que cette marche forcee vers un r6seau transeuropeen
consolid6 a pour objectif le renforcement des capacites de l'industrie europ6enne du
transport aerien/_ affronter la concurrence am&icaine et asiatique, il importe alors que tous
les acteurs -t_tat et compagnies- continuent/_ int6grcr l'6volution communautaire darts ieurs
pratiques et strat6gies pour garamir le maintien d'une #ace honorable au "pavilion national".
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I INTRODUCTION
This study evaluates the current traffic capacity of lstanbul Atattirk Airport in order to
investigate the possibility of an increase in efficiency and to specify the need for a second
airport in lstanbul. The research is based on traffic demand projections (passenger, aircraft.
and cargo) for the Atattirk Airport until 2010. Initially, regression models are separately
developed for international and domestic passenger traffic, cargo traffic, and aircraft h'aflic.
Subsequently, in order to make reliable projections until 2010, four different scenarios are
developed. Scenario I is based on trend analysis while the others assume that variables will
show fluctuations similar to previous years' but with different rates. Scenario II represents
the status quo while Scenario II1 and IV represents the optimistic and pessimistic cases
respectively. All the scenarios reveal that the Atatflrk Airport urgently needs supplementary
terminal buildings and runways, and that a second airport in lstanbul is indispensable.
2 PASSENGER TRAFFIC
2.1 International lines
_.1.1 Forecasting model
In order to develop a regression model which will reflect the international passenger traffic
of the Atattark Airport most appropriately, the data concerning the international traffic
(both for arriving and departing passengers) for the January 1986-May 1996 period are
collected and analysed. The trend in the data shows a sharp decline in February 1991due to
the Gulf crisis. However, the period before and after 1991 shows a different pattern, i.e. the
general trend before and after this period is not the same. Based on the widely held
opinions concerning the variable with the greatest influence on passenger traffic, the
OECD Countries' Industrial Production Indexes (IPI) and Turkey's Industrial Production
Indexes (TIPI) are used as the basic indica, ors of the world income for the same period and
are included in the research (Horonjeff and McKelyev, 1994; Tessun, 1997; OECD
Statistical Yearbooks; SPO Monthly Statistics Bulletins). One of the reasons for choosing
Industrial Production Indexes as an indicator of the Gross National Income is that, while
the Gross National Income is declared every three months, this research uses monthly
periods. Furthermore, in the developed countries, the industrial and service sector income
represents 80-90% of the total income, whereas the agricultural income is only 5-10%. Due
to the high level of correlation between the industrial and service sector income, the
industry index is accepted to be a good indicator of income.
During the estimation phase, the E-view software package is used. The best-fitted equation
obtained for the international passenger traffic is given in Table 1:
Table1.Internationalpassengertraffic forecastingequation
Variable Coe_cienl Std. Error T-Statistic Pro&
C -2.4537 2.4157 -1.0157 0.3126
LIPI 3.1232 0.5587 5.5898 0.0000
I,TIP! 0.021 I 0.1443 0.1465 0.8839
D91 0.3241 0.0629 5.1573 O.()t)O0
DD91 -0.3068 0.0763 -4.0201 0.0001
M 0.0637 0.0331 1.9252 0.0576
M(- l) -0.0235 0.0468 -0.5016 0.6172
Mr-2) -0.1921 0.0566 -3.3987 0.0010
M(-3) -0.0196 0.0582 -0.3373 0.7367
M(-4) 0.1522 0.0646 2.3561 0.0208
M(-5) 0.2214 0.0640 3.4610 0.0008
M(-6) 0.2874 0.0651 4.4153 0.0000
M(-7) 0.5357 0.0610 8.7783 0.0000
M(-8) 0.6801 0.0563 12.0783 0.0000
M(-9) 0.4487 0.0485 9.2442 0.0000
M(- I0) 0.3078 0.0356 8.6396 0.0000
MA(I) 0.8331 0.1043 7.9873 0.0000
MAt2) 0.561 i 0. [ 319 4.2537 0.000 I
M At3) 0.4051 0.1330 3.0457 0.003 I
MAt4) 0.3407 0.1059 3.2164 0.0018
R-squared 0.9610 Mean dependent vat t 2.g044
Adjusted R-squared 0.9522 S.D. dependent var 0.4196
S.E. of regression 0.0917 Akaike info criterion -4.6086
Sum squared resid 0.7149 Schwartz criterion -4.103 I
Log likelihood 112.9640 F-statistic 110.0966
Durbin-Watson slat t.9783 Prob(F-stafistic) 0.0000
Inverted MA Roots .23-.70i .23+.70i -.65+.46i -.65-.46i
In this equation, in order to linearize the non-linear structure of tile OECD Countries' and
Turkey's income level, the logarithms of the corresponding data is taken (LIPI and I,TIPI
respectively). The elasticity corresponding to those variables is found by using logarithms.
For example, the coefficient of LIPI shows that a 1% increase corresponding to the OECD
Countries' income level will result in a 3.1232% increase in the international passenger
traffic. The t values are used to test whether the coefficient of a variable is equal to zero or
not. When the t value is closer to "2" in absolute tenn, it can be said that the coefficient is
not equal to "0" for 5% significance level. If the coefficient is equal to "0", the
corresponding variable does not have any explanatory power. It can be deduced from the t
values given at the table (0.146470) that Turkey's income level does not have a significant
• , . I_impact on the international passenger traffic.
D91 and DD91 are two dummy variables that reflect the crisis situations. DD91 is
described in such a way that it takes the value "1" for the 2"dmonth of 1991 and "0'" for the
other months. Similarly, in order to reflect the difference between the periods before and
after 1991, the dummy variable D91 takes the value "1" and "0" respectively.
In the regression model (I), seasonal variables reflect seasonal variations. In this model.
when November is taken as the month on the basis of which the comparisons are made. M
reflects the relative situation for December; M(-I) for January, M(-2) for February and so
on. According to the seasonal variations, there is a significant increase in passenger traffic
in April (M(-4)), May (M(-5)), June (M(-6)), July (M(-7)), August (M(-g)). September
(M(-9)) and October (M(-10)), compared to November. On the other hand, in February
(M(-2)),a significantdecreasewith respecto November caal be observed. Since the t
values of the corresponding variables are both greater than "2", the confidence level is
greater than 95%.
Finally, the variables with the abbreviation "MA", show the autocorrelation, i.e. the
correlation between the standard error of one period with that of tile previous one.
2.1.2 Scenario analysis approach for international passenger traffic projections
According to the regression equation built by using past data, the variable with the greatest
impact on international traffic is LIPI. Although its coefficient and t values are very small.
in order not to avoid the impact of the domestic market, LTIPI is considered as the second
explanatory variable. The other factors reflect the seasonal variations. It is clear that an
accurate projection for the international passenger traffic until 2010 is totally dependent on
making accurate prqjections for LIPI and I.,TIPI. However, due to the highly dynamic
mllure of these two variables and their volatile structure, it is not adequate to nmkc hmg
term projections using traditional quantitative techniques.
The forecasting techniques, known as "quantitative" or "tecimologicai" techniques are
generally used for long-term forecasting purposes. In qumltitative forecasting techniques
the general principle is to assume that the future wilt be similar to the past. Although this
principle is useful for a short period, when the forecasting involves medium to long term
periods, it becomes more and more difficult to accept. The quantitative forecasting
techniques do not reflect the world's dynamism. Their projections are obtained solely by
analysing the relation between the vhriables using the past data and assuming lhat those
relations will stay the same in the future.
In technological forecasting, on the other hand, the creative power and knowledge of the
experts play an important role in reaching accurate predictions. In technological
estimations, there is no deterministic information about the iterations to be adopted step bY
step and the estimations obtained are not given as single values.
In this study, the projections of LIPI and LTIPI are obtained through scenario analysis
which is a popular technological forecasting technique. Four different scenarios are
developed in order to investigate the possSble trend in the domestic and foreign income
levels until 2010. Subsequently, the values obtained for LIPI and LTIPI from each of the
four scenario analyses are placed in the regression model explained in section 2.1. I. MA's
are not taken into consideration during the projections. When the characteristics of the data
are investigated, it is revealed that, for the 1986-1996 period the growth of LIPI and the
income trend show a fluctuating pattern. The average growth per month in 1986-96 is
0.001584. This growth is 0.003286 for 1986-90,-0.000198 for 1990-94 and 0.002573 for
1994-1996. Furthermore, for the period 1986-96, LTIPI shows seasonal fluctuations and
contrary to LIPI, it does not have different fluctuation patterns for different intervals.
The first of the four scenarios is based on trend analysis mid called Scenario I. In this
scenario, the explanatory variables (LTIPI and LIPI) are used to explain the estimated
number of international passengers. It is known that the trend estimations are obtained by
discarding the fluctuations that exist in the data. However, as mentioned above, when the
pastdataconcerningLIPI wasanalysed,a 4-yearfluctuationpatternwas found.That is
why. in the other scenarios it is assumed that this variable will show fluctuations similar to
those that appeared in the past. As a result the Status Quo Scenario (Scenario il), the
Optimistic Scenario (Scenario III), and the Pessimistic Scenario (Scenario IV) are
developed. The details of the scenarios are explained below.
• SCENARIO I:
This scenario can be called "Based on Trends (Growth Without Fluctuation)" Scenario.
Since Turkey's income does not fluctuate, its average growth rate is accepted to be
0.004313. It is assumed that world income will show a growth of 0.001584 per month,
without any fluctuations. Based on this scenario, the projections until 2010 are calculated.
The results are as follows: There is a continuous growth in the monthly values based on
yearly values compared with 1996, the peak month's estimations of international passenger
traffic increase by 35% in 2001 and reach 1.731.985. In 2010, tile estimations reach
2.984,267 with an increase of 133%.
• SCENARIO II:
When the historical data is analysed, fluctuations at 4-year intervals can be observed in
LIPI. Scenario II is based on the assumption that this pattern will continue in the future. It
is accepted that a growth similar to that of 1994-96 (0.002573) will be seen again in 1996-
98. However. there will be a decrease by 0.000198 in the 1998-2002 period, an increase by
0.002573 in 2002-2006 and finally a decrease by 0.000198 in 2006-2010. It is also
assumed that LTIPI will continue to show tile trend-based pattern, similar to the past dala
and that its monthly growth rate will be 0.004493. Therefore, this second scenario can be
called "The Status Quo" Scenario. The projections of LIPI and LTIPI are obtained and put
in the LINTPAS regression equation. The corresponding projections till 2010 show that
the highest values are reached in August and the second highest are in July. The projected
values for the peak month international passenger traffic reflect the fluctuations seen in the
past. The peak month passenger number increases until 1998 reaching 1,488,977. Then, it
decreases to 1.461.175. The fluctuation reaches 2,145,156 at 2006 and continues with a
decrease down to 2,091,919 at 2010. Based on these forecasts it can be said that. compared
to 1996, the peak month international passenger traffic will increase by 11% in 2001 and
by 59% in 2010.
• SCENARIO 111:
1"
In this "Optimistic" Scenario, it is assumed" that LT1P1 will exceed the average growth rate
of 0.004493 by one standard error (i.e. there will be a growth of 0.004673). On the other
hand, LIPI will have a decrease of 0.00198 during the recession periods and the increase.
however, will be similar to that of 1986-1990 period and will, thus, be equal to 0.003286.
When the corresponding projections based on these assumptions are investigated, a
fluctuation is observed. The peak month passenger number increases to 1,571,620 in 1998
and decreases to 1,547,487 in 2001. Similarly, the fluctuation continues and the estimated
values become 2,520,548 in 2006 arid 2,459,964 in 2010. Compared to 1996, there is a
15% increase in 2001 and a 84% increase in 2010.
• SCENARIO IV:
The last scenario, where all the explanatory variables show an inconvenient pattern can
also be called file "Pessimistic" Scenario. In this scenario LIPI shows a growth equal to
one half of the past average growth rate of 0.001584. TIPI is assumed to be one standard
error below the average growth rate. Accordingly, the projections obtained are relatively
greater than those obtained in the third scenario. In August, whici_ is the peak month for
2001, the international passenger traffic will increase by 16% compared to 1996 and
become 1,453,450. In 2010, on the other hand, the relative increase will be 51% and the
traffic will reach the level of 1,895,656. As a result, the passenger traffic values will be
below those of the other scenarios.
2.1.3 Tile evaluatin qf the international.passenger traffic
The current capacity of the terminals for international passengers is 8.5 million
passengcrs/year. 5 million passengers/year of this capacity is utilized by the international
passenger terminal while 3.5 million/year of it corresponds to the charter terminal.
llowever, tile international passenger traffic estimation for 1996 is 10,178,568
passengers/year for the Optimistic Scenario, and even for tile Pessimistic Scenario it
reaches 9,630,614 passengers/year. It is obvious that the current capacity cannot satisfy the
demand level even for the pessimistic scenario. Due to the fact that the temfinal buildings
work beyond their capacities, the service quality is in decline. There are frequent problems
in queues and luggage collection areas. Additional terminal buildings are urgently needed.
If the additional building capacity is planned to be 5 million passengers/year, as it is in tile
current situation, the total capacity will reach a level of 13.5 million passengers/yea,'.
However, if Scenario I is becomes a reality even this new capacity will be exceeded. For
the other scenarios, capacity will be exceeded in the years 2004, 2003 and 2008
respectively. On the other hand, if the new terminal is planned to have 10 million
passengers/year, the total capacity will be 18.5 million passengers/year. This capacity will
also be exceeded in 2007 according to Scenario I and in 2005 according to Scenario I11.
Based on the international passenger traffic estimation of Scenario II and IV, however,
even in 2010 it will not be possible to reach this capacity level. Figure I shows all these
estimations in detail.
2.2 Domestic lines
2.2.1 F?recasting model
The forecasting model which reflects the domestic .lines passenger traffic most accurately,
has a structure similar to that of the international lines. This structure also shows
differences for periods before and after 1991. On the other hand, while the international
passenger traffic shows a decline in the second month of 1991 due to the Gulf crisis, in tile
domestic lines, this decline is in the fourth month due to a strike in the period of April 1-
May 9, 1991.
The best-fitted forecasting equation, which is developed for domestic lines passengers is
given in Table 2. In this equation, LDOMPAS is the logaritban of the number of domestic
lines passengers using Atatiirk Airport in a month. One of the most important explanatory
variables is LTIPI. The coefficient of LTIPI is 0.6919. This shows that an increase of 1% in
Turkey's income will result in an increase of 0,6919% in the domestic passenger traffic.
Figure 1. International passenger traffic estimations
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Table 2. Domestic passen_,er traffic forecasting equation
Variable Coef_cienl 31d. Error T-Statistic Prob.
C 3.7770 0.8972 4.2098 0.0001
LTIPI 0.6919 0.1348 5.1336 0.0000
I,DOMPAS(-I) 0.3806 0.0365 10.4158 0.0000
D914 -1.4203 0.0444 -32.0109 0.0000
D91 -12.3883 3.0161 .-4.1075 0.0001
D91 LIPI 2.6118 0.6347 4.1248 0.0001
M 0.0340 0.0383 1.0378 0.3024
M(-I) 0.0659 0.0431 1.5292 0.1300
M(-2) 0.0669 0.0492 i .3580 O. 17R I
M(-3) 0.1016 0.0484 2. i 004 0.0387
M(--4) 0.2657 0.0420 6.3291 0.0000
M(-5) 0.3064 0.0504 6.0755 0.0000
M(-6) 0.2991 0.0408 7.3274 0.0000
M(-7) 0.3102 0.0441 7.0258 0.0000
M(-8) 0.3988 0,0436 9.1386 0.0000
M(-9) 0.2304 0.0374 6.1531 0.0000
M(- 101 0,1205 0.0395 3.0500 0.003 I
MA(1) 0.3190 0.0807 3.9514 0.0002
MA(2) 0.4186 0.0841 4.9806 0.0000
MA(3) 0.090 i 0.0776 I. 1617 0.2486
MA(5) 0.7006 r 0.0828 8.4566 0.0000
R-squared 0.9703 Mean dependent var 12.O571
Adjusted R-squared 0.9632 S.D. dependent var 0.3794
S.E. of regression 0.0727 Akaike info criterion -5.0648
Sum squared resid 0.4445 Schwartz criterion -4.5340
Log likelihood 137.9153 F-statistic 137.2622
Durbin-Watson stat 1.7134 Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000
Inverted MA Roots .62+.59i .62-.591 -.32-.97i -.32+,97i
-.93
Furthermore, in domestic passenger traffic, contrary to tile structure of international lines,
the demand pattern shows a dynamic property that is dependent on the previous year's
demand level. For any given year, the domestic lines passenger traffic is found to be
dependent on the previous year's traffic (LDOMPAS(-1)).
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The differences for the period before and after 1991 are taken into account by using two
dummy variables: D91 ("1" for the years 1991 and after, and "0" o/w), D914 ("I" in the
4th month and "0" o/w). LIPI begins to influence the domestic lines passenger traffic in
1991. This is shown by the dummy variable D91 (D91LIPI). Due to the fact that the t
values of all those explanatory variables are much greater than 2, they have a significance
level greater than 95%.
Like the forecasting model of international passenger traffic, the seasonal fluctuations
(M's) and the previous mouth's standard error terms (MA's) are found significant and,
thus, taken into account.
2.2.2 Scenario analysis approach for domestic passenger traffic projections
Similarly Io the scenarios generated for the traffic projections of international lines, four
scenarios are developed to estimate the passenger traffic of domestic lines.
it
• SCENARIO I
In this scenario, which can be defined as "Based on Trends", the assumptions are similar to
those given for international lines and the same necessary computations are repeated in
order to get LDOMPAS values until the year 2010. When the values are analysed, it can be
seen that the domestic line passenger traffic projections show a pattern without
fluctuations. According to Scenario 1, the peak monfla passenger number will increase 6
fold with respect to 1996 and reach 2,862773. This is the highest level of all the Scenarios.
• SCENARIO II
Scenario II has the same assumptions as international lines. The projections of LIPI and
LTIPI obtained for international lines are copied exactly to make the prqjections of the
domestic lines, mad they are used to get the projected values for LDOMPAS. On the other
hand, the coefficient of "C" is corrected in such a way as to reflect seasonal fluctuations
and the decline of the 4 Ih month. When the monthly projections until 2010 are analysed, it
can be emphasized that in the g_hmonth, the traffic reaches its peak level, as was the case
for international lines. Furthermore, when a yearly evaluation is made, a eontinuos increase
can be seen in the number of passengers. For example, in the year 2000, the peak month
domestic passenger traffic increases by 49% with respect to i 996 and reaches the level of
746,602. In 2005, these values are 217% al'_d 2,163,325 respectively.
• SCENARIO III
The "Optimistic" Scenario developed for international lines is the same for the domestic
lines. In LDOMPAS equation, the optimistic projections obtained for LTIPI and LIPI are
taken into account and the coefficient of C is corrected in such a way as to take into
account the fluctuations and declines that occurred in respective months, in order to get the
projections for file domestic passenger traffic until 2010. When these projections are
analysed, it can be seen that the peak month domestic passenger traffic will be 831.399 in
2000, 2,048,491 in 2005, and 2,854,281 in 2010. The projected increases for 2000, 2005
and 2010 are 1.6, 3.9 and these are 5.4 times the 1996 values.
• SCENARIOIV
This scenario which was called "Pessimistic" in the international lines is also applied to the
domestic lines. The revealed projections show that, the passenger traffic estimations are
below those of the other scenarios. Accordingly, the peak month domestic line passenger
traffic will be 680,672 in 2000, 1,101,481 ill 2005 and 1,782,444 in 2010. The increase in
2010 is 285% with respect to 1996.
2.2.3. The evaluation of domestic lines passenger.traffic
The capacity of tile terminal building used for' domestic lines is 2 million passengers per
year. On the other hand. the domestic line passenger traffic is estimated to be 4,805,999
passengers/year for 1996 and even in the "Pessimistic" Scenario, it is 4281,830
passengers/year. This shows that, in its current level, the capacity of the terminal building
is not ertough even to satisfy the demand of 1996. An additional capacity is urgently
needed. If an additional capacity of 5 million passengers/year is found to be appropriate for
the first stage, the total capacity will increase to 7.5 million passengers/year. This capacity
will be satisfactory until 2000 for Scenario lIl, and until 2002 for Scenario IV. If an
additional capacity of 10 million passengers/year is accepted, however, the total capacity
will increase to 12.5 million/year and this will be exceeded in 2004 under the "Optimistic"
Scenario and in 2008 under the "Pessimistic" Scenario. The details of those evaluations can
be seen in Figure 2.
Figur_e2: Dg_m__esti__c"p ass_enger traffic estimations
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3 TIIE CARGO TRAFFIC
3.1 Forecasting model
Since the data about the cargo traffic in the period 1986-1996 at the Atatfirk Airport could
only be found in the form of total arrivals and departures for the total of domestic and
international lines, it is not be possible to prepare evaluations for domestic and
international lines separately. A significant drop in the cargo traffic is seen in the 1986-
1996 period because of the Gulf Crisis in 1991. Depending on this finding, the forecasts
done by using the E-View software package. A dummy variable D914 is defined by
assigning 1 for the decrease on the fourth month of 1991 and 0 for the rest of the months.
Tile coefficients of variables LTIPI and LIPI are different before and after 1991. In other
words, while the coefficients of LTIPI and LIPI are 0.41 19 and 2.0598 respectively before
1991; aPter 1991, 0.7736 is added to the coefficient of LTIPI (D91LTIPI) and -0.8058 is
added to the coefficient of LIPI (D91LIPI). On the other hand, the cargo traffic presents a
dynamic structure and is found to be effected by the traffic of tile previous period.
Additionally, on tile 12 th month, a meaningful correlation with the previous month (MAI2)
is revealed. The seasonal fluctuations of cargo traffic are not significant. The resulting
equation is given in Table 3.
3.2 Scenario analysis approach for cargo traffic projections
When the forecasting equation for cargo traffic,is analysed, LTIPI and LIPI are seen as the
main explanatory variables. Therefore, for these two variables, the projections fllat are done
separately in four scenarios for passenger traffic projection, are fully adopted for the cargo
traffic. The following scenario findings have been reached.
Table 3. Carl]o traffic foreeastin[_ equation
Variable CoeffTcient Std. Error T-Slatistic Prob.
C -5.2845 1.985 -2.6623 0.0090
LIPI 0.4119 0.1732 2.3776 0.0192
LTI PI 2.0598 0.5525 3.7283 0.(|003
D89 -0.6643 0.0718 -9.2567 0.0000
D914 -0.6733 t[ 0.1093 -6.1586 0.0000
LCARGO(- I) 0.3201 0.0654 4.1t962 0.0000
D91LIPI 0.7736 0.3150 2.45511 0.0157
D9 ! LTIPI -0.11058 0.3377 -2.3861 0.0 !118
MA_ 12) 0.3777 0.1009 3.7447 0.0003
R-squared 0.8744 Mean dependent var
Adjusted R-squared 0.8648 S.D. dependent var
S.E. of regression 0. ! 152 Akaike info criterion
Sum squared resid 1.393,1 Schwartz criterion
Log likelihood 89.3068 F-statistic
Durbin-Watson star 1.8354 Prob(F-statistic)
Inverted MA Roots .89-.24i .89+.24i
.24+.89i .24-.89i
-.65+.65i -.65-.65i
9.0059
0.3133
-4.24611
-4.0308
91.3454
0.0000
.65+.65i
-.24-.89i
-.119+.24i
.65+.65i
-.24+.89i
-.89-.24i
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• SCENARIO l
The cargo projections are calculated until 2010 according to tile assumptions of "l_ased On
Trends (Growth Without Fluctuations)" Scenario (see subsection 2.1.2). When the
projection values are examined, it can be seen that, unlike the passenger forecasts, August
is not the peak month and there is no seasonal fluctuation. The December values arc the
highest of tile year and the forecast value for the cargo traffic is increasing yearly. If lhc
expected increase takes place, the forecast value of cargo traffic for the peak month will be
24.400 tons in 2000, 45,655 tons in 2005 and 85,420 tons in 2010. For these three years the
increase ratios with respect to 1996 are 65%, 209% and 478% respectively.
• SCENARIO 11
When the LIPI and LTIPI projections done in the "Status Quo" Scenario are put in the
LCARGO equation mad the necessary corrections for the determined months are made, the
projected cargo traffic values can be reached in the year 2010. Based on these values, it can
be forecast that the cargo traffic for tile peak month will be 23,998 tons in 2000, 47,894
tons in 2005 mad 75,149 tons in 2010. For these years the ratios of increase with respect to
1996 are 53%, 204% and 478% respectively.
• SCENARIO Ill
The cargo projections until 2010 under the assumptions of the "Optimistic" Scenario arc
the highest forecast cargo traffic values. On the peak month, 24,400 tons of cargo will be
carried in the year 2000 and 45,655 tons will be carried in 2005. In the year 2010, the peak
month value will be 90,788 tons. For these years, the ratios of increase in relation to 1996
are 57%. 241% and 445% respectively.
• SCENARIO IV
When the cargo projections until 2010 under the assumptions of the "Pessimistic"
Scenario, (for which the extemal factors showed negative progress) are examined, it can be
seen that the forecast values in this scenario are less than the other scenarios. The peak
month values are 22,287 tons for the year 2000, 38,057 tons for 2005 and 64,987 tons for
2010. For these years the ratios of increase in relation to 1996 are 53%, 162% and 347%
respectively.
3.3 The evaluation of cargo traffic ¢
The evaluations of the scenarios can be seen on Figure 3. We can see that the level of
cargo traffic will be 250,000 tons in the year 2000. According to the "Status Quo Scenario,
on the other hand, 500,000 tons in 2006 and 750,000 tons in 2010 will be exceeded.
According to the "Optimistic" Scenario, the level of 250,000 tons in 2000, 500,000 tons in
2005 and 750,000 tons in 2008 will be exceeded. According to the "Based on Trends"
Scenario; the level of 250,000 tons, 500,000 tons and 750,000 tons in 2000, 2006 and 2009
respectively will be exceeded. Finally, according to the "Pessimistic" Scenario the level of
250,000 tons will be exceeded in 2001. Since the increase in the cargo traffic is less in this
scenario, tile level of 500,000 tons will be exceeded in 2008.
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4 TIlE AIRCRAFT TRAFFIC
4.1 Forecasting model
4.1.1 Forecasting model using a variable that is stable around the mean
In order to develop a model for forecasting aircraft traffic, initially, the "number of
passengers per number of aircraft" (PPA) is investigated. This is calculated by dividing the
number of passengers who used the Atattlrk Airport during the 1986-1996 period, by the
number of aircraft that used the same airport at the same interval. During that time period,
PPA is found to be stable around the mean. In other words, the mean of the PPA variable
does not vary in a statistically significant way. On the other hand, by analysing the
autocon'elation, the existence of a seasonal variation is observed: PPA increases and
decreases at certain months of the year.
Based on these findings, developing a forecasting model with a stable variable around the
mean is considered appropriate. In this model, the PPA of the previous month, a constant,
and an artificial variable (M(-I), M(-2),... _ etc.) representing each month are used. The
forecasting model is given in Table 4.
When tile forecast parameters are examined, it is observed that the PPA increases in tile
summer months. By using this forecasting model, PPA is forecasted till 2010.
In the second phase, in order to obtain the estimated number of aircraft that used the
Atattirk Airport, the projection of the number of passengers based on the scenario analysis
of the previous models is used. Accordingly, the number of aircraft that made international
flights (INTAIR) is forecast by dividing Scenario I, II, III, and IV values concerning the
projection of the number of international passengers by PPA and the number of aircraft
made domestic flights (DOMAIR) is forecast by dividing Scenario I, II, III, and IV values
concerning the projection of number of domestic passengers by PPA.
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Table 4. PPA traffic forecasting equation
Variable , Coe_cient Std Error T-Statistic Prob.
C 12.8039 4.9796 2.5713 0.0116
M 4.2588 1.9146 2.2244 0.0283
M(-1) 4.6981 1.9143 2.4542 0.0158
M(-2) 3.7341 1.9084 1.9566 0.0532
M(-3) 3.1244 1.9166 1.6302 0. 1062
M(-4) 5.5269 1.9327 2.85697 0.0052
M(-5) 4.1587 1.9711 2.1098 0.0374
M(-6) 9.2283 1.9706 4.6830 0.0000
M(-7) 8.1419 1.9285 4.2220 0.0001
M(-8) 14.2967 1.9304 7.4060 0.0000
M(-9) 3.6879 2.0363 1.81 I 1 0.073 I
M(- 10) 2.57 i 3 1.9590 1.3126 0.1923
PPA(-1) 0.7413 0.0671 11.0549 0.0000
R-squared 0.7418 Mean dependent vat 69.3384
Adjusted R-squared 0.7111 S.D. dependent var 7.8040
S.E. of regression 4.1944 Akaike info criterion 2.9745
Sum squared resid 1776.903 Schwartz criterion 3.2865
Log likelihood -318.3054 F-statistic 24.1815
Durbin-Watson stat 2.2452 Prob(F-statistic) 0.0000
When these estimated values of aircraft traffic are examined, it can be seen that the
fluctuation of the projection of number of international passengers ('an increase for 1996-
1998, a decrease for 1998-2002, an increase for 2002-2006, and a decrease for 2006-2010)
will lead to fluctuations in the ntmaber of aircraft used for international flights. As there is
no fluctuation in the number of domestic passengers, there is a continuos increase in the
total number of aircraft. I-[owever, the slope of this increase is higher when there is an
increase in the number of international passengers. Additionally, as the number of aircraft
is dependent on passenger traffic, there are seasonal variations in the total number of
aircraft as well. It is forecast that this number will be highest in August. According to the
scenarios, in the peak month of 2010, the estimated total number of aircraft will be 76,772,
52.904, 65.058, and 45,028 aircraft respectively. The rates of increase of those values in
relation to the values of ! 996 are 260%, !40%, 188% and I ! 6% respectively.
¢
4.1.2 Forecasting, model using a linearly increasina variable
When teclmological developments and the increase in the demand for aircraft traffic are
taken into consideration, planes with higher seating capacities are expected to be
constructed in the future. In accordance with this expectation, in order to develop
protections for the number of aircraft, it is suitable to include an additional forecasting
model with a linearly increasing variable in addition to the forecasting model with stable
variable around the mean (section 4.1.1) Accordingly, two different analyses are obtained
and evaluated.
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• Thelinearincreasemodeldependentontotalpassengera'affic:
Initially,themonthlyaverageof "linearlyincreasingnumberof passengerspernumberof
aircraft"(LIPPA)for 1996whichis 71.76,is forecastto becomeapproximately100in the
year2010.In thiscase,eachyear,theLIPPAvalueis expectedto increaseby2. By using
LIPPAvaluesandIotalnumberof passenger projections until 2010, an estimation of Ihe
total (domestic and international flights) number of aircraft is obtained. According to tile
scenarios, tile aircraft traffic projections for the month of August will be 56,796, 38.539,
48.130. and 33.312 aircraft in 2010. In relation to-the 1996 values, the increase is 166%.
74%, 112%, and 60% for each scenario respectively.
• The linear increase model for international and domestic passenger traffic:
In order to construct a detailed design, models considering international and domestic
passenger traffic separately are also analysed, besides using the linear increase model
which considers total passenger traffÉc. Accordingly, 70 aircraft (the number of passengers
per domestic aircraft for 1996) is accepted to be approximately 100 for 2010. Then, the
projection of domestic aircraft is obtained until 2010. The number of passengers per
number of international aircraft for 1996 which is 80 is accepted to increase linearly and
reach 125 for 2010. Again, the projection of international aircraft is obtained until 2010.
According to the estimated values of both domestic and international aircraft traffic, the
domestic aircraft traffic projection _,alues for August in 2010 will be 29,768, 19,953.
25.851, and 16,143 aircraft in each scenario respectively. For the same month of the same
ear, the international aircraft traffic projection values will be 22.202. 15.563, 18.301, and
14,103 aircraft.
4.2 The evaluation of aircraft traffic
The capacily of the Atati.irk Airport is pre.sented as 350,400 aircraft/year (SPO Airway
Transportation Commission Report, 1995; SAGM Statistical Yearbook, 1995). This is a
theoretical capacity which can not be realised in a safe, comfortable and healthy
environment. "l'his capacity value is calculated by assuming that both runways are used
every three minutes for 24 hours a day.
The evaluation of aircraft traffic according to PPA is given in Figure 4. In Figure 4, it can
be seen that the estimated aircraft traffic values of the scenarios exceed the level of
350,400 aircraft/year in 2003, 2004, 2003, _d 2007 respectively.
The evaluation of aircraft traffic according to LIPPA is given in Figure 5. It can be seen
that estimated aircraft traffic values of the first three scenarios exceed the level of 350,400
aircraft/year in 2005, 2006, and 2004 respectively.
Accordingly, the runways will exceed their theoretical maximum capacity in a short period.
As there is no additional space for building a new runway around the Atattirk Airport, a
new airport should be constructed in a different area in or around Istanbul.
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F!gure4. Aircraft traffic estimations according to PPA
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4.3 Average peak hour demand estimation
4.3.1 Average peak hour demand estima_.ion dependent on total passenger traffic
As mentioned above, all forecasting equations and projections are calculated in a monthly
basis (the given annual passenger, cargo, and aircraft traffic projection values are obtained
by summation of monthly values). However, as the peak hour and peak day capacity of the
airport is in question, the peak demand should be calculated in order to determine the
requirements of an airport design. A method suggested at the Airport Planning Manual
(1987) is used for this calculation. The method is as follows:
1. Peak hour/peak day average ratio (peak hour traffic rate) is obtained using data from the
previous year
2. The traffic values of the two peak months are determined for each projection year
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3. For thesctwo peakmonths,the numberof "average"passengersusingtheairportis
calculated.Here,the"average"dayisassumedto bethe30thor40thbusydayof theyear
andcanbecalledatypicalpeakday.
4. Thetypicalpeakhourpassengert affic iscalculatedbyusingthepeakhourtrafficrate
andthetypicalpeakday.
5. Averagepeakdayaircraft traffÉcis calculatedbydividingtypicalpeakdaypassenger
trafficbyPPAandLIPPA
6. Average peak hour aircraft traffic is calculated by dividing average peak day aircraft
traffic by 24
As shown in Figure 6, the average peak hour aircraft forecast values dependent on PPA
will be 29 aircraft in 1996, 41 aircraft in 2000, 64 aircraft in 2005, and 105 aircraft in 2010
according to the first scenario. According to file second scenario, the estimated values of
1996, 2000. 2005, and 2010 will be 34, 37, 61, and 71 aircraft respectively. According to
the third scenario the estimated values of the same years are 31, 40, 75 and 89 aircraft
respectively. As the average peak hour aircraft traffic is dependent on the passenger traffic,
an increase in the average peak hour aircraft traffic in the years when there is a increase in
the projection of the number of international passengers is higher than the increase i, the
average peak hour aircraft traffic in the years when there is a decrease at the projection of
the number of international passengers. In Scenarios II and I[1, there is a higher increase in
the estimated values for the period 2000 and 2005. According to the fourth scenario the
estimated values of the years mentioned above are 28, 35, 46, and 62. Peak hour aircraft
traffic in 1995 was 37 aircraft (March 2, 15:00-16:00). The average peak hour aircraft
projection values exceed this level in 1999, 2001, 2000, and 2002 according to each
scenario.
Fi ;ure 6. Average_peak hour aircraft traffic estimations according t_o_PPA
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According to the first scenario, the average peak hour aircraft forecast values dependent on
LIPPA will be 29 aircraft in 1996, 37 aircraft in 2000, 52 aircraft in 2005, and 77 aircraft in
2010. According to the second scenario the estimated values of 1996, 2000, 2005, and
2010 will be 34, 33, 49, and 52 aircraft respectively. The estimated values of the same
years according to the third scenario are 31, 36, 60, 65 aircraft and according to the fourth
scenario they are 28, 31, 37, 45 aircraft respectively. Values in the scenarios exceeds the
level of 37 aircraft in 2001,2003, 2002. and 2006 (Figure 7).
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Figure7. Average peak hour aircraft traffic estimations according t__oLIpPA
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4.3.2 Average Peak Hour Demand Estimation Dependent on Domestic and
International Passenger Traffic
In order to construct a detailed design, in addition to the average peak hour demand
estimation dependent on total passenger traffic, the average peak hour demand estimation
dependent on domestic and international passenger traffic should be analysed. The method
is the same as in section 4.3.1. The only difference is in the use of domestic and
international passenger projections instead of the total passenger projections and in
obtaining average peak hour domestic and international aircraft traffic forecast values
instead of average peak hour total aircraft traffic forecast values.
5 THE EVOLUTION OF TIIE FORECASTING EQUATIONS
The selection of the most accurate forecasting equations is a difficult process. The mos{
suitable equations were obtained after several trials with the explanatory variables that are
stated as "significant" in the literature (Oakervee, 1994; Airport Planning Manual, 1987,
Horonjeff & McKelvey, 1994). The "insignificant" variables are not included in these
equations. They are as follows;
• Tourism income:
Since the data used is from the post-1988 period and the airports used for tourism purposes,
like Dalaman, were already in use during this period, the tourism income could not affect
the forecasting equation of the international passenger traffic in Istanbul Atattirk Airport.
On the other hand, the equation used in this research includes variables representing
seasonal variations and, thus, implicitly take tourism into consideration.
• Price changes:
It is well known that the income elasticity of luxurious products is high and their price
elasticity is low. The "price changes" variable included in the models developed in this
research is found insignificant. This may be explained by the fact that air travel is
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consideredas "luxurious" in our country. This is not the case in developed countries. On
the other hand, since the price changes have an increase pattern similar to that of the
inflation rate, the impact of these changes are partly seen through the trend of the income
level.
I Information about socio-demographic structure and income distribution:
The data related to this information is not available for Istanbul in the monthly and even
yearly basis, therefore, it is not included in the equations.
= Population:
This variable is also found insignificant because during the forecasting period of 1986-
1995 only two censuses were held (in 1985 and 1990). As a result, it would have been
neccssary to make ml interpolation between these two values in order to obtain Ihe
population corresponding to other years. Additionally, although monthly data is used in the
forecasting equations developed in this research, monthly variations in population are nol
available.
6. RESULTS
For each scenario analysis, projections concerning international passengers, domestic
passengers, cargo, and aircraft traffic are obtained. In order to utilise these results and
obtain "the most likely" values that can be taken as a basis for various future designs, the
average of minimum and maximum forecast values is taken. The average of the values in
Scenario I and IV for international passengers, domestic passengers, and aircraft traffic and
the average of the values .in Scenario I mid II1 for cargo traffic are computed and presented
in Table 5.
Table 5. The most possible projection values that can be used for evaluation
ANNUAL AVE. PEAKHOUR
YEAR International Domestic Cargo Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft Aircraft
passengers Passcn_-s ton (PPA) (LIPPA) _PA) (LIPPA)
1996 9,716,566 4,328,602 !56,226 194,255 177,923 28 26
1997 I0,166,243 4,864.840 176,922 212.764 184.647 30 27
!998 I 0,639.275 5.474,586 199,831 228.263 192.232 33 28
1999 I 1.136,977 6,163,450 222,406 245,101 200,692 35 29
2000 i 1,660,744 6,942,0 !8 247,_99 263,580 21O,105 38 3I
2001 12,212,050 7,822,332 275,734 283,894 220,559 40 32
2002 12,792,461 8,818,090 312,047 306,262 232,156 43 34
2003 13,403,631 9,944,882 358,187 330,929 245,009 47 36
2004 14,047,316 11,220,455 411,235 358,171 259,247 51 38
2005 14,725,375 I2,665,014 472,218 388,303 275,018 55 40
2006 15,439,779 14,301,574 533,400 421,680 292,484 59 42
2007 16,192,614 16,156,356 593,872 458,704 311,833 64 45
2008 16,986,095 18,259,239 661,379 499,831 333,273 70 48
2009 17,822,566 20,644,280 736,794 545,580 357,040 76 52
2010 18,704,512 23,350,312 821,069 596,537 383,399 83 55
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According to projection values in the near future,
• the current capacities of international and domestic terminals will not satisfy the
projected demand of international and domestic passengers. Either these buildings
should be extended or new terminal buildings should be constructed.
the theoretical capacities of two runways of the Atat0rk Airport will not satisfy the
aircraft demand of aircraft. This will result in congestion. A new runway should be
constructed. Since there is no additional space for constructing a new runway around
the Atatth'k Airport, a new airport should be constructed in a different area in or around
Istanbul.
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1 STATUS QUO & MOTIVATION
Presently, the European airline industry features some ambivalent characteristics. On the
one hand side its passenger numbers as well as its freight tonnage show strong signs of
growth, on the other hand side the industry is confronted with a difficult situation, i.e.
burdened with infrastructural shortcomings and uncertainties, e.g. with respect to what will
happen after the 3 'd liberalisation package has come into effect. Moreover, some airlines al-
ready have or are in the midst of undergoing comprehensive restructuring and privatisation,
whilst others remain in their respective state's hands yet and/or are heavily subsidised.
This plus the ongoing economic work sharing worldwide, high growth rates in tourism and
their influence on aviation necessitate a deeper understanding of and insight into the depen-
dencies of the air transport system.
Whereas the airline analyst can assume that most European airlines have already made and
are implementing the planning and strategic decisions covering the near future, the more
distant future implies more scope of action and thus more uncertainty of what business
ideas should be realised and what strategies applied and when.
Also, the airline strategist is only partly aware of what prospective activities are pursued by
the airline's competitors. Furthermore, technological ,,quantum leaps" do not follow deter-
ministic patterns and thus are very difficult to predict.
Strategic decisions with regard to greater investments or the implementation of far-
reaching strategies focused on various business units (i.e. their market behaviour) require
an extensive outlook into the farer future. This is imperative for an early identification of
relevant developments (early warning) and the realisation of their consequences on the
industry as a whole, so as to maintain an airline's competitive advantage over its competi-
tors. For this scenarios suggest themselves. Applied to the underlying topic, they serve as a
first step to assess the potential of yet-to-be finalised developments within the European
airline industry.
The aim of the scenario process conducted here is to provide decision-makers in the airline
industry, air transport analysts and personnel of state authorities and of other institutions
involved with possible, conceivable and consistent future perspectives regarding the Euro-
pean air transport industry. This knowledge will enable all the interested parties to subject
their objectives and actions to an examination of costs and benefits, help to avoid or make
use of specific risks and chances and to maintain or better their place in the top league.
The application of the scenario-methodology to the problem field mentioned above and il-
lustrated in this paper t was realised by collaborating with other experts (both scientists and
practioneers) from all over the aviation field, following the process in figure 1. The aim
was to reach as good an understanding of the European airline industry now and in the
future as was possible in the given time frame 2.
1 This represents part of the results of the first module of Mr Dussoye's PhD thesis, named 'A
Scenario-Based Analysis of the Future Framework of the European Airline Industry &
Derivation of Strategies for EU-Airlines' at Berlin University of Technology's (TU-B's)
Aeronautical Department, Section FlightGuidance and Control/Air Transportation, which was
methodically supported by Daimler Benz' 'Society and Technology Research Group'.
2 Based on the empirical knowledge of the respective experts deduced during the scenario
process, Mr Dussoye's PhD thesis will focus on modeling part of the industry sector and on
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Figure 1: Schedule of Activities towards the Scenario-Workshop ]Timeline ]
Authors Group of Experts
FIRST INVESTIGATIONS due to existing problems when accessing specific SEARCHFOR EXPERTS inte-
information on the airline industry, COMMENCEMENT of DATA RETRIEVAL. rested in the matter.
CONFIGURATION:
_> Planning and design of contents, form and duration of the questioning
process, preparation and organisation of the questionnaire.
Formation of group of experts (among other things request and
motivation to participate).
1. SURVEY(Uncertain0_-lmpact-Analysis):
TASK: Appraisal of main relevant pressures from the authors' open primary
list with regard to their future importance and their future uncertainty (see
section 2.4).
PROCESSING OF INFORMATION:
Feedback:
Statistical group results of appraisal and visualisation in diagramm¢
format.
Proposition of 18 pivotal influencing factors (number due to software
limitations) for further study by a core team of 14 experts.
Classification of identified pivotal influences into premises and
descriptors and deriviatinn of their state (now and in the future) plus
derivation of accompanying a-priori-probabilities.
2. SURVEY:
TASK: Request for comments on proposed pivotal influencing factors, on
their classifiaction into premises/descriptors, on their current and future
state and regarding their a-priori-probabilities.
COMMENTS
ANALYSIS: ¢
Conf'wmation or revision of proposals made by the core team.
IPP,EPA-R.ATIONOFTHE WORKSHOP:
Feedback:
Visualisation of results
'_ Completion of descriptor essays
_> Provision of workshop participants with complete set of necessary
information material.
FIRST NOTIFICATIONof po-
tential experts.
CONFIRMATIONof 32 (out
of 42) EXPERTS willing to
participate
ANSWERS from
participants
32
INFORMATION OF
workshop P,_TIClpAr_rs
CONDUCT OF THEINTERACTIVESCENARIO-WORKSHOP 9 PARTICIPATINGEXPERTS
dedving exemplary future airline strategies from a yet to be developed decision support
system. For this he will further make extensive use of primary research, i.e. include experts
from the outset in order to avoid results purely developed in the 'scientific ivory tower'.
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2 METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS - STEP BY STEP
2.1 In_oducfion
Assuming the above mentioned status quo - i.e. the necessity of making decisions with far-
reaching implications and to some degree under uncertainty regarding the development of
important environmental factors - scenario techniques 3 represent a pragmatic approach to
reduce the vagueness and to help systematise it, so that the resulting measures remain
transparent, reconstructable, plausible and above all purposeful. For this, the following
steps have to be taken (general approach):
2.2 Step 1 - The Topic
Define and structure the topic/problem area as precisely as possible and give it an
acceptable and understandable formulation.
For the underlying topic this resulted in formulating the following question:
,,What are the main relevant pressures or influencing factors for analysing the future
framework of the European airline industry?"
Thematic focus:
Geographical focus:
Timely focus:
In order to keep the problem area easy to grasp and to derive the most appropriate answers,
the following limitations were introduced:
structure and organisation of the airline industry, this being the
thematic focus of Mr Dusoye's PhD research;
airlines, having their main spheres of activity within the EU,
s.a.;
lortg-tetm, i.e. for the time interval 'today _ 2015', in
compliance with today's long-term forecasts, e.g. Boeing's.
Current Market Outlook or Airbus' Global Market Forecast.
2.3 Step 2 - Influencing Factors
Identify the main areas of influence with regard to the problem area and collect and
(where necessary) reduce and cluster t_e influencing factors which describe part or
whole of the mentioned areas of influence.
Commencing with an open and extendable primary list of 76 main relevant influences or
pressures on the European air transport sector prepared by the authors of this study 4 and
3 The main obiective of the scenario-buildingprocess is to systematise complex problem
settings very briefly, to analyse the underlying influences and their interdependencies and to
reflect and visualise their future impacton productand/or serviceneeds. Final outcome is the
creation of distinctive future wodds, the description of how these have developed from the
present situation and an analysis of why these specificfuture worlds are more probable than
others.
4 Making extensive use of on-line data retrievals at Berlin University of Technology (e.g. by
utilisingILR's own and the MBA department'sonlinedatabanks), at the EU, at the ESA etc, by
searching the world wide web and the intemet for all relevant information,gathering bits and
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clustered into ten different spheres of influence according to Professor Michael E. Porter's
(from Harvard University) industry sector analysis (see table 1), the group of experts were
invited to contribute their (qualitative) expertise in order to underpin or dismiss the
assumptions put forward by the authors 5.
Table 1" Spheres of Influence
">- Legal and Political Environment ,->-Threat of New Entrants
'->"Economic Environment '->-Bargaining Power of Suppliers
,-F Socio-Cultural Environment '->-Bargaining Power of Buyers
'-)-Technological Environment ,->-Rivalry Among Existing Firms
">"Ecological Environment '->-Threat of Substitute Products or Services
Source: Dussoye (1997).
Figure 2: Example of a Visualised Result of the U-I-A.
Conc_tJ{m
uncertzln
95
90
85
80
75
70
°_
_- 65
O
6o
50
45
35
35 40
IrreleVant
Assessment of Legal and Political Environment
f !:-:
.... ;;tr
45
-i,,-:i! .ii!.; .I.:_'!I:' ":";"1,:_:(I ":':'-_ i;2_':_ :2:,2., .,!. ,..:. :,
50 55 6o 687g 75 80 s5 9o 95
Importance relevant
Source: Dussoye (1997).
The number of identified influencing factors at that point was still too large to be processed
and to derive conclusions from them within a structured scenario process. For this reason it
pieces by siftingprofessionaljournals, books, regulations, standardsand recommendations of
differentorganisations (e.g. ICAO, IATA) etc.
Each expert was asked for his or her comments on recent developments in the European air
transport sector and its environment as well as on existingopinionsand forecasts of long-term
future developments in these fields, see footnote 6.
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was necessary to perform a so-called Uncertainty-Impact-Analysis 6 (U-I-A). Outcome was
a reduction of the 76 factors to a more operable 18, see figure 2.
2.4 Step 3 - Analysis of Influencing Factors and Their Projection into the
Future
Categorise the remaining (18) factors into premises and descriptors, depict their
actual state and project trends into the future [e.g. by making use of published
forecasts or by conducting primary research (questionnaires, a delphi analysis or by
contacting experts)] and write descriptive essays.
Figure 3: Funnel Characterising Future Scenarios
Extreme Scenario
ormal Scenario
TIME [ Year ]
)
1997 2000 2005 2010 2015
• Future Projection (Scenario = picture of a possible situation)
Q Decision points / Disruptions
Possible Time-line
s"
Source: Gtitze (1993).
A subdivision into six premises and 12 (c_itical) descriptors 7 was proposed by the authors
and distributed to the group of experts along with the feedback from step two for validation
purposes and in order to establish a common basis for further discussion, see figure 3 and
figure 4.
s All the main relevant influencing factors and - if appropriate- additionalones put forward by the
respective experts, were statisticallyanalysed, evaluated and finally visualisedwith regard to
two questions:
1. Of what importance or relevance is this influencing factor with regard to the defined
problemsetting?
2. How uncertain from today's point-of-viewdoes the state or condition of the respective
influencingfactor appear to be in the year 2015 ?
7 Influencingfactors witha very likely and unambiguoustrend for the given time frame are called
premises.Those with multiplepossibletrends are called descriptors.In either case a plausible
explanation regarding their membership of the respective group is necessary, e.g. based on
contemporaryevents or developments.
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The alternative assumptions and supplementary information were recorded in so-called
'descriptor essays', see figure 5 and figure 6.
Figure 3: List of Premises
4. Premise: Bottlenecks in infrastructural capacity.
II I . , ,, m, • ____ .... ,
. • : "y • . _ " y., (p .... p " .'.).
Source: Dussoye (1997).
Figure 4: List of Descriptors
4. Descriptor: Fee level charged by relevant providers of air transport infrastructure.
nmn I ..... _ .... I m-- "_
6. Descriptor: Scale ofcompetition (airline industry in general).
10. Descriptor: People's time budget, travel behaviour and preferred holiday destinations.
Source: Dussoye (1997).
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Figure 5: Example of a Descriptor: Scale of Competition (Airline Industry in Gen.)*:
Alternative projections for the future (in per cent):
Projection A:
Projection B:
Projection C:
Persistent increase in competition, 40
Short- to medium-term increase in competition, but oligopolisation 50
in the long term.
Collapse of the currently being forged forms of co-operation and 10
return to a collaboration in the likes of IATA.
*...The percentages reflect the degree of probability of the alternative projections.
Pr/_cis:
Subject here is the future state of the airline industry sector, particularly regarding the scale of
competition between European airlines, i.e. their future co-operations, their size, market share and
ownership structure.
Present Situation:
Currently, the European airline industry is undergoing a consolidation process. Global route networks,
a differentiated product range and seamless travel are being worked out inside new co-operations.
Although being important partners, European airlines have to adapt to global trends, e.g. open skies
and strategic alliances. Furthermore, the former Eastern European flag carriers (and thus potential
future EU-airlines) are being successively privately organised and privatised.
Notes:
Projection A:
P_ec_nB:
Projection C.
31%
The increase in competition is due to changing and timely-limited partnerships, thus
inducing a fractionalisation of the industry. Incumbent carriers take on the challenge
of dynamically growing niche markets by penetrating them, i.e. by offering no-frills
point-to-point services themselves, i.e. not leaving them to new entrants.
The initial increase in competition takes place between airline groupings (through
M&As and megacarrierisation), but is then reduced when the surviving airline blocs
form oligopols after having swallowed or driven their competitors out of (the) market/
business.
The envisaged long-term collapse in competition occurs because of classic market
failure, thus reviving an IATA-kind of collaboration.
6% What Competition ?
Intra-EU airline routes, Janua_
1996
63%
Total: 518
[] Monopoly
[] Two carriers
r3 Three or more carriers
Source:BritishMidland,in: TheEconomist,June14=,1997,p.82
Source: Dussoye (1997).
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Figure 6: Example of a Premise: Bottlenecks in Infrastructural Capacity:
Definition:
Capacity can be described here as the maximum number of aircraft movements in a typical ATC
sector (control capacity) or at an airport (coordination measure) for a given time flame (normally a
defined and agreed on peak hour).
.% fits' .: :: . .... ! EUF_PF..AN DEPARTURE DELAYS PER MAIN REASON -' . -. ....... '. ,.
" "T : i::-"":":"""_"-":":"::'"_'_"_'i:'_:'_;_:"_:"*:::"_;'i':::_;"::'"t'"'_':_':_':"_:'!::":'_":L:_::::':";>'_:"::;":_':!':'"""_'""Y" "
• _',': -':" , :-',. _,.;,...t'._-t$.-:,";!q'_._..:_- ' ..'7_,;.":.,_"'-.-_'."-:'" " • ....... • ' ' ..'-..-!
• ..:_.:.:.....,-.,.:.....:.._;:....:,_.-.-.-. :._: .... :.:. FOperations,,haw'Jling&technimal...-,-
:.20:':)__'! _ _."-: ....2 '.._= . _ : ... " . :-: .:",":.-L-:, " :--':L "
• i:.:,,::._::,:._..i:.::.!_5,.:.:_.?,::,, ,,: ., , _:, _.::_ <.-':_,,i,:w_a)h_F,:_::<_: _.
• I_ ? " "" "":";""_'2" _. "_ : \ . ._,, " ,. " - _.
• 7,)'.,.::.'.'..' -.>, ",., '\ -- _.-_.-_'._,,'_'-_": ", '. t':" _- " _''
_. " " '_'._. - ! ..z.7: '_ / '. 't " .
• _0_ "
-_
;/ ,. _ . , _ - . . ._
• . . .._ . _ .., ._ ) _- . __ .:
s- ..... ,_.. .. ..... -.. , , . ....... ,,:.-. . . -
_[,.;:..,,. ,.::-._ : .. ,.... ,N_otts&ATC .. . .:.... :. '
Source: Association of EuropeanAirlines: AEA Y_'atbook 1996, p.12
Past:
The figure above illustrates the impact of bottlenecks in infrastrucmral cpacity from the mid-1980s
until today, which is normally summarised and reduced to the dimension 'flight delay in minutes'.
Trend:
It is not only the European category I airports, but also some category II and Ill airports that already
suffer from shortages in infrastructural capacity, especially with regard to slot and gate access. They
also lose out when it comes to any sort of expansion. The planned and authorised increase in capacity
won't match air traffic growth rates, resulting in a deterioration of the delay situation. A long-term
solution is on no blackboard, even though technical and operational means of increasing air traffic
capacity are in the pipeline (e.g. harmonisation of ATM systems, transformation of airspace
structure). It is the airportcapacity limitations that will restrict the potential for future growth.
Source: Dussoye (1997).
2.5 Step 4 - Consistency Analysis
Complete cross-impact matrix (i.e. find out step-by-step whether the simultaneous
occurance of two assumptions is possible or not) and choose and cluster consistent
bundles of assumptions.
t
The aim here is to correlate the critical descriptors to form consistent and non-contradictory
scenarios of the future. For this purpose, each descriptor and its projections are correlated
with each other descriptor's projections in a 'cross impact analysis'. The elements of the
Cross-lmpact Analysis are basically a-priori judgemcnts_ of meaningful events and a
Cross-lmpact Matrix which determines how these probabilities are changed if other events
occur, thus modifying them to a-posteriori probabilities,
To set up. this cross-impact matrix the following question has to be answered: 'If a variant
of a descriptor is certain to occur, what will be the impact on all the other descriptors with
A-pdod judgements are the best intuitiveestimates (given by the experts) for the probable
entry of an alternative projection of specific critical influential factors without considering other
critical factors.
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their variants ?,9 This is applied to all critical descriptors and their variants and the result is
documented by allowing the allocation of points between 0 and 3, where nil means no
impact and three means a strong impact (see figure 7.).
Figure 7: Example Section of a Cross-lmpact-MatrixlO:
A B - 3 A1 lowers the probability of the occurance of B1 a lot
_1 A2 B1 B2 33 - 2 A1 moderatelylowers the probability...
A1 i:'_'__,_,i - 1 A1 scarcelylowers the probability ...
A2 _.' - 0 A1 has no influence on B1
B1 !i_,_ -#_ _, + 1 A1 hardly raises the probability of the occurance of B1
B2 _:i"-:i:i'_ + 2 A1 moderately raises the probability ...
B3 ,:: _,'_ + 3 A1 raises the probability ... a 10t
Source: Dussoye (1997).
With the aid of a core group of experts brought together for l½ days at TU-B's aeronau-
tical department in mid-December 1997, i.e. making use of group decisions rather than
assessing individual questioning results, and by utilising a software tool developed by
Daimler Benz' FT4G, exactly 53 scenarios were determined.
From these two scenarios that fulfilled the following criteria were selected for further
examination/study:
1. maximum difference in the forms the scenarios took (see figure ...)
2. greatest possible stability,
3. relevance to (the further research of the underlying PhI3 thesis).
2.6
2.6.1
Step 5 - Creation of Initial or Rough Scenarios
General Procedure
Select and interpret alternative future scenarios for further study. ]
The following interpretation of the two favoured air transport scenarios served the purpose
of illustrating the interrelationships of the critical descriptors more accurately than by
simply listing the obtained forms/variants of the descriptors. The two scenarios and the
information elaborated herein was presented in the form of scenario stories. Extending
from the present situation It and making use of the preparative alternative projections, these
9 Or:. How would the entry of ProjectionA1 (factorof influence A) change the initially assumed
probabilityof ProjectionB1 (factorof influenceB).
lo The matrix value records the judgement of how the entry of a "critical influential factor
projection"affectsall the projectionsof othercriticalfactors of influence.The other probabilities
are corrected upwardsor downwardsdependingon the Cross-Impact-Values.
_ The projection of the future from the present situation (descriptive vs. normative approach)
prevents the creationof purelyscientificwodds,raises the plausibilityand understandingof the
future scenariosand eases the identificationof the user/participantwith thisprocedure.
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stories give an interpretation of selected future development paths of the identified influen-
cing factors, i.e. descriptors, see also figure 8.
Figure 8: Comparison of Selected Scenarios
5
6
7
8
g
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11
12
[ TUB Aulme-Scenano J
Economic de_elo_mmt within the EU
De,.elopm_mt of popudalJor,s' free _1.1:)os_le
Income
Trends in energy prices m_d m_tt_Jity of energy
Fee le',,el r.twr_ed t._ rele_ Wo_et_ of W
Lr4nsl_tt in_estn_lum
_ir trafB¢ volume an_ r4to of 9rQwth Otrseomenled
market mtmar_l
[Scale of ¢ompetitkxt (airline indusUy in general)
llmpoaance or ¢us'lomer orJlmlallorff customer
saUce(s)
;LotKIIaCIa¢ m-,dLrUIISlNion
People's attitude to _r b'aflspcxl
People's time budget, travel behe,,_(_r and
prelen'ed hudday cleslinetton=
RegulaU_ ot me "r ¢n=nsp<xti¢,aust_ on tr_
Scenario A_ Scenano B _ in common
generally moderately _q( '|nhomogeneou=
inc;n_s klQ growth Ill.hating decreasing
consistent _se _moglmeous d4,_4Jk_Qment
(wealthy ',8. Poor) gene¢_ly nomiaily declining
l_g lisa/occuring pcobtems wtth medium rise/no p¢obiems with
s_ilst",Rity II'a_abllity status qua
nominal Increase status qua
"_',_.ial_n ¢g en*o_ :Towtl, i:ln
_ .;" . ,.,_ .%_..
moderately increasing o,,era,
demand
increasing competRion
higher p¢odtmt _iffemntiation
at,, i%, ' _, +
incre,.,in_ _.cep_ance
status qm)
. sm_alll, aiffedng 15
hardly any changes
"only" slight changes from
today
i decreasing demand *
¢,o_[apsa of co-ogemt on focmsl
bac_ to IATA
declining product diffec_ntiatioo
LF st_Uisin9 o¢1a low a_erage
le_44
"french" mode_
b4sis at ils en_ro_nentl_ impact slmctiocted through ecoiooical taxes status quo
Rele_ettce _ company txtndk_ and image (v,_th '
regent to airlines) intpollant CompetlUo_ factor subo_linate competition factor
2.6.2 Brief Description of Scenarios:
Today's situation: Please take note of section 1.
Alternative projections:
Scenario 1: 'Back to the Past'
Crucial Statements:
Economy:
Society:
Air Transport:
Competition:
Despite fierce competion between economic regions an economic
downturn becomes visible in the EU. This results in a kighly
inhomogeneous growth ot" people's income and a widening of the gap
between the rich and the poor. The economic crisis' causes are partly
ecological ones, which has led to an increase in ecological taxes.
The majority of the _European population cannot afford to pay the
prices asked for by the airlines in the future. An obvious increase in
energy prices being one reason, this results in more people spending
their holidays at home. Also from this follows a decreasing acceptance
of air transport.
Due to the recessive economic situation (downturn) and the drop in
the number of tourists a highly inhomogeneous and seasonal growth in
the lower single-digit area takes place with regard to air transport. One
of the reasons for this is that only the better-off are able to spend their
holidays abroad and this only at certain times. The main drive comes
from business travel.
The remaining air travelers are being aggressively courted by the
remaining airlines which have re-invented and work together (with
regard to service standards and competition issues) in an IATA-like
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Scozario 2:
Crucial Statements:
Economy:
Ecology:
Infrastructure:
Demand:
Competition:
body. The customer benefits from an improved product differentiation
and attaches great importance to brands and image, thus transforming
these facets to comp. Advantages (e.g. over non-IATA carriers).
'Growth Fraught with Mishaps'
An increasing competition between (European) regions leads to
winning and losing parties, thus increasing regional and socio-
demographic disparities, e.g. in regional free disposable income.
No problems are foreseen regarding the supply with energy. Even
though no direct link could be established between air transport and
the changing climate, there still exists an ambivalent societal
behaviour towards this mode of transport. One result of this is the
introduction of moderate ecological taxes (this being the first step in
the process of internalising external costs).
Infrastructural shortcomings (also with regard to the so-called environ-
mental capacity) become visible more and more, thus rendering
infrastructural capacity (especially airport access) a scarce commodity,
thus affecting the price for their usage.
Growth in demand being moderate and steady has its main causes in
changing travel behaviour and a more flexible time budget (demand
side) as well as a better utilisation and higher load factor (supply side).
The remaining air travelers are being aggressively being courted by
the few remaining mega-airline groupings. The customer benefits
from an improved product differentiation but does not attach great
importance to branding or image.
2.7 Step 6 - Sensitivity Analysis
J Introduce uncertain and/or disruptive events, perform sensitivity analysis.
Trends and events which from today's point-'of-view are not considered being very likely
were not taken into consideration when building the rough scenarios. In order to
supplement the potentially possible development depicted in the scenario process so far,
conceivable but unlikely internal or external events occuring abruptly and affecting the
problem area in a positive or negative way may be and actually were integrated. The
significance of these events can be shown when one compares the rough scenarios
generated so far with the newly possible ones, as the scenario funnel is enlarged
asymmetrically. As a sensitivity check this integration of possible, but unlikely events may
help cement the stability of the derived solution as well as the" certainty of the derived
business recommendations since the anticipation of unexpected development makes it
possible to plan preventive measures or totally new strategies. Three incidents were
considered and studied which, however, did not change the essential statements of the two
selected scenarios.
1. Dramatic increase in energy prices.
2. Dramatic deterioration regarding infrastructural capacity.
3. Dramatic increase in air tra_c volume.
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2.8 Step 7 - Detailed Scenarios and their Implications
l Prepare forecasts (i.e. 'construct' highly detailed scenarios) and analyse and study theimplications for key decision scenarios.
This last step did not and could not fom_ part of the scenario process - since also direct
competitors contributed in the first phases and/or took part in the workshop- conducted
here, since it has to be left to each of the participants to create their detailed scenarios
based on the outcome of the documented process or otherwise, i.e. after identifying what
are the main relevant pressures or influencing factors for analysing the future framework of
the European airline industry.
3 Where to go from here ?
The evaluation of the scenarios in parallel with an analysis of the surrounding environment
is another important point-of-departure when looking at the scenario building process and
its framing activities. As the construction of scenarios is not an end in itself, the success of
this process is based on the exploitation of its results in the ensuing planning phases. An
important function of scenarios concerns the early recognition of emerging future trends
and changes of our assumed picture of the world so as to adjust our unfolding strategies.
What can be learnt from the outcome of this scenario process is that future research in air
transport has to have its focus on 'Rivalry among Existing Firms' and the 'Threat of New
Entrants' (in the terms of Michael E. Porter). This is due to the fact that the overwhelming
majority of very important and very uncertain influences were identified and attributed to
these spheres of influence t2. Even though some work has been undertaken in the past -
especially with focus on airline-related barriers to market entry - further research is pivotal
to stay abreast with these changing and very dynamic parts of the analysed industry sector.
12 Based on this scientificdiscoveryMr Dussoye is currentlyworking out a competitoranalysis in
order to identifyand cluster competitionpatterns emerging from within the European airline
industry..
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PREFACE
The role of infrastructure in the regional development process has been studied for a long
time without specifying the direction of the causal relationship. This seems to be particularly
wue as far as the airports are concerned, which are often considered as strategical determinants
of regional growth but also as a factor induced -in other contexts- by the development process
itself.
In the first stages of development, it can be supposed a weak demand as far as air trasport
is concerned: in this scenario the decision of building a new airport -for instance in the capitol
city of a country- might be considered as a supply-induced policy measure.
In the following phases of growth, the demand for an adequate endowment of transport
infrastructures becomes the prevailing factor in the decisions of carrying out investments in this
field.
In this framework, city-airpot'ts may be seen as "second generation" products if compared
with the traditional airports; they meet, in fact, a more restricted and qualified part of mobility
demand and are components of a more general "ci.ty marketing policy" induced by the need of
the cities to be active in urban competition.
The city airport of Florence -which showed in few years an impocant growth of traffic-
constitutes the field of empirical analysis of the paper.
After a short presentation of the present phase of Florence area development, as well as of
the city-airports'case, the present and the future of Florence airport is described; in this part
specific emphasis has been devoted to the 20t0 demand's tbrecast by means of a gravity modal-
split and econometric modeL. The second part of the paper analyses the effects of air traffic from
the point of view of their typological nature (temporary, permanent, short and long term) taking
into account, with a theoretical approach, the unavoidable trade-off between economic benefits
and environmental effects.
1, THE PRESENT PItASE OF FLORENCE AREA DEVELOPMENT
1.1. General characteristics of the economic-social structure
The Florentine area comprises l0 municipalities in a densel.y urbanized _'ea covering 552
sq. km with over 600,000 inhabitants.
The level of income as well as the well-being is the highest in the region and one of the
highest in Italy, with a correspondingly lower level of unemployment.
The general characteristics of the social structure are typical of a metropolitan area which
has developed with strong tertiary characteristics: a marked presence of the upper class, a
substantial number of professionals and executives; a high activity rate of women, a percentage
of university graduates 70% above the regional average.
The area has the greatest concentration of the region's productive activities (over 12,000
firms with almost 90,000 employees), mainly_concentrated in the public and private tertiary
sectors (finance, tourism, distribution, in addition to public management services), although in
the western part of the area there are several important engineering, electronics and chemical,
not to mention fashion, industries; the agricultural sector is practically non-existent.
The city is very open-minded in its relations with other countries and represents the
"gateway" to Tuscany for the rest of the world. Florence boasts a centuries-old specialization in
trading activities and has a sound tradition as tar as tourism is concerned, as well as a long-
standing relationship with the Anglo-Saxon world, consolidated by the presence of many
international cultur_ institutions. This is confimaed by the fact that every year over tl'tree
millions of foreign visitors spend at least one day in Florence and foreign trade activities amount
annually to over 10 billions of dollars.
Historically, the Florentine area is the region's cultural and political centre and in this
sense exerts a preponderant influence over other parts of the region: from an economic point of
view, however, it is not adequately connected with the industrial districts (made up mainly of
small and medium producers of consumer goods, mpst of them exported) in the rest of the
region, which promoted the "take-oft" of the Tuscany economy in the 'fifties and 'sixties. The
tertiary sector, which has always existed in the city, is in fact more public than private, employs
more oft2ce workers than managers, is more cLoseLylinked to training than to advanced research
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and numbersmore tourist than financial activities. The t.vptcal functiom, of European
metropolitan areas, in fact, even if are present in the Florentine area. have not been developed to
the extent necessary to establish a point of reference for the region',; indusu'ial districts. As a
consequence, they often risk being IeR out of the competition with other European areas or are
obliged to resort to other cities in centrallnorthem Italy (as for example Milan or Bologna) to
satisfy their requirements.
Florence has recently been endeavouring to better integrate its development with the rest
of the region, by guaranteeing a series of activities and services for exhibition structures.
cultural initiatives, research centres as well as transport infrastructures, in order to improve
accessibility to and from the area.
This process is however still underway, hindered on the one side by a widespread
tendency to "keep things local", leading to a protit'eration of similar initiatives rather than to
specialization and concentration, and, on the other, by the slowness in decision-making,
particularly in carting out major public works.
1.2. The relationship between the inner city and its hinterland
The conflictive relationship between the Florentine area and other areas of Tuscany is
reproduced, mutads mutandis, within the area itself, i.e. in the relationship between the inner
municipa.lity and the surrounding ot_es:, over the last twenty years the latter have grown up
tbllowing decentralization of the population and production activities from the city of Florence,
and this had led to intense functional relations (home-work exchanges). There is however a
marked autonomy (and diffidence) on the part of individual municipalities where the central
municipality is concerned, due, among other things, to the lack of a metropolitan authority to
co-ordinate services over a widespread area.
Wide scale organization of sen'ices is therefore only sporadic and often regards only
small municipalities which join together to gain economies of scale. Most of the services
affecting the territory (waste disposal, deputation plants, road systems, airport) provide
frequent cause for dispute between the hinterland and the central municipality, which is often
accused of trying to transfer its environmental diseconorn.ies to the surrounding municipalities,
while a similar accusation in the reverse is made (with relative repercussions of fiscal spitlover)
with regard to the institutions of regional scale (hospitals, universities, judiciary offices...)
which contribute in a relevant way to the congestion of the centre of Florence.
It is obvious, therefore, that there is a marked asymmetry in the perception of problems
concerning "good neighbourly relations" between Florence and the surrounding municipalities;
in particular, perception and protest m'e often grossly out of proportion to the importance of the
problems. To cite two examples: for many years the lower course of the river Amo has suffered
from the lack of a water depurator, due to Florence municipality's slowness in building the
plant, with consequent poor quality water in the river downstream of the city; this has not
however given rise to any serious protests. Conversely, the exportation of environmental
effects which are of significantly less importance, as for example those produced by the airport
(which is obviously used by a tar greater number of people than the inhabitants of Florence
municipality) gives rise to well-organized protests and lobbies demanding closure or, at least, a
severe reduction of the airport activity. ¢
1.3. Quality of the environment and urban development
As will be seen more clearly below, the particulm" attraction of Florence, not only as a
sightseeing spot for tourists, but also as a permanent location for companies or as the seat of
international institutions, depends not only on the wealth of its cultural heritage or the traditional
vivacity of its international relations, but also on the pleasant natural environment of the city and
surrounding area.
The Florentine area's particular morphology, an alluvial plain through which the river
Arno flows, surrounded by hills on tl-u'ee sides, intensely urbanized (see figure l), and with
heavy traffic, makes tbr particularly difficult environmental conditions; the environmental load
is in fact well above average for the region (over 6 times) with almost 3 thousand inhabitants
per sq. kin. The air pollution tt is particularly severe and road traffic plays in this field a great
role, causing sometimes limits to private cars when pollution exceeds certain limits. As far the
noise pollution is concerned, it is estimated that most dwellings are subject to a noise level
exceeding 65 dB during the day and 55 dB at night.
As result, while, on the one hand, careful town planning has protected the landscape,
especiallyin thehighlyprizedhillyareas,ontheother,therehasbeenawo_ryin,_inc_e_tsein air
andnoisepollution.Air pollutionhasbeengivengreaterpublicitydueto repe:_tedde_:isions.
referredto above,to temporarilyrestrictthecirculationof privatecarsin theeventof some
pollutantsexceedingcertainlevels.Italianlawpayslessattentionto noisepollution,although(duetothecity'svery narrow streets and heavy trafHc) it certainly does not escape the notice of
citizens and visitors to the city, who comment on this negative aspect in opinion polls and in
statistical evaluations on their judgement of the city.
Florence's administrators are _,,ell aware of the necessity to avoid compromising one of
the fundamental elements of Florence's national and international hna_e, but the policies
implemented to date appear to be aimed principally at limiting damage and_intervemng in those
areas of the city which are visited by the greatest number of tourists (the monumental historical
centre).
More radical intervention is however necessary, calling tbr short as well as medium-long
tezTn operations with heavy investments (a modem tramway network, for _xample) involving
the whole territory (requalifyiag, for example, the new suburban areas) if quality of the
environment is to become a positive element in the urban marketing policy referred to in the
tbilowing paragraph.
2. CITY AIRPORTS AND URBAN DEVELOPNLENT
2.1. Airports and city marketing
The recent diffusion of city airports in Europe and North-America appears to come into
the wider-range phenomenon of the competitive challenge between urban areas on European
and world .scale - a challenge which is more evident than the traditional challenge between
national systems. The competition is based on the acquisition of high quality functions in the
institutional and business services contexts and has become keener following reorientation of
economic core towards great urban areas. City marketing is the basic instrument of this
competition and includes a series of interventions to improve and promote urban services. This
has been implemented by the major cities of indusuialized countries for the purpose of
guaranteeing to the urban system both certain competitive advantages in terms of market oudets
for its t_rms and the location in the area of high value added activities.
Competition is concentrated in the services sector - whose aim is to increase the efficiency
of the productive system (exhibitions services, transport infrastructures, t]nantial services) and
to improve the urban environment (town planning, public green areas and cultural activities).
In this context, air transport services are a decisive element, considering that "The
regional airport is part of the inti'astructure of urban regions. The development of the regional
airport should therefore be an integrate element of total policy in the cities concerned" (Van den
Berg 199 l). And recent studies on the reladve competitiveness or the degree of internationality
of European cities have pointed precisely in this direction. Probably the most well-known is "Le
villes europ_ennes" (DATAR-RECLUS 1989), which for this purpose has used a series of
indicators among which the presence of air transport infrastructures plays a significant role.
But this element is not univocally correlated ia a positive sense to urban development: as
the above writer points out, "an airport is acceptable if the positive effects on the region's
accessibility overcompensate any negative environmenc,.d effects weighted with the prevailing
social preferences (Van den Berg, op. cit). There are, in fact, potential contradictions in the
elements of city marketing: accessibility to the air is essential to urban development but its
impact should not be such as to induce a greater number of negative elements.
2.2. Development of the city airports
Up until now city airports have been subject to a logic of "bound growth", split between
environmental problems and development objectives. As far as the environmental problems are
concerned, the advent of city airports has been made possible by the technological evolution that
has taken place in the aircraft indust_'. Major aircraft industries have, in fact, developed a series
of smaller aircraft, which have a lower impact on the environment, but give a greater guarantee
of safety and travel comfort comparable to that of larger aircraft. In this way a new generation
of turboprop aircraft, seating from 30 to 70 passengers, and an increasingly numerous group of
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"regional jets" which cmrrv up to tO0 passengers, have been int_'oduced and a_e ,:ompetkt_e
with larger jets in terms of running costs. Besides requiring less space for take-off and landing
than other aeroplanes, these aircraft have benetited from the technical progress made in the field
of noise reduction, which has involved the whole aviation indust U. All models operating at city
airports come under "chapter 3", a group which, in accordance with international air transport
organization regulations, unites aircraR having a lower noise impact.On the other hand. city
airports had helped the economic growth of many urban areas providing the offer's ,'esponse to
the evolution in demand: against a demand for air transport which was increasing quantitatively
at rates which far exceeded income, majo, inte,'continental airports were offering increasingly
less satisfactory services to the mole qualified and wealthy demand segment, in other words, to
business travellers who place a higher value on their tinre than other passengers. Lengthy access
times (major airports are on average 20/40 kms. away from the town centre), extended baggage
pick-up times, an ever-increasing number of delayed dights due to traffic congestion are, by
now, frequent at big airports. The most recent figures for four American. metropolises (Los
Angeles, Houston. D_las and Chicago) show that 25/30% of flights at their international
airports are delayed, against 15% tbr corresponding city air'ports. These latter structures are able
to offer frequent connections by using smaller aircraft and faster-moving ground services and
are. in addition, more easily accessible, since they are located within the urban area. In most
cases they m'e first generation airports which have been progressively abandoned for passenger
traffic due to their closeness to the city's built-up area, then assigned to general aviation and
later rediscovered and revaluated to respond to this new and more exacting demand segment.
The sole exception to this rule is London City Airport (9 _n. from the centre), built in
1987 in the Dockland area. which developed amid a series of complex vicissitudes, mainly after
1992. The runway was extended to the present t200 metres and the airport was later connected
by rail to make it more easily accessible from the centre of London. Traffic has grown rapidly
from 150 thousand to the present 800 thousand, with at network of flight connections which
includes the main western European countries.
Again in the United Kingdom, Belfast city airport (2 kin. from the centre) is noted for
having recently exceeded one million passengers after just a few years of rapid growth. This
case is particularly interesting due to the presence, next to the airport, of a natural park for the
•conservation and protection of the fauna.
Of a more traditiortal nature, when compared with the historical origin of the city airports
referred to above, is the case of Stockholm-Bromma {8 kin. from the centre). Until 35 years
ago it was Stockholm airport, after which it fell into decline due to environmental problems up
until recently (1992) when a regional jet service was introduced rapidly leading to the transport
of half a million passengers.
Berlin Tempelhof (6 k.m. from the centre) has followed a very. similar course; built in the
twenties', it grew until the seventies' when. because of the amount of traffic and type of aircraft
that operated there, congestion became untenable; it was rediscovered in the 'nineties and
presently serves one million passengers.
Lastly, another interesting case is Toronto city airport (situated on an island opposite the
city to which it is linked by ferry) which has encountered numerous obstacles owing to
continual conflict in public opinion over the desirability of conserving the airport. The ban on
the use of regional jets at this airport is seriou:_ly jeopardizing its possibility of survival; traffic
has in fact dropped from '450 thousand in 1987 to less than 200 thousand in 1994.
3. THE GROWTH AND THE FUTURE OF FLORENCE AIRPORT
3.1. The regional airport system
The region of Tuscany, of which Florence is the chief city, is particularly lacking in air
infrastructures; in 1985 only 700 thousand passengers used regional airports, just 2% of the
national total. Ten years later this figure increased to 3% (for a total of 1.6 million passenge,'s)
which is exceedingly tow considering the region's economic and demographic relevance when
compared with the whole of Italy (6-7%). Considering the Tuscans' marked inclination towards
mobility (10% higher than the national average) and the region's strong tourist attraction, it
would appear that a significant share of traffic, estimated at around one and a half _ttion
passengers yearly, is discouraged and diverted due to the tack of air infrastructures.
The main reason for this situation is the regional government's long-standing decision to
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maintain Pisa airport as the region's sole airpor_ - 80 km. from Florence - one hour's travel by
road or rail. During the long period (in the seventies' and eighties') when it was the region's
only airport, Pisa airport maintained a modest growth pattern and never exceeded [ million
passengers.
The pressure of demand, which has grown and remained unsatisfied due to Pisa's poor
accessibility (the region's demographic, economic and political centre is concentrated around
Florence) has prompted the regeneration of Florence airport, which was for a long time used for
general aviation purposes but is now surrounded by production plants and residential areas.
Only the advent of the new "chapter 3" turboprop aircraft has made it possible to relaunch this
airport with a one-way runway which until [996 was 1400 metres long. This limitation,
however, has not prevented a vet y rapid growth in traffic so that over the last ten years Florence
airport has exceeded that of Pisa in terms of air traffic and has equalled it in number of
passengers (see figure 2).
Figuru 2 PASSENGERS AND AIRCRAFTS blOVEMENTS OF AIRPORTS OF FLORENCE AND PISA
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3.2. The characteristics of demand and supply
The reasons for traffic growth at Florence airport become clear upon analysing the
typology of passengers: i.e. travellers who use international rather than national flights, usually
business men (60°7o) (see figure 3) and travellers who often make the outward and inward flight
on the same day, as emerged from interviews with a sample set of Florence airport users.
Figure 3 THE USERS OF FLORENTINE AIRPORT
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This latter factor is of particular importance becztuse the supply of flights has grown
mainly due to an increase in the frequency of daily flights to the main destinations - Paris,
London, Munich, Rome and Brussels - rather than to an increase in the number of linked cities.
In short, the airport's key to success appears to be time-saving in reaching the principal
European cities, and is aimed at business traffic (or better-class tourism) with high value of time
and. consequently, high willingness to pay (the average amount spent daily on the ground by an
"incoming" traveLLer is approximately 420 thousand Life).
Further confirmation of these characteristics can be seen in the heavv concentration of
flights in the early morning and evening (almost half the movements take place before 1.0 a.m.
and after 6 p.m.) and "almost total lack of seasonal trat't_c (maximum average annual variances
do not exceed 30%).
This type of traveller requires a series of various ground services that are generally more
qualified than those offered by airports dealing mairdy in tourist traffic; this was borne out
during direct interviews made at Florence airport; the very rapid quantitative _ro,,vth has caused
problems in the quality of reception (as for example, queues at check-in desks) of which those
interviewed complained bitterly.
3.3. The forecast evolution in 2010
A detailed evaluation of the forecast demand in the medium term at Florence airpoi't
([RPET, 1997) has revealed significant growth margins. The estin_te has been based upon a
model that proceeds by successive logical stages which compare the generalized transport costs
(assessed in comparative terms) of an aircraft with other competitive means. On the basis of this
model it has been possible to measure localized demand, in other words, the demand
determined merely by the economic convenience (raking into account the time and cost of
transfer) of using various airports.
More precisely, the whole model is made up by tl'u'ee different submodels: the first one
aiming at evaluating the total flows among n origins and n destinations; the second one
evaluates how many of these flows have an economic convenience to use aircraft in some part
of the entire trip; the third one analyses how other circostances influence the above economic
convenience to determine the actual demand.
The first submodel is a traditional gravity model applied to two different kinds of trip:
tourism and business. Therefore two different n._n origin=destination (O/D) matrices are
obtained, where n is the number of origins and destinations. In our case n=132 and is
composed by 95 Italian provinces and 37 foreign regions.
In the second submode[ these flows are splitted into two different transport modes
(aircraft mode and other modes) according to times and costs of transport, i'vlore precisely, if
GC is the generalized transport cost obtained summing up the transport costs C and the value w
that each subject ascribes to the time T spent in the trip (GC = C + wT) .and it" there are two
different transport modes, mode 1 (aircraft mode) is preferred to mode 2 (other modes) if the
value that the passenger ascribes to time savings by using the mode I is greater than the major
cost payed:
w>( Cl-C,.)\ (T:-TI)
The value that each passenger ascribes to his time depends upon his income and the kind
of trip (business or tourism). Assuming that:
a) the value of times in business trips depends on the value added of the worker;
b) the value of times in tourism trips dipends ot_the family disposal income;
and, in accordance with these two income distnoutions, it is possible to split the two above O/[3
nxn matrices in mxm O/13 matrices of aircraft flows (in our case m=50)
This result defines a generic economic convenience to use each airport in consideration of
costs and times of transport and passenger's income; i.e., it determines a kind of <,localizedt_
demand mainly based on the supply and the demand loo'ttion.
The third submodel is an econometric one establishing how this ,,localized,) demand
becomes ,<effective,,, by means of the introduction of other variables defining more exactly the
demand and the supply characteristics.
FigureJ, THE FORECAST MODEL
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The difference between ,localized,, and (<effective>, demand is a kind of (<descouraged>)
demand (if the rast is _eater than the second one), whereas the difference between ,effective>,
estimated and (<actual>, observed demand is an indicator of the (,diverted>, demand (if the first is
greater than the second one).
From a comparison between the localized demand and the actual traffic (i.e. satisfied
demand) it emerges that, out of all Italian airports. Florence has the highest level of
disequilibrium; in short, localized demand is almost three times that presently satisfied.
In reality, not all localized demand is in effect revealed, since it is influenced by a
subjective perception of the value of one's time and individual preferences for a certain type of
transport. It is also necessary to consider other elements related to the supply (frequency, flight
times, the possibility of reaching intermediate destinations on long-distance journeys and so on)
which end up by making some potential travellers divert to other airports. Bearing in mind that
the supply characteristics influence the demand, it is possible to make a consideration that can
be referred more generally to all cases in which the interaction between demand and supply
takes place in transport infrastructures with a rationed otter (in our case, small airports in high
mobility areas). In fact, from a simple evaluation in static terms it could be assumed that an
adequate increase in the supply of air transport would lead to localized demand being fully
satisfied, to the point of eliminating the diversion phenomen. In reality, in dynamic terms, this
does noc happen because an increase in the supply immediately gives rise to an increase in the
demand, with the result that on the one hand it leads to an increase in the number of users (and
of satisfied demand), while on the other to a variation of uncertain entity in the diverted
demand. The situation can be seen more clearly in figures 5a and 5b.
Figuru 5a and 5b SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN A STATIC AND DYNAMIC SCENARIO
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To a supply of Ol corresponds a <,locnliTed), demand (DP), and an ,<effective)) demand
(DI): at a time t the persons interested in using the stages included in supply Ol are equal to
segment OA. The other characteristics of the supply are such as to discourage users AC, so that
the demand that actually turns to the airport is OC; the BC part of the demand is therefore
obliged to turn elsewhere. If the supply increases (O,.) (in the frequency of flights rather than in
the number or" flight destinations) this immediately affects the (,effective>) demand which shifts
upwards, while <,localized,, demand remains unvaried. Two different situations may arise, with
the new demand respectively at levels D2 or D3. In the first case, the increase in demand,
prompted by a variation in the supply, would not be such as to maintain a share of the
<(diverted)> demand; in the second case, however, elasticity is such that the segment GF would
remain unsatisfied despite the new supply.
Broadly spealdng, the latter represents the situation of airports like Florence, with a high
potential demand, as can be seen when the above assessment model is applied to the 20t0
scenario. In this perspective, to verity the variability of demand, we have considered the
following influencing factors:
- the growth in general mobility, on the basis of fairly low income growth forecasts;
- the increase in high speed railway lines currently being carried on in Italy which will greatly
reduce travelling times on main routes;
- the variations in air and railway fares, in the context of airline deregulation in Europe and of
the consequent increase in competition;
- a realistic increase in the offer of flights from Florence airport (up to approx. 2 millions seats).
In this context two alternative hypotheses of demand growth have been considered for
Florence airport, the first of which (DI) would bring the demand for seats up to almost 4.
millions, the second (DE) to almost 6 millions (see figure 6).
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Figure 6 DEMAND AND SUPPLY IN THE AIRPORT OF FLORENCE: FORECAST EVOLU-FION L'<
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In the first case we have assumed a particularly aggressive policy on the part of the two
airports near Florence (Pisa and Bologna) which would to some extent be in competition; in the
second, we have assumed a substantially unvaried situation compared with the present one. In
both situations, however, already from next year, the demand would grow above the new
supply. At the end of the period of time considered, the diverted demand would therefore be 2
million passengers in the less dynamic scenario, and almost double ha the scenario represented
by curve D2.
4. THE EFFECTS OF AIRPORT OPERATIONS
4.1. Present and forecast effects of air traffic
To evaluate the sustainable development of airport activity we have endeavoured to assess
the economic and environmental effects of traffic expansion, having as a reference the estimated
effects on present traffic (t995 figures, 800 thousand passengers and 2t thousand air traffic
movements annually).
The effects of airport operation can be summarized as in the following table.
Table I THE EFFECTS OF AIRPORT OPERATIONS
SUBJECTS COMt'VI UNITY USERS
EFFECTS
Social-territorial
- short term Impact on environment Utilization of free time
- long term International relations Effects on relations
Urban or,_,zanization Cultural effects
Economic
- short term
- long term
Impact of "on and oft" airport
activities
(employment, tourism...)
Location of new companies
Attraction of exhibition and
cultural activities
Reduction in generalized
transport cost
Competitiveness increase
Market area widening
Operational innovations
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Some effectshave been listedmerely as a promemoria and can only be as_c_._edthrough
multicriteriaqualitativeanalysismodels. By thiswe referto the improvement }n relationswith
the restof the world from which theentirecommunity would benefit,and to the directeffecton
relationsand culturaleffectstbrusers.
Insofaras theeconomic eft'_ctsare concerned, we have given only a broad estimateof the
effectsof airportoperation,bearinginmind thatforsome (long term in particular)only general
indicationscan be given.
4.2. The short-term effects in Tuscany
As regards the shoa-term impact (in other words, the effects seen immediately after
airport operations have begun), this consists of the multiplicative effects of economic activities
connected with the airport and the ensuing reduction of generalized cost of transport.
Regarding the first point, an estimate has been cmried out of the econondc bTtp_tc't of the
_airport company,,, in other words, of the various economic activities (public and private
transport firms and related services) [inked directly to airport activity and which operate both
within its boundaries and in other parts of the city (the former are known as "on airport", the
latter "off airport" activities).
The tbllowing estimates are the result of applying the IRPET hi-regional input/output
model to t995 turnover and employment data (see table 2).
Table 2 OVERALL ACTIVATION OF THE AIRPORT [N TUSC._aNY - [995
Values in millions of dollars
Employees Value Turnover
,,On airport,, activities 652 .. 90.0
Indirect et't_'cts 566 31,9
Induced el"lects 190 10.3
TOTAL EFFECTS 756 42.2
,,Off airport), activiiies 3.359 .. 257.5
Indirect effects 3.752 164,5
Induced effects 1.024 56,9
TOTAL EFFECTS 4.776 221.4
TOTAL ACTIVATION (Indirect+induced effects)
TOTAL TURNOVER
5.532 263,6
347.5
It is estimated that approximately 650 people were employed in "on airport" activities
during 1995 with a gross turnover of 90 millions of dollars, while 3 thousand people were
employed in "off airport" activities for a total ([umover of almost 260 millions of dollars; the
induced effects are calculated under the hypothesis of endogenous consumption. To these
effects must be added those produced throughout the rest of Italy. which are approximately a
quarter of those produced within the region. Lastly, it should be noted that while the effects of
"on airport" activities must in all probability be considered additional (they would not occur if
the airport was not there), the same cannot be said for "off airport" activities. A significant part
of these is represented, for example, by expenses incurred by tourists and businessmen
teaching Florence through its airport; obviously many of them could reach Florence by other
means and therefore some prudence should be used when considering "off airport" effects
among the benefits (and consequendy possible costs).
The evaluation of time saved by users is less complicated: this is the typic;.d advantage
expected from the construction or extension of a transport structure and in this case is the
amount of time the present users would be obliged to employ to reach their destinations if they
took a different mean of transport or used a different airport. In 1995 the amount of time saved
can be estimated at t.25 millions of hours which, using a prudent evaluation of time, is
equivalent to approximately 35/40 millions of dollars yearly.
The long-term effects of airport development have also been seen, and have contributed to
confirming that Florence is ideal as the headquarters of important multinational companies, who
consider the presence of an airport an essential condition for their location, as the place tbr
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holding exhibitions or shows (as for example in the fashion sector) or as the venue for
important international political events. Here again, as in the case of "off ai_-port" effects, it
would be possible to assess the impacts of income and employment deriving from these events
or companies, but we should doubtless make an error of ovet_'aluation by attributing these
elements entirely to the presence of the airport.
Still more difficult to individuate and even more difficult to quantify m'e the positive
location effects, in other words, the decision of firms to locate their operations in the Florentine
area after evaluating its facilities in terms of services and infrastructures. We shall therefore only
mention this element, which can. if necess_wy, be included in a quality assessment. However. it
is worth to stress that the relation between the employment rate of qualified workers and the
distance from the nearest airport is statistically significant in most of the innovator productive
sectors, according to an economets'ic analysis carried on upon a large sample of Italian
enterprises.
As regards the present effects on the environment, after first recalling that data on air
pollution are not available, we give a brief summary of the estimated effects of noise pollution;
logically speaking, these effects are comparable to those refened to earlier as "short term", in
the sense that they appear immediately air traffic starts and cease just as soon as flights are
suspended.
As far as the methodology is concerned, it should be recalled that in the studies
undertaken (Fisica Ambientate. 1995). reference is made to a unit of measure known as Ldn
which has been adopted bearing in mind that the type of aircraft used in Florence can be
classified into two uniform groups: the new generation turboprops (ATR 72, DASHS, SAAB
SE340) and regional jets (BAIE 146 and similar).
From estimates carried on, based on t995 traffic, the "limit" isophonic curve, which
comprises areas exposed to a noise level of over 65 dB (A) (theoretically incompatible with
residential use), includes a band which extends for approximately one kilometre starting from
the top end.of the take-off runway. At the present time only stores and factories - and no living
quarters - are located in this area; on the contrary, the 63 dB (A) isophonic curve borders on a
small residential area.
On the basis of indications given so far, an attempt can be made to evaluate the forecast
effects of further growth of airport activity. Referring to figure 6, we consider that an average
growth scenario (hereaRer called scenario I) would be one of approximately 2 million
passengers, while an upper limit scenario would be in the region of 3 million passengers
(scenario [I) and would obviously not be sustainable by the present airport unless radical
restructuring and expansion work were undertaken.
Taking these two development hypotheses as a reference, we shall proceed to verify the
elasticity of the above described effects and to indicate the future operation and investment costs
as well as revenues (Damiani 1997).
Regarding the economic impact of airport company operations, we can assume that traffic
growth will lead to a partly continuous and partly discreet expansion of the company, but it is
easy to see that this expansion will be tess than proportional to passenger growth. On one side
there is a fixed employment quota, while on the other, economies of scale are to be expected for
the variable component. On the basis of these considerations (using as a reference other airports
and the recent evolution of Florence airport) we_can get the following estimate (Table 3).
Table 3 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE GROW'THOF FLORENCE AIRPORT
Employment in units, other variables in million_ of dollars - Year 2010
Scenario [ Scenario [[
Passengers 2.000.0(}0 3.000.000
_.._eInvestment costs 78.6 l "_
Operation costs 26.8 39.3
Revenues 36.5 52.6
Balance 9.7 13.3
Amortization 7,3 11.5
Net balance " 2.3 1.8
Direct employees 1.350 1.650
Activated employees "'onairport" * 1.560 1.910
Activated employess "'off airport" " 12.300 14.000
Activated value added "'onairport" * 94 [00.7
Activatedvalueadded "'off airport" * 492.7 560
• Effects inTuscany
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Slightly different considerations must be made with regard to time saving: it'. in fact, the
increase of supply takes place not only because of an intensification of present tlights, but also
because of an extension to the network (an increase in the regional jets' useful range of action is
anticipated over a period of ten to fifteen years), the average amount of time saved by each
passenger should increase. Quantitatively, it is estimated that application of the model would
save 3.3 millions of hours in scenario I and 5 millions of hours for scenario II for a
corresponding value respectively of 89 millions of dollars in scen_io [ and t33 millions of
dollars yearly in scenario 1I.
With regard to the growth of noise pollution in the two scenarios, reference should again
be made to the previously mentioned study (Fisica Ambientale 1995). in which an estimate of
the growth of the isophonic curves has been made in relation to the increase in air traffic. On the
basis of these indications, the increase in noise impact for the two scenarios can be assessed as
follows:
Table a NOISE IMPACT OF FLORENCE AIRPORT
1995 Situation SCENARIO [ SCENARIO I[
Without change of proce&u'es
incre_e dB(A)
involved inhabitants (n °) 139
of which:
- over 70 riB(A) 0
. from 65 to 70 dB(A) 139
With change of procedures
increase dB(A)
involved inhabitants (n °) 46
of which:
- over 70 dB(A) 0
- from 65 to 70 riB(A) 46
+4 ÷6
2.156 3.789
0 330
2.156 3.459
+l +2
330 522
0 0
330 522
The extension of the noise effect would, therefore, be quite considerable already in the
first scenario, since an increase of 4 dB(A) would expose an entire residential area of about
2.000 inhabitants to a noise level of 65 riB(A) tbr which steps would certainly have to be taken
to protect or compensate them. The second scenario would lead to a significant extension of the
area involved to noise levels of 65 dB(A), as well as to an increase of the noise level over 70 dB
(A) on a part of the residential area, necessitating even greater intervention to protect the
inhabitants.
It should, however, be considered that there are various ways of intervening on noise
impact; anti-noise barriers can be installed on the ground or, more effectively, operation
procedures (take-off and landing gradients) can be modified to reduce impact. These
modifications should reduce impact by approximately 3--4.riB(A) with a corresponding decrease
of the involved area.
4.3. The effects on Florence urban area
With the aim of introducing the assessment of the impact of Florence airport into a pattern
of sustainable urban development, we must trace our analysis on the lines of a smaller-than-
regional territorial scale, as represented by the Florentine metropolitan area comprised by
Florence-Prato-Pistoia.
The effects of present and forecast air traffic, for which the impact of "on airport"
activities has been estimated quantitatively in the previous paragraph, regard the Florentine area
with the following intensity (Table 5).
Naturally the effects of employment and income produced by the airport as well as most
of the long-term social and economic effects (productivity, competitiveness and location) on the
local economic system (and which by their very nature we are only able to express in qualitative
terms) are concentrated in the Florentine area. But although they are impossible to quantify, it
should not be forgotten that these represent the most important aspect of community benefits, as
widely maintained in literature.
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Table 5 ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN THE FLORENTINE METROPOLITAN
AREA
1995 situation Scenario [ Scenario II
Satisfied demand (passengers p.a.)
Activated employees (n° )
Activatedadded value(millionsof dollars)
Time saved (millions of dollars)
Noise pollution (n_ of inhabitants)
Rush hour traffic (n=of vehicles)
800,000 2,000.000 3.000,000
461 951 1165
29.1 64.8 73.7
7.2 15.9 24.0
139 2.15b 3.789
400 1.035 1,530
Lastly, regarding environmental effects, it is possible to assess also the incidence of the
growth of air movement on ground traffic. The number of vehicles to and from the airport
currently amounts to approximately 400 units during the rush hour. This value, taking into
account the distribution of users between public transport and passengers' and employees' cars.
should increase to over 1,000 units in scenario I and over 1,500 in scenario 17I(Damiani, 1997).
If the present airport-linked traffic on the surrounding toad network (access to motorway and
trunk roads) may be considered of little significance, in the two above hypotheses it will
certainly give rise to congestion (the airport rush hour coincides with that of the city), unless
relevant investments are made in this sector.
4.4. A hint on long term effects
As already noted, in the long term the operation of an airport is able to produce effects
both in terms of productivity and location of new activities. The empirical evaluation of this
impact is always hard, owing to the difficulty of isolating the effect of this infrastructure from
those of other economic or social factors. As a consequence, we need to look for indirect signs
of this relationships, for instance verifying the location choice of the firms (and their typology)
around the airports.
From a large sample of Italian private firms (with more than 20 employees), clustered
according to the distance from an airport, it can be verified that almost the half (48%) of the
employees of "export oriented" (and even more innovative) enterprises are located within an
area of 20 "kilometres from the airport, while the same percentage, as far as the others are
concerned, is not more than 34%.
Table 6 DISTANCE FROM AIRPORTS AND MANUFACTURING FIRMS TYPOLOGY
Percentual values
Distance Classes < 20 kin. 20-50 kin. 50-[00 kin. > 100 kin.
FIRMS
"export oriented" 38,3 33.1 22.4 6, 1
others 29.6 34,9 26.6 8.9
EMPLOYEES
"'exportoriented" 47,6 28,8 18.7 4,9
others 33,9 t_ 32. I 27,2 6,8
Analogous results can be referred to the quality of employees, that seems to be
particularly concentrated in the proximity of airports (the labour cost per employee decreases
when the distance of the firm from the airport is growing).
At the same time, the productivity of the finns seems also positively related (in most of
sectors) to the proximity of an airport, as it can be seen from the results of an econometric
estimate. In both of the estimated equations, the value added per employee has been related to
the different kinds of capital (circulating capital ,,CC,, and taxed assets ,,FA,,) as well as to the
distance from an airport (weighted by means of the total number of passengers); in model A the
closeness to a metropolitan area has been introduced in the evaluation, while in model B the
difference between the regional productivityand the nation'a/one in each sector is estimated.
Other functional forms have also been tested, even including all the quoted variables, but
without significant improvements in the evaluation.
As a consequence, even if the results cannot be considered as definitive, we can assume,
according with other authors (see Butler-Kierman I986), that airports are "magnets" which
actract economic enterprises, innovation processes, skilled employees, in other terms pre-
conditions for the economic growth.
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Table 7 PRODUCTION FUNCTION ESTIMATE
VA¢= f(CCe. FA e. AD, CD. RD)
Productive Sectors Adj R2 ace FA= AD CD RD
.ALIMENTARY I ; 31.9 0.4271 ('"J 0.232 (""J-0.06£ 0.073i t"I ' !t os 022 ,-',-o.o:9x'ili o.,,,l,--,I
- 2.6t ,-,, 0.2,°'"'1 °'°"Z',I ,,7i13[ 3d,.lt O.J,2-t!(:"II .29d (_"It -O.06..t!_ , t)._, ¢'_)I
,tCLCrrHZS ,_ 50._Sl 0.5_'6t C""_i 0.30t I (_:_ .O.0._._l_'.S._ .0.00_",_.S._ 'I_ 1 41 171 (:_"11 29,.$!_ -0 -.tSlN. .r i 0.0801 (_)i
LEATHERAND ..}4 52.1 0..'_-1._"-,I ('"11'*_'; 0.2781 (._:)l "0"059t t')[ ! ,F-(XTT'WEAR B_ 52.1 0.536 0.281] ( )l -0.050! N'S.; t 0.029! N'.S.I
WOOD
PRODUCTS
PAPER
I PRODUCTS
PUBLISHING
INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL AND
PHARIVlACEU'rICAL
0,5. 4 0.52._, (,'-}47.4. O.51_ I'")
30.0 0,4.09 _,n)3 .I 0.392 (_''}
'3 "_ "_ 0.416 ("_')
a_ 26.9 0.445 i (*')J
Bt 27..,t O..,t.a6! t "*)1
0.297j l_')j -0.012 N.S.i
O.2691 ('*)I .0.0a N.S.J
0.257 t")'-O. IOT 'L='}i
0.274 ("_') -0.103 _"_1
0.250 .(_")[ -0.169 I"} I
0,250 (*') -0.070 N,S.,
0.176j ("') .0.0871 N.S.:
0.1721 ('-) -0.031i N.S.:
0.01+ N S.I
-0.086 N.S.
0.09(_ N.S.J
I
0.097 N.$.
0.041 N.S.
"_ 5 0.393 ('=)J 0.175 ('=) .0.083 (")t
_g'5 0.39J, 1"_;1 0.175 1") -0.065 I"")l
i I
0._6o!(-:")_,
'1
0,139! ('}I
0.1091 ('1
('") Significant parameter I%0
(') Significant parameter 5%
N.S. Not significant parameter
Ya_:= Value added tbr employee
CCi= Circulating capital for employee
FAi= Fixed assets tbr employee
AD = Airport distance (weigthed with total number of passengers)
CD = Distance from the nearest metropolitan area
RD = Difference in regional productivity
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5. THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
5.1. Nature and treatment of the conflict
It is evident that the operation of an airport, in particulm- that of a city airport, produces
both negative and positive consequences which rebound upon the subsystems which make up
the city - the social system, the economic system and the physical-environmental system.
These effects, whether positive or negative, can lead to either contlictual or harmonious
intetxelations between the various subsystems. Let us consider, for example, the relationship
between the economic and the environmental subsystems, which ,are those of greater interest in
this case. It can be said that, in the short term, the impact of an airport is extremely positive in
economic terms, while the cost to the environment is equally evident. Negative effects on the
environment are spatially very circumscribed, consequently the contrast between the economic
and the environmental effects is emphasized, especially at a local level. This is not to say that in
the long term (and given that the traffic does not exceed technically and socially acceptable
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levels) such a conflict of interests may not disappear, to make way for a positive interrclatio_
betweeen the two elements. In effect, an econonLic system strengt[_ened by the contr{bution of
an important traffic infrastructure such as an airport can produce sufficient resources also for
investment in the interests of environmental conservation.
Therefore, if on the one hand it is tl"ue that the ve U idea of sustainabilitv emerges from the
necessity to reconcile the contlicting economic and environmental aspects." on the other it is
useful to bear in mind that, when a trade-off between the economy and the environment is
spoken of, in most cases reference is made to an only partial confrontation of consequences.
The limitation of the comparison is largely due to the absence from the assessment of the long-
term impact (economic, social or environmental). If this intbrmatlon were supplied, then the
outcome of the trade-off between cost and benefit could be substantially altered.
The fact remains that, in the short-term view, the conflict between economic growth and
environmental sustainability exists and can be resolved in various ways. As far as airports au'e
concerned, experience has taught that the various methods of settling the conflict can be brought
down to a the alternative between an authoritative dec/sion and a negotiation. [n the fh'st case,
irrespective of the interests and the individuals involved, the presence of an airport in the urban
area is upheld (or invalidated) by an authority higher than the local authority (usually a national
institution), in the second case, the conflict of interests is handled within the urban area through
compensatou intervention, or by the removal of injured parties, or through a regulatory system
which limits the use of the airport in defence of civic rights usually promoted or tun by the most
representative local authority.
Upon examination of the situations of currently operative city airports, the regulation of
these matters at the Toronto City Airport appears pm-ticularly restrictive. A tri-lateral agreement
between the airport management, the Federal Department of Transport and the Toronto
Municipal Corporation, prohibits the use of the airport by jets. This limitation has caused a
progressive decline in traffic (-50% in 8 years) exacerbated by the economic difficulties
provoked by over-limited traffic. Here we are dealing with a categoricc,l li,r:itario,z (ban on the
use of regional jets) even though the supporters of the airport maintain that the atmospheric
pollution produced by jets would still be inferior to that at just 5 kilometres of the surrounding
road network. More predictable results are certainly obtained through limitation based on the
principle of quota imposition, or the pre-determination of a maximum number of passengers, or
rather a maximum number of aircraft movements, considering that these are more easily
programmed and that they are directly linked to the enviromental effects of the airport.
More frequent are models of the statutory _.pe (rules governing procedures for take-off,
landing, ground manoevres and monitoring) which are in some cases imposed by the aviadon
authorities, while in others they emerge from negotiations between the local authorities and the
airport management, as a result of solicitation by lobbies demanding greater control over
environmental consequences. The Noise Management Scheme adopted by the London City
Airport is of this type. It provides a specific training in the procedures for the pilots, and the
constant monitoring of the acoustic impact, as well as at penalty system for the airlines eveu
time the standard noise levels of the different types of aircraft are exceeded (beyond a certain
limit).
The regulation of procedures for Florence airport will derive from an agreement (currently
under approval) between the Minister of Transport, the airport management and the local
authorities of the metropolitan area. The regulation stipulates the overnight closure of the airport
(from 10.45 p.m. to 7.00 a.m.), provides the one-way use of the runway and defines the
approach and exit airways from the flight runway.
5.2. Synthetic evaluation of the consequences
There are many ways of evaluating the comparison between the positive and negative
consequences of a traffic infrastructure, for the purposes of territorial planning. As we know,
the main ones are the cost-benefit approach and mufti-criteria analysis. Every time that a
monetary evaluation of the positive consequences seems possible, and that an economic
compensation for a negative consequence is made (or even conjectured), then we have a
justification for applying a cost-benefit analysis.
Naturally, there are limits to economic compensation; although these ale indefinite and
vary tn time. they ate still such as to create an upper limit to the practicality of financial
compensation. In the case of a working airport, for example, the most widespread response to
the alleviation of the noise effect is the sound-proofing of the nearby habitations which,
although it has timits (it does not completely solve the problem) at least partially attenuates the
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damage. Obviously. such compensatory, action (and to a greater extent the removal of numbers
of residents in noise-affected areas to other areas) can be considered a solution compatible with
the concept of sustainable development only if the number of persons is limited. This would not
be the case if entire districts of the city were involved. The cost of sound-proofing the noise-
affected properties, however, still remains a widely-used estimate of the cost of acoustic
pollution, even though one could also use the loss on market value of the properties themseb,'es
thedonic price method, see Quinet 1996).
According to Pearce and Markandya the depreciation of house price can be estimated in
0.5% (at the increase of one unit of change in the level of constant sound in dB(.._) ) for some
cities of the U.S.A., while in Switzerland the decrease of the value can exceed the [.00%
(Basel 1.269o).
In this paper we limit ourselves to the comparison of the benefits and the costs bearing on
the activity of the Florence airport, without executing a real cost-benefit analysis. As will
become clearer further on, we must also bear in mind. not only that the measurable
consequences am not the only ones, but also that the trade-off analysis can only have meaning
within a field of action which is limited simultaneously by the ma,'dmum acceptable level of
acoustic pollution, and by the ma:dmum physical potential of the present a!rport structure.
5.3. An attempt to'formalise the trade-off
The following diagram represents the factors and the restrictions related to the method for
determining the level of airport activity most compatible with the requirements of a sustainable
urban development.
Figure 7 THE OPTIMAL LEVEL OF ,MR TRAFFIC
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The abscisse represents airport activity through the number of flights per time unit; the
ordina[e bears the economic evaluadon of the benefits and of the environmental consequences.
We have already mentioned the valuation method used for the benefits, while for the
environmental effects (referring exclusively to acoustic effects) the procedure generally employs
the cost of mitigation of these same effects. These consequences, however, can be compensated
only within a definite limit (equivalent to the sound-proofing of a number of dwellings or to the
assisted removal of a certain number of inhabitants). This limit (which we can refer to as "noise
constrain") has the nature of social accepmbiliw depending on the people's sensitivity or, in
other terms, on the prevailing scale of social preferences.
There is, however, another limit to the definition of a sustainable traffic lever, which is the
maximum production range of the airpot't itself. With a view to defend unrenewable resources
such as space (which in the case of a city airport is, generally speaking, an extremely limited
resource within the urban area) we may assume that it is impossible to extend the airport area by
an expansion of its potential. A consistent increase in the airport's potential would, moreover.
implicate not only additional space (both paved and unpaved), but also other additional
resources such as energy and water. This element constitutes the second limitation (by its nature
defined "'capacity constrain") which is essentially that of tectmical susmbmbili_.
Once the variables and the boundaries of the sustainable level (rectangle OACB) have
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beendetermined,onecanattempttodefinewhatis the "'optimum" number of flights, that is
which would allow the maximum net benefits while respecting a pre-deterrnined leveL of urban
sustainability. Supposing that the cost and benefit curves follow the tendencies represented in
the graph (which would appear to fit the case of a city airport with benefits superior to costs
within certain limits, slightly concave benefit curve, convex costs curve), then a level of airport
activity equivalent to M number of flights assures the greatest gain relative to net social benefits,
whilst respecting environmental restrictions•
6. THE SPATIAL SCALE OF REFERENCE
Prior to the analysis of the trade-off between economic and environmental consequences.
another important aspect to be considered is the definition of the spatial scale of reference. Vv'e
have already hinted at this aspect with reference to the various categories of effects. The
economic effects (positive) tend to extend outside the city, involving, although to a diminishing
degree, the region and the rest of the country. The environmental effects, especially if we Limit
consideration to that of acoustic poLlutiom are instead concentrated within the urban area
surrounding the site of the airport (Figure 8).
This situation is not necessarily inevitable. There are, in fact, circumstances which
provoke an irregular distribution of the marginal negative consequences as regards the distance
from the point of realisation, or; more generallly, where the intervention marginal costs are
higher further from the source than in the immediate sun'oundings.
Fiture 8 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF COSTS AND BEN'EFITS: HYPOTHESIS 1
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With reference to the case or'airport location, one :night suppose that a decision in favour
of a city airport, supported by a conventional airport at a more distant location, would relegate
the negative effects of the second structure to an area distant from that in which the strategic
decision was taken. In fact, the option of channelling all the air traffic from an urban area to a
single large airport 10 or 15 kilometres from the city centre would effectively concentrate the
greater part of the negative effects within the metropolitan area. Whereas the decision to divide
the air travel demand between two specialised airports (one close to the centre for business
traffic, and one considerably more distant tbr the remainder of the traffic) would remove the
greater part of the environmental costs fi'om the metropolitan area. The situation could be
represented by the following figure 9.
From the comparison of these curves we may deduce that it is not always correct to verify
only the urban sustainability of a project, if this is able to provoke overflow spillover effects
towards areas external to that in which the decision is taken.
Sustainability within the urban area is theretore an essential, but not always sufficient,
condition for a positive decision on the acceptability of a project. The territorial dispersion of the
consequences beyond the urban area could, according to the principles of fiscal federalism,
extend the authoriy for a definitive decision to a wider level.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis carded out in this paper, with reference to the growth of Florence airport,
appears to constitute an useful way to verifying the relationship between infrastructure
endowment and the economic growth on one hand, and to testing the trade-off between city
marketing and environmental protection on the other.
Few tentative conclusions might be summarised as follows:
a) Florence airport appears to be particularly strategic, given the international role of the
city and its ambition to participate competitivi:ly with other European urban areas, even if,
obviously, its presence must be considered more as a necessary, but not sufficient, condition.
b) Ata relative high level of economic development of a country the demand seems to be
the driving element to induce the airport investments. The benefits for the users as well as for
the firms are really substantial, even if the availability of empirical evaluation are more uncertain
as far as the long term effects are concerned.
c) Traditional cost benefit analysis tends -in cases like thisone- to extend the use of the
economic evaluation tools to factors which are not economic. It does not take into consideration
the acceptability Emits (from social system) and the sustainability limits (from environmental
system) which often -at their adequate spatial scale of reference- constitute unsurmountable
restrictions.
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INTRODUCTION
It is increasingly recognised that the relationship between land use and transport planning
is crucial to the development of sustainable integrated policies for cities. However,
understanding of the impacts of transport policies on location choice and land use is
limited (Still, 1997). This paper reports on one aspect of a study funded by the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council undertaken by the Institute for
Transport Studies in collaboration with The MVA Consu[tancy and the David Simmonds
Consultancy, which aimed to improve understanding of this relationship. The principal
objectives of this study were:
(i)to increaseour understandingof theimpactof accessibilityand environmentalquality
on individuals'and firms'locationdecisions;
(ii)touse thefindingsof (i)toenhancea newly developedstrategictransportand landuse
interactionmodel;
(iii)to use the enhanced model to assessthe implicationsfor urban sustainabilityof the
impactoftransportpolicyon locationchoice;
(iv) to use the enhanced model to assess the relativeperformance of different
combinationsof transportand landusestrategy.
The researchfellintotwo main categories;the survey work and analysisundertaken to
increaseour understandingof the influenceof environmentaland accessibilityfactorsin
locationchoice and the othe,r main strandsof work relatingto model enhancement and
strategy testing, reported in a companion paper (Bristow et al, 1998). The focus of this
paper ison the valuationof environmentalattributes.Inthe next sectionwe discussthe
development of our methodology and the survey implementation. Sections 3 and 4
examines the resultsin terms of perceptionsand attitudesand also the outcome of a
willingnesstopay question.Sectionsfiand 6 containsthemain analysisand resultsof the
household and businessstatedpreferencesurveys. Concluding remarks arc provided in
Section7.
2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY
Our aim was to obtain values of transport related environmental impacts that would be
relevant to location choice. Therefore, we needed individual or household values for
specific locations. The existing evidence on environmental values does not in the main
reflect UK specific values and does not necessarily reflect current preferences (Tinch,
1995, Mauch and Rothengatter, 1995, Maddison et al 1996 and Perkins 1997 all provide
reviews of the evidence).
The dataforestimatingthemonetary valuationsof environmentalqualityand accessib'dity
were obtainedfrom a largescalesurveyofhouseholdsand a smallscale,exploratorysurvey
offn'msinEdinburgh.
2.1 Survey Design
The sample for the residents' survey was draw from areas in the south west, south and
south east of the city. These areas were chosen because the journey into the centre of town
in off-peak conditions from any of them would take longer than ten minutes by car. In
these areas a number of streets were chosen to be included in the survey. The streets were
selected to represent both residential and those carrying ttu'ough traffic. It was assumed that
these types of street would carry both high and low volumes of traffic and could therefore
give a range of actual measurements and perceptions of traffic noise and air pollution.
Measurements of Nitrogen Dioxide (NOz) in the air in/ag/m 3 were taken at a mixture of
junctions and mid-link on both arterial and residential streets. The traffic noise
measurements were taken at both mid-block and junction locations at house facades rather
than on the roadside. The NO2 measurements were taken over a week period and the
measurements for noise were taken over an 18 hour period. Each reading for noise or NO2
was matched with the appropriate interview. This meant that for a selection of the
interviews the perceptions of noise and air quality could be matched with an objective
contemporaneous measurement.
The businesses were selected because they were in the city centre and because it was
possible for employees at the finn to park very close, if not outside of the actual office.
This allowed the Stated Preference design to offer trade-offs between increases in the
walking journey from the parking location and improvements in the air and noise quality at
the office. The businesses included in the sample were also chosen because they had
control over where they were located. This meant that many branch offices of larger firms
were not included. The sampling technique also excluded retail outlets but included many
service providers for example, solicitors firms, computer software houses, marketing and
public relations consultants.
Households' and firms' preferences amongst different levels of environmental quality,
accessibility and monetary outlay were established using a Stated Preference (SP) exercise.
Comparable analysis of actual decision making would have required the collection of a very
large data set and would face the problem of isolating the effect of attributes which are of
interest to this study from attributes specific to particular houses or offices., The advantage of
the SP approach is that it can control what is evaluated by individuals and the SP exercises
used here exploit this feature by specifying that the alternatives being considered differ solely
in respect of their accessibility, environmental and cost characteristics.
For households, the SP exercise offered choices between the different house location
chamcteristt'es of air quality, noise levels, ear accessibility, bus acoessibility and the level of
council tax. Acce_ibility was defined solely in terms of inter-zonal journey times. The SP
exercise for firms was similar but with business rates replacing the council tax whilst
accessibility was based on walking times to and from the office.
In addition to the SP exercise, a number of questions were asked about the composition of the
household or company, current trip making by ear and bus, current environmental and
accessibility conditions, and attitudes towards and the sources of noise and air pollution.
Willingness to pay questions relating to improvements in noise levels and air quality were
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alsoaskedand thevaluationscanbc compared withthoseobtainedfrom theSP exercise.The
surveywas administeredasa home orofficeinterviewusingportablecomputers.
2.2 Household SP Design
Sixteen pairwise comparisons were offered to an adult household member who was asked to
respond in terms of the household's preferences. Alternative B was generally associated with
improved accessibility and environmental quality but had a higher weekly council tax. A
fractional factorial orthogonal plan was used to construct the combinations of environmental
quality and accessibility differences between the two alternatives. The cost differences were
originally taken from an orthogonal plan but were subsequently amended to provide a better
range of tradc--offs without introducing unduly large correlations.
The accessibilityand environmentalvariablestookfourlevelseach.In partthiswas so that
we couldenteratleastone levelasa zerodifferencebetweenalternativestosimplifythetask
of comparingalternatives.As a result,atleastone variablewas thesame foreach alternative
in allbut two of the comparisons.In addition,we wcrc concernedthattheenvironmental
variables,which might have relativelylow valuescompared to accessibility,were not
dominatedand thustwo ofthefouraccessibilitylevelsforbothcarand bus were specifiedto
be the same foreach alternative.This resultedin fourscenarioswhere the trade-offwas
simply between environmentalqualityand money and only four scenarioswhere both
accessibility variables differed between the two alternatives.
The Icvds ofthee.nvironmentalqualityand accessibilityvariablesarcgiveninTable I.The
levels wc_ generally specified as proportiona_ changes to the current conditions (C).
Although this means that orthogonality will not bc maintained, the correlations which would
bc introduced were not expected to bca cause for concern. The two terms denote the level of
a variable for each alternative and thus C:-50 denotes that alternative A at its current level and
alternative B is 50% better than the currant level. A feature of our design which is apparent
from Table I isthatwe wished to examine whether an improvement up to the current
position,such as +50:C, isvaluedthe same as an improvement from the currantposition,
such asC:-50.For eachlevel,one form ofdifferencewas randomly selectedand presentedto
theindividualeachtimethatlevelarose.A similarprocedurewas adoptedforcostexceptthat
whetherthemonetaryvariationformedan increaseup tothecurrentlevelofcounciltaxoran
increaseupon itwas randomlydistributedacrossallthesixteencomparisons.
Table I:LevelsofVariablesinHouseholdDesign
Car Tinm
0 C:C
1 (_:C
2 C:-I0 +10:C
3 C:-20+20:C
Bus Time
C:C
C:C
c:-20 +20:C
C:-33+33:C
Noise
C:C
C:-50 +50:C
+100:CC:-100÷50:°50
+I00:-I00
Air
C:C
C:-50 +s0:C
+100:CC:-100+50>50'
+!00:-100
Air
C:C
Wozst:C
C'.B_-t
Worst:Best
Variationsinthe oarand bus in-vehicletimesrelatedto trips fi'om the rcspondent'shome
zone to each of theotherzonesinEdinburgh.The 15 zoneswcr¢ shown on a map and the
respondentstatedtheexpectedcarand bus journeytimesbetween the home zone and each
otherzone and alsothenumber oftripsmade by members of thehouseholdby each mode.
Proportionatechanges were offeredboth for realism,since general improvements or
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deteriorations to travel conditions can be expected to have a different effect according to the
length of the journey, and also to facilitate modelling opportunities since the absolute time
changes would vary across different inter-zonal movements and therefore could be analysed
separately if so wished.
One of the main difficulties in valuing environmental variables within SP exercises is that of
adequately representing the variables given that there is no measurement scale that cma be
readily used. Respondents can hardly be expected to relate to decibel scales or some measure
of air quality such as parts per million of carbon monoxide in the atmosphere.
The two approaches we considered were based on location specific descriptions and
percentage changes. The latter has been used in envkonmental valuation studies
(Saelensminde and Hammer, 1994), and its usefulness is increased if a measure is taken of the
base from which conditions are specified to vary. The former approach involves offering
individuals different locations containing the desired level of environmental quality which are
then compared alongside the current situation.
We have compared the two presentational methods for air quality. Respondents were offered
5 locations with very bad air quality and 5 locations with very good air quality and were
asked to select one of each, denoted Best and Worst, which were compared with each other
and the current situation as depicted in Table 1.
We did not pursue the location specific method for noise on the grounds that we felt that the
respondents' familiarity with noise levels in other locations would largely be related to
outdoor noise which is not readily comparable with that experienced indoors. Where
respondents informed us that their air quality or noise levels were good, we did not offer
improvements.
Simulation tests were conducted on the statistical designs using synthetic data. This was an
iterative process involving several amendments to the design until satisfactory estimates
could be recovered across a range of monetary valuations of the four variables. Indeed, it was
this series of tests which led us to depart from orthogonality for the cost variable.
2.3 Business SP Design
We interviewed a senior company representative who was involved in location decision
making and sixteen pairwise comparisons were offered described in terms of walk times to
and from the office, air quality, noise levels and business rates.
The same general procedure was adopted as for the household survey. The walking and
environmental quality variables were combined according to a fractional factorial design. The
business rates were varied from the levels required for orthogonality to introduce more
sensible trade-offs. This was again shown to be desirable as a result of a simulation test
procedure.
Table 2 lists the levels of the non monetary variables. Given that there was only one
accessibility variable, it was considered that there was less of a need to have two levels where
there was no difference between alternatives. The walk time variations were introduced by
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specifying pedestdanisation of the area mound the office such that walking times to and fi_om
car parks and bus stops increased by on average 2, 5 or 8 minutes. It was not feasible to offer
improved levels of walking times.
Table 2: Levels of Variables in Business Design
Walk Time Noise Air
0 C:C C:C C:C
I 2:C C:-50 +50:C Worst:C
2 5:C +100:C C:-100 +50:-50 C:Best
3 8:C + 100:- 100 Worst:Best
Given the small sample size, it was decided to concentrate on the location specific method of
presenting air quality. Noise entered in the same fashion as for the household survey and the
same procedure for presenting the different variations within each level was used. The
differences in business rates, of either increases up to current levels or increases upon current
levels, were again randomly varied across all sixteen scenarios.
3 PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES
In this section we examine the responses of households and businesses to questions about
their environment, the presence of any problems and what their priorities are for
improvements. The sample size used for the household survey is 403 and for the business
survey 26 (except where otherwise stated). Table 3 shows the response of households to a
scale asking about general noise affecting the household in and around the house and air
quality. It can be seen that 38.7 % of respondents felt that their local area was noisy or very
noisy, rising to 65.5% including the category quite noisy, while only 9.2% felt that their area
was quiet or very quiet, ha contrast 32.5% of respondents felt that the air quality was poor or
very poor, with 34.5% saying the air quality was good or very good. It would appear from
Table 3 that noise is perceived to be the greater problem in the areas surveyed. The figures
for businesses suggest that neither noise nor air quality are perceived to be particular
problems for the majority of the sample. The analysis reported in Section 5 segments the SP
models acco_ to current reported conditions.
Table 3: Household Perceptions of Local Noise and Air Quality
Noise Air
Very Noisy 85 (21.1%) Very Poor 32 (7.9%)
Noise 71 (17.6%) Poor 99 (24.6%)
i,
Quite Noisy 108 (26.8%) Fair 137 (34.0%)
Fairly Noisy 102 (25.3%) Good 106 (26.3%)
i
Quiet 20 (5.0%) Very Good 29 (7.2%)
Very Quiet 17 (4.2%)
Respondents were asked to give the three most important causes of noise and air pollution in
their area and the responses are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The category no noise/no reason in
table 4 includes those who said their area was quiet or very quiet, who were not asked this
question and those who did not give a reason. Table 4 shows that by far the most commonly
mentioned cause of noise was traffic, with 79.1% of the total sample reporting this as the
most important cause and 87.6% mentioning it as one of the three most important causes.
However, other causes were also recognised, including people and children outside and
neighbours and other transport sources such as planes and trains.
Table 4: Households: Causes of Noise (percentages in brackets)
Cause
No Noise/No Reason
Road Traffic
Aircraft
Children Playing Outside
People Outside
Trains
Factories
Building Work
Neighbours
Other
I st
39 (9.7%)
319 (79.1%)
2 nd
o (0.0%)
160 (39.7%)
24 (5.9%)
3 rd
253 (62.8%)
.... (1.5%)
lO (2.5%)
%
mentioning
87.6%
14 (3.5%) 64 (15.9%) 16 (4.0%) 23.3%
10 (2.5%) 37 (9.2%) 19 (4.7%) 16.4%
7 (1.7%) 62 (15.4%) 39 (9.7%) 26.8%
6 (1.5%) 16 (4.0%) 17 (4.2%) 9.7%
6 3 2.2%(0.7%)
17 (4.2%)7 (1.7%)o (0.0%) 5.9%
6 (1.5%) 18 (4.5%) 15 (3.7%) 9.7%
2 (0.5%) 9 (2.2%) 14 (3.5%) 6.2%
In Table 5 the category no poor air/no reason includes those who rated their air quality to be
good or very good, who were not asked this question and those who did not provide a reason.
For air quality this category is more common than for noise. However, where people do
recognise a cause, road traffic is overwhelmingly seen as the main cause. This is also the
ease for the business sample, where all those who listed a cause gave road traffic as their first
choice.
Table 5 Households: Causes of Air Pollution (percentages in brackets)
Causes %
1st 2 aa 3 rd mentioning
137 (34.0%) 299 (74.2%) 353 (87.6%) -No Poor Air/No
Reason
Road Traffic 250 (62.0%) 14 0.5%) 4 (1.0%) 66.5%
Trains 0 (0.0%) 25 (6.2%) 6 (1.5%) 7.7%
Specific Local 4 (1.0%) 14 (3.5%) 7 (1.7%) 6.2%
Source
Factories/Industry 4 (1.0%) 33 (8.2%) 12 (3.0%) 12.2%
Other 8 (2.0%) 18 (4.4%) 21 (5.2%) 11.7%
Table 6 shows the results obtained using a rating scale from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no
disturbance from traf_c noise and 100 represents very serious disturbance from traffic noise.
The mean, standard deviation (SD) and standard error (SE) are reported along with various
percentiles. The conditions reported are for current noise levels, twice the present level and
half the present level. Current noise levels show a mean of 41, suggesting that on average
noise is not a serious problem. However 10% of the sample gave a rating of more than 80%
indicating that they suffer serious disturbance. When respondents considered noise levels
twice as high, 25% gave a ranking of 99 or above, suggesting that they wished to go beyond
the end of the scale to reflect the problem, which may go some way to explaining why the
score does not double. There are still a number of respondents for whom noise would not be
a problem. A halving of noise levels leads 25% of respondents to push their score to a zero
indicatingno disturbance.
Current Noise
Twice as Bad
Half as Bad
Table 6. Households: Noise Level Ratings
Mean SD SE 10% 25%
41 26 1.3 9 19
68 28 1.4 25 50
19 19 0.9 0 0
50% 75% 90%
39 60 80
71 99 100
15 34 50
Table 7 isthe equivalentableforairquality.Interestinglythe scoreshere are generally
higherthanfornoiseina slightcontradictionofTable 3. However, thetwo arenot strictly
comparableasTable7 containsaquestionaskedofonlyhalfthesample,givinga sample size
of200. The patternwhen askedaboutchangeisverysimilartothatfornoise.
Current Air Quality
Twice as Bad
Half as Bad
Table 7 Households:AirQualityRatings
Mean SD SE 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
45 30 2.1 5 14 50 70 88
70 30 2.1 20 50 80 100 100
20 23 1.7 0 0 10 40 50
Respondentswere alsoasked about actionstheymight have takento reduce the impact of
noiseand theirprioritiesforimprovements inthearea.The majorityofhouseholdsreported
no actionordoubleglazinginstalledby a previousoccupantorforotherreasons. However,
around20% of householdshad installeddoubleglazingwiththeaim ofreducingnoiselevels
and a smallproportionhad installedor alteredhedges and fencesto reducenoiseimpacts.
Table 8 shows the responsesof householdstoa questionaskingtheirthreemost important
prioritiesforimprovements.The most frequentlymentionedfirstchoicewas roadsafety,the
nextfourwere verycloselybunched and includedimproved airquality,lower counciltax,
reducednoiselevelsand reducedcrime. The same fiveitemsare thosereceivingthemost
mentions overall.Hence,itwould seem thatairqualityand noiselevelsareimportantfactors
inlocalqualityoflife.The listofferedto businessrespondentswas somewhat differentand
showed themain concernstobe thebusinessrates,congestionand parkingprovision.
Table 8: Households:ThreeMost ImportantPrioritiesforImprovement
(percentages in bracke'ts) (sample size 353)
Improved Road Safety
Reduced Local Crime
More Local Play Facilities
Improved Air Quality
Improved Health Cam
Reduced Noise Levels
Improved LocalAppearance
More LocalShops
Improved Education Quality
Lower CouncilTax
l It
85 (24.1%)
46 (13.0%)
22 (6a 
51 (14.4%)
12 0.4%)
48 (I3.6%)
13 0.7%)
14 (4.0%)
12 0.4%)
50 (14.2%)
2
47 (13.3%)
42 (11.9%)
34 (9.6%)
54 (15.3%)
18 (5.1%)
55 (15.6%)
25 (7.1%)
31 (8.8%)
15 (4.2%)
32 (9.1%)
3 Id
37 (10.5%)
33 (9.3%)
32 (9.1%)
31 (8.8%)
29 (8.2%)
43 (12.2%)
25 (7.1%)
27 (7.6%)
26 (7.4%)
70 (19.8%)
%mmtioning
47.9%
34.3%
24.9%
38.5%
16.7%
41.1%
17.8%
20.4%
15.0%
43.0%
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4 WILLINGNESS TO PAY FOR NOISE AND AIR QUALITY
IMPROVEMENTS
In addition to the valuations that can be estimated from the responses to the SP exercise,
(Sections 5 and 6) a set of questions was asked at the end of the interview concerning the
willingness to pay additional council tax in return for reductions in noise levels or
improvements in air quality. Respondents were asked about the household's willingness to
pay for a halving of noise levels due to traffic and for air quality which was also 50% better
than the current situation.
Given that zero responses to willingness to pay questions are a common feature, those who
supplied such a response were asked the reason for their zero willingness to pay. The possible
responses were:
• Not worth paying anymore/not bothered about improvements
• Noise levels/air quality cannot be improved in this way
• Not prepared to pay more council tax
• Other
Table 9 indicates the distribution of households' responses between the various categories. It
can be seen that a minority of respondents expressed an actual willingness to pay, whilst the
main reason for a zero willingness to pay is an aversion to paying more eouneil tax.
Table 9: Nature of Households' Willingness to Pay Responses
Noise Air
Not worth paying/not bothered about improvements 72 (I7.9%) 64 (15.9%)
Cannot improve noise/air quality in this way 27 (6.7%) 26 (6.5%)
Not prepared to pay more counciltax 124 (30.8%) 113 (28.0%)
Other 33 (8.2%) 38 (9A%)
Will Pay 147 (36.5%) 162 (40.2%)
81% of respondents had a positive value for both air and noise or a zero valuation of both
attributes. Of those valuing only one attribute, there were slightly more providing air quality
valuations.
The money valuations will clearly depend on whether those with zero willingness to pay are
included or noL The large differences between the valuations based on all respondents and
just those based on those with a positive willingness to pay can be seen in Table 10.
Table 10: Households' Willingness to Pay Valuations (£ per week)
Obs Mean SD SE 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%
Noise (All) 403 1.39 3.21 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 5.00
Noise ('Non Zero) 147 3.82 4.36 0.36 1.00 1.00 2.50 5.00 7.00
Air (All) 403 1.49 3.29 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 5.00
Air (Non Zero) 162 3.72 4.32 0.34 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 I0.00
Note: SD and SE denote the standard deviation and the standard error respectively, and the %
terms denote percentiles.
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Theissue therefore becomes one of deciding the extent to which those with zero valuations
are removed from the calculations. Our view is that those who stated that noise levels or air
quality could not be improved through a process of raising council tax should be removed
from the calculations since they have simply given a zero valuation because we have not
offered an appropriate surrogate market for the valuation of the attributes in question. Those
who are not bothered about improvements should be retained since their zero valuation is
valid. The issue is less straightforward for those who would not be prepared to pay increased
council tax, which is unfortunate given the size of this group. It is certainly the case that those
with zero valuations would not be prepared to pay additional council tax even if it secured
improvements in noise and air quality levels. However, there may be an element of protest
here against council tax increases. We will retain these responses in our calculation of the
average values, since the SP exercise contained the same monetary instrument, although we
should bear in mind that this will lead to valuations which will tend to be lower than is really
the case. Omitting just those who felt that noise levels and air quality could not be improved
in this way results in weekly valuations and 95% confidence intervals based on the
households' willingness to pay data of:
• Noise £1.49 (4-22%)
• Air Quality £1.60 (4-21%)
The weekly valuations of a percentage improvement in noise and air quality levels are 2.98
pence and 3.20 pence respectively. The same questions were asked of businesses, except that
the business rate was used as the monetary instrument rather than council tax. The business
data set is much smaller and contains only 26 firms. Table 11 shows the different types of
response to the willingness to pay questions. The noticeable difference compared to
households is that a very large proportion of businesses have a zero valuation because they
are not bothered about the improvements. This is not an unexpected finding.
Table 1I: Nature of Business' Willingness to Pay Responses
Noise Air
Not worth paying/not bothered about improvements 16 (61.5%) 14 (53.8%)
Cannot improve noise/air quality in this way 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
Not prepared to pay more business rates 1 (3.8%) 1 (3.8%)
Other 1 (3.8%) 1 (3.8%)
Will Pay 8 (30.8%) 10 08.5%)
Using the same reasoning as for the household sample, and given that there were no
respondents who stated that noise and air quality could not be improved in this way, the
weekly valuations and 95% confidence intervals based on the business willingness to pay
data are therefore:
• Noise £12.81 (4-92%)
• Air Quality £12.80 (4-91%)
The average weekly valuations of a percentage improvement in noise and air quality levels
amongst businesses are both 25.6 pence.
Finally, we developed regression models in an attempt to explain variations in willingness to
pay across households as a function of the household characteristics in our data set. The
resultsare presented in Table 12. This was done only for the household data since there were
too few business valuations upon which to conduct analysis.
For both the noise and the air quality models, only three independent variables were found to
have a statistically significant influence on the willingness to pay response. These were
annual household income (INC), in thousands of pounds, the number of people in the
household (NHH) and whether the current noise or air quality conditions were poor or very.
poor (POOR).
As expected, households are prepared to pay more for a proportionate improvement in noise
or air quality when this is applied to current conditions which are poor or very poor. There is
also a positive relationship between the willingness to pay and both income and household
size. Whilst it is encouraging that each of the independent variables have the expected sign, it
is disappointing that they can explain only a very small amount of the variation in willingness
to pay data and that the responses apparently contain significant random error.
Constant
INC(£,ooo's)
NHH
POOR
AdjustedR Squared
Observations
Table 12: Weekly Willingness to Pay Regression Models
Noise Air
-0.238 (0.60) -0.237 (0.59)
0.029 0.021 (1.96)(2.73)
0.331 (2.39)
0.767 (2.26)
0.06
376
0.440 (3.09)
0.922 (2.54)
0.06
377
5 HOUSEHOLD STATED PREFERENCE RESULTS
The household surveyswere conductedin Edinburghbetween September and November
1996 after piloting of the approach. Interviews were completed in 403 households and this
implies a maximum number of observations for modelling purposes of 6448. In the event, we
modelled 3078 (48%) observations across 315 (78%) households. The reasons for omitling
observations were as follows:
i) 336 observations (5%) were omitted because the respondent had not supplied all the
necessary details. In particular, journey times to zones to which trips were made were
not provided.
a) There were many instances where an implausibly large amount of time was spent
travelling. We suspect that a contributory factor here might the presence of trips made
in the course of work which are not of interest to us. This led to the removal of 1008
observations (16%).
iii) We removed 1367 observations (21%) where the 100% improvement in noise levels
was offered and 527 observations (8%) where the 100% improvement in air quality
was offered. We had presented these levels to individuals as twice as good as the
current situation and initial analysis of the data suggested that many were interpreting
this as the same as the 50% improvement. Similar problems were not apparent for the
twice as bad (100% worse) and 50% worse levels that were presented.
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iv) Finally, we lose 132 observations (2%) where the respondent had not expressed a
preference between the two alternatives.
A novel feature of the study has been an attempt to link environmental valuations with actual
environmental conditions. Air quality was measured in terms of NO2 levels (in _tg/m3). The
levels recorded at each site used in the location specific presentation are given in Table 13.
Unfortunately it was not possible to take measurements of air quality and noise levels at each
household's residence. Of the 315 households upon whom the modelling is based, a noise
measurement was available for 120 (38%) and an air quality measurement was available for
119 (38%).
Table 13: Site Used in Air Quality Presentation and NO 2 Levels 0.tg/m 3)
Worst Sites
I GorgieRoad
2 Leith Walk
3 Clerk St
1'102
38
54
38
Best Sites
1 Clermiston Hill
2 Carrick Knowes Golf Course
3 Arthur's Seat
4 Festival Square 34 4 Colinton Playing Fields
5 St John's Road 45 5 Braid Hill
NO2
18
19
11
13
24
We have linked the air quality levels presented to individuals with the air quality
measurements where this was possible. Given that air quality measures are not available for
all households, and that two different means of presentation have been used, the estimated
model cont_n_fourdifferent air qualityvariables.
Ah'-PM: This denotes that the percentage change method has been used and that air
quality has actually been measured for this household and hence the percentage changes are
applied to the measure of the current air quality so that absolute air quality measures are
entered into the model.
Air-PNM: This denotes that the percentage change method has been used but that there
is no measure of the household's current air quality available. In such cases, the variable is
specified as a percentage change.
Air-LM: This denotes that the location method of presenting air quality has been used
and that an air quality measure is available for the residence. Since the air quality has been
measured at the two alternative locations, this variable can enter the model as an absolute air
quality measurement.
Air-LNM: This variable denotes that the location method of presenting air quality has
been used but thatno airqualitymeasure isavailableforthe residence.Whilstwe could
compare the worst and best scenarios in terms of absolute air quality measures, the basic
approachhereistospecifydummy variablesforthreeofthefourdifferencespresented.
Noise is specified as a proportionate change. For all the enviromental quality variables, the
following notationisused:
1 denotes a movement from a worse situation to the current situation
2 denotes a movement from the current situation to a better situation
3 denotes a movement from a worse than current situation to a better than current
situation.
II
The model estimated to the 3078 observations is reported in Table 14. Tim¢-C and Time-B
are the accessibility and represent the amount of time the household spends travelling in a car
and by bus. They are presented here because they are part of the estimated model. However,
the focus of this paper is on the environmental variables and hence we only comment that the
implied values of time seem to be too low and we have some concerns that respondents have
not fully accounted for the preferences of all household members. For example, a respondent
who is primarily a car driver may not have expressed an appropriate willingness to pay for
time savings amongst other household members who use bus, and further analysis of this
issue is required.
Table 14: Household Stated Preference Model
(t statistics are given in brackets)
Variable Coefficient (t) Variable Coefficient
Time-C (Save) -0.0035 (3.9) Air-PM2 -0.0380 (1.8)
Time-C ('Loss) -0.0049 (4.8) Air-PM3 -0.0493 (3.9)
Time-B (Save) -0.0002 (0.3) Air-PNM 1 -0.0152(9.5)
Time-B (Loss) -0.0017 (2.9) Air-PNM2 -0.0196 (4.2)
Air-LM1 -0.0159 (1.3) Air-PNM3 -0.0153 (3.6)
Air-LM2 0.0004 (0.I) Noisel -0.0125 (11.6)
Air-LM3 -0.0319 (3.9) Noise2 -0.0068 (3.1)
Air-LNM1 -0.6147 (4.1) Noise3 -0.0112 (8.3)
Air-LNM2 -0.6104 (3.5) Taxi -0.2154 (13.4)
Alr-LNM3 -1.1480 (6.8) Tax2 0.0139 (0.6)
Air-PM1 -0.0453 (51) Rho Squared 0.180
Notes: Times are entered in minutes and costs are pounds per week.
The overall goodness of fit is quite satisfactory; it compares favourably with the levels
typically achieved in more straightforward applications of SP choice exercises. Although
many of the coefficient estimates have respectable t ratios, it should be noted that there has
not been any allowance for repeated observations.
We have examined the sensitivity to council tax according to whether the tax variation is an
increase beyond cuneat levels (Taxi) oran increase up to current levels (Tax/). The response
to an increase in council tax is statistically significant and has the required hegative sign. On
the other hand, respondents are not bothered about reductions in the council tax. Whilst there
may be an dement of protest in response to increases in the council tax beyond current levels,
particularly given recent local government reorganisation in Edinburgh and sharp increases in
council tax levels, such protests cannot account for increases to current levels having no
effect on choices. Some alternative decision making process may be at work here, such as
satisficing, whilst there may be an element of respondents not believing that council tax could
be lower. In any event, the results show the importance of distinguishing between these two
types of cost variation. We will examine below whether those who stated that they were not
prepared to pay higher council taxes are more sensitive to cost variations.
As far as the valuations of air quality and noise are concerned, we can see that _ere is a
tendency for the improvement from the current to some better position (2) to be less
important than avoiding a deterioration from the current level to some worse level (1), the
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exception to this being Air-PNM2. For the Air-LNM dummy variables, we cannot compare
levels 1 and 2 but it is encouraging that the sum of Air-LNM1 and Air-LNM2 is reasonably
similar to Air-LNM3.
Neither Air-LM1 nor Air-LM2 are statistically significant at the usual 5% level. This may be
because of the small number of changes combined with relatively small changes in air
quality. For Air-LM1, there are 237 cases and the mean change in NO 2 is 10.7 whilst the
mean change for Air-LM2 is 13.3 across 240 observations. In contrast, Air-LM3 varies by
24.2 on average across its 236 observations. We have proceeded solely with Air-LM3 in
subsequent models. The Air-PM coefficients are similar and there are no significant
differences and thus subsequent models will contain only a single Air-PM term. The same
applies to the results for Air-PNM.
0
The situation is a little different for noise. Noise2 is lower than the other two coefficients,
significantly so with respect to Noisel. Whilst it could be argued that this is because
improvements on the current situation are not valued, or else their benefits are not fully
perceived, such reasoning would require Noise3 to be somewhat less than Noise 1. Another
possible explanation is that Noisel and Noise3 contain the very large 100% increases
whereas Noise2 contains 0nly 50% improvements and the value of noise depends on the size
of the change. However, when we included a dummy variable term to represent a 100%
change to determine whether this was the likely explanation, its coefficient was insignificant.
Subsequent models have combined Noise l and Noise3 and maintained a separate Noise3
term.
Table 15 presents household monetary valuations based on the Tax 1 coefficient and with the
various environmental quality variables above. The figures show that the valuation of
environmental improve, meats are not trivial with improvements in air quality regarded as
being more important than improvements in noise levels. Households would be prepared to
pay 32 pence per week for a 10% improvement in noise levels according to the lower of the
two noise coefficients in Table 15. Using the same proportionate scale for comparability, a
10% improvement in air quality would be worth 81.5 pence per week.
Table 15: Household Values for Air and Noise
Air-LM3
Air-LNM1
14.91p per unit NO2 Air-PM 21.14t) per unit NO2 (:_28.3%)
283p (:_47.8%) Air-PNM 8.15p per % change (-4-17.86%)
Air-LNM2 2871) (_-51.3%) Noisel&3 5.50i) per % change (±15.9%)
Air-LNM3 53{)t) (:_.26.7%) Noise2 3.23p per % change (:t-61.1%)
Note: 95% confidence intervals expressed relative to the central estimate are in brackets.
However, our prefea'ence as far as valuing air quality is concerned is to use the location
specific method since we believe that respondents are more able to relate to actual levels of
air quality in different locations than to percentage changes in current levels. The valuation
obtalned using the location method of 15 pence per unit of NO 2 (AIr-LM3) is somewhat
lower than the value of 21 pence per unit of NO 2 (Air-PM) obtained using the proportionate
change method. For those for whom an air quality measure was available, a 10%
improvement in air quality would be worth 42 pence per week using the Air-LM3 valuation
and this is around half the value obtained using the proportionate based valuation of Air-
PNM.
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5.1 Income Effects
We were also able to detect an income effect by segmenting the cost coefficient (Tax 1) by
income group. Such a segmentation means that the monetary valuations of all the attributes
will vary with income in the same fashion. The results of the income segmentation are
presented in Table 16 as multipliers to be applied to a base valuation for the lowest income
category. With the exception of the aberration for the highest income group, it is encouraging
to be able to detect such a strong income effect.
Table 16: Income Group Multiplier
Income Multiplier
<£10,000 Base
£10,000-£20,000 +23%
£20,000-£40,000 +44%
£40,000-£60,000 +126%
£60,000-£70,000 + 189%
>£70,000 +12%
5.2 Segmentation by Initial Conditions
Where we have offered proportionate changes to current conditions in the SP exercise, which
is the ease for noise throughout and for air in about half the interviews, the valuations
obtained should depend on the initial conditions since a given percentage change will yield a
larger absolute change from worse conditions. Tables 17 and 18 present models which are
segmented by the current conditions for noise and air quality respectively. For noise, separate
models are presented for very noisy, noisy and fairly/quite noisy conditions and the two noise
valuations are reported. The remaining categories of quiet and very quiet contain too few
observations to estimate meaningful coefficients. For air quality, we present the valuations
relating to proportionate changes (Air-PM and Air-PNM) and also the Air-LM3 valuation.
Table 17: Noise Valuations Segmented by Current Conditions (pence per % change)
Very Noisy Noisy Fairly & Quite Noisy
Noise2 8.27 (4-51.7%) 6.93 (4-66.4%) 4.33 (4-64.5%)
Noisel&3 7.31 (4-29.8%) 6.05 (4-41.1%) 4.95 _:_25.7%)
Observations 576 518 1604
Rho Squared 0.16 0.11 0.17
Note: 95% confidence intervals in brackets
We can see that a monotonic relationship is apparent for noise, with both valuations being
positively associated with current noise levels. Given that those who have high valuations are
more likely to live in quieter areas, it seems that any such effect is being outweighed by the
larger absolute change effects. In addition, those who live in noisier areas might be more
concerned to achieve given absolute improvements in noise levels.
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Table 18: Air Quality Valuations Segmented by Current Conditions (pence per % change)
Air-LM3
Very Poor & Poor
18.80 (±66.3%)
Fair Good & Very Good
12.17 (±80.3%) 11.95 (4-105.1%)
Air-PM 25.71 (±46.1%) 21.15 (±43.3%) 16.17 (-4-54.7%)
Air-PNM 9.00 (+39.7%) 5.23 (+48.2%) 7.51 (±21.8%)
Observations 893 995 I 194
Rho Squared 0.17 0.14 0.15
Note: 95% confidence intervals in brackets
The re.suits for air are less clearcut. The valuations based solely on the proportionate change
in air quality (Air-PNM) do not exhibit a monotonic relationship with current conditions. The
situation is not improved by introducing freer categorisations since there are few who
reported very good or very poor air quality. On the other hand, the Air-PM valuation, which
is based on absolute changes in air quality derived from proportionate changes applied to
actual measures of NO2, does exhibit a strong relationship with current conditions. This is
also the case for the Air-LM3 valuation. Again it may be that those who experience worse
conditions are prepared to pay more for a given absolute improvement.
5.3 Segmentation by Nature of Willingness to Pay Responses
We here report valuations of noise and air quality estimated to the SP data which are
segmented according to the following four categories of willingness to pay response:
Not worth paying anymore/not bothered about improvements (WP1)
Noise levels/air quality cannot be improved in this way (WP2)
Not prepared to pay more council tax CWP3)
Positive willingness to pay (WP4)
The results are given in Tables 19 and 20. It can be seen that those with a positive willingness
to pay have somewhat larger valuations of noise. Indeed Noise2 is not significant for any of
those who had a zero willingness to pay. However, Noisel&3 does not have the expected
zero valuations in WP1, WP2 and WP3.
Table 19: Segmented Noise Valuations (pence per % change)
WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4
Noise2 2.81 (±196.2%) -3.61 (4-144.6%) 2.54 (4-126.5%) 6.11 (:v-52.61%)
Noisel&3 3.82 (4-47.1%) 1.72 (4-93.8%) 4.10 (4-31.5%) 8.90 (:t:24.68%)
Observations 624 250 928 1033
Rho Squared 0.13 0.20 0.13 0.15
Note: 95% confidence intervals in brackets
With regard to the air quality valuations, we again observe larger valuations for those who
had expressed a positive willingness to pay. However, those in WP2, who do not necessarily
have zero valuations, have estimated valuations which are comparable with those who have a
positive willingness to pay. It would seem that the SP exercise offers a more appropriate
valuation context, on the grounds that it does not imply that council tax increases would be
used to achieve environmental improvements, but merely obtains preferences amongst
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differentmonetaryoutlaysandenvironmentalconditions.Although there are some large
confidence intervals for the valuations in WP1 and WP3, it is again the case that many
valuations are not zero.
Table 20: Segmented Air Quality Valuations (pence per % change)
WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4
Air-LNMI 361.90 (-t-100.7%) 663.81 (4,49.2%) 57.92 (4-352.9%) 592.50 (4-42.3%)
Air-LNM2 795.24 (4- 60.7%) 478.26(4,101.7%) 73.33 (4-320.9%) 504.00(4,45.9%)
Air-LNM3 619.05 (4- 60.7%) 730.43 (4- 71.5%) 270.83 (4- 77.9%) 724.20 (4,33.1%)
Air-LM3 9.81 (4-145.7%) - 13.33 (± 89.3%) 16.20 (4-65.2%)
Air-PM 12.24 (+152.8%) 18.35 (4- 97.5%) 7.04 (±178.3%) 40.40 (+28.6%)
Air-PNM 7.86 (4- 38.5%) 6.09 (4.108.1%) 4.58 (± 38.9%) 7.52 (±29.3%)
Observations 514 223 874 1199
RhoSquared 0.14 0.17 0.14 0 16
Note: 95% confidence intervals in brackets
Given the fact that the SP exercise obtained positive valuations when the willingness to pay
values were zero raises the question of whether the willingness to pay responses are in fact
biased, in order to reduce the chances of any council tax increase, or whether the SP exercise
has in some way forced trading behaviour upon respondents. If an individual's valuation is
truly zero, we fred it hard to see why they should prefer increases in council tax in return for
environmental improvements in the SP exercise, and on balance we feel that the SP responses
are the more valid.
This is an appropriate place to compare the valuations obtained from the SP exercise and the
willingness to pay questions. From the SP results, and for an improvement in environmental
conditions, the valuation of a percentage change in noise is 3.23 pence (4.61%). The
willingness to pay valuation is 1.39 (:_.22%) for all respondents and 3.82 (4-18%) for those
with a positive valuation.
For air quality, we have adjusted the Air-PNM valuation relating to percentage changes
according to the ratio of the valuations of Air-LM3 and Air-PM on the grounds that we feel
that the location method of presenting air quality was more reliable. This yields a valuation of
a percentage improvement in air quality of 5.75 (4-18%). The corresponding willingness to
pay values axe 1.49 (-+-21%) for the whole sample and 3.72 (±18%) for those with positive
values.
It comes as no surprise that the willingness to pay values are lower than the SP values since
we suspect that the incentive to bias responses strategically is greater in willingness to pay
exercises than in SP exercises. Given that we take the SP results to be preferred, it would
seem that the willingness to pay valuations which omit zero valuations are more appropriate
and hence we have some doubts about the validity of the zero willingness to pay responses.
6 BUSINESS STATED PREFERENCE RESULTS
The exploratory survey of small, independent businesses was conducted in February 1997
and 26 interviews were completed. This yielded 416 SP observations of which 25 were
omitted because no preference was expressed between the two alternatives. The SP model
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estimatedto thedatais reportedin Table21.Given the fairly limited sample size, there are
some respectable t ratios whilst the goodness of fit is in line with that achieved in more
conventional applications of SP choice exercises.
In the household exercise, we omitted scenarios where 100% improvements were specified
due to concerns as to how respondents had interpreted twice as good. In the business model.
we were more careful to specify what we meant by a 100% improvement in noise levels in
that this meant that noise levels from outside would be zero.
Ped
Table 21: Business SP Model
0.0584 (0.2)
Walk -0.1971 (2.9)
Airl
Air2
Air3
Noisel
Noise2
Noise3 -0.0087 (5.2)
Rates TI -0.0792 (5.6)
Rates T21.2530 (4.2) -0.0369 (2.4)
0.9933 (3.3) Rates T3 -0.0189 (1.3)
0.8196 (2.9) Rates Red 0.0323 (2.9)
-0.0146 (4.5) Observations 391
-0.0015 (0.3) Rho Squared 0.102
Pedestrianisation of the area around the office (Ped) was not regarded to convey any benefits
to the business whereas the additional walking time implications had a statistically significant
effect of the correct sign.
Air l, Air2 and Air3 are dummy variables representing the improvement from the worst
location to the current location, the current location to the best location and the worst location
to the best location. Noisel, Noise2 and Noise3 represent the impact of proportionate changes
in noise levels for improvements up to the current situation, improvements from the current
situation and improvements from a position worse than the current situation to a position
better than the current situation.
There are threeratescoefficientsaccordingtothe firm'sturnover.RatesTI, Rates T'2and
Rates T3 representthe six,seven and thirteenfirmsrespectivelywith removers of under
£400,00 per annum, between £400,000 and £1 millionper annum and over £1 millionper
annum. The finalterm listedisRatesRed which denotesan increaseinbusinessratesfrom a
reducedleveltothectnrentlevelincontrastoan increaseinratesbeyond currentlevels.
The results with respect to the dmnmy variables for air quality are not as satisfactory as for
the household SP model, since the sum of Airl and Air2 far exceeds Air3. However, the
results do suggest that air quality is an important issue. Unfortunately, we did not have air
quality measures to allow analysis of other than by dummy variables.
The results for noise levels show a similarity with those for households in that improvements
in current noise levels are not indicated as having any benefit and indeed Noise3 has a lower
valuation than Noisel. However, it does seem that avoiding deteriorations in noise levels is
regarded to be important
Firms' valuations of accessibility and environmental quality may vary with a range of factors
such as the number of staff, the number of trips made by employees, the number of customer
trips to the office, the size of the office and the turnover. Given the limited sample size, we
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have not pursued analysis of all these effects. Instead we have used turnover since it will
capture a whole range of effects with which it is correlated. It can be seen that the sensitivity
to a given cost variation diminishes as turnover increases; in other words, the valuations of
environmental quality and accessibility will be greater as turnover increases.
We can see that again there is a greater sensitivity to increases in business rates beyond the
current level than to increases up to the current level. In the model formulation that we have
used here, only the companies in the smallest turnover category would be averse to increases
business rates up to current levels.
As far as valuations are concerned, we will give some figures for increases in current rate
levels for the two categories of firms which have significant cost coefficients.
Avoiding a 10% deterioration in noise levels would be valued at 184 pence and 369. pence
per week respectively. Comparisons with the valuation of air quality is not straightforward
since the proportionate change method of presenting air quality was not used. However, the
willingness to pay to avoid air quality deteriorating to that associated with the worst location
offered is equal to 1578 pence and 3395 pence per week respectively. These figures would
seem to be quite appreciable.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Although further analysis of the data sets we have collected is warranted, and the analysis
reported here has thrown up some issues which need to be resolved, we believe that this study
provides an important contribution to the body of empirical evidence relating to the monetary
valuation of transport related environmental factors. The results indicate that valuations of
environmental factors by firms and households are not trivial. Nor did they seem to be
implausibly large.
Changes in air quality are valued more highly than corresponding changes in noise levels and
deteriorations in environmental quality had greater valuations than improvements. There was
also greater resistance to increases in council tax beyond current levels than to increases up to
current levels. Further research is required to establish the cause of these findings.
The study provided results relating to both accessibility .and environmental factors which
have been used to enhance a strategic transport and land use interaction model (Bristow et al
1998).
An important feature of the research was an attempt to relate the values to current conditions
and noise and air quality measures were obtained for some households. The air quality
m_ have been used in the modelling of preferences towards air quality. However,
further research is needed to do the same for noise levels.
Another element of the research was a comparison of two means of presenting air quality
according to proportionate changes or else by reference to different levels of air quality in
different locations with which the respondent would be familiar. Our preference is for the
latter approach, which yields lower and we would argue more plausible values. Although we
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did notpursue this approach in presenting different noise levels, we would recommend that
further re.search should consider means by which this might be progressed.
The values obtained from the households' willingness to pay questions were lower than those
derived from the stated preference analysis. We believe that the incentive to bias responses is
greater in the willingness to pay questions.
There was quite strong evidence to suggest that the valuations of noise and air quality are
dependent upon existing environmental conditions. The valuations were higher where
conditions were worse and in further research this could be built into an appropriate
functional form of the model.
Finally, our results are based on hypothetical questioning, yet we recognise that it might well
be possible to develop models based on actual residential and location choices. We would
recommend that such an approach be considered for further research in this area. This might
well contribute to further improved understanding of the link between environmental
valuation and location choice models.
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" I
1 INTRODUCTION "
This paper describes the most important results of the external quality valuation in the
QUITS project" funded by the European Commission (DG VID under the Transport RTD
Programme of the 4th Framework Programme. The objective of QUITS was to develop a
methodology for valuing internal and external quality dimensions of transport systems.
A uniform methodology is applied for calculating external costs of transport for different
types of impacts and transport modes. The evaluation of th_ external costs of road, rail and
air traffic for both passenger and goods transpo(t is based on a bottom-up approach, which
means that the starting point for the analysis is the micro-level. This is standard in cost-
benefit analysis. We adopted the impact pathway approach developed in the .ExtemE
project (IER et al, 1997). Due to limited space, this paper will focus on the comparison of
external costs between modal altemifives for the route Frankfurt - Milan. This Origin-
Destination relation is transnational, covers all major kinds of transport-related
externalities and offers a real modal choice. The bottom-up approach can be applied both,
to support a net,vide analysis and for local and route specific cost-benefit analysis.
Monetary valuation is essential to get an orientation towards fair and efficient pricing.
2 GENERAL FRA3_WORK FOR THE VALUATION OF TRANSPORT
EXTERNALITIES
2.1 External costs of transport
Externalities are changes of welfare which are caused by economic activities without being
reflected in market prices (Rothengatter, 1993). With regard to the transport sector,
relevant external costs are negative externalities which occur when transport
consumers/producers impose higher costs on society than they bear themselves. In the
enclosure of this paper, the external costs of transport include:
• air pollution,
• climate change,
• traffic noise, and
• accidents (as far as they are not internalised through insurance premiums).
Due to a lack of micro.data, infrastructure costs (as far as they are not covered by charges)
and subsidies were not analysed in detail and will not be presented here.
An ongoing debate revolves around the question whether external benefits have to be
considered in valuation studies. Some studies tried to identify specific external benefits of
transport, like regional development effects or productivity benefits (Abede, 1995).
However, a critical review of these studies shows that nearly all benefits of transport
services have to be paid by the users, i.e. the benefits are internal and included in market
prices, respectively.
C0ngestioni as a non-environmental effect, induces external costs between individuals, but
not between the transport system and other systems. Hence, from the perspective of the
QUITS project, congestion is part of the internal quality of the transport system, which is
not included in this paper.
• QIJITS: Quality Indicators for Transport Systems carried outby ISIS, ENEA, 12¢ISTENE,ZEW, ISI-
Fraunhofer, WHO-ECEH
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Table I gives a survey of the different categories of external costs of transport activities, as
•described in a report of the project Pricing European Transport Systems (PETS, 1997).
' Table 1: Transport externalities
L
Social
Costs
Environ-
mental
Costs
fauna & flora
energy
noise
air,water, land
)landscape eft.
vibrations
Congestion
Costs
Accidents
Illfrastructure
Costs
Transport
Expenditure
Internal Costs •
to individuals
own
disbcnefits
(individual)
timelostby the
user(andthe
increaseofother
directcosts)
own accidentcosts
and costscovered
by insurances
tolls, vehicleand
fueltaxes
fuel/vehiclecosts
or ticketsand fares
to the sector
own
disbcnefits
(sector)
timelost by other
users (andthe
increaseof other
directcosts)
costs covered
by insurances
unperfected allo-
cation of costs
unperfectcd allo-
cation of costs
Sources:adaptedfrom Button, 1993a andCEMT, 1996; citedin PETS (1997)
External Costs
uncovered
environmental
cOSts
costsprovoked
on others
outsidethe
transportsector
uncovered
accidentcosts
uncovered
infrastruct, costs
costs covered
by others
2.2 Valuation of health risks due to air pollutants and accidents
The valuationof mortality is often criticized from an ethical standpoint for putting
monetary values on human lives. From an ethical point of view, it is argued that monetary
valuation "neglects to account for the popularly perceived 'right' not to be subjected to
physical harm by other people" (Goodstein, 1994) and that people would value a certain
human life infinitely high. However, such a standpoint cannot explain the real behaviour of
people, because it would .imply that legislation can prevent all external .health effects and
that people are willing to pay infinitely high amounts of money for risk reduction.
In reality, people weigh the costs and benefits of investments in scat belts, air bags, or
earthquake protection carefully. This economic behaviour of people is the object of
research in studies valuing risks to life and health. Values of mortality and morbidity risks
are derived from individual preferences revealed by people's market behaviour or by
contingent valuation surveys. "
Thus, the value of statistical life (VSL) is used in economic studies as a measure of welfare
losses caused by risks to life. Mathematically, the average willingness to pay (WTP) for
reduced mortality risks is divided by the risk reduction being valued. For instance, the VSL
is I million dollars if the average WTP for a risk reduction of I in 10,000 is $ 100. It is
important to mention that the VSL is not a measure of the life of a known individual orthe
death of a specific individual. Rather it refers to the statistical risks before the damage
Occurs, i.e. it is not known which individuals will actually be damaged, but it can be
ascertained to what extent damages are to be expected. The economic value of a health risk
is the amount an individual is willing to pay to avoid a risk, or the amount for which the
individual would be willing to accept the ri.sks (Ewers et al_ 1994) .... •
In the ExtemE study commissioned by the European Commission, a meta-analysis of
contingent valuation and hedonlc pricing studies was made. Thus, a VSL of 2.6 million
ECU was recommended (Markandya, 1993). For the base year 1995, this value was
updated to 3.1 million ECU (i.e. 2.6 million ECU in 1990-prices adjusted with the
consumer price index to 1995-prices, IER et al, 1997). The VSL is a rough, average value
for an average risk reduction and does not distinguish between determinants like the age at
exposure, latency or future quality of life, which are important factors for the individual
WTP. In the ongoing ExternE project (phase re)it was decided to introduce values of a life
year lost CCLYL). The approach is based on the assumption that the VLYL is independent
of people's age and life expectancy. There is little empirical evidence for this assumption
in the literature, _pecially for acute mortality 0ER et al, 1997). Concerning the limited
empirical evidence of each approach with regard to acute mortality, values for both VSL
and VLYL (and years of life lost CYOLL), respectively) were calculated in QUITS. For
chronic mortality, only YOLL values will be quantified due to a lack of VSL impact data.
Due to limited space, for health effects caused by air pollutants only values calculated on
the basis of the YOLL concept will be presented here.
In afiaiogy to mortality risks, morbidity risks can be estimated by using contingent
valuation and hedonic pricing studies or by calculating production losses. The latter is
referred to as costs of illness (COD_ COl values calculate medical treatment plus lost
earnings. A survey of the methods and their empirical evidence is given in Rennings
(1995).
For the QUITS project the following values were used (1995 prices in ECU):
• mortality with a VSL of 3. I million ECU,
• non-fatal accidents with the values from a recent study commissioned by the British
Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) (in 1995 ECU values: 134320 ECU for a serious,
13,210 ECU for a minor accident) and
• other morbidity effects with ExtemE values (see Chapter 3.2).
As was shown by Rennings (1995),thesesocialcostsareonlypartiallyinternalisedthrough
compensations paid by healthinsurancecompanies and employers" liabilityinsurance
associations.Such compensationsaremainlybased on thecostsof illness.For morbidity,
COl coversaround30 per centof theinduced socialcosts.Compensation formortality
risksexistsintheform ofrentsforsurvivingdependants.However, even an averagerentof
ECU 10,000per yearpaid fora periodof 25 yearscoverslessthan 10 per centof VSL.
Thus, itcan be concludedthataround30 per centof non-fataland not more than 10 per
cent of fatalhealtheffectsare,internalisedthroughpayments made by healthinsurance
companies and employers"liabilityinsuranceassociations.
Although externalcostsof healthrisksdepend on income and differentvaluescan be
calculatedfordifferentEuropean countries(Kagcson 1993),in QUITS we preferredusing
an averagevaluefortheEuropean Union.
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2.3 Valuation of global warming
In several contributions, damage cost calculations of climate change like those of Nordhaus
(1991)and Cline(1991)were criticisedfrom an ecologicalperspectiveinparticular.Itwas
arguedthatmcre neoclassicaloptimisationconceptstendto ignoretheecological,ethical
and socialdimensionsof thegreenhouse effect,cspeciaUyissuesrelatingto an equitable
distributionand a sustainableuse of non-substitutablc,essentialfunctionsof ccosystcms.
Most of the critical arguments pointing out the limits of traditional cost-benefit-analysis
can be found in the IPCC Second Assessment Report CIPCC 1995).
Responding to the IPCC's criticism, Fankhauser et al (1995) and Tol (1996b) derived a
research agenda for the economic assessment of climate change impacts including:
• improved damage estimatesforlessdevelopedcountries;
• improved estimatesof non-market losses,especiallyof morbidityand effectson the
ecosystem;
• assessmentoftheimportanceofvariabilityand extremeevents;
• models oftheprocessofadaptationand thedynamics ofvulnerability;
• formaluncertaintyassessmentsand analysesof theoutcomes;
• improved comparisonsand ag_egationsofestimatesbetweencountries;
• improved comparisonsand aggregationsofestimatesbetween gencrations;
• ensuringconsistencybetween economic and non-economicimpactassessments.
With regardto thisresearchagenda,firstadvances are observable,especiallyconccming
thehandlingof intra-and intcrtcmporalequityquestions.Additionally,some effortshave
been made towardsa more dynamic modellingofclimatechange damages, which willnot
be discussedinthispaper(fordetailsccTol 1996a).
Concerning intcrgcncrational equity, the concept of time-variant discounting was
introduced (Azar et al, 1996, Rabl, 1994) and then applied in QUITS. Thus, the following
range of discount rates was used:
• .0 per cent as a rate .for long-term effects which can.be expected to rise with income
(> 30 - 40 years),
1 per cent as rate for social time preference (STP) ignoring individual time preference
•(1TP) (other long-term effects),
3 per cent as a rate for STP including ITP (standard discount rate for short-term effects,
< 30 - 40 years) and,
6 per cent as a rate for the opportunity costs of capital representing market interest rates.
•The concept of time-variant discount rates seems to be consistent with the principles of
welf_e theory. While 3 per cent can be used as a standard discount rate, lower rates can be
applied for long-term global warming effects.
In tragenerational equity questions were addressed in contributions by Fankhauser et al
(1995) and Azar et al (1996). Both use an equity weighting approach: on the basis of the
existing estimates of global wanning damages, willingness to pay values are adjusted in the
aggregation process. While aggregating estimates for single countries or world regions to a
global value, the damages are weighted by the inverse of income. Damages of rich
countries are weighted down and damages of poor countries are weighted up by adjusting
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these damages to the average annual per capita world income. The reason for the
adjustmentisthe,,decreasingniarginalutilityof money and for thesame reasonwe can
argue thata given (sayone dollar)cost'whichaffectsa poor person(ina poor country)
shouldbc valued as a higherwelfarecostthan an equivalentcostaffectingan average
OECD citizen" (Azar et al 1996). Thus, equity weighting leads to the result that damages
and deaths in developed countries do not count more than in developing countries.
Itisobvious thatequityweightingand the discountratechosen willhave a substantial
influenceon the levelof investmentsforstabilizingthe globaltemperaturethatcan be
justifiedby mere economic reasons.In theIPCC reportwitha rangeof $ 5 -125 marginal
costsPertonneofcarbon,thelowerbound oftherangeisderivedfrom theNordhaus study.
Using mainlyNordhaus parametersand a model thattakestheretentionof carbonin the
atmosphereintoaccount,Azar and Sternerintroducetime-variantdiscountratesand equity
weightingasdescribedabove.Indoingso,theycalculatemarginaldamages intherange of
$ 260 -590 pertonne.Thisisroughly50 to 100 timeshigherthantheNordhaus value.
In QUITS', we used the results of the global warming sub-task of the ExteraE Phase fir,
which took both inter- and intragenerational equity into consideration (Table 2). For other
greenhouse gases, CO2 equivalents will be used according to Schimmel et al (1996) and
Hauschild et al (1996). The CO2--cquivalents are e.g. 21 for methane, and 2 for CO.
Table 2: Recommended global warming damage estimates for use in the ExtemE study
Low High
ECU (1995)/tC
Conservative 95 % confidence interval
Illustrative restricted range
ECU (1995)ItCO2
Conservative 95 % confidence interval
Illustrative restricted range
Source: Eyre et al (1997)
14 510
66 170
3.8 139
18 46
2.4 Valuation of noise nuisance
Nearly all valuation studies on noise nuisance deal with the transport sector. Either the
hedonic pricing method or the contingent valuation method are appropriate techniques for
valuing welfare losses caused by noise nuisance (Pornmerehne et al, 1992). The most
common method in thisfieldis the hedonic pricingapproach.Only a few contingent
valuationstudiesareavailable.Some otherstudies(e.g.Planco,1990)calculateavoidance
costswhich arconlyadequateforestimatinga lower bound of noisedamage (Wittcnbrink,
1992).
Noise emissionsof transportactivitiesaffecthumans mainlyintwo ways:
• negativephysiologicaleffects,e-g-changeinheartrate,and bloodpressure.2% increase
in heart attack risk rising et al, 1992).
• negative psychological effects, e.g. annoyance, disturbance of communication and
recreation, insomnia, loss of (mental) productivity.
Due to the fact that over 60% of the noise nuisance is determined by psycho-social factors
and not directly by the physical burden measured in Leq, the CVM seems to be the
appropriate monetisation method. Furthermore, our valuation relates to 5 dB(A)-classes
insteadof 1dB(A)-steps, because a change in the latter cannot be perceive d and therefore
not reported by the persons affected. This subjective perception of noise makes it difficult
to measure marginal impacts. Another reason for the fact that even for very low traffic
density the marginal costs of transport noise are very close to zero, is the rule in physics
according to which the addition of sound sources is described by a logarithmic function.
Table 3: Noise costs per person exposed
Leq in dB (A) 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 >75
Road: ECU/a
Rail: ECU/a
15.46" 61.85 247.41 618.52 1237.04 2474.08*
3.87** 15.46" 61.85• 247.41 618.52 1237.04
,* additionally given by IWW/INFRAS (1995); ** own estimation
Source: Hansson (1985) cited in WW/INFRAS (1995). The original Ransson values are given in
1991 Swedish kronor.
Our approach is founded on the Swedish valuation study by Hansson. (1985) cited in
IWW/INFRAS (1995). There are two reasons for this.choice. First, the figures calculated
by Hansson represent a ('European) mean of current assessments. Second, values for noise
nuisance classes >60 db(A) are included, too (IWW/INFRAS 1995). The applied "railway
bonus" of 5 d.B(A), which is prescribed in the German noise protection ordinance
16. BImSchV (BMV 1990), becomes evident in a shift of valuation classes to the right (see
Table 3). The reason for the bonus is that at the same emission levels Leq. noise from trains
annoys people less than noise produced by road traffic
From the bottom-up analysis we derive separate emission values for day and night, as
prescribed in the above mentioned ordinance. Hence it is necessary to make a distinction in
the valuation process. We therefore consider the WTP functions for silence evaluated by
•Weinberger et al (1991). The specific values for one hour of silence are about 10 % higher
for the night than for the day.
To get specific values (ECU/pkm and ECU/tkm), we follow the Planco study (1991). For
road traffic, the external costs for day and night axe divided between passenger and goods
traffic according to a I: 10 ratio. For rail traffic, the differences between passenger and
freight traffic have already been taken into consideration in the formulas for the bottom-up
emission calculation. In general a freight train is about three to four times louder than a
passenger train (IWW/INFRAS 1995).
'3.1
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MEASUR/NG
ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH IMPACTS OF TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
Overall approach
The method which will be used to evaluate external costs is a "bottom-up" approach for the
•route Frankfurt - Milan. This means that the starting point for the analysis is the micro-
level.The bottom-up approach applies detailed models of emissions and impacts and offers.
several advantages compared to top-down approaches, which are widely used in damage
assessment. Different fuels, technologies and sites with different traffic situations (speed,
congestion, slope, etc.) can be addressed. This makes it possible to develop a more
comprehensive, consistent accounting framework for estimating external costs of transport
•activities. QUITS-focused on the analysis of the external costs caused by the current traffic
situation on the route, thus,, main results are calculated for a given technology mix.
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Besides, for road and rail traffic specific values are calculated for the main technologies
(petrol cars with and without catalytic converters, diesel cars, highspeed trains).
The calculation of the external costs involves four stages: emissions (burdens), dispersion
(concentrations), quantification of impacts, and external costs. These steps are derived
from the damage-function approach developed in the ExtemE project (European
Commission, 1994).
It has to be mentioned that in the external valuation methodology the emphasis is on the
use of infrastructure for transport activities. The impacts of fuel production (in the case of
road and air traffic), vehicle production, maintenance and disposal and the supply of
infrastructure are not taken into account. Tlus is in contrast to the ExtemE methodology
which takes impacts from all stages of the fuel cycle into consideration.
The methodological approach of the QUITS externality analysis is summarised in Table 4,
and will be used in this paper, too. The first column lists the transport modes considered
(passenger and freight transport for road and rail traffic as well as passenger air traffic) and
the accompanying transport technologies. The next four columns include the four stages of
the damage pathway:
Table 4: Qurrs methodological approach of the externality analysis
Traffic modes
(technologic)
Road traffic
a) passengers
- "Car" - nlix:
petrol with
and without
cat,
diesel
b) goods
- mix of vans,
light and
tr_c
a) passengers
- conventional
- high-speed
b) goods
- only. electric.
powered trains
Air tra/_c
.a) passengers
_-diff. airplanes
Burdens "(_aissions)
Air oollutams:
- CO:
- CI-h (C02-cquivalenO
- CO (COrequivalent)
- SC_
-NOx
- Particulates(PMto,...)
- Benzol
- HC
- non-methane HC
-Pb
- other micro-polIutams
Dispersion modelling,
concentrations
Emission source: linear
Integrated model:
• 0 - 200 m: In-function
from MLuS-mode[
,- 200-5,000m: em-
pirical exp.-function
• >5,000 m: EcoSense
R_ults:
Concentrationchanges:
SOn,NOx, PM, nitrates,
sulphates, acid deposit.
Emission source: point
Other oollutants:
-soil
- waif
Ac_de._
Othe_
- vibration
- cutting-off-effects
- visual intrusion
• EcoSense
Concenmation changes:
S02, NOx, PM, nitrates,
sulphates, acid deposi_
Emission source: linear
* rough calculation
with EcoSense
Quantification
of impacts
Human health:
- Mortality
- Morbidity
- Materials:
maintenance
facades of
buildings
- Crops:
Yield losses
- Forests:
timber losses
- Global
warming
Non-env/mnm:
- infrastructure
- subsidies
Valuation of
impacts (burdens)
Direct valuation
methods.-
- Contingent valuat.
method (CVM)
- Market simulation
lndir_qt v_l_ati_?n
methods.-
- Hedonic price
analysis (I-IPA)
- Wage risk analysis
(WRA)
- Travel cost
approach
- Production losses
- Avoidance costs
- Costs of illness
(cod
Source: Weinreich et al (1998)
The analysis starts with the exposure (number and kind of kilometres driven). Burdens
(mainly emissions) in the form of air, soil and water pollutants, noise, or vibrations and
possibly also accidents occur. The burdens can be quantified for one trip or for one year,
i.e. the reference year 1995. For the calculation of airborne road traffic emissions a specific
model (Workbook on Emission Factors for Road Transport, short: hb-efa; Infras, 1995) is
used allowing a very complex analysis of road traffic emissions on particular routes, both
for passenger and freight transport. The programme requires users to choose from the
following parameters:
• emission type(s): "hot" emissi9n factors, cold-start boosts, evaporation emissions (after
the engine has been switched off and/or as a result of tank breathing); only available for
cars, for trucks only hot emission factors
• vehicle category(ies): cars, vans, trucks, busses, motorbikes
• reference year and - related to the reference year - a typical mix of vehicle types within
each vehicle category (e.g. cars = weighted mix of conventional petrol cars, different
types of catalytic converters, conventional diesel cars, diesel US- and EURO-norm;
trucks = mix of different diesel technologies depending on age)
• kind of pollutants: CO, HC, NOx, PM (particles), CO_, Pb, SO2, CI-h, non-methane HC,
benzol
• traffic situation: type of road (e.g. motorway, different kinds of urban reads), speed,
traffic flow (number of vehicles/hour, stop-and-go traffic, congestions)
• slope (0 %, 2 %, 4 %, 6 %)
Depending on the parameters chosen, the programme calculates the resulting emission
factors (in g/vehicle-kin) for each vehicle category (assuming a typical mix of vehicle types
of the reference year) or for each vehicle type. Road emissions are calculated by taking into
account the country-specific vehicle mix on each part of the route (see Table 5).
Table 5: Country-specific vehicle mix (cars and trucks), share in %
cars
petrol with cat.
petrol (no cat.)
diesel
other
D CH I
66.2 73.3 16.1
12.7 19.9 68.4
21.0 6.8 11.3
0.0 0.0 4.3
trucks
70's and 80's
EURO1
EURO2
D CH I
72.7 84.0 75.0
22.7 16.0 25.0*
4.6 0.0
*) On the assumption, that all 90's trucks correspond to the EUROI norm
Sources: Infras, 1995 (D, CH); A.C.I. (1996); estimates made by ISI
For the other transport modes, emissions axe calculated for the different technologies
(airplane types, train engines), taking into account the route-related vehicle flows and
occupancy (load) factors, the specific energy consumption, and the accompanying emission
factors. For rail traffic, the country-specific emission factors of electricity generation (fuel
mix of the railway electricity generation) arc used.
Besides the calculation of air pollutants, the fast stage of the damage pathway approach
includes the counting of accidents (see Chapter 3.5) and the calculation of noise emissions
from rail and road traffic (see Chapter 3.4).
In thesecondstage,burdensaxetranslatedintoconcentrations.The results ofthisStageaxe
emission levels(concentrations)relatingto the modes of transport.In the case of road
transport,thedispersionofairborneemissionsiscalculatedwithan integratedmodel which
is explained in the next chapter.The dispersionof noise is quantifiedtaking into
considerationthepopulationconcernedalong theroad/railtrack.For accidents,thisstage
of theanalysisisnotrelevant.
The third stage is the quantification of impacts, which are divided into human health,
environmental, climate, and non-environmental effects. These impacts have to be identified
and- if possible- quantified by exposure-response functions. The impacts on human
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health (mortality and morbidity) can be caused by both accidents and pollutants. The
environmental and climate impacts arc caused by emissions or concentrations.
The fourth stage includes the valuation of the impacts, or in some cases directly of the
burdens. The .valuation methods listed in the column are based on willingness to pay
analyses. The results of this evaluation process are expressed in monetary units, i.e.
external costs.
A question which has to be answered for the concrete realization of the impact pathway
methodology is which impacts should be included and next which emissions should be
taken into account in the. assessment of the impacts chosen. Methane (CI-h), carbon
monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (CO2) are known to contribute to the greenhouse
effect. Therefore, they ate included in the analysis of climate change costs according to
their global warming potential.
Sulphur dioxide (SO2), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate
matters (PlVl) are responsible for impacts on human health, crops, forests, and materials,
both directly and as secondary pollutants formed in the atmosphere. A weakness of this
analysis is that the assessment of transport requires a distinction between different size
fractions of particulate matter, PMI0 and PM_. which is not made in the model. This
differentiation would be important due to the very fine nature of transport particulate
emissions.
Ozone, as a major photochemical oxidant, results from atmospheric chemical reactions
between hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen in-the presence of sunlight. At present, no
regional model of ozone formation and transport is applicable to the European situation.
There are some simphfied approaches to the assessment of ozone effects (Rabl and Eyre
1997 and Hurley and Donan 1997, cited in IER et al 1997). They provide damage factors of
1,500 ECU/t NO_, 930 ECU/t NMVOC, and 130 ECU/t CI-h. However, these results are
not included in our analysis.
Other airpollutantswhich are quantifiedin theemission model are not includedin the
furthercalculationof externalcostsdue to limitedavailabilityof reliableexposure-
responsefunctions.Some substanceshave been.identifiedaspotentialinitiatorsof cancer.
But,"carcinogens,which were expectedtoplayan Importantroledue totheirhighspecific
toxicity,proved to be of much lower Importancecompared to the particles"('IERct al
1997).
3.2 .An integrated model for the external cost analysis of interurban road traffic
An integratedmodel willbe presentedforthecalculationofroademissions,thedispersion
of theseemissions,thequantificationf impactsby applyingexposure-responsefunctions
and thevaluationof theimpacts.The use of theintegratedmodel islimitedtoroadsalong
which thereareno oronlyafew buildings.This.appliestonearlyallsegments of theroute
Frankfurt-Milan,asthisinterurbanconnectionconsistsofamotorway runningthroughthe
threecountriesconcerned.Ithas tobe mentioned thattheresultshouldnot be transferred
to the analysisof urban transportsystems without making major modificationsto the
model.At }castthedispersioninstreetcanyons has tobc included.
The integrated model c°nsists of three models linked together. The model "Workbook on
Emission Factors for Road Transport" analyses the emissions on roads/motorways as
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shownin thepreviouschapter. The bottom-up calculated emissions are the basis for the
•two dispersion models "MLuS" and "Ecosensc" to calculate the external costs of interurban
road transport. While MLuS only aims to analyse the concentration change due to
emissions from road traffic on a very local scale (up to 200 metres around the road),
Ecosense covers the dispersion of emissions over much greater distances up to several
thousand kilometres.
Ecosensc was developed as an integrated computer system for the assessment of
environmental impacts and external costs resulting from electricity generation systems
(IER 1997). Based on the impact pathway approach, the model provides relevant
environmental and population data and two air transport models (local: up to 100 krn
distance, regional: focus on the chemical formation of secondary pollutants) required for an
integrated impact assessment of airborne pollutants. MLuS is a static regression model
based on concentration measurements which were made at different distances of up to 200
metres from the edge of the road along three German motorways (Forschungsgesellschaft
ffir StraBcn- und Vcrkchrswcscn, 1995). In order to link the two dispersion models it is
necessary to extend the MLuS scale to a range of 0 to 5,000 m. The dispersion function of
the air pollutants included in the MLuS model is uscd and extrapolated to 5,000 m.
The two dispersion models are linked to form an integrated model by relating the
concentrations and impacts to geographical sectors. The whole route Frankfurt - Milan is
divided into route segments each about 10 km in length. A 10xl0 km square is related to
each route segment the road runs through. For each square around the road the dispersion
of the emissions is calculated using the extended IVILuS model• The 10xl0 km square is
placed in such a manner that on each side of the motorway there is an area about 5 km
wide. We apply the extended MLuS model for calculating the concentration change up to 5
km on both sides of the motorway. The valuation of the extemal costs of road tra_ffic
relating to the inner 10xl0 krn square has to be made step by step following the impact
pathway. Therefore, the recipients of the impacts have to be identified and located, and the
exposure-response-functions used in the EcoScnse model have to be applied for the
quantification of the impacts. In the last step, we will value the impacts in a way that is
similar to the valuation method in the EcoSensc model applied.
The local EcoSense model yields results for a grid of 100xl00 km made up of 100 squares
10xl0 km in size. The point source of air pollutants (normally the power plant) is located
at the centre of square "44" which lies in the middle of the whole grid. As road traffic is a
linear source of emissions, we calculate the dispersion within square "44" by using MLuS
as explained above. The assumption is made that any concentration beyond the inner 10xl0
km square is analysed as a point source emission. Thus, wc apply the local EcoSense
model beyond this inner square for the calculation of the concentration change due to air
pollutants emitted while driving through square "44". The values relating to the
concentration change in the inner square must be subtracted from the result of the local
EcoSense model run to avoid Counting square "64" double. The whole procedure is
repeated for each route segment. The methodology of linking the two dispersion models is
illustrated in Figure !. EcoSense caclculates a concentration change value for a
representative point m each square. To be consistent, also for square "44." one
representative value is calculated by using the results from MLuS. It has to be mentioned
that concentration changes in the direct neighbourhood of square "44" calculated by the
local EcoSense model lie within the range of the figures of the extended MLuS model at a
distance of 5,000 m.
il
Figurel:Methodology oflln_ingthetwo dispersionmo_Is
square "44"
extended
MLuS model
other 99 squares:
local
EcoSense model
In a next step the route segments of each country involved in the route are aggregated to
national route sections. The amount of emissions produced by driving through these route
sections is the input data for the regional EeoSense model to calculate the dispersion,
environmental and health impacts as well as the resulting external costs. Technically, the
emissions are directly fed into the database system of the regional EcoSense model, which
is divided into 100 x 100 kin squares for the whole of Europe. Existing background
concentrations have to be taken into account.
At present, we assume for all sites (all countries) on our route the same meteorological data
as an input for the local EcoSense model (in the regional model the climate data is
included),because thecollectionof tlaishourlydataisextremelydifficult.The datafor
population,buildings,agriculturalreasand forestsaroundthemotorway arecalculatedby
usingdistrictdatainGermany, cantondatainSwitzerland,and regionaldatainItaly.•
For the quantification of health impacts E-R functions are applied for acute mortality,
respiratory hospital .admissions, cerebrovascular hospital admissions, cardiovascular
hospital admissions, emergencY room visits ('ERVs), restricted activity days, acute effects
in asthmatics, respiratory symptoms in the general population, chronic mortality, and
chronic morbidity, t Cff)ps, forests and material are .chosen as priority .environmental
impacts. In selecting the E-R functions we followed the recommendation of the ExternE
t Exposure-respose functions are linear functions between concentration changes and humanhealth impacts.
The exposure response slope is for Western Europe and 1_. units of cases/(yr-person-l.tg/m3),except for
mortality which is expressed as percentage increase per_tg/m3.Monetary values for the main health impacts
ate (in ECU 1995):acute mortality: 116250, chronic mortality: 84330, respiratory hospital admissions,
cerebrovascularhospital admissions, cardiovascularhospital admissions: 7870, ERVs: 223, restricted activity
days: 75, cough and wheeze in asthmatics: 7.5, bronchodilator usage: 37, and chronic bronchitis: 105000.
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projectgroup(IERetal, 1997). The applied E-R functions are all included in the current
EcoS_nse model 2.0 and listed in the final report of QUITS (Weinreich et al 1998). A
comprehensive overview of the applicability and reliability of E-R functions is given in the
reports 0fthe ExtemE project (European Commission 1994) and, especially for transport
purposes, in the report by IER et al (1997). The latter giv_ a survey of the epidemiological
literature with the resulting E-R functions and includes levels of uncertainty.
3.3 Dispersion and impact modelling for rail and air traffic
As far as possible the same burden categories, impact groups and ER-functions are used in
the calculations for each transport mode. Concerning air traffic, no appropriate dispersion
model isavailablewhich includesthespecificonditionsforemittingairpollutantshighup
(above1,000m). Thus,neglectingtheemittingcharacterofline.sources,we assume thatall
theairpollutantsarcemittedatthetwo airports:halfinFrankfurtand halfinMilan.This
crude approach allows us to use EcoScnse for the dispersion,impact assessment and
calculationof externalcostsas a rough cstimatcof the effectsof airtrafficairpollutants.
Local impactsof startingairplanesare neglectedin the QUITS projectforairpollutants
and noise(seenextchapter)duc to limitedresources.Thus, only thc regionalEcoSensc
model isapplied.The environmentaland healtheffectsmay be ovcrcstimatcd(notallair
pollutantscome down totheground),butitcan be arguedtoo thatthehighglobalwarming
potentialofhigh-levelemissionsleadstoan underestimationoftheseimpacts(Schumann,
1996).
Electrifiedrailtrafficonlyproducesairemissionsfrom power plantsas a pointsource.The
dispersionof emissionsfrom rail trafficistreatedlikein the energysector.The regional
EcoScnse model isappliedwith an assumed--locationforthe emissionsource,due to very
limitedinformationabouttbelocationsoftherailwayelectricityplants.We arguethatsince
obviouslythc power to run a locomotiveon a South German routewillnot come from
North Germany, an artificialpointinthe middle of thenationalroutesectionisassumed.
Thus again,thecalculationoflocalimpactsdoes not seem tobe appropriate.Applying the
regionalimpact quantificationto airborneemissionsfrom alltransportmodes ensuresthe
comparabilityoftheresults.
3.4 Noise
Noise isunwanted sound or sounds of a duration,intensity,or otherqualitythatcauses
physiologicalorpsychologicalharm tohumans (Marvin,1993).Because of thecomplexity
of noise,objectiveburdens are difficulto evaluate.The perceptionof sound as noise
differsfrom person to person,from moment to moment. Only about 40% of the noise
nuisancereactioncan be describeddixcctlyby means oftheequivalentsound level(Lcq).If
psycho-socialfactorsarealsomeant tobe takenintoaccount,theCVM isappropriate.For
the 5 dB(A)--classesfrom 50 dB(A) to >75 dB(A) (seethe valuationchapter2.4),the
number of peopleexposed along each of the specificroutesegments has to be calculated
usinganExcel-basedcomputer model.
For road emissionsdaytime and nightimenoiseemissionlevelsper hour (L) in dB(A) arc
calculatedforeach routesegment followingtheGerman trafficnoiseprotectionordinance
16.BImSchV 1990 ('BMV, 1990).
L = Lcq (metre)(DTV/h ;% of trucks)+Dv + Dsurf+ Dslop + Dwall (I)
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Lcq (25)= 37.3 + 10 lg (DTV/h (1+0.082"p)) dB(A) (2) --
The basis of the calculation is 'the equivalent sound level gaq) measurcii at a distance of
25m from the emission soui'ce. It provides an average burden value per hour for day and
night. The Leq (25) is a function of the Average Dally Traffic.per hour (DTV/h) and the
percentage of trucks (p). The following route-specific information is taken into account in
the form of adders to the standardizised Leq (25):
• Speed, traffic situation (Dv)
• Road surface (Dsur0
• Slope of the segment (Dslop)
• Noise reduction facilities (screens, walls, etc.) ('Dwall)
The dispersion formula given in the German ordinance provides dB(A) values which
reduce the emission level L by the amount of Ddist.
Ddist = 15.8 - I0 * Ig (d) - 0.0142 (d)0.9, d = distance in metre (3)
Free dispersion is assumed. One exception: tunnels reduce noise emissions to the level of
zero. For Switzerland we have bottom-up data including information about the location of
road tunnels. For the other countries involved in our route no tunnels are assumed.
The influence of the geographical and meteorological situation is not included, because no
data is available. In Switzerland in particular an underestimation of external noise costs
may bc the consequence, because in valleys noise nuisance i.s partly four times higher than
average.
Building up a mau'ix for various distances, wc get a range of 10In strips along the route
which arc polluted with certain noise levels and can bc clustered in the necessary decibel-
classes. The metres exposed of each dB(A)-class arc multiplied by the segment-related '
persons per metre value, Which was derived from population density (pets/kin 2) data.
Ag/an, data for population around the motorway are calculated by using district data in
Germany, canton data in Switzerland, and regional data in Italy.
Concerning raft traffic the main assumption made is that passenger trains run only in the
daytime (06.00 to 22.00), freight trains only at night (22.00 to 06.00). According to 16.
BImSchVO §3 Anlage 2 (BMV, 1990) we calculate for each train technology and route
segment a noise emission level per hour (L) in dB(A).
L = Leq (trains/h ; % of disc-braked waggons) + Dvl + Dwall (+ Dtrack) .(4)
Leq (2.5)= 5 l+10*lg (n*(5-0.04*p)) dB(A) (5)
The basis of _e calculation is the equivalent sound level g.eel), which provides an average
burden valueperhourforday and nightata distanceof 25m from themiddleof thetrack.
The Le,q is a functionof the number of trains/h(n) and the percentageof disc-braked
waggons (p)(ofthetotaltrain).Route-specificinformationcan be taken.intoaccountin the
form of addertothestandardizisedLcq (25):
• speedand lengthofthe/rain(Dvl)
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• noise reduction facilities (screens, walls, etc.) (Dwall)
• track surface (D_ck) (no data available).
Regarding these route-specific characteristics, wc get an emission level for each segment
divided by class of train. Following the German ordinance, wc add these up the
technology-specific sound levels to a total emission level for each segment:
Ltotal=lO lg (IO0.1*LI+ IO0.1*L2+ IO0.1*L3 + IO0.1*L4), (6)
where L1 is the highest (e.g. the ICE-) and I.,4 the lowest sound level.
We assume for mad and rail transport that roads and railway tracks run exactly parallel.
Hence the above mentioned characteristics of dispersion also apply to rail traffic.
In this paper aircraft noise cannot seriously be taken into account due to problems with the
specification of the duration and the location of the sound around the airports concerned.
Besides, the method for measuring aircraft noisetakes peak sound levels into account and
differs from the road/rail method (continuous noise sources).
3.5 Accidents
From theliteratureon economics,we know thattheaccidentcostswhich arerelevantfor
thepricingof infrastructureuse can bc dcfmcd as the differencebetween marginalsocial
and marginalprivateaccidentcosts,which iscalledmarginalexternalaccidentcosts.Duc
to our empiricalbottom-up approach the calculationstartsby counting the number of
accidentson our routein 1995 foreach mode dividedaccordingto passengerand goods
transport.These accidentsarcvaluedwith the recommended monetary valuesminus the
partwhich iscoveredby insurances.
Formally we can express the total external accident costs (AC) for each transport mode as
follows:
2 3
Ac=Z Zv'*(1-c')* A; .......... (7)
j=l n=l
Indexj representsthe.distinctionbetween passengerand goods transport(forroad traffic:
car accidentsor truck accidents).Index n indicatesthe severityof the accident.Wc
differentiateb tween fatalities,eriousand minor injuriesfrom accidents.VariableA
representsthe number of persons(foreach severityclass)involvedin the accidents,v
representsthe recommended monetary valuesforeach severityclass,while c indicatesthe
percentageby which the valuationfunctionis reduced duc to the alreadyinternalised
accidentcostsbomc by thehealthinsurancecompanies and employers"liabilityinsurance
associations.
This approach isindependentof thetrafficvolume (vehicle_ travelled),thus,marginal
costsin dependence of the trafficflow cannotbe calculated.However, Jansson indicates
thatforinterurbantrafficthe accidentrateismore or lessindependentof the trafficflow
(PETS, 1997).Inothercases,ifno realdataisavailable,a riskapproachhas tobc applied
includingthe probabilitiesthataccidentsof every severityoccur (foran example see
Mayeres etal,1996).
With regardto road traffic a difficulty arises when we try to distinguish between accidents
related to cars and trucks. From the German Statistical Office (1995) we know the number
of one-vehicle and two (or more)-vehicle accidents. It is the latter ones that are critical. The
assumption was made that all accidents involving trucks are subsumed under the category
"truck accidents" even if cars are also involved.
On our route there were no train or plane crashes causing fatalities or injured persons in
1995 (German Bundesbahn, 1997; German Lufthansa, 1997). Thus, for these transport
modes the external accident costs are zero. One could argue that in this case a risk
approach seems to be appropriate. However, due to the lack of probability data for each
transport mode on Our route, the application of a risk-based method would not be serious.
4 RESULTS FOR THE ROUTE FRANKFURT - MILAN
Due to limited space, not all the specific calculation steps and results for the route
Frankfurt - Milan can be presented in this paper. Therefore, we will concentrate on results
Which allow a tnodal comparison for passenger and goods transport. In the QUITS final
report the results from each step of the process of identification, quantification and
valuation of external effects are documented separately to make the assumptions
transparent and to provide all relevant information for decision-makers (see Weinreich et
al, 1998).
Concerningroad traffic,our routehas a lengthof 634.8 km includingthe motorway A5
from FrankfurttoBasel (3I0.I kin),theA2 from Baselto Como (282.7kin)crossingthe
St.Gotthardpass,and theA8/9 fromComo toMilan (42 kin).An averageoccupancyfactor
for thewhole routeforlong-distancetrafficisassumed which isusuallyhigherthan the
averagefactorincludingshortand longdistances.For cars,an averageoccupancy factorof
1.81passengersper vehicleisassumed, thecorrespondingfigurefortrucksis8.77tonnes
pervehicle.
Concerning rail traffic, the input data for the calculation of emissions and external costs
was gathered from the responsible railway companies, for the route Frankfurt-Milan
primarily from the Ge_._ railway company (German Bundesbahn 1997-)_-Four passenger
train technologies are included, highspeed (ICE for Germany and partly for Switzerland,
and one Cisalpino/day from Zurich to Milan), Intercity/Eurocity ('IC/EC), Interregio, D-,
and Night-trains 0R/D/N), and local trains. 183.8 passengers per train is the average
occupancy of all four train technologies. For goods transport only one full load train
technology (1,600 tomes train) powered by electricity is analysed to represent this very
inhomogeneous transport mode. The total route is 715 km long and is made up of 343 km
in Germany 0D), 326 km in Switzerland (CH), and 46 km in Italy (I).
With regard to air traffic, the average length of the flight is 535 kin. Seven types of
airplanes (B737, MDS0, AVRA, A.322, A300, A310, and A321) cover more than 98 % of
all flights so that the calculations are limited tO these types. In 1995 the average number of
passengers per airplane w-as 84.3.
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Table6: Comparisonof the emissions per trip from different transport modes,
direction Frankfurt-- Milan (one way), passengers.and goods in 1995
Passengers g/passenger-kin Goods g/tonne-km
road rail air road rail
CO2
CO
HC
NOx
SO2
105.78 33.11 181.25
2.59 0.01 0.39
0.15 0.00 0.06
0.69 0.04 0.60
0.015 0.06 0.03
CO2
CO
tIC
NOx
SO2
73.24 13.335
0.23 0.004
0.11 0.001
0.72 0.017
0.04 0.023
Concerning the emissions and external costs of one trip, only passenger-related or tonne-
related figures are comparable, i.e. ECU/passenger or ECU/tonne and ECU/passenger-km
or ECU/tonne-km. Table 6 presents the emissions per trip from different transport modes.
The external costs due to air pollutants, global warming, noise, and accidents wi.ll be
compared in Table 7 for passenger traffic and in Table 8 for goods transport summarizing
the results for each transport mode.
Table 7: Specific external costs of passenger road, rail and air traffic per trip,
direction Frankfurt - Milan, 1995
ROAD-PASSENGER
Frankfurt - Basel (D)
Basel - Como (CH)
Como - Milan (I)
Frankfurt - Milan
RAIL-PASSENGER
Frankfurt - Basel (D)
Basel - Como (CtI)
Como - Milan (I)
Frankfurt - Milan
Air Global Noise Accident Total
pollutants warming external costs
ECU/1000 pkm
14.77 - 5.11 4.37 13.16
12.98 5.17 1.82 31.63
34.25 5.60 7.35 27.48
15.63 5.16 3.83 19.64
2.95 2.82 2.79 0
0.18 0.09 0.52 0
4.62 2.81 0.31 0
1.71 1.54 1.62 0
37.41
• 51.60
74.68
44.26
8.56
0.79
7.74
4.87
AIR-PASSENGER
Frankfurt - Milan 9.60 8.55 3.76* 0 21.91
For air pollutants, the figures given arc calculated with the YOLL concept. For global warming,
the results are based on _e high value of 170 ECU/tonne of carbon. The asterisk (*) indicates a
value from IWW/Infras (1995) for Germany, as noise from air traffic is not quantified in the
QUITS project.
Regarding the Swiss route sections, .the difference between road and rail traffic is
enormous, because the electricity for the railway system is mostly generated without fossil
fuels, which has a strong impact on both air pollutants externalities and global warming.
For noise the differences between the national route sections seems to be too high; this can
be explained by the limited population data available and the exclusion of valley effects.
The inclusion of turmet segments is another reason for the low Swiss noise results.
The comparison of the specific extemal costs also indicates that the results are route-
specific. The Italian figures in particular, which refer to a very short route section 46 km in
length, cannot be seen as averages for the whole country.
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Table8:Specificexternal costs of road and raft freight traffic per trip,
direction Frankfurt - Milan, 1995
Air Global Noise Accident [ Total
pollutants warming. [ external costs
ROAD-GOODS
Frankfurt - Basel (D)
Basel. Como (CH)
Como - Milan (I)
Frankfurt - Milan
ECU/IO00 tkm
14.26 3.23 8.79 2.44
18.81 3.84 3.98 5.03
19.28 3.78 15.55 8.87
15.74 3.42 7.96 3.50
0.90 0.86 1.97 0
0.06 0.03 0.53 0
1.80 1.09 1.20 0
0.68 0.62 1.50 0
RAIL-GOODS
Frankfurt - Basel (D)
Basel - Como (CH)
Como - Milan (1")
Frankfurt - Milan
28.72
31.66
47.48
30.62
3.73
0.62
4.09
2.80
For air pollutants the figures given are calculated with the YOLL concept. For #obal warming, the
results are based on the high value of 170 ECU/tonne of carbon.
Concerning the external environmental and health costs due to air pollutants, the results for
cars are aggregated figures that take into account the vehicle-mix of each country involved.
An approximation based on the specific emission factors is made for all major car
technologies. These figures are presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Specific external environmental and health costs due to air pollutants from
different car technologies per trip, direction Frank_rt-Milan, 1995,
RO._I)-PASSENGER
petrol with catalytic converter
petrol conventional
diesel
Germany Switzerland Italy Total FM
ECU/1000 pkm
9.1 6.2 8.6 8.1
47.4 35.6 42.7 42.5
13.0 20.2 23.8 14.6
5 CONCLUSIONS
FinaLly,we areabletodraw thefollowingconclusionsfrom theexternalityanalysis:
• The applicationof the integratedmodel for the calculationof road-specificexternal
costs is a first step towards the complex analysis of the dispersion of air pollutants, the
identification and quantification of impacts, as well as the valuation of these impacts.
• Concerning the comparison of transport modes, external costs of passenger road traffic
are about 9 times as high as those from rail traffic and about twice as high as those from
air traffic. Even if weexclude accident costs which dominate the external costs of car
traffic from the comparison, road traffic results for the whole route are about 5 times as
high as those from rail traffic. For goods transport,it can be concluded that the external
costs of road traffic are about 11 times as high as those from rail traffic.
• For the valuation of external costs of global warming, new estimates were used which
were derived from the current ExtemE study of the European Commission. The global
warming damages estimated in this study are significantly higher than calculations in
earlier studies. However, they'are lower than estimates derived from an avoidance cost
approach, which was used in some recent top-down studies (e.g. IWW/Infras 1995).
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• For noiseimpactsit canbe concludedthat therearc great differences between the
national route sections due to different population densities along the route. Besides; the
inclusion of tunnel segments (noise dispersion is set to 0) is a maSon for the low Swiss
noise results. " •
• The bottom-up approach for the route-specific external cost analysis produces plausible
results. In comparison to top-down approaches the results are about twice as high for
passenger road transport with regard to external environmental and health costs due to
air pollutants. 99.2 % of the external costs of road traffic arc due to health damages
caused by air pollutants, only 0.8 % axe caused by impacts on crops, forests and
material. This can be explained by the. high mortality impacts of air pollutants in the
current EcoScnse vcrsion.
• With regard to impacts of air pollutants, some sensitivity analyses were made. This is
• particularly important in order to show the sensitivity of results to the use of alternative
concepts for valuing health risks CYOLL vs. VSL approach). It can be concluded that the
total external costs as wcU as the specific ones double when the VSL concept is applied.
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Continuing growth in civil aviation activity may be having adverse impacts on global warming
and UV radiation due to aircraft emissions in the upper atmosphere. Recognising this, but that
mitigating measures might themselves have adverse economic implications for the aviation
industry and national economies, the Dutch government commissioned Project AERO (Aviation
Emissions and Evaluation of Reduction Options) to find the "best" strategy to reduce air traffic
et_'ects on the atmosphere, by weighing the environmental benefits against the economic
consequences. Project AERO has created a forecasting system of future world-wide aviation
activity, with its environmental and economic impacts, to test a wide range of fiscal and
regulatory measures that might reduce aircraft emissions, and to establish trade-offs between
environmental effectiveness and the economic consequences for airlines, users and governments.
The system's forecasts are largely driven by demand growth, but costs imposed on airline
operation by policy measures are modelled to feed back to fares, and hence restraint of demand
growth, capacity provided and airline profitability. Aircraft technology development is
explicitly represented, and emission volumes, their spatial distribution and atmospheric impacts
are also modelled. The paper describes the AERO system and presents preliminary results of
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is increasing concem that the continuing growth in aviation activity - typically at 5%
per year - is having adverse impacts in the upper atmosphere due to aircraft emissions of
NOx, CO,_, hydrocarbons, etc. Recognising this concern, and also that measures to mitigate
the environmental impacts might themselves have adverse economic implications for the
aviation industry, and their economy, the Dutch government commissioned Project AERO
(Aviation Emissions and Evaluation of Reduction Options) with the remit to find the "best"
strategy to reduce the impacts of air traffic on the atmosphere, by weighing the
environmental benefits against the economic consequences.
The main feature of Project AERO has been the development and application of a policy-
testing information and forecasting system of future world-wide aviation activity, with its
associated atmospheric emissions and economic impacts. The AERO Information and
Modelling System - AIMS - has been set up in a robust and user-friendly computing
environment, so that policy analysis can be carried out efficiently and confidently in-house
by Dutch government staff.
AIMS is exceptional among air traffic modelling systems in that aviation demand
forecasts, sensitive to economic growth and air transport prices, are the key driving force
behind estimates of future air traffic in both the presence and absence of emissions-related
policy measures. The chief outputs of AIMS are:
• the volume and three-dimensional spatial distributions of aircraft emissions in the
atmosphere, and their environmental impacts;
• the costs and revenues, and hence financial results, of airlines at a world-region level.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the functionality of AIMS and present results from
policy tests carried out with AIMS. The remainder of this paper elaborates on the
environmental problems related to aircraft engine emissions (chapter 2); the analytical
approach followed in AIMS including an overview of the system (chapter 3); the
individual models included in AIMS (chapter 4); calibration and scenario results (chapter
5); and finally preliminary results related to policy-testing (chapter 6).
2 ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS
2.1 Overview
Aircraft engine emissions include CO,., NO,, CO, CxHy, SO x, H20 and soot. Table 2.1
shows that these emissions relative to total global emissions from human sources are
currently small, but their contribution is growing as air traffic increases. Moreover, they are
the only direct human source of emissions in the upper atmosphere. There is increasing
concern, therefore, that aviation activity may add to global warming, air pollution and UV
radiation.
Table 2. 1 Emissions.]rom commercial aircrc¢ti
human sources
Substances Units Total emissions from
human sources
CO:
NO,
SO_
C,H_
CO
Mton
Kton
Kton
Kton
Kton
29.10
100.2 I
148.43
320.75
973.99
engines compared to global emissions fi'om
Aircraft engine Contribution of
emissions aircraft engines (%)
0.45
1.84
0.13
O.40
0.99
1.56
1.80
0.09
0.12
0.10
Source: EDGAR database (RIVM) and computations with AERO modelling system
2.2 Climate Change
Aircraft engine emissions-related contributions to climate change may include:
• a direct contribution to radiative forcing of greenhouse gases:
• the effect of NO., on ozone formation in the lower atmosphere, also leading to an
increase of radiative forcing;
• the effect on radiative forcing of SO,, H,O and soot at high altitudes.
CO_, is generally considered to be the most important greenhouse gas, contributing more
than 60% to the radiative forcing effect compared to pre-industrial values (IPCC, 1995).
The impact of CO, is aggravated by its very long atmospheric life. However, there is now
evidence that the indirect radiative forcing effects of water, aerosol and particulate
emissions of aircraft engines may be as large as those from their contribution of CO.,.
Figure 2.1 Contribution of aircraft emissions of NQ to ,VO, concentrations at cruise level
(max. 57%) based on the situation of 1992.
100% 50%
Source: Computations with AIMS
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The contribution of aircraft engine emissions of NO, to radiative forcing by tropospheric
(lower atmosphere) ozone tbrmation may also be of the same order as their emissions of
CO.,. (Friedl et al., 1997). This is due to the sensitivity of radiative forcing to the ozone
content at altitude bands between 8 and 12 km. where most of aviation activity takes place.
Figure 2.1 shows that aircraft engines at cruise level (around 10 km or 35000 feet)
presently (1992) contribute more than 50% to NO_ concentrations at certain locations in the
Atlantic corridor.
2.3 Air Pollution
Aircraft engine contributions to ground level air pollution mostly follow from the emission
of NO,. The distribution of aircraft NO_ emissions across a range of altitude bands, as
computed by AIMS. is shown in Table 2.2, where it can be seen that less than 30% of these
emissions take place below 5000 m. This, and the short NO, lifetime, implies that from a
global perspective aircraft NO_ emissions effectively do not contribute strongly to ground
level NO_, and hence to smog formation or acidification.
Table 2. 2 Distribution of NOx emissions from aircraft engines by altitude band
Altitude band
0- 1000m
1000 - 2000 m
2000 - 3000 m
3000 - 4000 m
4000 - 5000 m
5000 - 6000 m
6000 - 7000 m
7000 - 8000 m
8000 - 9000 m
9000- I0000 m
10000- 11000m
11000- 12000 m
> 12000 m
Relative distribution of NO, emissions
By altitude band
16.4%
3.7%
3.3%
2.9*/,
2.6%
2.6%
2.9%
3.1%
2.9*/,
10.1%
30.3%
17.3%
1.9./0
Cumulative across altitude bands
16.4%
20.1%
23.3%
26.2%
28.9%
31.4%
34.4%
37.4%
40.4*/0
50.4%
80.7%
98.0%
100.0%
Source: Computations with AIMS
2.4 UV Radiation
Stratospheric (upper atmosphere) ozone depletion increases UV penetration, with its
attendant environmental and health dangers. NO,, SO, and soot emissions may contribute
to stratospheric ozone depletion. While it is believed that aircraft flying in the troposphere
do not affect stratospheric ozone levels, the increasing altitudes at which aircraft cruise is
heightening concern over aviation's part in ozone damage. (NASA, 1996).
3 ANALYTICAL APPROACH AND OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM
3.1 Basic Approach
In analysing the effects of Policy measures, the approach of AIMS is to make a very clear
distinction between a Datum scenario - a User-defined specification of the future,
excluding Policy measures - and a Policy forecast - the estimated outcome of imposing
measures in the Datum scenario. The overall structure of AIMS was created around this
distinction.
The structure comprises three fundamental steps (see Figure 3.1). The first involves a
description (in the Unified Database) of Base-year aviation activity (1992), in terms of civil
aircraft movements, passenger and cargo demand by flight stage.
The second step sets up the Datum scenario. The User's input assumptions - such as
economic growth rates, real changes in fare levels, and technological development - are
traaaslated by AIMS into changes in aviation activity between the Base-year and a future
year for which forecasts are required.
In the third step, the User introduces the Policy measures to be tested, within the context of
the Datum scenario. AIMS estimates the differences in aviation activity that would result
from the measures compared to the Datum position.
To establish the merit of alternative Policy measures requires the third step to be compared
with the second. Clearly, the impact of measures may change if the Datum scenario is
changed. It is therefore important that the User can test the effects of measures within
alternative scenarios: that is, within alternative views of the future (without measures).
Figure 3.1 Overview of AERO analysis approach
Analysis Approach
Present, Future
Base  Scenario's Datum
Year %
19 2 K-  BG2oo5 t
;Nix  orecas,
i 1 "h,
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AIMS requiresthe User's input to set up the Datum scenario. This is performed through a
User-Interthce by selecting a pre-defined scenario (though the User can check its
assumptions), by modifying an existing scenario, or by creating a scenario from scratch.
3.2 Effects of Policy Measures and Treatment of Technology Change
Among the Policy measures which the AIMS-User can test are:
• taxation on fuel, landing charges, and passenger tickets
• subsidies towards purchase of new aircraft
• global or regional bans on operations by older-technology aircraft
• imposition of more stringent engine-emission restrictions for new aircraft designs
• improvements in air traffic control (reduced congestion)
• measures imposed selectively on EU airlines
• measures imposed only on air traffic to and from the Netherlands.
The main effect of most Policy measures is expected to be a lower level of aviation activity
than would be the case without the measures (rather than technology shifts). This would
probably manifest itself as slower growth in activity through time.
Based on the comparison of alternative futures (with Policy measures compared to the
Datum without measures), typically the process for (say) a tax imposed on aircraft fuel
would be:
• the fuel tax increases airline operating costs
• airlines (seek to) pass on the increase in costs in terms of higher passenger fares and
freight rates
• higher fares and rates depress (growth in) demand
• capacity offered is correspondingly lower (ie grows less rapidly)
• emissions are thereby lower (than they would otherwise have been).
Relative to this process, the effect on emissions of shifts in technology - compared to what
would otherwise have been the case - will be secondary. Nonetheless, AIMS allows that (to
continue the example) higher fuel prices (due to the tax) will provide an incentive to
airlines to shift more strongly to more fuel-efficient aircraft than they otherwise would
have; this would reduce the impact of the tax on operating costs, and the consequent effects
on fares and rates, demand and capacity would be smaller than without the technology
shift.
Changes in aircraft technology through time can be specified by the User as part of the
Datum scenario.
3.3 Overview of the AERO Information and Modelling System
AIMS covers a sequence of steps from the description and generation of aviation demand
to the assessment of the environmental impacts of aviation emissions. These steps are
formulated through the use of a Unified Database and the following nine linked models:
1 ATEC Aircrat_ technology model
2 ACOS
3 ADEM
4 DECI
5 MECI
6 FLEM
7 OATI
8 APDI
9 ENVI
Aviationoperatingcostmodel
Air transportdemandandtrafficmodel
Directeconomicimpactsmodel
Macro-economicimpactmodelfortheNetherlands
Flightsandemissionmodel
Otheratmosphericmmissionsmodel
Atmosphericprocessesanddispersionmodel
Environmentalimpactmodel
A completeoverviewof theAERO in/brmationandmodellingsystemis presentedin
Figure3.2.A furtherdescriptionof theUnifiedDatabaseandthe9modelsisgiveninchapter
4.
All thecomponentsof AIMS - models,inputdata,systemassumptions,Userinputsand
modelledoutputs- areembeddedin asoftwareshell.Themainfunctionsof theshellareto
facilitatecommunicationandinteractionbetweenthevariousmodels,and betweenthe
UserandthecompleteAIMSsystem.
Figure 3.2 Overview of the AERO modelling system.
4 MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
4.1 The Unified Database
The Unified Database quantifies global aircraft movements and air passenger and cargo
demand for the Base-year of AIMS. Though global in coverage, the data axe spatially
disaggregate. Flight stages connecting about 350 major world cities are recorded
individually; other flight stages are grouped by world region, hub airport and stage length.
Within the Unified Database, aircraft movements are categorised by aircraft capacity.
range, function (passenger/combi or dedicated freighter) and technology level. Movements
are also classified by scheduled, charter and non-commercial. For 1992, 24 million civil
flights are represented in the database.
The scheduled flight data were taken from the ICAO "Traffic by Flight Stage" (TFS) data
for international movements, the US Department of Transport "T-100" data for US
domestic flights, and the ABC (now OAG) timetable for scheduled movements not
included in the first two sources, following elimination of double-counting (based on
matching origin, destination, carrier and aircraft function). A similar elimination of double-
counting between the ANCAT database and the compendium of scheduled sources was
also necessary, to extract non-scheduled (mainly charter) movements from the ANCAT
database.
Given the dependency of AIMS on aviation demand forecasting, a major advantage of the
TFS and T-100 data sources is that they include passenger and cargo demand data, as well
as aircraft movements, for the flight stages which they cover. Other scheduled flight stages
drawn from the ABC timetable do not (of course) have empirical demand data; instead,
these were synthesised from the load factors (by region-pair, length of haul, etc) implied by
the TFS and %100 sources. IATA data were the basis of the passenger class split for
different categories of flight stage (again by region-pair, length of haul. etc).
4.2 Aircraft TEChnology (ATEC) Model
Model ATEC allows the AIMS-User to work with the assumption of contimlously-
updating technology: so-called "rolling technology". Using this concept, ATEC calculates
aircraft technology indices for future years, based on the progress of technology over about
25 years up to the AIMS Base-year and on User inputs relating to technology development
into the future. The indices refer to the development through time of fuel-use and emission
characteristics for each generic aircraft type. A similar process applies to the prediction of
new aircraft prices; in-built assumptions relate real price increases over time to the User's
input scenario of the rate of technological development.
ATEC's estimates of fuel flow rates and new aircraft prices are employed by the operating
cost model (ACOS), while ATEC's emission rates are used by the flight and emissions
model (FLEM).
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The AIMS-User can specify "certification" measures, which require that. from a specified
year, all new designs of aircraft must satisfy some tighter "stringency", such as 20% lower
NO, emissions than the current standard. The User defines the year and stringency level.
ATEC then computes the impact of the measure on emissions per aircraft (downwards),
fuel consumption (possibly upwards) and new-build prices (upwards) of the generic (ie
average) aircraft of "current" technology as the new designs penetrate the aircraft fleet.
The shifts in these indices are passed to the FLEM and ACOS models, so that they can
estimate the effects of the certification measure on total aircraft emissions and total
operating costs. The latter will then be estimated by AIMS to have a further impact on
fares, demand, capacity and movements, and hence on emissions, and airline costs,
revenues and profitability.
4.3 Aviation DEMand and Air Traffic (ADEM) Model
The fundamental objective of model ADEM is to forecast aircraft movements in a situation
with and without measures. ADEM outputs its forecasts of aircraft movements to a
database (of identical structure to the Unified Database) so that model FLEM can estimate
the emissions that would arise from those movements. ADEM contributes to the accuracy
with which the effects of Policy measures on emissions can be estimated by forecasting
aircraft movements:
• at a high level of spatial disaggregation (individual city-pairs for the majority of seat-
km)
• by aircraft type, distinguishing range, capacity and technology level.
ADEM forecasts scheduled, charter and non-commercial air traffic. The treatment of
scheduled demand (passenger and cargo) and capacity is as follows.
In practice, the capacity offered on any route is an interplay of the forces of supply and
demand, including the costs of operation, the fares (and freight rates) charged, the
sensitivity of passenger (and cargo) demand to these, and competition between carriers. If
costs are increased (through a carbon tax, for example), fares may be increased. Demand
will then be lower than it otherwise would have been, as will the capacity offered. ADEM,
in association with model ACOS, seeks to emulate the final position that would be reached
as a result of these complex real-world interactions.
It is assumed that, at any prevailing level of fares (and freight rates), capacity will be
forthcoming to satisfy passenger (and cargo) demand. Forecast aircraft movements are
therefore very largely determined by forecast demand, and much of ADEM's functionality
is associated with forecasting demand. This is described in more detail below.
ADEM is an incremental forecasting model. Its fundamental input is the Unified Database
of passenger and cargo demand, and of aircraft movements, by city-pair in the AIMS Base-
year. It then estimates changes in demand and movements arising from the Datum scenario
specified by the AIMS-User. The outputs of this Datum case then become the input
database for a Policy case in which the further differences in demand and movements due
to Policy measures are estimated.
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Economic and demographic growth rotes are assumed to be the main drivers of growth in
aviation traffic. Aviation demand is tbrecast by means of elasticities to these growth rates,
calibrated from historical data. Separate growth forecasts are made for business and non-
business passenger demand, and for cargo demand, because of the availability of
elasticities with respect to economic growth of these categories of demand. Another vital
feature of AIMS is that aviation demand is sensitive to changes in real fare levels and
fi'eight rates.
On overland flight stages of up to 700 km length, ADEM assumes that air services are
faced with competition from surface modes. The effect of these is modelled in two
respects. Firstly, air passenger and cargo demand elasticities are higher (more sensitive) to
reflect that, if fares and freight rates are increased, there will be loss of airline traffic to the
surface modes in addition to the outright suppression of traffic. Secondly the AIMS-User is
permitted (as part of the Datum scenario) to assume that different extents of high-speed rail
network are implemented, which increases surface competition on parallel flight stages.
As noted above, it is assumed that capacity is provided to match (in some sense) a given
demand. Empirical data show that, tbr a given length of route, both the service frequency
and the distribution of flights by size of aircraft vary systematically (on average) with the
level of demand. In forecasting growth in demand on a route, ADEM also adjusts service
frequency and the aircraft size distribution on the route in accordance with the empirical
relationships. In this way, capacity is made to satisfy demand with realistic load factors.
The mix of aircraft (in terms of size and technology level) on a route is also modified by
ADEM in response to unit cost changes resulting from measures, as estimated for each
aircraft type by model ACOS. An increasing proportion of capacity is forecast to be
provided by those aircraft types for which cost per unit of capacity falls most or increases
least.
Most Policy measures will increase airline operating costs. The effect of the measures will
depend crucially on how airlines respond to the increase in costs, and this in turn will tend
to depend on the scope that carriers have - within the constraints of industry cycles and
competition - to pass on higher costs in increased fares and freight rates.
As part of setting the Datum scenario, the AIMS-User can decide the extent to which
carriers would be able to pass on higher costs. At one extreme, the model reflects that
carriers might have to absorb the additional costs, so that fares would be unchanged (from
the Datum level) and demand would consequently be unaffected. Apart from any
mitigating effects of a shift in the aircraft fleet mix, the Policy measure would be predicted
to have no major impact on emissions, though the profitability of airlines would
deteriorate. At the opposite extreme, the AIMS-User can stipulate that carriers would be
able to pass on cost increases in higher fares and freight rates to achieve the profitability
per unit of capacity that is estimated in the Datum run. In this case, the Policy measure
curtails growth in demand and capacity, and thus has an appreciable impact on emissions.
The tbregoing presumes that, on any particular flight stage, a measure would be imposed
on all carriers equally. For European policy-makers it is also important to understand the
effects of imposing measures only on carriers based in the European Union (EU). AIMS
allowslbr suchtests.WhereEUcarrierscompetewithnon-EUcarriers.ADEMappliesthe
theoryof Cournotoligopolyto establishtheextentto whichtares (common to all carriers)
would be increased. This will be less than in the case where all carriers are subject to the
measure. As a result, the financial position of EU carriers is forecast to deteriorate, while
that of other carriers (which have the benefit of the fare increase without the Policy-
induced costs) improves, thus emulating the impact on competition of discriminatory
measures.
4.4 Aviation COSt (ACOS) Model
The cost of providing a given level of capacity (seats, cargo space) may vary over time,
and also as a result of the imposition of Policy measures. The relative cost of operating
different aircraft types may also change. The main function of model ACOS is to estimate
these changes in cost, which are fundamental to the tbrecasts of passenger and cargo
demand, and aircraft movements, made by model ADEM.
On the basis of the cost changes estimated by ACOS, ADEM adjusts tares and freight
rates. These influence ADEM's forecasts of passenger and cargo demand, which in turn
lead to estimates of the capacity to be offered. ADEM uses the relative cost changes
between aircraft types to modify the mix of aircraft (by size and teclmology level) through
which the forecast capacity will be met. ADEM is then able to forecast aircraft movements,
for which model FLEM calculates the volume and spatial distribution of emissions.
The cost changes from ACOS also contribute to the synthesis by the direct economic
effects model (DECI) of the effects of Policy measures on the financial position of airlines.
ACOS estimates changes in operating costs for each of several aircraft types which are
distinguished by size (capacity), range, function (passenger/combi or freighter), and
technology level. The operating costs are estimated for each flight stage (city-pair, or
aggregations thereof) in the AIMS database of aircraft movements.
Since AIMS employs an incremental modelling approach, forecasts of (for example) the
mix of aircraft types are obtained as adjustments to a prior position, in response to changes
from that position in the relative costs of different aircraft types. ACOS therefore o_ely has
to be concerned with those categories of cost which will vary over time differentially by
aircraft type and/or which will be directly modified by the imposition of Policy measures,
namely: i) flight crew; ii) cabin staff; iii) maintenance; iv) fuel; v) airport and navigation
fees; and vi) capital charges.
Costs which do not vary with either aircraft type or Policy measure, such as general and
administrative or ticket and sales costs, are excluded from ACOS, though these are
subsequently treated as "volume-related costs" by DECI.
ACOS does not deal specifically with variable costs in the sense that they can be altered in
the short-run; rather, ACOS estimates the differences in costs in the forecast year with
Policy measures in operation compared to the same year without measures (the Datum).
Carriers are assumed to have had the opportunity to adapt to the impact of Policy measures,
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by - in particular- modifyingthemix of aircraft types operated compared to the Datum
fleet.
The cost structure tbr a particular type of aircraft is built up from "physical" measures and
unit costs. The physical measures relate to aircraft fuel consumption rate and speed, and to
flight stage distance. From these are derived block time and thel consumption per tlight for
the aircraft type on the flight stage in question.
Unit costs are averaged at a region-pair level of spatial disaggregation. They relate to cycle
(flight), block time or distance, depending upon the category of cost. Multiplying the
physical measures by unit costs allows a cost per cycle of operating each aircraft type on a
flight stage to be estimated. Dividing by aircraft size scales the cost per cycle to a cost per
unit of capacity for each aircraft type.
The difference in unit costs between Datum and Policy cases (due to measures) for each
aircraft type is entered into a fleet mix adjustment sub-model in ACOS. This forecasts - for
each flight stage - an increase in the proportion of capacity supplied by the aircraft type(s)
with the least unfavourable change in costs. The average change in costs tbr each flight
stage will there/bre be less than if the aircraft mix had remained the same. This average
cost change is passed to ADEM to calculate changes in fares, with consequential effects on
ADEM's forecasts of demand and capacity tbr each stage.
The cost changes by aircraft type are subsequently transmitted to ADEM for use in its own
(identical) fleet mix adjustment sub-model. This is applied after the final capacity forecast
for each stage has been estimated, and converts the capacity into movements by the revised
mix of aircraft types.
4.5 Direct EConomic Impacts (DECI) Model
Model DECI has three main functions:
1. post-processing traffic volume, operating cost and revenue results from models ACOS
and ADEM
2. computing direct socio-economic impacts, such as airline operating results,
employment, contribution to gross value-added
3. computing direct Policy impacts on aviation consumers and governments.
DECI produces a large number of output variables at global, world region and region-pair
levels of spatial aggregation. This allows the AIMS-User to investigate the varying impact
of Policy measures on aviation activity, airline profitability, consumers and governments
by region. This is clearly important for the assessment of measures that are applied at a
regional level, but global measures also can have differential impacts for different regions.
The regional breakdown of results is an important feature of DECI. Since the effects of
both scenarios and measures are modeUed mainly by flight stage, many of these effects are
inevitably inter-regional. Using information on the. proportion of airline service on each
flight stage that is provided by carriers from different regions, DECI can allocate (changes
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in) aviationactivity,costs,revenues,ubsidies,consumerbenefits,etcto theairlines,their
clientsandgovernmentsbasedin individualregions.
Throughthe AIMS User-Interface,DECI'sresultsareoutput in several standard tables.
(Other information can also be readily obtained by interrogation.) These tables provide
overviews of:
• cost, economic and employment information by world region and region-pair,
including:
- variable operating costs by component (see above under ACOS)
other (volume-related) operating costs
revenue tonne-km operated
operating revenues and operating results
gross value added and airline employment by category of operating staff
fuel consumed;
civil aircraft fleet, classified by:
- capacity and range capability (nine types)
- technology level ("old" or "current")
- function (passenger/combi or dedicated freighter)
- global fleet, and EU carriers separately;
impacts of Policy measures (changes from Datum position) on:
airlines: changes in operating costs, revenues and results
consumers: changes in expenditure and consumer surplus
governments: income from taxes and charges and outgoings
subsidies.
due to
The outputs facilitate comparative analysis across all cases: Base-year, Datum and Policy.
The Base-year outputs can also be validated against other global and regional data sources.
4.6 Macro-EConomic Impact (MECI) Model for the Netherlands
Model MECI is concerned with aviation activities at Amsterdam Schiphol airport und their
socio-economic impacts for the Dutch economy. The impacts are measured in terms of
(changes in) gross value added to GDP and the number of persons employed.
MECI estimates the effect on the Dutch economy of any Policy measure that the AIMS-
User tests. It is particularly important, however, when measures specific to the Netherlands
are being investigated, such as a fare tax being applied only to passengers using Schiphol
airport. In this case, model ADEM applies higher fare elasticities to reflect that demand at
Schiphol would be more sensitive to the fare tax than if the tax was applied globally. This
represents the re-routing of some of Schiphol's transfer traffic via other airports (where
ADEM estimates an appropriate increase in activity).
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4.7 FLightsand EMissions (FLEM) Model
Model FLEM calculates the flight profiles of aircraft of specified type on movements
between specified points (city-pairs). As a movement progresses according to its flight
profile, FLEIVl estimates the emissions produced and distributes them across a three-
dimensional grid: it also estimates fuel consumed and flight duration.
The main inputs to FLEM are various aircraft technology parameters, as previously
described under model ATEC. and a traffic database of movements by generic aircraft type
and technology level. In a Base-year run, movements are taken from the Unified Database;
in Datum and Policy runs, the movements data forecast by model ADEM are used.
The AIMS-User can influence the flight profile calculation to test the impacts of alternative
scenarios or measures, such as:
• detour factor - the extent to which shortest routes are not flown, perhaps due to
increasing air traffic congestion
• altitude limit - perhaps to constrain movements to the lower atmosphere
• lift-drag factor - to simulate improvements in aerodynamic capability
• speed restrictions - to limit speeds during the cruise phase
• tankering - to simulate the carriage of fuel for return flights, perhaps due to fuel price
variations between regions.
Estimated emissions for each AIMS run are accumulated by FLEM in a three-dimensional
grid. Currently the spatial definition of the grid is five degrees of latitude and longitude by
one kilometre of altitude. AIMS has graphical output facilities to display the emissions
grid.
4.8 Atmospheric models in AIMS
The atmospheric models in AIMS are:
• Other ATmospheric Immissions (OATI)
• Atmospheric Processes and Dispersion (APDI)
• ENVironmental Impact (ENVI).
Model OATI computes the emissions of non-aviation activities, including the changes in
surface-transport emissions resulting from the diversion of air traffic to surface modes, as
estimated by model ADEM.
The emissions estimates from the FLEM and OATI models are translated by model APDI
into changes in atmospheric concentrations of relevant substances (CO2, NO_ and O3).
APDI is a simplified representation of the detailed Chemical Tracer Model of the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute.
The sequence of models in AIMS ends with model ENVI, which computes the
environmental impacts - effective UV-radiation, radiative forcing - of the changes in
atmospheric concentrations computed by APDI.
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5 CALIBRATION OF BASE RESULTS AND DATUM SCENARIO RESULTS
5.1 Calibration of Base results
The aim, and challenge, of the calibration of the 1992 Base results was to achieve a situation
where all of the key results related to aviation activity and its environmental and economic
impacts simultaneously match the available real world data. within the boundary conditions
imposed by internal model consistency and available input data. The key results considered
in the calibration process include:
• Aviation activity parameters, i.e.:
o global aircraft movements, passengers and cargo transported;
o aircraft movements and passengers at individual major airports;
o global revenue torme kilometres (RTK);
o data on aviation activity and economic impacts for Amsterdam.
• Global fuel use and emissions.
• Total fleet and fleet composition.
• Airline operating costs, revenues and results:
o airline operating costs and breakdown of relevant operating cost components;
o airline operating costs per revenue tonne kilometre - global and for selected
routes;
o airline operating revenues and breakdown of relevant revenue components;
o airline operating results.
• Total employment and breakdown of relevant employment categories.
In a number of instances, the above process was hampered by the lack of reliable or
consistent input data, where in other cases the meaning of available input data was not
exactly clear. However, the final results achieved provide a coherent and consistent picture of
the 1992 Base case. A selection of Base results is presented in the next section.
5.2 Base and Datum scenario results
A selection of Base and Datum scenario results is presented in Table 5.1. As stated above,
base results have been verified against real world data. For a Datum scenario run with AIMS
the User has to specify input assumptions, such as economic growth rates, real change in fare
levels and technology development. In the AIMS modelling system several predefined
scenarios tbr different scenario years are available. The Datum scenario results in Table 5.1
relate to the so-called Balanced Growth scenario. This scenario is developed by the
Netherlands Central Planning Bureau. For specific aviation related developments use is made
of information from other sources in order to complete the scenario for the use in AERO. The
main characteristics of the Balanced Growth scenario are:
• constant growth trend for all world economies with respect to both export (driving
business passenger traffic) and GNP (driving non-business passenger traffic and cargo
traffic);
• fuel use of new aircraft improves by 1% per year;
• the real price of crude oil (and thereby the fuel price) increases by 2% per year;
• the real costs for cabin crew, flight crew and maintenance (per volume unit) increase
in relation to economic growth:
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the real route and landing costs (per volume unit)are unchanged;
non-variable costs and fares are adjusted such that world-wide profitability of the
airline industry in the long run is approximately 2.5% (average of 1985-1995);
surface competition is intensified for flight stages paralleling the proposed
Amsterdam-Parisand Amsterdam-Frankfurthigh-speed rail routes.
With respect to global aviation volume growth, Table 5.1 illustrates that aviation activities in
terms of revenue tonne-kilometre(RTK) more than double in the period 1992-2005. RTK is a
unit for total aviation activity, in which passenger and cargo demand are both included
whereby the average passenger weight (including baggage) is assumed to be 100 kg. Also it
can be seen in Table 5.1 that passenger demand grows less than cargo demand. Further the
number of aircraft-km grows less than the number of passenger-km, indicating that on
average aircraft wiU be larger in 2005.
The economic information in Table 5. I shows that airline profitability, increases from 0% in
1992 (1992 was a notoriously bad year in the airline industry,) to 2.4% in 2005. As stated
above a profitability of approximately 2.5% is the average long term profitability in the
airline industry.
Finally Table 5. I indicates that in the Balanced Growth scenario for 2005, global fuel use in
the aviation industry grows less than the number of aircraft-km, though the average size of an
aircraft will be larger in future. This improved fuel-efficiency is caused by the improvement
of fuel use of new aircraft coming on the market between 1992 and 2005.
Table 5.1 Base and datum scenario results.
Base 1992 Datum
Balanced G rowth 2005
(% change w.r.t base)
Global aviation volume growth
- aircraft km per year ( 10_)
- sched, pax km per year ( I0 l'-)
- sched. Tonne km per year ( 109)
- KTK per year (109)
20.7
1.85
60.8
277
65.8%
88.7%
163.1%
106.8"/,
Global economic effects on airline industry
- total operation costs in US$ per year ( !09)
- total operating revenues in US$ per year (109)
- total result as percentage of total revenues
227
227
0.0%
95.3%
100.0%
*2.4%
Global fuel use and emissions of aviation
- Global fuel use in kg per year (109) 143 45.1%
- Global CO,.emission in kg per year (109) 451 45.1%
This percenta=e refers to the result as a percentage of the revenues in Datum.
Source: Computationswith AIMS
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6 PRELIMINARY RESULTS POLICY MEASURES
6.1 Introduction
Measures can be differentiated in several categories: operational, financial, technical,
regulatory, and others such as substitution by high-speed rail. Among operational measures
are reductions in cruise speed and the improvement of air traffic control (ATC). Regarding
financial measures, results are presented for fuel- and ticket taxes, increasing landing and
en-route charges and subsidies. Technical measures such as improving the NO,-
pertbrmance and/or the fuel efficiency of engines are in practice mostly entbrced by setting
regulatory standards (see the ICAO stringencies for aircraft engines, by which the
emissions of NO, and other emissions are restricted).
AIMS is sufficiently developed that preliminary analyses can be executed, and some
results are presented below. These results should be regarded as provisional and indicative,
since model and data refinements are still in hand. All results of policy measures presented
in this paper are run with the Balanced Growth 2005 scenario.
6.2 Operational Measures
Figure 6.1 gives the results for restricting cruise speeds. The figure shows that a cruise
speed reduction of up to 15% has a small effect on fuel use (and thus CO_, emissions), but
speed reductions of more than 15% increase fuel consumption. NOn emissions decrease as
speed is curtailed.
Figure 6.1 Change in global NOx.emissions, fuel use and
block hours _th cruise speed
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Source: Computations with AIMS
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This analysis was per/brmed with model FLEM in stand-alone mode. and thus the
economic consequences of lower cruise speeds have not been determined by the full
system. However. flight times obviously increase, and this will reduce the productivity of
aircraft and crews. At some point costs will increase steeply, though it seems that a small
restriction on cruise speed might be environmentally beneficial.
AIMS assumes that all flight distances are at least 10% longer than the shortest ("great
circle") possible, due to currently-unavoidable detours and holding on airport approach.
The effect of reducing detour to 5% of "great circle" distance would be major reductions in
fuel consumption and related emissions, roughly equal to the fuel savings when a fuel tax
of 20¢/kg is applied (see later). If ATC could be improved, the aviation sector would
achieve a substantial gain (roughly 12 bn$ pa) through the reduction in fuel costs and block
hours. Since this measure has both environmental and economic benefits, it is very
effective. Tests with the so-called free-flying-concept are being done and within the
European Union steps are being taken to improve ATC, which could realise some of these
benefits.
6.3 Financial Measures
Various financial measures have been proposed, with the main intention of increasing
prices so that growth in demand is curbed. Several measures are compared in Figure 6.2,
where the effect on airline results is plotted against the resulting fuel savings. Calculations
have been made (as at 2005) for single measures, but applied globally, such as:
a fuel tax of:
a ticket tax of:
an en-route surcharge of:
an increase of the landing charges with:
a passenger | tax of:
5, 10, 20, 30, 50 and I00 ¢/kg;
05, 10, 20, ._0_;
50, 100, 200, ._00)_;"o
20, 50, 100, 200, 300%; and
5, 10, 20, 30, 40 S/pax.
As can be seen, the fuel tax is the most efficient of these financial measures, in that it
delivers the largest fuel savings at least cost. This is because airlines can use larger or more
fuel efficient aircraft to reduce the cost consequences of the tax. On the other hand, a ticket
tax is the most inefficient of the taxation measures as no options are open for the airlines to
reduce the impact of the measure and consequently only the effect of the reduction of
demand due to the higher fares remains. The other measures are in between. Using other
financial indicators (such as gross value added) the conclusions remain roughly the same.
The fuel stringency presented in this figure will be discussed later.
The ticket tax and the fuel tax have also been analysed, when only applied within the
European Union. Provisional results indicate that under those circumstances the European
carriers are more affected then their foreign competitors. If correct, this is an important
conclusion, as the European Union is presently re-considering its position with respect to
the current exemption for aviation to pay excise duties on kerosene.
l This tax is applied on the p_._mgcrs as a l't',t_l fL'_p_ l_._nll_r. On this lyp¢ of tax.a¢ion it is assumed that th¢ cost to far_ m_.hamsrn is applicable.
Contral-/to tl_ tickcl tax. The ticket lax should Ix: rcprdm;l as I/_ Eurolxan value added tax (B.T.W.).
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Fig.6.2: Fuel reductionversus decrease in airline results
for various taxation systems
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6.4 Regulation
With AIMS the effects of the NO,-stringencies, as suggested by CAEP 2, have been
analysed. While the results are comparable with the results produced by CAEP, the AERO-
system has also shown that costs of compliance could retard traffic growth and so lead to a
substantial further reduction in CO2 and NO_ 3.
So-called "propfan" engines - as partially developed during the oil crisis - have also been
investigated through AIMS. There were indications that these engines had a reduced fuel
consumption of up to 20%. There is not much known about their investment costs, but,
since engines account for roughly 1/3 of aircraft investment costs, if propfans were 50%
more expensive, then roughly with each percent increase in fuel efficiency the investment
costs increase between 1 and 2%
Using these cost figures in the model a 10% increase in fuel efficiency was assumed for
new aircraft that come into the market. It turns out that when the fuel savings are compared
with the deterioration in airline profitability (as a consequence of the increased costs) this
measure was even more efficient than a fuel tax. Further analysis (with less crude
assumptions) is needed to show if this is really the case.
2 CAEP: Commitlc¢ on Aviation and Environmental Protection; this is a study committec within ICAO (Intematioonl Civil Aviation Organization).
"_"this last effect was neglected by CAEP.
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6.5 Concluding Remarks
It can be concluded that the AERO-system is an extremely versatile and powerful tool
when deciding which actions to pursue to reduce the negative impacts aviation of on the
atmosphere. It seems clear that the effects of operational measures to reduce detour and
holdings would be effective, though other operational measures (not reported here) would
not be. Technical improvements will help to reduce the emissions, but their technical
and/or economic feasibility, remains to be seen.
Taxation (especially on fuel) also seems a good way forward, if it is applied globally.
Taxation gives a substantial reduction in fuel use and by that in emissions, the main driver
being the reduction in demand growth due to the increase in fares and freight rates
following from the measure. Other effects (such as encouraging more fuel efficient aircraft)
are much less prominent. However, the reduction in demand, though much appreciated by
environmentalists, may have a substantial negative effect on the world economy. This is
not directly calculated by the AERO-system. but an indication is given by the reduction in
consumer surplus tbr air transport users. For example, a 20c/kg fuel tax is estimated not
only to reduce airline profitability by $1.6 bn pa (see Figure 6.2) but also to reduce
consumer surplus by $36.1 bn pa compared to the case without the tax. Some 39% of the
latter loss would arise in North America alone.
The AERO-system clearly demonstrates, then, that environmental gain secured by the tax
might incur significant economic and social pain. It is perhaps not surprising that global
taxation has a long way to go to become politically acceptable to most countries of the
world (US, Russia and developing countries). There are also legal obstacles, in that almost
all bilateral agreements on fuel taxation would need to be changed.
There is much further analysis to be done and creative solutions to be found to the tension
between the environmental and economic impacts of continued air traffic growth, but the
AERO-system provides a consistent and objective tool for this necessary and continuing
investigation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the regulations on air fares, flight frequency, and the number of airlines for each O-D
market have been removed in the last decade, Taiwan's domestic air travel market has now
become one of the most competitive market in Southeast Asia.
In order to assess the impact of deregulation, this paper applies game theory to seek for the
strategic interaction among airlines in the oligopolistic competition environment. The
strategies related to pricing include discount prices, service upgrade, and frequent flyer
programs; for those related to quality of service include foods, comfort of seating,
entertaining programs, reliability of schedule, baggage handling, and the frequency of direct
and transfer flights. This paper focuses on the price and frequency competition of domestic
airlines. Meanwhile, since the flight distances of' all Taiwan's domestic routes are less than
500 miles, therefore, this paper emphasizes on direct flights only.
The objectives of this paper are as follow:
1) develop a mathematical model that interpret and predict the interaction among
airlines in the competition market.
2) provide a guideline for airlines in the decision of prices and frequency of flights.
:3) present an analytical tool for policy makers in the impact assessment of deregulation.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the studies of oligopolistic market behavior, the most often referred models are the
Cournot model, the Bertrand model, and the Stackelberg model.
The Cournot model is also called the quantity competition model. This model assumes that
two companies seek to maximize their own profit by choosing the optimal production
quantities given that the quantities produced by their opponents remain constant. In other
words, if the quantities produced by company A is denoted as q,, then, the optimal quantities
produced by company B denoted as q," should be a function of qa. Similarly, the optimal
quantities produced by company A denoted as qo" should be a function of q,. The market
equilibrium can be reached if q," = q,'.
On the other hand, the Bertrand model, which is called the price competition model, assumes
that two companies seek to maximize their own profit by choosing the optimal prices given
that the prices set by their opponents remain constant. It should be noted that both models
assumes linear relationship between prices and quantities in the production and consumer
demand functions. Meanwhile, both Cournot and Bertrand models are referred as the static
game models.
As for the dynamic game model, the most commonly used is the Stackelberg model. This
model often assumes that one firm is the leader and the other firm is the follower.
Therefore, the leader set the price or quantity of its own, then the follower chooses its
optimal price and quantity according to the price and quantity set by the leader. In other
words, the quantity produced by the follower, denoted as q/, is a function of the quantity
produced by the leader, denoted as ql. Since q.r= f(ql), the leader can then chooses the
optimal quantity qt" with the predicted quantity _ =f(q_') that yields the maximum profit for
the leader.
Meanwhile, the game theory can be viewed as an extension of the above models. First, the
number of players, i.e., the competitors, is unlimited; second, the rules of the games are more
flexible. For instance, if each airline knows the payoff functions of the other opponents and
is capable of predicting the actions taken by his opponents, then it is called a game with
complete information. On the contrary, if the information regarding to opponent's payoff
function is uncertain, then it is called a game with incomplete information (Gibbon, 1992).
The game theory seeks to reveal the behavior of all players under market equilibrium, if
equilibrium does exist. The market equilibrium in the game theory, often referred as Nash
equilibrium, is defined as the best response for each airline given the predicted actions of the
other airlines. A static game, such as Cournot and Bertrand models, means that all airline
choose their strategies simultaneously, in other words, they compete on the same basis. On
the other hand, a dynamic game assumes that one airline may choose its best strategy when
its opponent's reactions are known. For example, Stackelberg model of duopoly assumes
that the market followers would response to the actions taken by the market leader.
Although the game theory and other oligopolistic models were widely applied in the fields of
economics and marketing researches, only a few applications had been done in
transportation studies. On of them is the study of airline competition in a hub-and-spoke
environment by Hansen (1990).
The major assumptions of his study are as follow:
1) each airline seeks to maximize its own profit given that the responses of all other
opponents are known;
2) air fare and l_equency are treated as separate decision variables,
3) business and leisure travelers have the same elasticity related to price and frequency;
4) the opportunity costs of airplane routing is not included in the cost function;
5) the capacity of airport is unbounded.
The first assumption is the basic idea of static games, the second one is a contrast to the
traditional oligopolistic models which assumes that prices and quantities are mutually
affected in the market equilibrium; and the third assumption is derived by the fact that
Hansen applied only one air fare, i.e., the average air fare, in the formulation of the payoff
function. The fourth and the last assumptions are the common restrictions to this approach
since the problem is rather demand oriented than supply oriented. His study provided
analytical tools for the interpretation of interaction among airline under hub-and-spoke
environment. This paper is based on his work but removes the first and third assumptions.
In addition, a convexity analysis and a new solution algorithm is presented to this problem.
:3MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The model developed in this paper is described in three parts: 1) basic model assumptions; 2)
formulation oft he payoff function; and 3)-concavity analysis of the problem.
3.1 Basic model assumptions
There are several assumptions of the model which are described below:
1) each airline seeks to maximize its own profit given that the payoff functions of all
other opponents are known, but the reactions from the players may not be all
simultaneously;
2) all Rights are direct, therefore, the demand of an O-D market is independent of the
other O-13 pairs;
3) airfare and frequency are treated as separate decision variables;
4) the capacity of airport is unbounded;
5) the opportunity costs of airplane routing is not included in the cost function,
6) business and leisure travelers may have different tastes regarding to aiffare and
frequency, therefore, they should be treated separately.
The first assumption states the rules to be static or dynamic games with complete
information. The second assumption addresses the fact that the method developed in this
paper will be limited to the applications of direct Right market. The third, the fourth and
the fifth assumptions are the same as those in the study by I-Iansen (1990). The third
assumption, however, can be easily released in the future study ira heuristic is developed to
solve the competition problems sequentially. The fourth assumption is often replaced by
setting constraints on airlines' frequencies. The fifth assumption can be released if a
heuristic is developed to incorporate airline routing problem in future research. The last
assumption implies that leisure and business trips would be treated as separate markets in
this paper. Currently, all the assumptions are applied to the paper to simplify the analysis of
the problem.
3.2 Formulation of the payoff functions
The payoff function, a terminology used in the game theory that represents the net profit of
an airline in this study, consists of three parts: 1) the air travel demand model of an O-D
market; 2) the market share function of an airline; and 3) the cost function of an airline.
The description of these functions are stated below:
3.2.1 The air travel demand model of an O-D market
The demand models are formulated as two separate functions to incorporate the variation of
tastes for the leisure and businesstravelers. The leisure travelers are often assumed to be
more sensitive to changes of airfares and incomes since most of their trips are planed in
advance. For instance, if the airfares increased or the depreciation of local currency caused
the shrinkage of incomes, these travelers might cancel their trips. The business travelers,
on the other hand, are assumed to be more sensitive to frequency rather than airfares and
personal incomes since the expenses are often paid by their company and usually these trips
cannot be canceled.
In addition, the travel time and fares of the other competing modes of travel should be
included in the model. Based on previous study done by Wu (1990), the formulation of the
air travel demand models for two separate markets are presented as follow:
(i)
haQ_' =haag +a? haeoe +a_ haAf +al haAr +a _,tnHr +a_ tnRr (2)
V_rhere, .
Q_- = the volume &leisure trips by air between cities i and j;
Q_ = the volume of business trips by air between cities i and j;
POP = the total population of cities i and j;
INC = the average incomes of cities i and j;
AF = the average airfare between Cities i and j, oRen weighted by market shares;
HF = the bus fare between cities i and j;
RF = the train fare between cities i and j;
AT = the travel time by air between cities i and j;
HT = the travel time by bus between cities i and j;
RT = the travel time by train between cities i and j;
Af = the frequency of flights between cities i and j;
It should be noted that the functional forms of the air demand models are log-linear, which
implies that the models could be calibrated by using the time series data provided by
Taiwan's Bureau of Civil Aviation (1996). If the survey data of individual behavior is
available, the demand model can be formulated as a modal choice model using techniques
derived from discrete choice analysis 03en-Akiva, 1985).
3.2.2 The market share models
This model describes how travelers choose the airlines to fly.
all the attributes related to the quality of service and airfares.
is shown below:
Therefore, it should include
The formulation of the model
e _'
N
Z e_'
(3)
2= N
Z ev¢ 1
(4)
Where,
S_' = the market share in the leisure travels for airline m between city i and j;
S_ '2 = the market share in the business travels for airline m between city i and j;
N= the number of airlines served between city i and j;
Vg.") = the utility function of the leisure travel for airline m between city i and j;
V_ 2 = the utility function of the business travels for airline m between city i and j;
Equations (3) and (4) show that the market share model are formulated as multinomial legit
model (Ben-Akiva, 1985). The variables of the utility functions often consist of the airfares
and frequency of all competing airlines, and the airline-specific constant, which represent the
quality measures of these airlines. The functional forms of these utility functions are as
follow:
= +g, t.ff +c., (5)
= +p=t.ff +c.2
Where,
F#"_ -the average air fare of airline m for leisure travelers between city i and j;
F_"2 = the average air fare of airline m for business travelers between city i and./;
v_' -the frequency of flights of airline m between city i and/;
_x, flz_ = the model parameters in the utility function of the leisure travelers;
_?_:,]?_a = the model parameters in the utility function of the business travelers;
c., = tile specific constant for airline m in the utility function of the leisure travelers;
c.z-- the specific constant for airline m in the utility function of the business travelers.
(6)
It should be noted that only (N'=I) airline=specific constants could be calibrated in the model.
Meanwhile, the marginal utility of flight frequency should decrease as frequency increases,
therefore, the variable of frequency has the logarithm form in the utility function.
3.2.3 The cost functions
The costs of a one-way flight are otten addressed in two parts, the fixed costs, and the
variable costs. The fixed costs include the fees of airports and other administration costs.
The variable costs include the costs of fuel and labor, which should vary with flight distance
and aircrat_ types. Although the cost data are oiten confidential, there are some good
estimates of these costs, which can be found in official reports. By using the rule of thumb,
the cost function is assumed be a linear function as follows:
c (ff )= c; ×ff (7)
Where,
C,7 = the estimated costs of a one-way flight for airline m between city i andj.
Combining equation (1) to (7) produces:
2 k mk not m
Were)
_ = the payofffunction of airline m for the air travel market between city i andj.
(8)
3.3 Concavity analysis of the payoff functions
Since the first assumption of the model states that each airline seeks to maximize its own
payoff, it is necessary to explore the concavity of the payoff functions with respect to the
decision variables, i.e., air fares and frequency. Let's focus on these two variables, then for
one O=D market, equation (8) can be rewritten without the notation/j as follows:
="- ×s"×r"-c"×v" ×
md
where,
' ln AFB l = ct3
A2=l._ +_:_pop +__,_Ar+_ _._irr+_ _RT
_ ln AfB2 = (:l[2
Suppose that
N 2
AF = _ Z a_ F '*
_ik=l
1¢
,4:= _ b'v"
where,
a _ = the weight of the fare class k for airline n,
b" = the weight of the frequency for airline n.
Then, B_ and B2 contain the variables airfare and frequency, respectively.
xF* -C" xg" (9)
(10)
(11)
3.3.1 Concavity. of payoff functions with respect to airfares
The first derivative of Bt with respect to airfare z_ should be _a a3/.47.
words, with the inclusion of equation (I0), the first derivative ofQ t becomes:
In other
6
- a a3 ( AF)'-' - a"_ a 3'( F''_ +a_ F"_ )"I-_ = 6"_ ( F_ ) "1-' + F/,'_
where,
F "_ = the weighted average of airfares except F '#',
a _ = the coefficient off "_,
Fp _ = the remaining polynomials with order less than (a_ -1) in equation (1 la).
Denote
such that
7rm = _.l Jr _.a -- c.vm
(12)
(13)
• 1 mk
_mk ._ gAj+B_ X × F
1 + D_e -V" (14)
where,
Dk = the sum of the denominator except e v" .
Then the first and the second derivative of the airline l's payoff function with respect to
airfare of class 1 can be written as follows:
dx " Q ' F " dQ I/'/_ ' '
o2.11 oT.,l l + D,e-V. ÷ v,,1+ D,e- (1 + D_e -v'' )=
i_-I,'111t /
Q' F" D_ /M_.,,
(15)
Since
'"//_n = -Pu e- (16)
gQ-_,, = 6"(F') "'-I + F jl (17)
Then,
Q, ,y"(F") . ..,,,.,,
. r rp QIFJIDtfltt
o_ '_t l + Dte_r. 4 v. + (18)1 + D,e- (1 + D: "4"")(e v'' + D,)
Based on equation (18), the second derivative becomes:
_x' _ 6"(F")*'-' +F2' +6 a3(F"' ") "_-' +F"',
o_(F") _ l + D_e -v'' l + D_e -v''
2Q'D,,8,, Q'F"D,,B,,:(D, -e v" )4 -+
(1 + D,e-V")(e v'' + D,) (1 + D,e-V")(e v'' + D,) =
(19)
where,
F'tpI = the remaining polynomials ofb "41with order less than (a_-1).
ISince both a 3 and ,8,, should be negative due to fact that if airfare increases, the O-D
demand and the market share would both decrease, therefore, the first and the third terms in
the right hand side of equation (19) are negative while the second and the last terms is
positive. Thus, whether the payoff function is concave with respect to airfare depends on
the calibrated values of a_ and ,6'_1. The derivatives with respect to fare class 2 can be
analyzed similarly. Meanwhile, the payoff function should be concave in most applications
if the airfare is unbounded, a concavity test of the calibrated payoff function is required for
the study.
3.3.2 Concavity_ of payoff functions with respect to frequency
Because the flight frequency is an integral variable, the concavity analysis would not be
performed on the basis of the derivatives. Based on equation (9), the payoff function for
airline m can be written as follows:
x" =QI xS"'(v')xF"' +Q2(v")xS"2(v')xF "2 +(-C_") x v " (20)
Equation (20) shows that the O-D demand for the business trips, the market shares, and the
costs are all functions of frequency. The first and the last terms of the right hand side of
equation (20) are concave functions due to the fact that the iogit model is concave and the
linear model is concave, too. If the second term becomes concave, then the overall payoff
function is concave because the sum of the concave functions is concave. The implication
of this requirement means that the marginal revenue of the business travels decreases as the
flight frequency increases.
4 SOLUTION APPROACH
With the payoff function formulated in the previous section, this section presents the
solution approaches for price and frequency competition under static and dynamic games.
4.1 Aiffare competition in the static game
Because airfare is a real variable, the price competition in static games can be written as
follow:
maxx'(F,_,F,,.k) Vm'_m, Vm, k -(21)
where,
Fm_ -- the vector of air fares for the other competitors.
With the concavity of the payoff function, the following system of equations can solve
equation (21):
tYn''CF** ,F,.,) = 0 Vm, k (22)
aT,_
In other words, the Nash equilibrium is achieved by solving the system of first order
conditions in equation (22).
4.2 Frequency competition in the static game
Because frequency is an integral variable, the price competition in static games can be
written as follow:
maxn"(v.,v,e) Vm (23)
v
where,
v,,. = the vector of frequencies for the other competitors.
With the concavity of the payoff function, equation (23) earl be solved by the following
approach:
Step 1: Initial Real Values
Solve the following system of equations shown below and obtain the initial real values
of _',, v':, --', and 9"_.
d7rr" (vm, V,e) _ 0 Vm (24)
Step 2: Compute these Frequencies by the Branch-and-Bound
Compute the values of v_, v_, ..-, and v_ by solving the system of equations shown
below in ascending order.
v I"= argmaxn "1(vl, 9": ,..., _'s )
VI
V2 =argmaxa'2 (v_,v2,v'3 ,...,VN)
1:2
9
v_, =argmax_ "u (v;,v2,...,v__,,v,,) (25)
V/¢
It should be noted that these values are integers.
viewed as a heuristic to the problem.
The solution obtained in step 2 can be
4.3 Airfare competition in the dynamic game
Assuming that the airline with the lowest marginal cost would become the market leader,
and the one with the second lowest marginal cost would become the first follower, then the
one with the third lowest marginal cost would become the second follower, and so on. Let
the airlines from the leaders to the followers be labeled in ascending order, i.e., airline 1 is
the market leader of all airlines, airline 2 follows the action ofairfine 1 and is followed by the
other airlines, etc. Then, the simulation of the dynamic process can solve the problem for
the airfare competition in dynamic games. In addition, given that the demands of the
leisure trips and the business trips are separable, the airfare competition problems for these
two fare classes can be solve separately.
Step 1: Initialization
Set the initial values of the alrfares for the last (N-l) airlines to be a large number.
Label these values as F_°) --. F (°) and F_ ) . The reason for setting large initialt , N-I,k
values for the followers is that the leader may appear to be monopolistic in the
beginning of the competition.
Step 2: Update these Airfares
Compute the value of F_ °, F2_), .--, and F_ ) for the/th iteration by solving the
system of equations shown below in ascending order. This step is the simulation of
reactions occurred in the dynamic process.
_(ii) I (i-l) O-I) O-I)=argmaxn- (Flk,F _ ,F3k ,...,F_ )
F,,
F(I>= gmax
F o) =argmaxxUt_.(o _.o) u-'o) ,Fu_ )%," Ik ," 2k i'"lA Af-l,k (26)
Step 3: The Test of Convergence
If the difference of airfares in two consecutive iterations is less than a very small value,
then stop; otherwise, return to Step 2. The criteria for convergence could be set as
follows:
10
F_tO) _/70-oJ
 =lF2 +F2"
Where g is the tolerance level.
Vm, k (27)
4.4 Frequency competition in the dynamic game
Assuming that the airline with the largest market share would become the market leader, and
the one with the second largest market share would become the first follower, then the one
with the third largest market share would become the second follower, and so on. Let the
airlines from the leaders to the followers be labeled in ascending order, i.e., airline 1 is the
market leader of all airlines, airline 2 follows the action of airline 1 and is followed by the
other airlines, etc. Then, the simulation of the dynamic process can solve the problem for
the frequency competition in dynamic games.
Step 1: Initialization
Set the initial values of the frequencies for the last (N-l) airlines to be zeros. Label
these values as v_°) ... v_l and v (°) The reason for setting zero initial values
for the followers is that, when the leader first enter the market, it should enjoy the
benefit of monopoly.
Step 2: Update these Frequencies
Compute the value of v[°, v_ '), --- and " o) for the ith iteration by solving the
• IVN,
system of equations shown below in ascending order. This step is the simulation of
reactions occurred in the dynamic process.
(-a - 0-1) . 0-O . O-t)xV_ 0 =argmax3rt__l,v2 ,v 3 ,...,v N )
v I
_co _ _2f. co . . o-n) . o-t)x
2 -argmax,, _ivl 'V2'V3 ,'",VN )
V 2
rio _u r..O) . O) . (0
=argmax,, _,vt ,v 2 .... ,vs_l,VN)
Vu
(28)
Step 3: The Test of Convergence
o) v_ -1), Vm,ff the frequencies in two consecutive iterations are the same, i.e., v,, =
then stop; otherwise, return to Step 2. In case that the equilibrium may not be found,
or there are multiple equilibria in the process, the criteria for convergence should be
modified as follows (Hansen, 1990):
11
112CO-- V_ -D
Av=21 .,
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where s is the tolerance level.
Vm (29)
4.5 Frequency competition in the case of alliance
Because of deregulation, currently most airlines in Taiwan suffer the decline of benefit due
to the fact that more airlines had entered the domestic air travel market than ever. In order
to be more competitive in the market, most of the airlines are now in alliance. The model
presents in this section is a simple example of alliance.
Suppose that there are only three airlines in the market, let airline 2 and 3 be the two smaller
ones. Assume that airline 2 decides to be in alliance with airline 3 such that passengers with
the tickets purchased for either airline 1 or 2 can fly any ofthe two airlines.
If these two airlines agree that the revenue should be split according to the number of
passengers being carded in their flights, and suppose that the share of the passengers is
proportional to the provided frequency, then, the new payoff functions can be written as
below:
(30)
_I v= fu (v:+v,)/ ])1::= 0'×6. ×_× -C=xv=v2+ v, /[Z, (v,) +A, (v=+v_) (31)
_' = 0 k ,, 6. × -Q ×v,
v=+ v. /_. (v,) + A_ 0'=+ _.) (32)
where,
ft, (vl) = exp[ V'k ] = exp[fltkFik +,B:_ In v I + elk ],
fz_(v2 +v3) = exp[fl, kF'a +]12, In(v2 +v3) +c'2, ],
F'_ = the average air fare of airline 2 and 3,
c'a = the joint specific constant for airline 2 and 3.
The solution approach is the same as the method described in the static games.
5 A CASE STUDY
The case study presented in this section is limited to the applications of frequency
competition in both static and dynamic games. The analysis is based on the data acquired
in the Taipei-Kaohsiung market for 5 airlines (Li, 1997). Table 1 lists the calibrated costs
of these airlines based on Hansen's cost functions (1990). It should be noted that the
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average costs per seat among these airlines appear to be very similar. As a result, there
could be no apparent market leader in the dynamic airfare competition game.
Because of the lack of sufficient data, the O-D air travel demand model was not calibrated,
instead, the following equation based on previous study of the elasticity of airfare with
respect to O-D demand was applied:
Q_I = 94451183- AF -L2_ (33)
The average airfare, AF, is calculated by the weights of current market shares. Table 2
shows the calibration results of the market share model. The survey data was based on
travelers' stated preferences (SP). The likelihood ratio test for the null hypothesis that the
market share models in leisure and in business purposes are the same is as follows:
-2[Ln L_(fl) + Ln Lb (.B) - Ln L, (fl) ] = 6.4 (34)
Where L, (,B), Lb 05'), and L, (/3) are the likelihood values for the leisure trip model, the
business trip model, and the combined model, respectively.
Table 1: The cost data of Taipei-Kaohsiung airlines
Airlines A B C D E
Cost per flight (NTD t) 130382 164855 159110 190136 170601
No. of seats per flight 130 160 155 182 165
1003 1030 1027 1045 1034Cost per seat (?¢I'D)
Table 2: The Estimated Parameters of the Market Share Model
(t values in the parentheses)
Variables Leisure
Airline- C 1.037(4.946)
specific
constant D 0.880(3.739)
Airfare (NTD)
Daily frequency
(in natural Io_)
LnL(,B)
0.00405(-7.143)
0.0404(4.551)
No. of sample
Business
1.060(6.981)
0.906(5.452)
0.00255(-5.204)
0.0371(4.786)
Combined
0.994(8.741)
249 297
0.826(6.612)
-0.00317(-8.698)
0.0397(6.969)
-334.45 -409.55 -747.2
Ln L(0) -400.75 -478 -878.75
p-" 0.16 0.14 0.15
546
' New Taiwan Dollar. IUSD = 34 NTD.
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Thecritical2"square value with 4 degree of freedom and 95% confidence level is 9.49.
The test statistics suggests that the differences between these two calibrated models are not
significant, therefore, the combined market share model is used for further application.
Table 3 shows the solutions obtained by the application of the methods developed for static
and dynamic games. It should be noted that currently most airlines are not profitable due
to the fact of low ridership and high supply of airline tickets. The result of the static game
with respect to frequency suggests that, with the reduction of frequency and the increase of
ridership, most airlines will become profitable under current airfares. On the other hand,
the result of the static game with respect to airfares shows that most airlines will enjoy larger
profits if the current airfares could be even lower under current timetable. Finally, given
that airline C has the largest share in the market, it has the potential to become the market
leader. Suppose that airline C is indeed the leader, as a result, it will earn even more profit
under the rules of the dynamic game. This result is consistent with the Stackelberg model.
Table 3: The Payoffs in Static and Dynamic Games
Airlines
Current daily flights
B I c
18 20i
1233!
D
24
E
8
Current airfares (NTD) 1284 1298 1220 932
Current profits (NTD/day) -1333793 -1740695 12775881 -1176779 -1457286
Frequencies in static game 1(3 7 26 19 8
Resulted profits (NTD/day) 211698 290042 660902 520830 - 134568
Air'fares in static game (NTD) 9513 900 1250: 1050 12513
Resulted profits (NTD/day) -272347 -943089 638601 -282405 250778
Frequencies in dynamic game 6 5 30: 13 8
Resulted profits (NTD/day) 113456 234589 865432 401324 -134568
6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this paper develops a model to interpret domestic air travel market behavior.
The model consists of two parts: the formulation of payoff functions, and five solution
approaches to the corresponding games. The payoff functions contain the cost function,
the O-D air travel demand models and the market share models for leisure and business trips.
The solution approaches are derived based on the concavity analysis of the payoff functions
and the means of simulation.
Finally, a case study based on Taipei-Kaohsiung air travel data is presented as model
application. With the airline costs estimated by Hansen's cost functions and the market
share models calibrated by travelers' SP survey data, the solutions of the static games show
that current operations effectiveness may be improved if the frequency or airfares can be
reduced. The result of the dynamic game also suggests that airline C, which currently has
the largest market share, may earn more profit than that of the static game if airline C truly
becomes a market leader.
-"The market leader
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Meanwhile,themode!developedin the paper can also be extended to incorporate the hub-
and-spoke operations in the future study. In addition, the assessment of market impact
under various strategies, such airline alliance, may also be analyzed by the inclusion of
cooperative game theory for further researches.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Thehighstandardsof livingandmobilityof post-war society have led to an increasing use
of air transport. In the case of road, rail and air transport, this has produced an important
impact on the physical landscape. These systems are almost always developed in order to
meet a specific demand. Transportation studies have concerned themselves with physical
layout, the origin and destination of passenger and cargo movements, and the character of
transport centres, in which the essential elemen:s are access (i.e., to activity sites) and
mobility (i.e., the ability to move between them) (Hanson, 1986). Little attention was paid,
however, to the development process and planning of transport geography. This process has
been repeated in many places, thus creating a particular geographic pattern, leading to a
general model of transport development.
The review of the literature of geographical studies of transportation usually begins with
Ullman (1954, 1973), who used topology to explain spatial interaction. However, the broad
outline of transport development was first demonstrated by Taaffe, Morrill and Gould
(1963), who developed a descriptive generalisation of a typical sequence of transportation
development, and later continued by Rimmer (1967, 1973) who adopted and improved the
model in the search for spatial regularities by comparing the changes in the evolution of
New Zealand and Australian seaports. The critics of transport geography, which was at the
tbrefront of empirical quantitative geography, claim that it had become entrapped by its
own narrow emphasis on network analysis and mechanistic models, and also too enamoured
of the details of rational behaviour, such as minimisation of costs and distance (Knowles,
1993). This theoretical approach has not changed, despite the criticism of it as mere
descriptive modelling (Sayer, 1982). Yet the critics failed to indicate which methodology
ought to replace it. The quest for an explanation based upon generalisations and the search
for universal empirical norms continued during the 1990s in the work of Bell and Cloke
(1990). My paper attempts to dispel the notion that ideal empirical research is irreplaceable.
We are setting out what Bhaskar (1975) would describe as the ideal conditions under which
air transport development should occur and suggesting what we can learn from the results
of this process, rather than presupposing a preconceived idea about the nature of airline
operations.
Research on the development of ai.r transport _tas focused to date mainly on the operating
conditions of airlines, airports -and government regulatory bodies, as described in the work
of Gidwitz (1980), Pryke (1986), Taneja (1988), Kasper (1988) and O'Connor (1989).
Many researchers have examined network development and operations in air passenger
service. Pioneer work in this field began with Ferguson and Danzig (1955) and continued
with the work of Miller (1963), Simpson (1966), Pollack (1974), Richardson (1976),
Kanafani (t981), Morrison and Cliford (1986), Teodorovic (1988) and Shaw (1993).
Various models were concerned with the optimal location of hubs in the post-deregulation
period, such as the studies by Meyer and Oster (1984), Kanafani and Ghobrial (1985), and
Phillips (1987). Others discussed issues such as the competition and management of
passenger service at hub airports and the significance of industrial concentration, as in the
work of Graham, Kaplan and Sibley (1983), GeIman and Salop (1983), Morrison and
Winston (1986) and K.ling, Curtis and Thomas (1991). Optimal location of hubs had a
particular implication tbr cargo shipping, as shown by O'keily (1986). Non-modelling
studies focused on airline economics and regulation, such as those by Meyer and Osier
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(1981), Levine (1987), Kalm (1989) and Wheatcroft and Lipman (1990). The economic
advantage of the hub-and-spoke network was offered by De Neufville and Gordon (1972),
Devaney and Garges (1972), Chestier (1985), Spiller (1989) and Brown (1991). All these
researches, however, suffered from an over-concentration on airline operation. Defining a
problem and making simplistic assumptions can lead to models which may substantiate
airlines operation in actual practice, but do little to explain the development process and
its outcome. Therefore, in this paper we attempt to present a general theory of air transport
development based on the economic and spatial characteristics of air service.
2. THE ECONOMIC AND SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AIR SERVICE
Air transportation is an essential part of contemporary society which touches each
individual personally and as a member of society. Just as the standard of living increases
in industrialised societies and the economy becomes more complex, so the means of
production have an impact on the principles of availability and accessibility: the dependence
on transportation becomes more pronounced. The development of an air transportation
systems is a process of expanding spatial ties between points and the creation of an
hierarchical system of network links. The act of air travel implies a number of independent
decisions taken by individuals and organizations which are essential for the existence of an
aviation transport system. The first decision is taken by individuals who want to travel, thus
creating the total demand. The supply is represented by airlines who operate a fleet of
aircraft servicing different routes and airports, making air traffic possible between these
points. Although the airline marketplace operates primarily on economic mechanisms of
supply and demand, these decisions do not suffice to sustain a system. Political
considerations also constitute an essential component of the necessary set of decisions, due
to the jurisdiction of each country over its land area and the air space.
Airlines have an inherent tendency toward the graduate elimination of competition, with a
resultant monopoly (O'Connor, 1989). The economic rationale behind this is very simple.
Irt a competitive situation an airline can easily enter a new market. However the presence
of multiple carriers in the market might result in inefficient operations (hence losses) for
most carriers. Consequently, economy-of-scale tends to eliminate small carriers who are
unable to compete with large-scale entrepreneurs. Furthermore, mergers and acquisition of
airlines result in an monopolistic (or oligopolistic) system. In practice, economies of scale
decrease costs only up to a certain point and a monopolistic system is not likely to occur.
In addition, government intervention and national prestige keep small national carriers in
the market, even when they are losing money. The result is that the airline industry is
traditionally treated in the professional literature as a monopolistic competitor, and this is
the hypothesis followed by the Douglas and Miller (1974) theory in most studies. This
assumption allows /br a particular treatment of the two dominant elements: flight
scheduling and level of service. For a businessman on a short business trip, a convenient
flight schedule would be the most important element, whereas for a family holiday trip, a
competitive airfare might be the major consideration in choosing a holiday resort. As a
result, airlines usually make careful observations of the passenger composition on different
flights. Reducing prices on a flight used primarily by businessmen might not be as effective
as the same tactic on flights to attractive vacation resorts. Similarly, the offer of more
frequentflightswithconvenientarrivaland/ordeparturetimesmaybeamoreefficientway
of luringbusinessmen.
Somemayarguethatairlinesserviceisan undifferentiated product, as many passengers
view the service as the same whether provided by one airline or another. This conclusion
is based on the assumption that airlines operate the same type of aircraft and that passengers
believe they receive the same flight amenities aboard all carriers. Although this belief may
be true on some routes, the airlines have tried, and have to a large extent succeeded, in
demolishing this myth. There are always passengers willing to pay more for a safer, shorter
or more comfortable flight.
The development of air transport has resulted in increased competition for quality of
service, which in turn has induced many companies to give passenger incentives to maintain
higher load factors. Airlines also tend to over book in order to ensure high-load factors.
Thus, airlines can be divided into carriers which give quality service and those that provide
a no-thrill low-fare service. Air travelling is no longer the pleasure or exotic adventure of
previous times. Most airports are congested places with large confusing hails and counters,
and flights are tediums passengers wish would finish quickly. Airlines attempt to secure
proper revenues and maintain a strong market presence by using different methods to lure
in more passengers. The most common method is to cut fares. Special inducements, such
as frequent-flyer programmes, can provide major carriers with a competitive advantage over
new entrants with a relatively small network. Thus, passengers might not select the most
competitive service (lowest tare), but rather the service that builds up the highest credit on
their programme.
Air transport should be considered as a multi-attribute commodity. A number of service
levels are available to a prospective traveller, all providing the same basic service, but
differing in other aspects. The operation standards of airlines are of greatly differing
qualities and differentiated by their scheduling operation, organisation, political factors,
ownership and size. By using the spatial evolution of air service pattern we may explore
the changes in these attributes, although in this paper we will focus in particular on the
inter-relationship between costs, service and market share.
3. A MODEL OF AIR TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT
A transport network can be said to be formed when different points in space are linked
together into a uniform structure. Networks may be _vo-dimensional or three-dimensional.
They may have either fzxed channels using guided tracks or have a relative freedom of
movement, as with air routes. In order to visualize air route changes a topological _aph
representation may be used to reduce air transport network to its simplest form, which may
help to explain more clearly the developing characteristics of air transport ne_vorks. Using
this method we can avoid realisation of air route corridors which Haggert (1967)
characterised in the form and location of the single line. Theretbre, it seems best to
concentrate on two-dimensional networks with two-directionzd links bet'ween nodes
connected to a network structure.
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Thetopologicalair networkin figure1consistsof aseriesof points(i.e.,citiesorairport),
which arenormallylinkedtogetherby air routesconsistingof two-directionalf ights.A
flight canlink twocitiesby one-legflight,or it canlink citiesthrougha multi-legroute
whichconsistsof a flight with intermediate stops, usually termed stopovers. Figure 1 is a
partial three-dimensional graph representation of the air network. Lines which intersect and
share the same crossing point do not imply the existence of a node, whose traffic may be
diverted from one route to another, such as is the case in rail or road transport. Although
two arcs may cross one another, they do so without intersecting, as they bypass each other
in another dimension.
We have identified six phases in the sequence of air transport development (illustrated in
Figure 1). In the first phase scattered airports service between the various airports is
intermittent and disorganised. In the second phase, penetration routes, we see the beginning
of scheduled services, although on a very limited nature, and gradually air routes begin to
develop between cities. In theory, the intercity connection ought to lead to the third phase
of mcL_:imurn connectivity, in which city-pair routes are linked up to all cities. This is,
however, a very inefficient phase, as a total of fifteen routes are required to link up all the
cities in our six-city example. A more efficient spatial network configuration is achieved
through aridly-connected network before this phase is fully realised. Compared with the
case of maximum connectivity, only ten routes serve our six cities. Under these conditions
economies of scale can be realised by using larger aircraft tbr connecting passengers on the
interior routes, which in figure 1 includes all flights originating or destinating at airport 2.
The fifth phase, hub-and-spoke, is allied to the growth of an efficient operating system. The
efficiency of the hub-and-spoke network is clear when compared to the previous two
phases. A central hub facility enables the re-routing of all flights through one central hub
airport for a total of only five routes. This enables the airlines to use smaller number of
large aircrafts. In the final phase, de-hubbing, these economies are taken one step further
by the use of feeder routes and stopover flights. Since each city is linked to only one of the
hubs, the spatial organization of traffic will change in one of two ways: either intercity
traffic linked to the same hub will stop at the hub and then continue on to its destination;
or, if the cities are linked to different hubs, then the traffic will make another stop and pass
through the route connecting the two hubs, thus enabling the airlines to use even larger
aircraft on the route between the hubs, which in our example connects City 2 with City 6.
The characteristics of air service in each of the six phases are different and after a thorough
examination we can better understand the operating mechanism behind air transport
development. Several factors affect air transport development and the demand for air
services, such as fares or ticket price, flight frequency and flight amenities (i.e., seating
comfort and the quality of the tbod served). The result is that the number of passengers on
each flight may differ, and are not always related to passenger revenues. For this reason
airlines are more concerned with the number of paying passengers and profit margins,
rather than with the actual output (i.e., passenger-kilometres). Yet, airline output may
become a significant attribute at a hub airport with restricted slots, where it may not be
possible to increase an airline's level of service, as for example by adding more flights. In
addition, the traffic volume and flow between cities play a major factor in the spatial
location of hubs and their role in the development process. Traffic at each airport includes
three types of flights: direct flights, transfers, and connecting flights. Airport axe ranked by
the volume and the r?'pe of flights either beginning or terminating at the airport, which
producesa hubhierarchyandspatialorderof airports.Thelocationsof thehubsmove
furtherapartasthe scaleeffectof the inter-facilibr linkage increases. In such a case a
lower-order system of air transport facilities and ser¢;ces develops in conjunction with a
higher-order system.
Airlines sell more than one product and therefore the rules of classic microeconomics may
not be appropriate in their case, as they often pursue yield-management objectives rather
than profit maximization. Airline costs ought to ha_e a direct effect on fares, and this is
why passengers often expect operative efficiency to have a direct impact on ticket prices.
However, as Feller and Goodovitch (1994) have demonstrated, airlines commonly employ
a policy of route price discrimination for various reasons, such as cross-subsidization of
unprofitable routes. By so doing airlines attempt to control the number of discount fares
available on each flight and restrict them to truly "capacity-controlled fares", while
protecting the overall yield. This method enables the airlines to gain high revenues for their
companies and sustain their market shares. "Yield management" does not necessarily attain
high-profit margins however. It appears that demand for air travel in high-density markets
favours yield management. Airlines in such markets often fight for prestige and a large
market share and pay less attention to the effect on their operating margins. On the other
hand, airlines operating in less-competitive markets employ profit management, which
requires more efficient routing and scheduling design. Financially-vulnerable airlines can
thus no longer afford to maintain prestigious routes and are willing to cut back their
operations in order to remain viable operators. We have demonstrated three dominant
characteristics of air service development: cost, service and market share, by which we try
to determine the spatial development of air networks. One must examine the effect of air
transport development on costs, service and market share in order to understand better the
cause and effect of the model development phases.
4. COSTS
Air transportation costs are commonly divided into indirect and direct costs. An airline's
indirect costs are very much associated with the.mJmber of aircraft purchased, leased or
operated by it. Airline start-up costs are characterized by both high "sunk costs" and
significant learning-costs. A firm entering the aviation industry must be prepared for a
heavy financial commitment, with the purchase of aircrati whose deliveries begin only
several years after the initial payment. Once paid out, these costs cannot be fully or easily
recovered by the sale of the underlying assets (G1L_., 1990). In addition, the unit costs of
long-established firms may be considerably lower than those of a new entrant, as the unit
production costs decline as output increases. In periods of high demand, an existing carrier
can collect abnormal profits. An airline's direct costs are a function of the number of routes
operated, the number of passengers carried on each route (and flight leg) and the type of
aircraft operated on each route. Aircraft-kilometres can be seen as an indicator of changes
in airline costs and the total network costs.
The effect .on costs of each of the six development phases may be analyzed by observing
indirect and direct costs as a function of a) the number of aircrafts operating and b) the
total aircraft kilometres. In the first _vo phases the demand in each market is low and any
carrier entering the market may have to bear significant "learning costs". In the following
phasesthe demandincreasesto suchanextentthat a carriermaytry to find waysto
decreasetotal operatingcosts.The six city network(figure 1) is usedonceagainto
illustratethis point. In a phaseof maximumconnectionnetworkusing linear routing
betweenall cities,a totalof thirty flight legsarerequiredbetweenall citiesandat least
fifteenaircraftarerequired,assumingthatthedistancebetweencitiesanddaily frequency
requirestheallocationof oneaircraftoneachroute.Thisphaseiseconomicallyinefficient.
Lowload-factorscanbeoftenfoundonlow-demandperipheralroutes.Theairlines"cross-
subsidise"unprofitableshort-haulrouteseithertbr reasonsof publicpolicyor in orderto
maintainfeederservicesfromspokesto hub(e.g.,to nodenumber2).
A centralhubfacilityenablesthere-routingof all flights through one central hub airport
for a total of twelve flights, requiring only six aircraft on each route. The economic
rationale of route-hubbing is simple. Passengers from a single origin and proceeding to
various destinations arrive at a central hub airport, where they change flights to their final
destinations, along with other passengers who also made the connection at the hub.
Passengers for different destinations share a single aircraft, thus allowing larger and more
cost-efficient aircraft to use the airports. The economic argument of aircraft size as
explained by Bailey and Panzar (1981) maintains that larger aircraft with equal load factors
have lower average costs. However, there is a limit to aircraft size and airport capacity.
The hub-and-spoke system can only benefit from cost-efficient operations of large aircraft
to a certain limit. Hub airports are crowded by larger aircraft and many connecting flights.
Delays, poor airport access and air traffic control problems are several consequences of this
situation. Some of the traffic is moved to adjacent airport in Order to ease congestion at
central hub airports. Therefore, the sixth phase brings about further cost reductions in
saturated markets. An efficient hub-and-spoke operation is based on perfect timing between
connecting flights. Airlines attempt to overcome the "air-side" and "land-side" constraints
at the hub facility by de-hubbing, and increase their load factors on low-demand routes. In
figure 1 this is illustrated by the diversion of some of the traffic from the major hub airport
(node number 2) to a secondary hub (at node number 6).
5. SERVICE ,.
The level of service _has both positive and negative effects for the airlines and their
passengers. Unreliability, low frequency, poor quality or lack of capacity leads to loss of
passengers to alternative operators or transport. Yet low level of service may not necessarily
result in loss of passengers. A lower level of service permits higher load factors, lower
average costs and, as a result, increased profits. Fewer flights allow airlines to combine
passenger demand and utilise larger aircraft, thus taking advantage of economy-of-scale in
order to lower average costs. Improvements in service lure more passengers and can
improve the amine load factors. As demonstrated by Cole (1993), direct flights provide a
much shorter journey time, and such service improvements attract a significant proportion
of business and leisure travellers who are other,vise forced to take connecting flights to
their destinations. Congested airports also effect the level of service in a market.
Goodovitch (I 991) reported that airports with a slot=constraint = such as Heathrow - affect
flig_ht frequency and capacity. As a result of the lower frequency, traffic may decline and
profits decrease.
Theair transportdevetopmentmodelpresentedin figure l allowsusto seetheeffectof
networkdevelopmenton thelevelof serviceof thenetworkasa whole.In thefirst phase
serviceis not frequentandairlinetimetableschangefrequentlybetweenseasonsandeven
onamonthlybasis.Airlinesarenormallyoccupiedwith theproblemsof basicoperations
and tend to makemoreimprovementsin technology,ratherthanextendof routesor
improvethequalityof service.PhaseB is thebeginningof scheduledroutes.The route
penetration of most airlines is attained on a trail-and-error basis, in which new schedule
services are added according to economic success. Service frequency is effected by
problems of capital raising and limited fleet size.
When demand for travel increases, the phase of total intercity connections is reached. The
goal of most airlines is market dominance and they aim to operate on all possible routes.
even at the expense of low-load factors oa low-demand routes. The full-development
network phase is related to a regulatory environment, in which government route allocations
force the airlines to operate frequent services even on economically unviable routes.
Regulation has caused excessive number of flights on all routes, as service quality and
frequency was perhaps the only way to compete in a regulated environment, when direct
route competition was not available.
The hub-and-spoke phase is the most efficient airline network system, yet a relatively it has
a poor level of service. The economic rationale behind this phase is that an increase in
frequency and capacity over the whole network compensates for the effects of service
flexibility., such as increased connections and longer flight time. In this phase, outbound
flights from a hub airport (,node number 2) bring together passengers from many origins
who share the same aircraft. Each flight is scheduled such that a number of distinct routes
intersect. This permits the airlines to expand the number of flights offered, or to use a more
convenient flight timing. Concentration at the hub, however, influences the level of service
given at the airport. Delays, congested access roads or missed connections are some of the
consequences.
One solution to a low-level of service in congested hub airports is to divert some of the
traffic to other airports, thus creating a multi-hub neh_vork. This occurs when the last phase
of our model is reached. De-hubbing has the fewest direct flights resulting in a stopover.
Flights between two cities linked to the same hub (e.g., between node 1 and node 3) will
make only one stopover at the hub. If the two cities are linked to different hubs (e.g., node
1 is linked to hub at node 2 and node 5 is linked to a hub at node 6), then the number of
stopovers increase and the flight must make two stopovers: one at each hub.
6. MARKET SH._R.E
Airlines defend their behaviour with their belief in the "S-curve", or the theory of
prominence. The theory is that passengers in a particular market are more attracted to a
dominant airline. A dominant company will naturally obtain a larger proportion of the
market p_senger share, as it operates more flights and offers a larger number of seats.
According to dais theory, airlines who want to enter a new market must increase their flight
frequency, and thereby operate low-load factors in the short run, until they become a
recognised three in that market. This is not to say that the only way to increase traffic is
to increaseseatingcapacity.Forif thisargumentholdstrue,airlineswouldbereluctantto
improvethesituationor developa hub-and-spokeoperation(e.g.,table2 showsthatthe
minimumseatingcapacitywasreachedin thephaseof hub-and-spokenetwork).
The early developmentof air transport - phase A - is characterised by the attempt of
carriers to establish frequent service in the market. Several small carriers may co-exist with
no competition or cooperation between them. The financial burdens and "learning-costs"
may result in the consolidation of some airlines, but this process should be seen as financial
consolidation and not as a strategic consolidation, which typifies a much later phase of the
development process. When scheduled route penetration occurs in phase B, we observe an
increase in the number of carriers, yet each one operates in a separate market attempting
to lure passengers away from other types of travel and to promote travel as such. The
maximum number of carriers in a market occurs at the phase of maximum connectivity. At
this stage numerous carriers are operating on all the possible routes. As long as air transport
demand is not large enough to permit frequent flights (e.g., on a daily basis), economies-of-
scale are not prominent. Up to this phase, traffic increases steadily on all routes and the
financial results of the airlines improve. However, when the learning economies are
exhausted and regulation is relaxed, air transport quickly develops into a more efficient
network configuration. Airlines resume operation of direct flights on low-density routes
(e.g., from node 3 to node 4 and node 1 to node 6). At that point airlines operating from
the same airport or in an adjacent market try to compete and eliminate the threat from their
competitors. The number of carriers and each carrier market share is determined by the size
of the market, the financial position of companies, government regulations and the available
technology (e.g., aircraft type, airport capacity and new technologies).
Air transport market share is basically a function of the number of routes serving each
market. The fewer the mutes, the more the larger carriers will dominate the market. The
most efficient route system exists in a hub-and-spoke network as presented in phase E. Such
operations permit cooperation between airlines in order to reduce costs of operation or to
eliminate a third competitor. Thus two airlines might agree to split revenues on a specific
route which is jointly operated. One airline will fly the first leg of the route, while the other
flies the second leg - the passengers making the connection through the hub airport. This
process leads to concentration and congestion at hub airports, and prevents new airlines
from penetrating into other markets. In the next phase, de-hubbing, the market dominance
of a carrier or carriers may be broken. The effect of secondary hub (node number 6) relief
of congestion at the hub (node number 2) and re-routing of some of the traffic is to allow
new carriers to enter the market or to increase their competitive threat and market share.
7.A NUNLERICAL EXAMPLE
We used a numerical example to demonstrait the effect _t air transport development on
costs, service and market share in order to show the cause and effect of the model
development phases. In the following numerical example we assume the given model of air
transport development as shown in figure I. The distances between the airports of the six
cities are equal (2,000km) and one aircraft can serve each city-pair market with one round-
trip flight a day. The daily passenger demand at each marLet is presented in table I. In the
following numerical example we present the changes in costs, level of service and market
share for each developing phase. Total costs are a function of the number and type of
aircraft, the number of routes and flights, and the average network load factor (the ratio of
passengers to available seats) on each route. Level of service is a function of market flight
frequency, seating capacity, and passengers-kilometres. We have calculated the average
origin destination (O-D) seat availability for all zones (airports). The market share indicates
the carriers market dominance. The total number of routes is a measure of possible route
competition, in which the ratio between the zone with the minimum number of routes and
the zone with the maximum number of routes determines the possible level of competition
in the market.
In the first two phases, scattered airports and penetrating routes, the demand for air travel
is unexploited thidden demand). Thus, some potential customers do not "know of this
possibility, and others may not yet realise the advantages of flying. The airlines are also
experimenting with the market potential. Costs, level of service and market share are
consequently not stable and the industry in this region experiences a period of early growth.
By the time we reach the phase of maximum connectivi_, the market demand as presented
by table l can be fully realised.
The third phase, maximum connectivity, is characterised by relatively high costs and service
as the number of aircraft serving the market is at its peak and direct flight makes passenger-
kilometres the lowest. Market share is at its peak, since an equal number of flights are
serving each market and no advantages to scale can yet be achieved. Once we have moved
to a more economically-efficient network development phase, these results change
significantly. In table 2 we have summarised _e results of the above numerical example.
The fourth phase,fully connected network, allows cost-saving operation by a 33% reduction
in the number of routes and aircraft-kilometres. This allows for higher load factors, but the
service deteriorates and competition forces some of the smaller carriers out of the market.
Passengers are tbrced to fly longer distances and have fewer direct flights. But, higher level
of service (seating availability.) can compensate by more frequent service, although this is
usually not the case, since the airlines will tend to use larger and more efficient aircrafts.
For this reason we see that total number of aircraft has been reduced from fifteen to ten
planes only be_een phase C and D.
Maximum concentration is achieved in a hub-and-spoke system. In this phase the airline
can benefit from the lowest costs as aircraft-kilometres are reduced by 50%. Load factors
and seat availability, increased, but the average available seating capacity, in each market is
lower, and passengers suffer ti:om lower probabilities to find available seat on a desired
fligh. Passenger are also expected to experience lower level of sen'ice and longer hours on
board. Very. few direct flights e.xist and all of them to the hub airport. This phase can assist
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mostmajorairlinesto takeadvantagefromtheeconomies-of-scalet thehub.Yetthiscan
alsowork againstthe carrier.Congestion,deniedboardinganddelaysat the hubmay
facilitatetheprocessof de-hubbing. In this phase passengers may suffer from even longer
flights with up to two connections, but are compensated by better seat availability. Market
share also can change if competitors may decide to enter the market and obtain control over
the secondary hub.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
A majorcharacteristicwhichdistinguishestheair transportmarketfrom other economic
activities is the use of spatial networks both as a means of supplying services and a
strategic instrument for cost reduction. It is also a competitive mechanism with the goal of
deterring or encouraging new airlines from entering the market. Airlines have an inherent
tendency toward the elimination of competitors, with a resuitant monopoly and more cost-
efficient network configuration. Most airlines ought to be concerned with the effect of
service on the demand for travel, as unreliability.: low frequency, poor quality or lack of
capacity lead to a loss of passengers. Similarly. service improvements lead to higher load
factors and passenger numbers. In order to explain the conditions under which air transport
has developed, we have identified six phases in the sequence of network development and
examined subsequent changes in costs, service and market share for each one. In the first
phase, scattered airports, service between the various airports is intermittent and air service
disorganised. In the second phase, penefralion routes, we see the beginning of scheduled
service, although on a very limited nature, and air routes begin to develop between cities.
Theoretically the intercity connection leads to a phase of maximum connectivity, in which
city-pair routes are linked to all cities. This is a very inefficient phase however, as a total
of fifteen routes are required to link up between all cities in our six city example. Usually
before this phase is fully realised, a more efficient spatial network configuration is brought
about through afuUy-connected network. Only ten routes serve our six cities compared with
the case of maximum connectivity.
The fifth phase, hub-and-spoke, goes hand-in-hand with the growth of an efficient operative
system. The efficiency of the hub-and-spoke network is obvious when compared to the
previous two phases. A central hub facility enables the re-routing all flights through one
central hub airport for a total of six routes only. An airline can make significant cost
savings, compared to direct-flight operations, improve load factors and attain a higher level
of service. Consumers can benefit from more frequent service during off-peak hours and
from lower fares resulting from reduced operation costs for the airline. In the last phase,
de-Hubbing, these economies are taken one step further using feeder routes and stopover
flights to reduce the number of aircraft necessary, to link up all cities and reduce total block
hours. Aseach city is linked to only one of the hubs, the spatial organization of traffic will
develop in one of two ways: either traffic bev,veen cities linked to the same hub will stop
at the hub and then keep on to its destination; or, if the cities are linked to different hubs
then the traffic must make another stop and pass through the route connecting the two hubs
together.
This paper has discussed the dynamics of air transport and examined the driving mechanism
behind this process. Rather than presupposing an abstrac: theory about airlines operation,
we have presented a general theory, of air transport development based on the economic and
spatial characteristics of air service. We believe that an understanding of the spatial
behaviour of airlines v-ill contribute to better airport planning, government regulation and
airline management in the future.
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FIGURE 1: A IvIODEL OF AIR TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT
Phase A: sporadic service is
available between scattered
airports.
Scattered airports
Phase B: scheduled routes
open between the cities.
Penetration routes
Phase C: the phase of complete
intercity connections is reached.
Maximum connectivity
Phase D: a more efficient spatial
network configuration is achieved.
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Fully-connected network
Phase E: a central hub facility enables
a more efficient operations by the
re-routing all flights through one hub
airport.
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Table I: City-pair demand matrix
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Table 2: Air service characteristics
Phase A:
Scattered Airports
Phase B:
Penetration Routes
Phase C: Maximum
Connectivity
Phase D:
Fully Connected
Network
Phase E:
Hub-and-Spoke
Phase F:
De-Hubbing
Number Size of
of Routes Aircrafts
I 0
2 2: 50seats
15 I5:50seats
10 5: 50seats
5: 100seats
5 5: 150seats
5 4: 150seats
l:400seats
Total .
Aircraft
Km
Total
Passenger
Kin
Average
Load
Factor
Average
O-D seat
availability
2,000 varies varies varies
4,000 varies varies varies
60,000 1,500,000 50.0% 50.0
40,000 2,000,000
2,500,000
2,900,000
20,000
66.0%
83.0%
72.5%20,000
33.0
75.0
183.3
/"
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Abstract
According to the trade press, performance evaluation in North America is well underway. This
paper reports the findings of a research study to examine the assessment of carrier performance
by users and suppliers of North American transportation services. As a descriptive study, it
examines the approaches of cargo suppliers (manufacturers) to the evaluation of their transport
suppliers" performance--incidence of monitoring, methods, responsibility for and use ()f
findings--in order to understand the business practices taking place. These findings are then
contrasted with similar elements from the points of view of carriers and logistics service firms.
The paper does not explore the issue of performance assessment from a macro-economic focus
but rather from one of firm-specific program implementation. It concludes that the perception
advanced by the trade press is not the reality reported by companies in the marketplace.
Introduction
Performance evaluation in the North American transport system is well established according to
the trade press. This paper reports on the findings of a research program to examine the
assessment of carrier performance by buyers and suppliers of North American transportation
services.
Specifically, the research program examined the approaches of cargo suppliers
(manufacturers) to the evaluation of their transport suppliers' performance, in order to
understand the business practices taking place. The survey of manufacturers, undertaken in 1995
and reported in Brooks (1998), found very few differences between Canadian and American
companies. It also uncovered few differences between firms shipping high value goods and those
shipping low value goods. However, ti_ere were significant differences between companies
operating according to Just-in-Time OFT) requirements and non-JIT companies in their use of
• luality programs and of formal carrier performance monitoring. Many of the carrier performance
measurement systems used by manufacturers did not appear to be that well established
scientifically, and remained the purview of large companies.
Subsequently carriers and logistics service firms were surveyed, in 1996 and 1997
respectively. These results are being reported in two articles (Brooks, forthcoming a and b). The
results of the carrier survey were not similar to those of the manufacturers. Carrier participation
in systems monitoring their own performance was high and the size of firms undertaking
performance evaluation was quite diverse. The reliance of carriers on customer surveys involving
subjectiveevaluation and measuring customer satisfaction was particularly interesting. The
limited use of objective metrics measuring operating performance was not expected.
The survey of logistics service companies (LSCs) provided the opportunity to explore
differences in carrier performance monitoring practices between those LSCs that own transport
assets, and therefore might presumably behave more like carriers, and those that provide pure
services and therefore are more Like cargo suppliers (manufacturers). This segment of the study
had serious non-response problems with a high number of surveys returned as undeliverable,
and a serious lack of interest on the part of U.S. firms. Descriptively those practices will be
included here.
This paper reviews the findings of the research program with respect to those parties
with a formal carrier monitoring program in place, contrasting buyer findings with similar
elements from the point of view of carriers and logistics service firms from a program
implementation viewpoint.
Literature Review
In the last decade, the market for transport services has changed dramatically. Deregulation,
time-based competition and the resultant focus by many buyers on JTT strategies have resulted in
new buyer-seller (shipper-carrier) relationships for many companies in the transport industry.
This trend is reinforced by the implementation of global production and distribution systems by
many transport buyers and contractual relationships (including strategic alliances) have become
more common. The move away from price-oriented transaction-specific carrier selection and
towards alliances and negotiated transport service contracts has been reported by a number of
authors (Brooks, 1995; Gibson et aI., 1993; Crum and Allen, 1991; Kleinsorge et al., 1991). Lieb and
Millen (1988, 1990) noted that JIT implementation leads to both a change in criteria by which
carriers are selected and the number of carriers used. This research program was developed as it
became evident during the course of the research done by Brooks (1995) that two trends had
challenged the traditional transaction-based approach: (1) carrier-shipper contractual alliances
accounted for a substantial share of the total volume of transport purchase transactions and (2)
the role of logistics service firms was larger as outsourcing of logistics activities became more
frequent.
The criteria by which shippers choose carriers have been studied for the past three
decades and these studies were briefly reviewed in Brooks (1998). Most of these studies suffered
from the failure to link carrier selection attributes to the shipper's perception or assessment of the
performance of the carrier and whether or not that performance differentiated carriers on a
particular service dimension. In other words, the research failed to incorporate Aaker and Day's
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(1980) classic model of purchase behaviour. According to the Aaker and Day (1980) model, a
carrier must be seen as having the attributes deemed by the buyer to be important to the buyer
and be perceived to perform better than other carriers on those attributes, e.g., the carrier
alternatives must be viewed to be different. The existence of well-defined performance evaluation
systems enables the buyer to assess the difference he or she is purchasing and its relative value,
evaluate the transport supplier in terms of meeting or exceeding expectations and assist the buyer
in establishing service targets for future purchases. The existence of well-defined performance
evaluation systems enables the seller to assess relative performance in areas of importance to
customers against industry benchmarks, previous performance, competitor performance and/or
future service targets; identify areas for continuous or innovative improvement initiatives; take
greater control of areas of logistics or strategic importance to the company; and more.
There have been articles on performance measurement from the perspective of the
purchasing manager, often drawing conclusions about the types and effectiveness of those
systems in place (e.g., Dumond, 1991). However, this work has generally not focused specifically
on the purchase of transport services. What better way to change the perception of performance
than to have documented operating evidence of performance differences? The desire to
investigate the processes of carrier performance monitoring and accompanying performance
measures (or metrics) arises from the urge to improve the results of the transport supply
purchasing decision.
Although there is the context of supply chain management and broader supplier
selection issues in which to place this research, the larger context is not reviewed here. According
to both the trade and academic press, supply chain management and logistics management are
coming of age in U.S. firms. Logistics management is also well established in Europe (Bardi and
Tracey, 1991; Randall, 1991); however, it remains unclear as to how widely adopted it has been in
Canada as Canadian literature in this field is very thin. There is also a growing body of literature
in the logistics performance field. This literature is reviewed by Chow et al., (1994) and their
review shows a significant gap in the development of hard measures of performance although
they do note the excellent work by the NEVEM Working Group (1989) on developing processes
for defining metrics such as order fill ratios, order cycle times and the like to measure
performance. Little research has examined the actual incidence of and practice of transport
performance monitoring activity. It is the author's view that carrier performance evaluation is
one tool used by supply chain or logistics managers to acquire, secure or maintain competitive
advantage and that these management fields are much larger in scope than that of transport
performance evaluation. Fawcett and Clinton (1996) accord performance measurement a very
smaU but vital role in their model of logistics strategy implementation.
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The urgency for research into transport performance monitoring is driven in some
measure by the trend towards carrier reduction strategies on the part of manufacturers. Byrne
and Markham (1991) reported a 1989 A.T. Keamey survey of 2000 U.S. manufacturing companies,
documenting the trend towards manufacturer consolidation of supplier bases and resultant focus
on building closer ties with those they retain. This holds for input suppliers as well as logistics
and transport suppliers. The development of specific metrics to be established as benchmarks
appears to be, if the majority of trade press articles are believed, an in-house activity or one which
is purchased from suppliers of a performance monitoring service. Part of the purpose of the
research program reported here is to better understand the state of the art of carrier performance
monitoring.
From 1990 to 1995, the Intermodal Association of North America (IANA) completed five
studies of carrier performance evaluation practices in the U.S. These studies, conducted by
Mercer Management, are the most important of the industry association studies, both in terms of
coverage and continuity. The IANA (1995) study concluded that while two-thirds of shippers
have Total Quality Management processes established, only one-third have a formal performance
measurement, or "report card," system in place for the evaluation of their transport suppliers.
When viewed on an industry-by-industry basis, the chemical industry was the leader in the use
of report cards, perhaps because of the public risk implied in performance failure, or perhaps
because the chemical industry has promoted the "Responsible Care Initiative." (This is a standard
that stipulates procedures for environmental protection.) The IANA studies only examined
monitoring practices by U.S. manufacturers, leaving out the two other players that may also
undertake carrier performance monitoring--the carriers themselves and LSCs.
According to LaLonde and Maltz (1992), logistics is among the most commonly
outsourced business support services. The pattern of third party usage is expected to continue in
the future, although Aertsen (1993) and Rao et al. (1993) identified a number of reasons
companies do not contract out distribution, and Stank and Daugherty (1997) found that when
manufacturers face few dominant logistics suppliers, they are less likely to form co-operative
agreements, not wishing to become dependent on dominant firms. A discussion of carrier
performance cannot be complete without the views of all in the buyer-seller relationship,
including third party purchasers.
But what is the "performance" that North American companies currently measure? A.T.
Kearney (1985) defines performance as the ratio of actual output to a defined standard output.
This standard may be an industry benchmark or a company defined goal. It has been argued that
customer satisfaction is the important measure of performance, and that it is a product of both
performance metrics that meet or exceed expectations and the communication of such"
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performance metrics to the decision-maker. Mentzer and Konrad (1991, p. 33) observe that
"performance measurement is an analysis of both effectiveness and efficiency in accomplishing a
given task." Rhea and Shrock (1987) note that meaningful assessment of distribution effectiveness
encompasses more than evaluating customer satisfaction. Therefore, a comprehensive assessment
of distribution performance includes both an external evaluation of effectiveness (meeting or
exceeding customer expectations) and an internal appraisal of efficiency (resource utilization) in
order to achieve long-run profitability. This efficiency/effectiveness paradigm, explained by
Mentzer and Konrad (1991), balances the relationship between buyer and seller while providing
the seller of the service with guidelines for the establishment of service delivery targets and focus
for the necessary continuous service improvement. A rational review of superior service delivery
should, but may not, result in a satisfied customer. Likewise, the existence of acceptable (to the
carrier) customer satisfaction surveys should not serve as an excuse for failing to evaluate
operating performance.
This paper identifies the incidence of performance evaluation on the part of the buyers
and sellers of transport supply as well as reports on views held'of" the activity and the
performance measures in use within the transport market.
Methodology
In the overall research program, three groups--buyers, carriers and logistics service firms---were
contacted in two countries, Canada and the U.S.A. The first article (Brooks, 1998) focused on a
survey sample of 960 buyers (of which 5 were duplicate companies) in the summer of 1994, while
the second (Brooks, forthcoming a) reported the results of a survey of 455 firms in each of two
transport supplier groups: Canadian carriers (215) and U.S. carriers (240). This second survey was
conducted in the fall of 1995. The target of 240 Canadian carriers was not met because there were
not sufficient unrelated firms found. The third survey, reported in Brooks (forthcoming b), is of
480 firms in two other supplier groups: Canadian LSCs and U.S. LSCs. This third survey was
conducted in the fall and winter of 1996-97. All surveys were mailed questionnaires. The original
sample parameters were chosen to compare buyers (manufacturers) with sellers (carriers and
LSCs) with some emphasis placed on comparing the sub-groups of sellers to determine if LSCs
more closely resembled buyers than sellers.
The findings reported here contrast the findings of the three different surveys and are
largely descriptive---defining the incidence of and practices in carrier performance monitoring.
The response.results are shown in Table 1.
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Table1:ResponseExperience
Manufacturers Carriers (1) LSCs
Questionnaires Mailed (2)
Usable Questionnaires Returned
Canadian
U.S.
Questionnaires Returned but Deleted From
Analysis (3)
Other Returns (4)
Replied, Refusing to Participate (5)
Non-respondents
955 455 480
116 93 77
74 55 60
42 38 17
0 4 2
136 66 140
173 49 42
530 243 219
Notes: (1) There were insufficient Canadian carriers unrelated in order to achieve the quota sample of
240. (Continued random sampling only yielded duplicate records, e.g., another branch
office of the same company.) Only 215 Canadian companies were contacted.
(2) The target of 960 users contained 5 duplicate companies and the sample was not
supplemented.
(3) These were deleted as a review of the responses proved they were inappropriate
companies.
(4) Address unknown, moved with expired forwarding order or no longer active as a business.
(5) A number of companies refused because of company policy, the nature ot their business,
insufficient volume to be interested, or they did not believe the study was relevant to their
business. Some complained about too many surveys.
The response rate for U.S. LSC firms was particularly disappointing. The number of
unavailable participants due to delivery failure was discouraging. Attempted follow-up of these
through directory assistance, searching 14 other directories and on-line searches confirmed the
suspected high failure rate of this type of business. The potential for non-response biasmthe
inaccuracies that arise from failure to obtain information from a sizable portion of sample
members---is certainly present as only 17 U.S. firms chose to participate in the study. Two of three
causes of'non-response bias are clearly evident: refusal to respond (choosing not to participate)
and inaccessibility to the researcher (the target respondent had moved with an expired
forwarding order and the telephone was disconnected; in other words, untraceable). The reasons
for the disappearance of a substantial number of directory listed firms is a matter for speculation.
That said, it was intended that a number of research hypotheses would be tested and the
Canadian and U.S. respondents compared; however, the U.S. LSC subset is too small and it
would be foolish to draw any definitive conclusions about the differences between Canadian and
U.S. firms. The findings reported here are therefore descriptive, with quantitative evaluation only
where non-response bias is not an issue.
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Table2:SizeofFirmsMonitoring{1)
Under $25M Over $25M Sales Non- Monitoring
Type Sales Responses (2) (% of total)
Manufacturers 7 45 4 56 (48%)
Carriers 21 56 3 80 (86%)
LSCs 17 18 2 37 (48%)
All 52 125 9 173
Note: (I) These firms indicated they had a formal monitoring program.
(2) On this question of size in particular.
Perhaps most interesting is the reporting of formal carrier performance monitoring by
company size and how that differs between users and carriers (Table 2). In the study of users
(Brooks, 1998), it was clear that formal monitoring was more likely to be undertaken by large
rather than small companies. In that study, none of the companies reporting sales of under $5
million conducted formal monitoring of carrier performance; only seven users with sales under
$25 million undertook any type of formal performance monitoring with inspection as the prime
method. On the other hand, even small carrier companies participated in formal monitoring
(Brooks, forthcoming a). A review of these small carrier companies showed 81% had in-house
performance evaluation programs with 43% conducting spot monitoring. The widespread use of
performance evaluation in support of improvement in operations was noteworthy. As for the
LSCs, there appears to be a greater participation in carrier performance monitoring by smaller
firms. This may be due to survey timing, as the LSCs were surveyed two years later than the
manufacturers, or it may be because the case for performance evaluation is becoming more
compelling as greater competitive pressures force smaller firms to undertake this type of
assessment.
Findings--Performance Evaluation Practices
Incidence of and responsibility for performance monitoring
As already noted in Table 2, not all of those contacted during the three surveys engaged in carrier
performance monitoring. As can be seen in Table 3, the practice of performance monitoring
varied significantly between the types of respondents. The need for or desirability of carrier
performance monitoring is apparently not as evident to manufacturers and LSCs; less than half of
these companies monitor performance. The reasons for this view are captured in the following
quotes from two logistics service firms not supporting purchaser monitoring:
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There is no need for 'formal' make-work monitoring; either the
service is there or it is not.
If your carriers meet your price and delivery requirements, they
keep your business; if not, they lose. Why spend time, money
and resources on formal monitoring? We have real work to do,
our business to focus on.
On the other hand, 86% of the carriers responding monitor their own performance.
TaMe 3: Man/taring Activity
Total Number of With Formal With Report Cards
Type of Company Companies Monitorin_ (% of previous column)
Manufacturers 116 56 17 (30%)
Carriers 93 80 35 (44%)
LSCs 77 37 20 (54%)
All 286 173 72 (42%)
Of the companies that monitor carrier performance, virtually all (93%) of the carriers
supported the notion that transport carriers should formally monitor their own performance
independent of whether their customers request such monitoring. As well, a substantial
percentage (38%) of these carriers also believed monitoring should be done by the purchaser of
the transport services. Some carriers expressed the view that carriers benefit from performance
monitoring through continuous improvement, and one observed that "all service suppliers
should be confident enough to publish their standards, allowing competitors and customers to
monitor service success." That opinion should support the development by carriers of report
cards, to an even greater extent than the 44% represented in Table 3.
The use of report cards among manufacturers is no greater than that found in the IANA
studies but 16% of the 116 manufacturers were of the opinion that responsibility for the provision
of report cards lies with carriers. LSCs were greater supporters of report cards than were the
manufacturers in this survey.
In the subsections of this article beyond this one, the only data discussed will be that
from companies currently engaged in carrier performance monitoring anti not that of all
respondents, as these findings already have been discussed in Brooks (1998, forthcoming a and
b).
Methods
When monitoring is a desired company activity, what can be said about the methods used? Given
the picture painted in Table 4, more than one method of evaluation is perceived as useful for
evaluating carrier performance by all parties answering the surveys.
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The methods used for formal monitoring by users were requested and audits, inspections
and process reviews surfaced as the overwhelming choices. Certification and testing were not
favored by users as means of monitoring performance, with less than 15% of companies using
these techniques. A number of manufacturers supplied other performance evaluation practices
that they specifically undertake including sales call reports and surveys of their customers to
determine satisfaction with carrier performance.
Table 4: Performance Review Methods
Methods (1) Used By Manufacturers Carriers LSCs
°
Audits 64% 14% 11%
Process Reviews 55% 55% 49%
Customer Complaint Levels NA 58% 51%
Service Performance NA 91% 84%
Other 59% 20% 24%
n= (2) 56 80 37
Note: f I ) The question was worded differently for users, as they were presented a wider range of options.
Inspections were used by 52%; certification by12%; and testing by 9%. Service performance and
customer complaints were not offered choices but written in by respondents. For manufacturers, other
often included monitoring the temperature in refrigerated containers (34%) as a method of evaluating the
suppliers' ability to meet terms and conditions of hire in this special market.
(2) Respondents were allowed to check as many as applied.
One. manufacturer believed that good performance can only be confirmed by audit
b_a_e
I have seen transportation of food items on the same truck with
pesticides. The only way to be sure is by doing an audit.
In spite of manufacturers reporting that audits were used to monitor performance, many
carriers did not believe that their customers used third party audits to monitor performance. Only
9 of the 117 carriers and LSCs with formal monitoring programs were of the opinion that
performance evaluation should be conducted by a third party audit, either at the customer's or
carrier's discretion. The derogation of third party audit is surprising as it is a readily contracted
and accessible service, even for the smallest firm. Of the 173 firms with formal monitoring
programs, 70% have developed their own in-house program. Many carriers were open to
developing a custom solution for the customer demanding specific information. Other
suggestions included the use of ISO 9000 and 9002.
The 80 carrier firms that used a formal program to evaluate transport performance were
asked to report the method(s) employed to evaluate such performance. The majority of
respondents indicated the use of service performance measurement. Customer complaint levels
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were used for evaluating performance by 58% while process review was the third most popular
method of evaluation, with 55% of respondents using this method. Alternative methods of
performance evaluation, such as analyzing claims ratios or sales growth, satellite tracking,
customer surveys, and so on, were suggested by 20% of firms.
When questioned about the type of formal program to evaluate its own performance,
78% of the carriers with formal monitoring programs have developed their own in-house
program. Contracted third party audits were seldom used, while spot monitoring and customer-
programs were each used by one-third of respondents. Other suggestions included service failure
reports (completed by the sales department), satellite tracking and customer service surveys.
Of the 37 logistics service suppliers formally monitoring carrier performance, 84% of
firms indicated that they measured service performance. Process reviews were used by 49%,
while 51% used customer complaint levels. A very low percentage of both Canadian and
American firms used third-party audits (11%) to evaluate transport performance. The preference
patterns of Canadian and American firms were similar but non-response bias prevents the
formation of a definite conclusion.
Table 5: Performance Report Use
Use Of the Report Manufacturers Carriers LSCs
For Formal Review Session
For General Discussion of Service
For Negotiation on Service Elements
As Part of the Sales Approach
For Measuring Process Improvement
To Document Bonuses, Penalties or
Service Guarantees
Other
n= (2)
38% 53% 54%
38% 44% 49%
32% 25% 46%
NA (1) 54% 49%
NA (1) 56% 52%
NA (1) 25% 38%
NA (1) 54% 51%
56 80 37
Note: ( I ) The question was worded differently for users, as they were presented a narrower range of options.
Justification for carrier removal was only asked of manufacturers and accounted for 36% of those who
monitored.
(2) Respondents were allowed to check as many as applied.
How should performance reports be used?
The use made of performance reviews by transport buyers is a central issue in the
implementation of a successful performance evaluation system. Where in the process is feedback
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used? There was user agreement (Table 5) that carrier performance documentation should be
used for formal performance reviews, to assist in carrier selection, as general input to service
discussions, as justification for removal of a carrier from use by the company and as input to
negotiations over the service provided. A small number of companies also suggested that
evaluations should be used for commendation or recognition of excellent service providers and
for reward through rate increases.
Carriers used the system as a method of evaluating and/or measuring process
improvement, as part of a sales strategy to clients or to provide a formal feedback mechanism. It
was seen less as a tool for general discussion or negotiation or to document bonuses, penalties,
service-related guarantees. For LSCs the pattern was also one of a multi-use tool.
How often should report cards be shared?
The question posed to the carrier and LSC survey participants with report card programs was
"how often should your performance report card be reviewed with your customers?" The most
frequent response from carriers was customer-focusedmas often as the customer warrants
because it depends on the customer. (See Table 6.) LSCs agreed but not as strongly. Of those
favouring periodic reviews, quarterly reviews were preferred by manufacturers and carriers with
monthly reviews the choice of LSCs. There was some favour of annual reviews shown by
manufacturers but not by LSCs. Practice appears to vary widely and there is little consensus on
what is an appropriate time-frame for conducting periodic regular reviews.
Table 6: Report Card Review Timing Preferences
Manufr. should
Frequency with which review carrier
report card should be reviewed(I) performance with
carriers
Carriershould
review its
performance with
customers
LSCs should
review carrier
performance with
carriers
As often as the customer warrants
NA 540/0
MOnthly 12% 20%
Quarterly 53% 40%
Annually 24% 3%
Other (2) 18% 6%
n= (3) 17 35
25%
40%
10%
0%
5%
20
Note: (1) Totals do not equal 100% as respondents were allowed to check more than one.
(2) Other included different timing alternatives. NA = Not asked.
(3) R_-spondents were able to check more than one. Only those with report cards are reported here.
Carriers and LSCs with report cards were asked how frequently users seek to review
their performance (Table 7). Among those with report cards, reviews are sought by transport
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buyers periodically, when there is a problem with performance or when sales staff are meeting
the customer. There was little consensus on what is an appropriate time-frame for buyers to seek
reviews of performance. Interestingly, LSCs reported that reviews are sought by transport buyers
annually; this is an interval not recommended by LSCs as noted in Table 6. None of the LSCs with
report cards reported reviews sought by transport buyers when sales staff are meeting with the
customer.
Quality program activities and perceptions
It is important not to conclude that the existence of a quality program implies that monitoring of
transport supplier performance takes place. The underlying assumption that transport supplier
performance evaluation, just-in-time processes and quality programs would go hand in hand was
supported in the pilot testing for the research program but was not supported in survey of users.
The research found there are manufacturers engaged in quality programs that do not evaluate
transport supplier performance just as there are manufacturers that operate just-in-time processes
but do not monitor transport performance. Of all the companies surveyed in this research
program, only 5 in 12 manufacturers, 5 in 10 carriers and 5 in 9 LSCs reported participation in
transport supplier monitoring programs. Quality program participation by only those companies
that monitor carrier performance is reported in Table 8.
Table 7: Performance Review Timing Sought by Customers
Frequency with which customers seek to
review our performance Carriers LSCs
When there is a problem 23% 15%
When there is a sales meeting 26% 0%
Monthly 31% 40%
Quarterly 26% 35%
Annually 17°1o 25%
Other (1) 14% 5%
n= (2) 35 20
Note: (1) Other included different timing alternatives. NA = Not asked.
(2) Respondents were able to check more than one. Only those with report cards zo share.
But is ISO 9000 certification a requirement for doing business? Of the 173 companies, 270/0
were ISO 9000 certified. None of the manufacturers required mandatory participation in ISO 9000
for their transport suppliers although one-third suggested that their transport suppliers be
registered. None of the carriers responded that all its customers required participation in such
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programs, while only 13% indicated that more than 50% of their customers require quality
programs. The pattern was similar for LSCs.
ISO 9000 is only one of many quality programs. The study found that the Malcolm
Baldridge Quality Award MBQA) program appears more frequently in the trade press than in
business practice ('Table 8). In conclusion, in-house quality programs and ISO series programs
were more popular than other methods of documenting processes.
Findings--Performance Measures
In spite of what the trade press would have readers believe about the advanced state of
performance measurement and the sophistication of such measurement, performance
measurement systems do not appear to be as well-entrenched scientifically as hoped. Report
cards provided by all parties illustrated the continuing reliance by many firms on subjective data.
The number of firms employing quantifiable objective metrics, such as deviation in minutes,
hours or days from delivery time, percentage of equipment rejected, error rate in billings or
number of customer complaints received, was fewer than anticipated at the beginning of the
research program. In all, 30 manufacturers, 7 carriers and 2 LSCs provided either detailed listings
of their report card contents or the report cards themselves. The average number of variables
tracked by these users was diverse and company-specific. There were no commonalties of style or
type among those received, with the exception that more were subjective than objective in format.
Table 8: Quality Program Participation by Monitoring Companies
Program Participation Rate Manufacturers Carriers (1) LSCs (2)
Do Not Participate 65% 38% 65%
Participated but Discontinued 12% 4% 3%
Currently Participate in (3) 23% 58% 32%
In-house Program 100% 63% 50%
ISO 9000 Series 100% 46% 58%
Baldridge/CABE 0% 13% 21%
Other (1, 2, 4) 12% 22% 13%
n= (5) 52 80 37
Note: (l) Other quality systems are used but not in substantial numbers: contracted third party audits by 6%,
customer or industry association designed programs by another 8%. and other programs, such as TQM.
Philip S. Crosby Quality College, statewide quality awards, and so on. by 12%. Some carriers had more
than one quality program in place.
(2) Other quality systems are used but not in substantial numbers: contracted third-party audits by 3%,
customer or industry association designed programs by another 8% and other programs by l 1%.
(3) Respondents were allowed to check as many as applied. Some had more than one quality program in
place.
(4) Other systems were third party audits.
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(5) Only thosewhich havea monitoringprogramare included here.Only 52 or"the 56 manufacturers
answeredthis question.
What is measured by users? More than anything else, on-t/me pick-up and delivery was
the most collected performance metric used by manufacturers. This was quite consistent with the
views of LSCs (Table 9). Surprising was the dear divergence between the monitoring of pick-up
and delivery times by manufacturers and LSCs on the one hand and carriers on the other.
Damage claims or incidence of damage, billing accuracy, the correct equipment/condition of the
equipment were all frequently mentioned.
As can been seen from Table 9, a wide range of metrics are used to measure performance.
In addition to those common elements identified in Table 9, all parties had particular other
service points that should be included in an effective monitoring system (and these are
mentioned in the footnotes to Table 9).
Table 9: Mast Commonly Identified Service Elements far Man/taring
Service Element Manufacturers (1) Carriers (2) LSCs (2)
On-time delivery
On-time pick-up
Accurate billing
Loss/damage experience
Accurate documentation
Equipment cleanliness
.Ri_;ht equipment supplied
800/0 60% 100°/o
80% 49% 970/0
43% 54% 76%
670/0 48% 81%
* 41% 59%
* 35% 54%
470/o 31% 62%
n: 30 80 37
Note: ( 1) By those30 manufacturers participatingin carrierperformancemonitoring programsand supplying
report cardsfor review. Thereforethe n is notequal to the full numberof monitoringcompaniesas the
questionwasopenended.Otherserviceelements monitoredincluded,not in any order of prioriP/:
documentationaccuracy,carrier financialdata,carrier innovation,carrier safetyrecord,carrier's
membership in a quality program,carrier'sresponsivenessto programs,driver courtesyand/or
appearance,andcarrier'sability to offer EDI and/orcontainertrackingand tracing. * = lessthan25% of
the 30 containedthis.
(2) By those 30 carrierspattie/paringin monitoringtheirown performance. In no particularorder, other
servicepoints included cycle time. telephone accessibility/easeof contact,quality of telephone
response/telephone etiquette,response time for bookingor confirmation, call-backtimes, accounts
receivablepaymenthistory,timely quotations,actualversusadvertisedtransit times,wait time, driver
appearance/attitude,and equipmentdelays.Thosereponed by only one companyhave notbeen listed.
(3) By those37 LSCs participatingin carrierperformancemonitoring programs,bothwith and without
reportcardsto be reviewedwith carriers.]n no particularorder,other servicepointsincludedcustomer
serviceresponsetime. timely reportingandresolutionof serviceproblems,accuratetracking
information, bar codescanningcompliance,anddriver appearance/attitude.
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But what specifically is measured by carriers? Three of the seven report cards were cus-
tomer satisfaction surveys, relying on the customer to evaluate the carrier's performance on
subjective factors.
As for the LSCs, Brooks (forthcoming b) noted that there was remarkable consistency
between asset-owning and pure service LSCs on the key service points that should be included in
an effective monitoring system. On-time delivery is clearly critical, as are on-time pick-up and
accurate billing, as can been seen from Table 9. Further, a number of firms stressed the
importance of customer service response time and other customer relations factors.
Conclusions
In the past decade, supply chain management has become a central theme in discussions about
best business practices for many transport users seeking global competitiveness. It is critical that
performance evaluation be implemented by users in today's consolidating transport supply
environment. As the number of carriers decreases, those remaining in the marketplace need to be
more closely examined to ensure that service needs are met in the face of fewer transport
suppliers. However, in spite of all that appears in the trade press about the importance of
performance evaluation to achieving the goal of sustainable competitive advantage through the
extraction of both cost savings and service benefits to users, this research concludes that the
reality of business practice does not match the perception.
Formal performance monitoring of transport suppliers is the purview of larger
manufacturers. The same cannot be said about either carriers or LSCs. Carrier participation in
systems monitoring own performance is high and the size of firms undertaking performance
evaluation is quite diverse. It is difficult to draw definitive conclusions about logistics service
firms, particularly given the poor response rate from U.S. companies and what appears to be the
high turnover rate of such companies. However, it can be said that formal monitoring is being
conducted by smaller firms.
The number of manufacturers employing quantifiable objective metrics was small and
the metrics used appeared to be very company-specific. This was also true of the carrier
respondents supplying report cards for review. The reliance of carriers on customer surveys and
subjective evaluation was noticeable. Although it is true that customer satisfaction is an
important element in assessing performance, it is insufficient as argued by Rhea and Shrock
(1987). Surely, ten years later, performance evaluation in the age of carrier reduction strategies,
outsourcing distribution and bar code and satellite information technologies would be further
advanced. A rational review of superior service delivery should but may not result in a satisfied
customer. Likewise, the existence of acceptable (to the carrier) customer satisfaction surveys
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should not serve as an excuse for failing to evaluate performance and establish service delivery
targets.
Second, contrary to expectations, many of the performance measurement systems
reported were subjective rather than objective. The heavy use of subjective measures is
disturbing. Continuous improvement is more difficult to effect if progress to date is not clearly
defined. There is a common adage in the business community that "you cannot manage what you
cannot measure." Quantifiable data challenges transport suppliers to improve their performance
more so than any incentive derived from a subjective measure of that performance. At least,
current performance metrics are in many cases customer-driven. Getting the right metrics is half
the battle.
Third, the measurement of performance cannot be a one-time activity. The establishment
of expected performance standards between the buyer and the seller sets the goal. However,
expectations change over time and the standard should become a moving and improving target.
Therefore, performance evaluation cannot be a snapshot but must be a planned activity.
Otherwise, both the buyer and the seller are at risk from competitors who are able to exceed the
expectations of the marketplace. Development of a planned program implies more than periodic
audits, although they may provide the starting point for small firms due to their accessibility.
As a concluding comment, the carrier performance evaluation systems used by logistics
service firms need further examination. It is disappointing that the planned assessment of
differences between LSCs in this research program was limited by non-response bias. As 53% of
the carrier respondents indicated that they act as logistics service firms and approximately 40% of
LSCs replied that they own transport assets, these two groups may have quite different
approaches than evident in this study. Asset-owning logistics providers have an inherent
potential conflict between their customers" interests and their own (Sheffi, 1990). The true nature
of the relationship between third party logistics suppliers and their carrier company partners is
clearly a matter for further investigation.
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For every complex problem there is a simple, easy to convey, wrong solution
(Henry Louis Mencken, 1880-1956)
1. A SIMPLISTIC GROWTH MODEL OF AIR TRANSPORT
The stage for discussing both the future of air transport and airports is usually set by a
simplistic model of extrapolated growth of volumes (number of passengers as well as tons
of freight). According to IATA passenger transport, for example, is expected to grow till
2015 world-wide at an average annual growth rate of approximately 5%. Individual
airports may grow faster or slower. A simple extrapolation of their present growth would
imply a fallacy of disaggregation as it does not take into account the competitive
positioning of airports (more about this in section 3).
If air transport is measured in terms of number of flights (transporting either passengers or
freight) between origins and destinations, a simplistic approach to airport performance -
counting only the number of passengers or tons of freight per airport - causes "double
counting". Or even "quadruple counting" in the case of transit. The latter can be an
important phenomenon as in the case of Schiphol with the transit shares of almost 50% and
60 to 70% in respectively passenger transport and freight transport.
An origin destination matrix of passenger and freight flights including transit and
containing information on respectively passenger- and ton-kilometers, provides a more
accurate picture of air transport. It is important to gain insight into complete chains
extending, ideally, to transport to and from airports. The problem is similar to the modeling
of European freight transport (NEA, 1995). Especially congestion, say within the European
Union, requires insight into intercormections at a higher level of aggregation than that of
individual airports.
Extrapolated growth of volumes is just one side of simplicity, the other side being the
assumption of simple relationships between on the one hand, growth and the benefits and
costs of air transport, on the other. Economic-benefit and social-cost arguments are more
important in discussing the airport for the future than arguments related to either social
benefits or economic costs.
1.1 Economic benefits
In this day and age, economic benefits are usually measured in term of employment. This
is, however, not the only possible economic indicator and may not even be the most
important one, compared to value added.
Evaluators usually distinguish the economic effects into:
• direct effects: employment created by airport- or platform- bound activities (which, in
turn, are related to volumes of passengers and freight),
• backward linkages: employment created by the suppliers of goods and services related
to platform-bound activities,
• forwardlinkages:thepersons employed by companies the functioning of which relates
to the airport and for which the airport has been an important location factor.
Direct effects are straightforward. So are backward linkages, although indirect in nature.
This is not true for forward linkages, however, i They are difficult to quantify and it is also
difficult to assess the importance of an airport as a location factor. A survey of factors
influencing recent location decisions has shown that mobile investment 2 in Europe, as a
matter of course, depends on a variety of factors: business factors, national and local
characteristics, labor factors, cost factors, infrastructure, quality of life and personal factors
(Commission of the European Communities, 1993). The proximity to a major airport is one
among many influences, being only one of the infrastructure factors. "No simple model can
be constructed of location determinants". But if one singles out "proximity major airports",
the results shown in table 1 emerge.
Table 1. Companies identifying 'proximity major airport' as critical or important to
choice of region
Critical Important
Manufacturing plants 6 % 3 ! %
Offices 46 % 15 %
Distribution activities 25 % 25 %
Services 7 % 40 %
_R&D activities
Source: Commission of the European Communities, 1993, 78, 83, 86-88.
As far as future developments are concemed, proximity to airport is expected to of be of
critical, increasing importance for the location of European headquarters, European
distribution and services as well as increasingly important with regard to high-tech
manufacturing and R&D.
The question, however, is what is to be considered as a "major" airport. Certainly,
international connections are an important feature, but at what level? Do only
Intercontinental gateways (ICAs) in large domestic markets such as Heathrow or Frankfurt
qualify as major airports? Or does it suffice to be an airport in a medium-sized market
without hub dominance such as Manchester? It should be noted that these are just the top
and bottom positions of a present typology of airports (see section 3).
A recent regional breakdown of mobile investment-location decisions is not available, but
these decisions hardly favor exclusively the Southwest of England, the Rhein-Main area or
Ile-de-France for that matter. And, as mentioned before, the proximity to a major airport is
only one among many factors influencing location decisions.
It becomes clear that the relationship between growth of volumes and economic benefits is
far from simple. What about the social or external costs of air transport?
1 For airline and airport costs see e.g. Caves (1997).
a Including the creation of a new establishment, expansion in existing premises, opening of branch plant,
migration, transfer of part of the activities to another establishment within a multi-plant company,
conu'action or even closing down.
1.2 Social costs
The costs caused by air transport, but usually not included in the price of air wansport, are
manifold. These external costs include:
• noise and atmospheric pollution caused by aircraft operations,
• atmospheric pollution caused by airport vehicles or other airport-related sources such as
power stations,
• land-use, soil erosion and water pollution caused by the development of airport and
airport-related infrastructure (including barrier effects, loss of landscape value and
disturbance of ecological system),
• water and soil pollution caused by inadequate treatment of airport-related effluents (fuel,
de-icing products and lubricants),
operational and waste discharges,
risks inherent in the transport of dangerous goods, aircraft accidents or emergency
landing procedures,
congestion (land-side access; delays/time costs imposed on others),
energy consumption contributing to the exhaustion of fossil fuel (in the long run).
The magnitude of.the social costs depends, among others, on the way they are measured,
only locally or on a larger scale.
Noise, for example, can be measured using contour lines taking into account the number of
airplanes, their noise level and the point in time (day versus night). Contour lines can then
be converted into norms which is, in fact, a political decision fixing acceptable or
unacceptable levels of nuisance. Night flights, e.g., produce more nuisance than day flights.
Or an even larger scale, the social costs of air transport can be related to the entire passage
between origin and destination, especially if one considers the greenhouse effect or
acidification as important environmental issues. Ideally, an origin-destination matrix of
passengers and freight flights should be translated into some kind of environmental impact
matrix. Anyway, the measurement of external costs is to match the measurement of
economic benefits distinguishing not only direct effects, but also backward and forward
linkages such as the transport of both passengers and freight to and from airports (land-side
access). As a result, this transport becomes intermodal. Take, for example, air freight
trucking. Congestion around airports, especially where airport-linked traffic meets with
other-directed traffic, can even influence economic benefits in a negative way by reducing
the attractiveness of major airports as location factors.
The picture of the relation between growth of volumes and social costs, too, is a complex
one.
Simplification can take various forms. Evaluators can leave out important categories of
social costs. Measurements can be restricted to local effects. And one can ignore backward
and forward linkages. On the other hand, it seems questionable to base the measurement of
social costs simply on volumes of passengers and freight or even the number of flights. In
doing so one neglects intervening variables such as types of airplanes (e.g. ordinary versus
"silent" engines), load factor, use of runway, take off and landing procedures, fly-in and
fly-out routes.
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When it comes to decisions on building new airports or expanding existing ones, more
often than not, a simplistic growth model of air transport is used to appraise the pros
(economic benefits) and cons (social costs), confronted with the investment required. An
overestimation or underestimation of either benefits or costs can tip the balance. Take, for
example, the inclusion of the "backward linkages of forward linkages": among others,
employment created by the suppliers of goods and services related to activities connected
to the airport and for which the airport has been an important location factor. Or the neglect
of intervening variables in measurements of extemal costs. In the end, however, the choice
may be presented to decision makers as a simple dichotomy between "economy" and
"environment".
Given the importance of the investments at stake, the evaluation presented itself needs to
be evaluated (Commissariat G_nrral du Plan, 1994).
1.3 Beyond simplicity
From a scientific point of view, however at least, three issues are essential. The simplistic
growth model of air transport tends to ignore the existence of both major uncertainties and
limits to growth. It also assumes that the future will bring more of the same, which is
another way of saying that it ignores or underestimates major innovations ahead.
First, there is no such thing as "perfect knowledge". The evaluations of airport projects or
airport expansion plans are based on the assumption that the positive impact on regional
(national) economic development of air-transport infrastructure and services is unequivocal
(Pols, 1997). This assumption, however, is not or at best scarcely corroborated by
empirical evidence. A yet unsolved question is that of the direction of causality. A positive
impact on air-transport infrastructure and services of regional (national) economic
development is equally plausible for the time being. Moreover an S curve seems to be a
more adequate presentation of the relation between growth of GRP and growth of regional
infrastructure network. The more (less) developed the network, the lower (higher) the
economic returns (including the forward linkages) - other things being equal. Conversely,
additions to an already highly developed infrastructure network may produce
disproportional high social costs in densely populated regions such as the airport triangle of
Paris-London-Frankfurt or the Randstad Holland. There are also doubts as to whether the
forward linkages represent additional growth in the airport region or just a spatial
redistribution of economic activities already existing in other parts of the country in
question (or the European Union for that matter). Simplifying things (again), forward
linkages may be treated as a catchall for autonomous growth, additional growth and
distributive effects.
Summarising the state of art of scientific evidence, one can hardly ignore the existence of a
major uncertainty.
Next we come to limits of growth. Assuming, as IATA does, that passenger transport is
growing exponentially at a rate of 5% till 2015, implies that passenger transport is going to
double worldwide within some 14 years. Air freight transport could even grow faster if
there were no restrictions on night flights. As the growth of passenger transport, too, meets
with constraints _, one has to face airport congestion. Again according to IATA, this
prospect holds for 50 of the largest airports in the United States and Europe. Others expect
the number of passengers of European airports to double till the year 2010 with 29 out of
33 of the largest airports having to contend with congestion. Of course, these limits to
growth could be "assumed away" postulating that airports are open 24 hours a day or any
other constraints caused by air transport policy will be abolished and that the required
expansion of infrastructure (runways and terminals) will be provided in time. A limit, more
difficult to assume away, is the exhaustion of fossil fuel-unless one adopts a short view•
Compare table 2 for the average energy consumption per passenger-kilometer 4. The
sustainability of air transport, however, not only depends on this aspect, but also on the
amount of other social costs, in fact, on the entire range of social costs listed above.
Table 2. Average energy consumption
Walking
Bicycle (I5 kin/h)
Bicycle (27 kin/h)
Bicycle (44 kin/h)
TGV
inten'egional train
Subway. local train
Automobile
Bus
Airplane
r
r
r
r
pr
pr
pr
nr
nr
nr
r - use of renewable energy
pr = use of partly renewable energy
nr = use of non-renewable energy
per passenger-kilometer and mode of transport
•16 M J/passenger-kin
.06 M J/passenger-kin
• I0 MJ/passenger-kra
• 14 M J/passenger-kin
.74 MJ/passenger-km
.82 MJ/passenger-krn
1.03 MJ/passenger-km
1.70 M J/passenger-kin
.87 MJ/passenger-kin
2.20 MJ/passenger-km
Source: Hourcade, 1996, 90
Finally, there is the question whether there are not major innovations ahead challenging the
implication of the growth model of air transport that the future will simply bring more of
the same. While major technological breakthroughs, beyond nature and medium-term
technologies, are not to be expected for the time being, the whole "environment" of air
transport certainly will undergo important changes. Take only the new trends in freight
transport (Ruijgrok et al.,1991). In this paper the focus is on the role of logistics. This
includes the use of IT or ICT for far-reaching management and control of production and
transport flows.
The complexity and uncertainty in air transport ask for scenario planning (Schwartz, 1991).
In dealing with structural change in world-trade flows, three scenarios have been
elaborated:
• "global village" (the world-wide liberalization makes it easier to export from one
location to the rest of the world),
• "global recession" or "global crisis" (an economic crisis leads to a regionalized
production, but may also cause its centralization in the most productive locations),
• "greening of business" (a stronger emphasis on the environment will probably lead to
less transport and hence "glocalization"; some production processes, however, from a
3 in especial capacity constraints related to land-side access, air-side access and ground infrastructure (the
latter comprises runways, aprons, terminals and AT(= infrastructure).
4 It is also interesting to compare the direct energy costs of different transport modes with those of
telecommunications (Tuppen, 1992) which has bearing on the so-called telecom/transportation trade-off.
global environmental policy point of view, might also be served by world-wide
centralization).
These scenarios have different impacts on air and sea transport as has been shown for the
Netherlands (Junne et al., 1996; Drewe and Janssen, 1996). Similar scenarios may hold for
air transport. The growth model of air transport stands and falls with the global-village
scenario. The other two scenarios both imply lesser volumes, though for different reasons.
Greening of business is also related to the way in which the social costs of air transport are
treated (more about this in section 4).
2. THE POSITIONING OF AIRPORTS
The positioning of airports is always hierarchical. And hierarchy breeds competition for
market shares.
There are different ways of classifying airports. Take for example the Tmns-European
Airport Network which consists of three types of airports:
• Community connecting points,
• regional connecting points,
• accessibility points.
Back in 1993, this network consisted of 237 airports, of which 40 community connecting
points, 60 regional connecting points and 137 accessibility points (European Commission,
1993). The typology is primarily based on passenger movements, commercial aircraft
movements or tons of annual freight throughput. Air traffic is concentrated on the
Community connecting points. In 1993, their total annual throughput has represented 75%
of the total passenger volume, 91% of extra-Community traffic and 70% of intra-
Community (including national) traffic. By the way, most of the traffic handled by the total
network was either national (36%) or intra-EC (25%) with "only" 29% international.
Table 3 Present typology of airports plus some examples per type
USA Europe
Intercontinental gateway (ICA) JFK Heathrow
in large domestic market Chicago Frankfurt
Second airport La Guardia Gatwick
in large domestic market Newark Orly
Intercontinental gateway (ICA) - Schiphol
in medium-sized domestic market Zurich
Continental hub Dallas/Fort Worth Brussels
with moderate ICA-function Atlanta Copenhagen
Continental hub Charlotte Munich
with limited ICA-function Pittsburgh Dtlsseldorf
Airports in medium-sized markets Boston Manchester
without hub dominance Orlando
Source: Bleumink et al, 1995, 80
Table 3 gives another example of the positioning of airports, referred to earlier. It results
from a study of 40 US- and European airports. The typology is based on passenger
transport(with freighttransportbeingconsidered as an important by-product). There are
three criteria:
• (continental) hub dominance on airport by one or two airlines,
• intercontinental function of airports (ICA function),
• size of domestic market.
According to these criteria, airports range from intercontinental gateways (ICA) in large
domestic markets down to airports in medium-sized markets without hub dominance. A
few characteristic examples of each type are given both for the United States and for
Europe.
The present typology is expected to change in future, in particular in Europe thanks to the
liberalization of the air transport market. Figure 1 refers.
Figure 1. Possible changes of European airport typology in a liberalized air transport
market
PRESENT TYPOLOGY
] ICA* gateway in large domestic market .I
! |
I Second airport in large domestic market [
lCA*-gateway in medium-sized
domestic market
Continental hub with ICA* function
Continental hub with
limited ICA* function
FUTURETYPOLOGY
_i ICA* gateway in large domestic market I
I Second airport in large domestic market I
Continental hub with ICA* function
Continental hub with
limited ICA* function
Large European regional airportLarge European regional airport I
* ICA = Intercontinental function Source: Bleumink et al, 1995, 80.
The two top positions are expected to remain constant. So is the bottom position.
Continental hubs may either maintain their present position or be reduced to a lower rank.
ICA gateways in medium-sized domestic markets are the most vulnerable type of airport
risking "degradation". What about Schiphol's future position for that matter? Is it going to
become a continental hub with an ICA function, as main hub of large airline? Higher
ambitions seem to be thwarted by a limited domestic market. Or can a further increase of
transit traffic make up for this handicap?
The criteria for positioning airports, both at present and in the future, are rather simple.
They are either volume-oriented (size of domestic market) or supply-oriented in terms of
types of origins and destinations (continental and intercontinental) offered by the airport or
the airlines operating from it. Hub dominance refers to the hierarchy of airports, i.e. their
degree of centrality in an international network of airports. The positioning approach can
be summarised by the following equation, similar to the conventional positioning of
seaports J:
M.T = Co.Q
where:
M = mass of freight and passengers to be transported per airport
T = type of airport (as in table 3, 5)
Co ffi transhipment/transit costs in airport in relation to competing
airports
Q = quantity of freight and passengers transhipped in airport
If the typology of airports (T) would change, more in line with the complexities revealed
by the foregoing analysis of economic benefits and social costs, this would position
airports within a triangle of economic development (A), infrastructure(B) and living
environment (c). As a consequence, decisions on building new airports or expanding
existing ones turn into problems of optimizing the three components - even if one starts
from the priority of economic development as in the so-called growth-management
approach (figure 2).
Figure 2. Growth management of airports: the policy triangle
I AEconomic development
.11"
Infrastructure
)
Quality living environment
Source: Draijer, 1996, 14.
3. THE ROLE OF LOGISTICS: A DOUBLE IMPACT
In the foregoing section, the positioning of airports has been summarized by a simple
equation. The impact of (product channel) logistics on this kind of approach is twofold. On
the left-hand side, the emphasis is shifting from physical accessibility to controlled and
dedicated logistic accessibility (facilities and services). And, as far as the right-hand side is
concerned, "tonnage thinking" is replaced by "chain and value-added thinking". The focus
is on the transport of goods. However, the new reasoning can also be applied to passenger
transport. But in order to set the scene, recent trends in European logistics need to be
described first.
3.1 Logistics: recent trends
The 1980's and 1990's have been a period of extensive change in European logistics. Many
companies have, in response to a changed business environment, restructured their physical
s With the exception ofT replacing C, the centrality indexof seaports.C measures the infrastructural access
of ports to theirhinterland by rail, road and inland waterway, i.e. itsmultimodal physical accessibility.
distribution networks. The removal of barriers means that is increasingly possible to
internationalize rationally and economically and to achieve geographical integration in
logistics, with operations spanning country borders. The single European production plant
is no longer a rare phenomenon. There is a strong tendency in industry towards specialized
production sites, serving the European and even global markets within a company's broad
range of products. The number of factories and warehouses dedicated to within-country
production and movement has been reduced. Cross-border sourcing and deliveries have
increased. The number of regional warehouses serving more than one country has grown
extensively (Janssen et al., 1995).
Logistics at the firm level has developed from mere logistics, with its emphasis on modal
rate and modal cost, to product channel logistics, meaning cross-border coordination of the
management of materials and finished goods, from the sourcing of raw materials to the
point of final consumption (Janssen, 1993; Ojala, 1997). At the heart of the new logistics is
the idea that the materials flow that links the firm with its market and its suppliers must be
managed as an integrated system, and no longer on a functional basis. Product channel
logistics extends the benefits of internal integration outside the firm into geographical
integration, i.e. the logistic integration of operation across national boundaries. As a
consequence, we can witness today in Europe the development of a geographical model of
implantation of plants specialized in the production of one or two finished products, or a
maximum range of similar finished goods (Bonnafous, 1993). The complete range of
products of a company is produced in different plants, mostly in different countries. This
model also holds for plants for production of intermediary goods. Plants and distribution
centers serve larger markets than before.
The outcome of this logistic geographical restructuring process, along with the tendency
towards "lean and mean production" (Harrison, 1994) and just-in-time logistics, is that
goods are not only transported over longer distances, they are also being transported in less
bulky quantities. Finished goods are distributed over greater distances than the supply of
intermediate goods, which in their turn are destined to serve more plants at distances much
larger than in previous years. Road transport is the highly favored mode ('NEA, 1997a).
3.2 From physical accessibility to logistic services
What are the most important driving forces in European logistics? Changes in customer
service needs are considered to be by far the most important driving force across different
business sectors, across all sizes of business and irrespective of the region of location of
business activities. In a survey of more than 300 large companies in Europe, 51% of the
companies ranked first the changing customer service needs. Developments in information
and communication technology (ICT) is second in importance, ranked first by 15% of
respondents. ICT is seen as enabling the developments in European logistics, but also as
hampering the speed with which benefits of European logistics can be realized. Other
important factors mentioned are the growth of the third-party logistics services sector, the
development of multi-national retail groups, environmental pressure and transport capacity
constraints (European Logistic Consultants, 1996).
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As a result of these changes, managers try to compress the logistic chains. The advantages
are decreasing costs and, at the same time, maintaining or more preferably increasing
value-added. Figure 3 illustrates the goal of strategic logistic management: to compress the
logistic chain in terms of time consumption so that cost-added time is reduced.
Figure 3. Compressing the logistic chain: cost-added versus value-added
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Source: Christopher, 1992, 137
Product channel logistics has become one of the leading logistics strategies. It is expected
be developed further in the future (Cranfield et al, 1992; European Logistic Consultants,
1996). Product channel logistics will strongly influence the behavior of logistic services
providers and therefore will have a strong influence on the type of services they require
from airports. To carriers, the emerging customer service requirements are directly
translated into more time pressure and higher reliability and quality requirements. The
emphasis has shifted from product profitability and transactions to building long-term
relationships with customers, from profit focused around margins to customer profitability.
Modularization of load units is necessary to combine quality requirements and to achieve
the necessary cost reductions. Multimodality and intermodality have become important
concepts. Load and vehicle identification techniques, tclematics, smart cards and
communication and information technology make it possible to manage logistic systems in
real-time, or approaching real-time.
Logistic service providers arc forced to develop differential strategic responses with regard
to specialization and integration (NEA, 1997). More types of logistic services are offered
while, at the same time, the geographical coverage of services is broadened. Air cargo
transports and more in particular express cargo arc integrated into the logistic concepts of
shippers. The high costs of express cargo services are more than compensated for by the
reduction in other logistics costs such as inventory costs. Express cargo shipmcnts today
are for more than 90% planned shipments and not restricted to documents, highly
perishable goods or spare parts. There seem to be no longer any restrictions with regard to
weight or volume. "'Integrators" such as UPS, Federal Express and TNT-KPN are investing
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heavily into their networks and IC-technology and are becoming strong players in the field
of value-added logistic services as there are dedicated and public warehousing,
orderpicking, a_r-sales services. "Conventional carriers", on the other hand, are offering
today services with logistic characteristics formerly restricted to express services (high
frequency, high reliability). Apart from the air freight carried directly by the integrators,
i.e. with the use of their own equipment, almost 95% of this traffic is in the hands of other
logistic services providers, especially the forwarders who play a crucial commercial role in
the logistic networks of their customers, the consignors. It can, however, be argued that in
the very near future, integrators will take over a considerable part of this air freight market
by providing door-to-door services. Figure 4 shows the differences in market situations of
the express market in 1985 and 1997.
Figure 4. Activity packages of suppliers of express services On the European
market, 1985 and 1997
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About two thirds of air freight is carried on passenger aircraft. Airlines still are important
players in express and intercontinental air freight. They, however, do not have the
necessary ICT-systems or networks to offer door-to-door services and to cover every
region (European Conference of Ministers, 1997, 104-105). Airports as nodes in logistic
networks are necessary in order to achieve the required scope in connecting multiple
origins and multiple destinations with high frequencies.
As to the air transport of passengers, the emerging approach of "seamless multimodal
mobility" could be of interest. Even if it is still a research program (Bow, 1996). The
general idea is to design unprecedented multimodal personal travel services in an
ubiquitous information environment.
The future transport system will be an integrated, flexible multi-layered network of various
types and forms of transportation services, linked together in intermodal transfer nodes.
This service network is supported by physical infrastructure links and nodes as well as
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extensive ICT networks for travelers, service providers, vehicle drivers and public
transportation operators. Essential requisites for attractive muItimodal trips' chains are:
• provision of well-designed multimodal transport services networks;
• availability of omnipresent up-to-date information in behalf of travelers, integrators
(professional trip chain organizers) and transport operators;
• perfect coordination and control of individual trip chains;
• high performance and infrastructure facilities, especially intermodal transfer points.
Air passenger transport of airports for that matters, could be dealt with as an integral part of
a seamless, multimodal trip chain.
3.3 From tonnage to value-added
The shift from "tonnage thinking" to "chain and value-added thinking" can be illustrated
by experience from seaports. As a fn'st step, freight volumes are to be divided into
segments and the (gross) value added per segment per ton is to be calculated. Take
Rotterdam as an example:
I ton of conventional cargo = 2.5 tons of oil products = 3 tons of containers = 4 tons of
cereals = 7.5 tons of other bulk = 8 tons ofro/ro = 10 tons of coal = 12.5 tons of ores = 15
tons of crude oil (this is the so called Rotterdam rule).
The basic reasoning then is that it is possible to create the same amount of value added or
even more value added by shipping lesser volumes of goods. To wit, a shift from crude oil
to conventional cargo reduces the volume from 15 tons to 1 ton, producing the same
amount of value added. Similarly, only two tons of conventional cargo suffice to double
the value added produced by the shipping of 15 tons of crude oil.
In order to apply this kind of reasoning to air freight, one needs to identify the relevant
segments of goods transported by air. 6 The concept of the "air-freight cube" appears to be a
useful tool. Whether a product should preferably be transported by air, is determined by
three factors, its
• value density (value of product per unit of volume, say, 1 me),
• urgency of transport (emergencies, perishable goods etc.),
• volume density (the volume/weight ratio - i.e. cubic meters divided by kilograms - in
relation to the suitability of products for stacking).
Each factor can be divided into three positions: high (large), medium and low (small).
Together, they form a cube composed of 27 subcubes. See figure 5.
It should be noted, that the value density of a product is related to its position in the logistic
chain. Urgency can also be seen as an expression of lead time, the time interval between
the placing of an order and delivery, which is a basic concept of logistics.
6 Measured in terms of Work Load Units (WLU), defined as one passenger movement or 2000 lb or pounds
of cargo.
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Figure 5. The air-freight cube
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Source: Juane et al., 1996, 18.
Unlike sea transport, heavy, non-perishable goods with a relatively low value density are
usually not transported by air. The optimal situation is reached when value and urgency are
high, but volume density is low (figure 6). A situation which corresponds to the shift from
tonnage to chains and value added.
Figure 6. The optimal subcube
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Source:Junne et al.,1996, 19.
Whether a product is actually transported by air, eventually, is decided by an interplay of
demand (business firms)and supply (airlines). This does not prevent suppliers of air
transportservices,however,tofocusmore on chainsand valueadded.
To shed more light on the air-freight cube, let us take a look at four selected product groups
representing the bulk of (intercontinental) freight transport in the Netherlands: cut flowers;
electronics and machines; textiles and clothes; agricultural and horticultural products. The
results are shown in table 4. Electronics and machines are broken down by position in the
production (logistic) chain which has an impact on the three determinants.
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Table 4. The air-freight subcubes of selected px'oduct groups in the Netherlands
Pr uot  p I V.oedeni IO eo o,ooI Voo.edeoi • cut flowers medium high medium
• electronic & machines:
raw materials low low high
low lowstandard components j low/medium/highcustomized components high high lowassembly products medium/high high low/mediumend products high high high
after-sales and repair medium high low/medium/high
• textile & clothes:
I oo ,omI ,o. I mo0iomfast delivery medium high edium
• agricultural& horticultural products:
French beans [ high I high lowpaprika high medium medium
Table 4 describes the present situation. But the air-freight cube can also be used for
analyzing potential future developments, trying to identify products that are moving toward
the optimal situation: products marked by an increasing value density and urgency
combined with a decreasing volume density, generally speaking. Of course, other factors
come into play, too (e.g. new forms of substitution, especially between air and sea
transport). Moreover, company strategies can create new flows of air freight, strategies
such as specialization 7 and scaling-up (on the supply side) as well as world-wide
"sourcing" and selling (on the demand side). Altogether future developments, however,
will be subject to uncertainties. The scenarios sketched in section 1 refer. Instead of using
the air-freight cube as a tool of analysis, one could also apply, for example, the so-called
logistic-family concept:
"A logistic family is a group of products sharing similar product and market characteristics,
underlying similar logistics decision making. It is a method aimed at logistic
segmentation" (Kuipers et al, 1995, 55).
The characteristics are: value density, package density, keeping quality, market range,
market scope, client density and demand frequency.
So far we have only dealt with air freight. But what about passengers? What we are looking
for is a segmentation of the air passenger's market that takes into account differences in
value added. Relevant types of passengers to be considered are, for example: non-stop
versus stop, business versus economy class, scheduled versus charter flights, continental or
intercontinental destinations versus transit. One could think of constructing some kind of
"air-passenger cube 'a or, at least, set up the "Schiphol equivalent" of the Rotterdam rule
(of thumb). These tools may help to answer the basic question: is it possible to produce the
same amount of value added or more value added by transporting lesser numbers of
passengers? Airline strategies could be focused accordingly, catering to the needs of
7 Special products, e.g. according KLM Cargo: valuables (art, diamonds), perishables (vegetables, fruit,
flowers), living animals, medicals & chemicals.
0 Comprising e.g. value per passenger, some kind of passenger volume density and, may be, flight frequency.
Whether a cube is the most appropriate tool, depends of course on the number of relevant dimensions.
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specific passenger segments. Market research can teach us what a target group values most.
As far as business travelers (in the Netherlands) are concerned it is: speed, advantageous
fares, suppliers helping to think of solutions, speedy dispatch, flexibility, up-to-date
information, round-the-clock accessibility (in descending order of importance).
And finally, there is also the possibility of combining freight and passenger strategies as in
the case of belly-and combi-freight.
4. THE SOCIAL COSTS OF AIR TRANSPORT: 'ONLY VARIETY CAN
DESTROY VARIETY'
The different social costs of air transport have already been dealt with in section I. Given
the complexity of the problem, there are no simple solutions. One has to consider various
ways of reducing the damage caused by air transport, various interventions and measures
as in the case of freight transport in general. Table 5 provides a frame of reference for the
discussion of air transport.
Table 5. How to deal with the social costs of air transport
DIRECrlONS ' INTERVENTIONS MEASURES
l
PHYSICAL ; LEGAL
I. Reduction of total
number of ton- kilometers
i
spatial planning
• intemali,_|ion of
! external costs 0"
,locational choice of sites ;
physical and organizational
optlmtzatton of networks
t
, : locational norms
regulation
2. Technical improvemcnt-._ improvcmem of
of vehicles (green i existing modes (airplanes)
technology) _." ianmprovemcntof driving
_! d sailing habits
"_ using the potentials of
ITC
3. Optimization of / ,,_,' trip planning
transport logistics (green \ :
logistics) _.: introduction of sophisticate,
emission norms
of infrastructure stimulation R&D
3rovemcnt of ITC
networks
!development of
I financial penalty on empty
i kilometers
load factornorms
_d distribution/logistic centers
_"_ development of networks of
"_ inland transfer terminals and
4. Shift to environmental _., improvement ofintcr- d'_rts
less damaging modes f " : modal transport _ _..... _stimulation of
of transport : _ containerization
(green wa_port) _ split m,_l_''---j _ i economic steering
. change of modal '.locational policy
Source: adapted from Verhagen, 1994
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4.1 Reduction of total number of ton-kilometers
A strategy focusing on value added rather than on tonnage, may lead to a (selective)
shrinking of the total number of both passenger- and ton-kilometers. But from the vantage
point of social costs, one can also think of spatial planning interventions and, in particular,
the internalization of external costs.
Spatial planning, implying a locational policy and locational norms, applies primarily to
the physical expansion of existing airports or the construction of new airports: reducing
further growth of passenger- and ton-kilometers. If for example contour lines of noise are
enacted and carried out, this too can limit further growth. Internalizing the social costs of
air transport requires at policy at the Community level. In fact, the Directorate-General for
Transport has already announced its policy intentions in this area (European Commission,
1996). The policy options aiming at fair and efficient pricing in (air)transport relate to
internalizing:
• costs paid by others (with regard to transport expenditure: such as tax exemption of fuel
and tickets),
• uncovered infrastructure costs (such as the provision of extra land-side access to airports),
• uncovered accident costs (e.g. pain and suffering imposed on others),
• uncovered environmental costs (such as air pollution, noise; also environmental tax
exemption of transit passengers),
• delays/time costs imposed on others (due to land-side access congestion).
4.2 Technical improvement of vehicles
Vehicles in our case are basically airplanes. But it can also be trucks as in the case of air-
freight trucking. Technical improvements are mainly twofold. They can aim at airplanes
("silent" engines, fuel efficiency or reduced emissions) as well as their "driving" and
sailing habits". The latter includes changes in use of runway, takeoff and landing
procedures, fly-in and fly-out routes, among others. Moreover, there may be potential uses
of information and communication technologies to be explored.
4.3 Optimization of transport logistics
Interventions under this heading target a more efficient use of vehicle-kilometers through:
• using the potentials of ICT (e.g. for improving the performance of air control),
• trip planning techniques ("fuller", "less empty", "bigger"),
• introduction of sophisticated logistic transport concepts (as referred to in section 3.2),
• improved intermodal transport (which also figures under the next heading).
4.4 Shift to environmentally less damaging modes of transport
There are two ways of achieving such a shift. One is improving intermodal transport, the
other changing the modal split. They can be interrelated when air-rail connections are made
"seamless" thus producing a shift from air-road to air-rail transport of both freight and
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passengers.A changein modalsplit canoccurbetweenair and sea transport in the case of
freight transport. Opportunities for this could be found as one moves towards the lower
left-hand comer of the air-freight cube. More important, however, seems to be a shift from
air to rail, i.e. substituting rail transport for air transport. 9 This depends largely on the
development of high-speed train links. The distance at which substitution is considered as a
real option lies between 200 and 800 kilometers as far as passenger transport is concerned.
At a distance of 460 kilometers, there is no difference in travel time between TGV and
airplane. Traveling by TGV, however, is about 40% cheaper. An experience often quoted is
the TGV link between Paris and Lyon, created in 1983. As a result, air transport between
these cities has been reduced by 60%. But it is also possible that this kind of substitution is
thwarted by low-cost carriers that are able to carry out direct inter-city flights in a
competitive way . High-speed train links can also serve for transporting goods. In the
longer run, one can even think of a European high-speed rail net {NEA, 1997). This option
implies either a shift from air-road (air-freight trucking) to air-rail or from air to rail. The
former would also lessen land-side congestion.
If actions are taken to cope with the social costs of air transport, this would mean the end
of the simplistic growth model which is basically a laissez-faire approach. The future
growth of air transport would be constrained both directly (in particular through taxes and
higher prices because of higher "total visiting costs") an indirectly (through local
environmental and capacity limits). On the other hand, the same of interventions, listed in
table 5, open up new options. This holds for technical improvements of airplanes
(including the improvement of their "driving and sailing habits"), the optimization of
transport logistics and a shift to environmentally less damaging modes of transport
comprising improved intermodal transport. It is essential to stimulate research and
development in these areas.
If actions directed at the social costs of air transport are combined with logistics strategies
in general and those focusing on value added in particular, then a policy of selective
growth and shrinkage becomes possible (Pols, 1997). This is a far cry from a simple
dichotomy between "economy" and "environment". Of course, to move from a simplistic
model of extrapolated growth of volumes to "'organized complexity" (Jane Jacobs),
requires a major effort.
5. Airports: from competition to cooperation?
The European market for air transport will undergo substantial changes with the
forthcoming liberalization and privatization. For decades, air transport has been subjected
to state regulation with regard to market entry, routes, capacity and fares. National airports
and national airlines have been subsidized by their governments. But national airports and
national airlines will have to go as airlines within the EU will become free to choose their
own network of routes to be served. The Trans-European Airport Network of 1993
0 Itcan be useful to compare both modes with regard to energy efficiency as a functionof speed, atmospheric
pollution per ton-kilometer, space consumption per passenger-kilometer,external costs per passenger
kilometer.Except for lead and SOz emissions as well as accidents, rail transport is superior to air transport.
See Hourcade,1966.
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comprises237airportsout of a total of 313 all of which have been presented by the
member states as airports of "national interest".
Will deregulation bring more unchecked or even cut-throat competition with only the most
efficient, commercially operating companies being among the survivors and the losses
being counted as another social cost? And if the construction of new airports or the
expansion of existing ones is meant to produce a competitive advantage in one case, will
this advantage not be nullified by similar projects elsewhere? Isn't the economic and social
cohesion in the Community at stake here? And what about strengthening the competitive
position of EU airports vis-&-vis non-EU airports when open-sky treaties and strategic
alliances )° turn the market for air transport into a global one tending to further boost
competition within the European Union? And who is going to orchestrate a policy of
selective growth and shrinkage under these circumstances?
With so many queries, one can hardly expect to find a simple recipe. One could try
cooperation and coordination instead of competition as advocated in the case of seaports
(Drewe and Janssen, 1996). Complementarity is a key factor in cooperation.
Complementarities can be translated into opportunities for selective growth and shrinkage
of airports in the European Union, taking into account both the development of logistic
potentials and the management of social costs (as outlined in sections 3 and 4 respectively).
The example of distribution centers points at a hierarchical positioning. Under the
influence of logistic developments, a new hierarchy of distribution centers is expected to
emerge (table 6). How about airports? Will the Trans-European Airport Network show the
way, the new typology shown in figure 2 (section 2) or a US-style hub & spoke network?
A simple listing of Community connecting points, regional connecting points and
accessibility points does not say much about complementarities. Moreover, will there be
room at the top for 40 airports in the EU? The new typology is basically volume-oriented
(size of domestic market) and supply-oriented (continental and intercontinental origins and
destinations). It also includes hub dominance. However, as we said before, searching for an
optimal situation, economic development and living environment too need to be accounted
for.
In the US, deregulation and subsequent mergers and take-overs have resulted in six large
airlines spread over 32 hubs, functioning as turntables and being fed by smaller airplanes
and/or lower frequencies from the spokes.
Each main carrier minimally operates from 3 to 4 hubs and a maximum of 8 hubs whereas
the most attractive hubs normally have only one main carrier. Hubbing has a number of
advantages such as better transit opportunities, higher frequencies and lower costs. But
there are also (inherent) disadvantages as a higher handling capacity is required and
airplane and fleet productivity are low because of longer waiting times. Moreover, the US
market of air transport differs from the European market in more than one respect: market
size and composition, distances and densities, transport altematives such as rail transport.
Hubbing in Europe will also meet with congestion partly caused by inefficiencies of air
control.
1oTake, for example, the so-called Star Alliance in which Lufthansa (for the time being)joins hands with Air
Canada, SAS, United Airlines and Varig.
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Table 6. A new hierarchy of distribution centers
TYPE OF NODE
INTERNATIONAL MAIN
LOGISTIC CENTER
(MAINPORT)
INTERNATIONAL LOGISTIC
CENTER
INTERNATIONAL
TRANSPORT
DISTRIBUTION CENTER
REGIONAL TRANSPORT &
DISTRIBUTION CENTER
CHARACTERISTICS
• Located at main economic development and wauspon axes
• directly linked to intercontinental flows
• technically advanced combined loading/unlo_ding facilities for road and
rail
• intermodal facilities for road/rail and water transport
• sophisticated information exchange facilities (ED[)
• capacity and space to handle/store large quantities of different types of
goods for different customers to different quality levels
• availability ofvacam space for logistic platforms of all different kinds of
logistic/producer services
• located directly at main European transport axes
• active on various international networks and flows
• functions as logistic platform for consolidation/de-consolidation of nearly
all types of products
• various logistic and producer services
• dominant mode is truck, but also accessible by rail and combined
rail/road u'anspon
• located at important international transport axes to and from the mainpons
• function primarily as favored locations for transfer, wan.shipment, storage
and/or distributionactivities of internationaloperating carriersand
shippers
• dominantmode istruck.Many are alsolinkedbyanothermode of
transport,railorwater
• locatedatjunctions and other platforms in infrastructuralnetworks and/or
platforms for the distribution of goods within about 50 Kin.
• predominant location factor is size of the market (population), degree of
competition for space
• spatialclusterofwanspon companies
Source: Drewe and Janssen, 1996.
Complementary cooperation and a suitingnew hierarchy of airportsin Europe require a
concerted action of the numerous shareholders: airports,airlines,national and regional
authorities,business fu-ms,etc.They also require new guidelines for the Trans-European
Airport Network (plus a more efficientEurocontrol). By the way, back in 1993, the
European Commission has doubted whether a hub-and-spokes approach will contributeto
the overallefficiencyof the Community network in the long run:"Special attentionshould
thus be given tomeasures aimed atcasing the pressure on the largeairportsand favouring a
geographical distributionof air transport services for both current and future demand"
(European Commission, 1993, 8). For a more detailed analysis of European airline
networks see Caves (1997), distinguishingthe centralareas of Europe ("hinterland"hubs,
alternativehubs at secondary airports in the same metropolitan area, by-pass hubbing
points in provincial cities)from peripheral regions in the EU ("gateway" hubs or
"hourglass" hubs).
The airport of the future is par[ of an uncertain world. Are we heading for the global
village, global recession or greening of business? Whatever looms ahead, a strategy of
complimentary cooperation provides a way to reduce uncertainty. So does R&D. They may
go a long way towards reducing uncertainty, but unlikely the whole way. So one also needs
2o
to accept uncertainty to some extent resorting to an intelligent phasing of the
implementation of plans. Why not try a strategy of selective growth and shrinkage? It is
preferable to a risky laissez-faire and to the "simple, easy to convey, wrong solution".
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the advent of new major policy issuesconcerning intercity freight and passen-
ger transportation, such as intermodM competition, deregulation, introduction of new
modes and/or technologies, researchers have been increasingly dissatisfied with Lhe
application and performance of conventional mode choice models. Perhaps the mosL
critical drawback in the al,l,lical.ion of these models in the area of inLe,'city freight trans-
portal.io,1 has been tile inability of modelli,,g decisions in a sim,tltaneous rather than
sequential matter. It is widely aCCOlfl.ed that decision-makers, for example shippers,
make their choices of mode, shipment size, frequency, and supply market simulta-
,mously, not in sequence. Therefore, dcma,ld models that deal with only one of these
choices, for example, the dmice of mode, represent only one part of the complete model.
These models are suspected to produce inaccurate or "biased" results. Consequently,
a number of researchers have developed alternative models to overcome this weakness,
see for example, Kim (1984), McFaddea, Winston and Boersch-Supan (t985), Kim
(1987), and Abdelwahab and Sargious (1992).
Tliis paper provides quantitative evidcnce on the amount and significance of tiffs "bias,"
by comparing a blase(! and a bi,'m-free version of the same mode choice model cal-
ibrated from the same data set. The bi,xqed model is represented by a conventional
probit mode choice model, where_ the bias--free model is represented by a simultanous
discrete]continuous model for the joint choice of mode and shipment size. The paper
will mainly focus on the effects of simultaneity on the values and significance of the
parameter estimates of conventional mode choice models, and on the magnitude of the
own and cross elasticities of mode choice probabilitie_s with respect to freight charges.
The latter effects should provide an insight into the amount of bias in the degree
of intermodai competition _stimate,! in st,,(iies employing conventioanl mode choice
models.
2 METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology of estimating the bias in the parameter estimates and the
various econometrics measures of conventional mode choice models is a straightforward
one. It can be sunmlarized as follows: i) a coaventional mode choice model is specified
and calibrated; 2) using the same data base, a simultaneous mode/shipment sizechoice
model is specified and calibrated; 3) r_sults obtained from steps 1 and 2 are compared.
The basic structure of the conve,,tio,tal probit ,node clmice model (the biased model)
is given as:
whereas the basic structure of the simultaneous mode/shipment sizechoice model (the
bias-free model) is given as (further details can be found in Abdelwahab and Sargions,
1992):
Truck"
ILa.il:
where:
I_' = Xi_, + Y.r/1 + Y2irt2 - ci (2)
_, = x,& + q, i._ I; > o (3)
Y_i = X,i/h + e_ iff 17 < 0 (4)
Z_, X. X., X_i
a, ill, f12, 7, '71, _2
_i, _i, _li, _2i
= unobserved irmex which determines tlm mode choice,
= endogenous dependent variables (e.g., shipment size by
truck and rail, respectively),
= vectors of exogenous independent variables (e.g.,
commodity, market and modal attributes),
= vectors of estinmble parameters, and,
= residual terms.
rib allow for the simultaneity of decision-making regarding the choices of mode and
shipment size, the residuals el, c,, and _2i are assumed to be serially independent and
have a trivariate normal distribution with mean vector 0 and non-singular covariance
matrix 21,
21= _,_l _ _
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The covariances of interest here are at: and a2,, representing the interdependence
between the mode choice and the truck and rail shipment sizechoices, respectively.
Equation 2 (the mode choice model) was specified as a binary probit model, and Equa-
tions 3 and 4 were specified ,as linear regression equations. Due to their covariance
structure, tile three equations must be estimated as a "system of simultaneous equa-
tions". The alternative model (Equation 1) is simply a conventional probit mode choice
model which is given by the reduced form of Equation 2, except that it is estimated as
a binary probit model independent of the shippers' choices of shipment size. Details of
the simultaneous model specification and e_stimation process is available in Abdelwa-
hab and Sargious (1992). Because Abdelwahab and Sargious (1992) did not estimate
the conventional mode dmlce model as part of their study, and to allow for compari-
son of results obtained by tile two models, it was estimated here using the same data
set. Both the simultaneous and conventional models are estimated using the maximum
likelihood (ML) method.
The following tests are used to aid in the examination of the simultaneity l)ias of
conventional mode choice models:
Test 1: Statistical significance of the covariance terms, crj, and a2_, which represent the
correlation coclticients between the mode choice equation and the two shipment
sizeequations,
2
Test 2: Comparison of the vah, e and significance of thc parameter estimates of the
two models,
Test 3: Comparison of the predictive ability of the two models, and
Test 4: Comparison of the own and cross price c'l_ticitics of mode choice probabilities
of the two models.
As indicated earlier, the covariancc terms, at_ and a2¢, are estimated using a mull,i-
equation ML method ('rest l). The predictive abilit, y of the models call be judged by
eada model's coefficient of determination and by applying the two models to predict
the modal shares in various market segments (Tast 3).
The first three tests can be used to examine the direct effects of simultaniety. Ilowever,
a less apparent effect of simultanietyca.n be d-tectcd by examining the own and cross
price elasticities of the mode choice probabilities (Test 4). It is these indirect effects
that can produce biases in many econometric measures, and are therefore, discussed in
nmre details in this study. "
A disagg_gate elasticity of mode choice proh-'l_ilitie_ represents tlm responsiveness of
a shipper's choice probability to a change in the vahte of some attribute. The di1_.ct
or oum elasticity is defined as the responsiveness of a shipper's probability of choosing
some mode to a change in the value of some of the same mode's attribute. In the case
of the probit model, this elasticity is given by (e.g., see Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1987):
E.e., OPt. xi_..£
" -- o_;---_'F, ('_)
where:
ExPn, --
ik
: Phi
5fflk --
the own elasticity of modc choice probabilil,y, P,,i, with
respect to a modal al.tribute, xi_,
the probability of individual n choosing mode i, and,
the k-th attribute of mode i.
Given the formulation of the probit model, the elasticity of P,,i with respect to xik can
be written as:
E"-' - 0 (_(V_- ;5)). x;_
_'" 0_._ o(v_ - v,) (6)
¢(y,- vj)
= 7r_z_kO(Y_- t_)
where:
_,_
7r k
_,¢
= the systematic components of the utility flmctions associated with
modes i and j, respectively,
= the parameter estimate of xik in the reduced-form probit mode choice
model, and
= the normal cumulative and probability density functions, respectively.
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Similarly,tile disaggregatecross elasticity represents the responsiveness of a shipper's
probability of choosing mode i to a change in tile value of some of mode j's attributes
(e.g., zjk). In the case of the binary probit, since the probability P,,i = ¢(V_ - Vj), and
P,,j = 1 - P,,, tile cross elasticity is simply given as:
Er, , OP,,, zi___k= ¢(_- l/_) (7)
= Ozjk " P,.
From these derivations, the aggregate own and cross elasticities of mode choice proba-
bilities (Test 4) are given by (Abdelwahal,, 1996):
vj) -
E r,,,, = , I"')\' = " (8)
n n
where:
Ex/'i_, _,f',
, _ J.Z'j k
Phi
= the aggregc, te own and cross elasticities ()1"mode choice
prol)abilities, and
= the expected share of mode i calculated as the average
of all individual probabilities P,-,i.
3 RESULTS
As discussed in Section 2, the magnitude and significance of simultaneity bi_ is exam-
ined by four tests. The results of these tests are presented and discussed below.
Test 1: Covariances al,, a2,.
From the specification of the sim,dta.neous model (Equations 2--4) and its covariance
structure, E, the covariance parameters at, attd a2, are defined to represent the inter-
action (i.e., correlation) parameters between the mode choice equation and the truck
and rail shipment sizeequations, respectively. Equations 2-4 were estimated simulta-
neously by the maximum likelihood (ML) method. The ML produces an estimate for
each parameter specified in each of the 3 equations, a.s well as estimates of ate and
a_,. The ML estimates of at, was -0.1936 (t = -1.65), and that of a2_ was 0.4868
(t = 2.66). The estimated value of at, suggests a large and significant interdependence
between the error temps of the mode choice equation, a_, and that of the truck shipment
sizeequation, al. AP_,,,ugh this parameter is significant at only the 10% level, it does
serve to show the presence of a negative selection bias between the choices of truck and
shipment sizewhcn the two choices arc modeled separately. Ou the other hand, the
parameter estimates of a2, indicates a significant positive selection bias between the
choices of rail and shipment sizewhcn the two choices are modeled independently.
The significance of the parameter estimates of at, and a2, suggest that not only shippers
make their choices of mode and shipment sizesimultaneously, but they tend to adjust
their choices to maximize their utilities (e.g., minimize their shipping costs). As noted
by Abdclwahab and Sargious (1991), shippers with no predetermined shipment size
may change their choices of shipment sizeand frequency of shipment to minimize their
total shipping and inventory costs. As evidcalt from the negative value of al_ and
tile positive value of a2c , shippers tend to decrease the sizes of their shipments when
considering shipping by truck (trt_ < 0), whereas they tend to increase the sizes of their
shipments when considering sbipping by rail (a2_ > 0). These observations seem to be
consistent with the rate structure of the various modes, and the rate setting policy in
the industry I.
Test 2: Parameter estimates of the two models.
In an attempt to estimate the effects of simultaneity on the parameter estimates of
the conventional mode dmicc model, each of the mode choice and shipment sizee-
quations were estimated indepcndently _. The mode choice model was c_stimatcd by
single-equation ML, and the shi[,:- -_,_. sizeequations were estimated by ordinary least
squares (OLS). Each equation wins recstimated with the same specification in order to
avoid any changes in the parameter estimates due to misspecification.
The reestimation process resulted in very little change to tim values of the parameter
estimates of the mode choice/shipment size model. None of the independent variables
changed its sign as a result of the reestimation process. However, because the ML is
more efficient than the OLS, all the parameter e_timates had smaller standard errors,
and therefore, higher "t" values.
Test 3: Predictive ability of the two models
The previous two tests dealt with the presence of simultaneity bias and its effect on
the values (i.e., magnitude and sing) of the e.stimated parameters. To examine the
simultaneity effects on the performa,ce of the model, it is necessary to compare the
two models using some measure of predictive ability.
In terms of the coefficient of determination, results obtained by both estimation meth-
ods (i.e., as a single-equation conventior, al model, and as a multi-equation simultaneous
model) showed almost identical value. It is therefore expected that both versions of
the mode choice model would prcdicl, the modal shares in the various market seg-
ments with similar accuracy. A total of 25 market segments wcrc identified based on
tlt is recognized that shippers can I)e tempted to adjust (up or down) their shipment size in order
to make use of certain "discounts" that may I,e offered by carriers as a result of intra or inter-modal
competition. For fitrther details on freight rate structl,rrs and their relatio,mhips to sFipment size,
see Abdelwahab and Sargious (1991).
_The main cmpha.¢is in this paper will be oa the simultanietyeffects on the parameter estimates of
the mode choice model.
commoditygroupandgeographicarea"_,and tile two modelswereappliedto predict
themodalsharein eachsegment.Theperformanceof the twomodelsis summarized
in Table1. As canbe seen from Table 1, there seems to be very little difference in
the predictive abilities of tile simultaneous mode choice/shipment sizemodel and the
conventional mode choice model.
Test 4: Elasticities of mode choice probabilities
Perhaps a more significant and less apparent effect of simultaneity can be revealed by
examining the values of elasticities of mode choice probabilities obtained by the two
models. Because conventional mode choice models fail to account for tile indirect effects
of level of service attributes on mode choice, these models are expected to overestimate
tile responsiveness of shippers' ,'hoices of mode to changes in modal or commodity
attribute(s). This result follows from the fact that i, reality shippers tend to adjust
not only their modal choice, buL also their choice of shipment size in response to a
change in some modal and/or commodity attribute. These adjustments are usually
made in order to make use of modal adv_mtages which are available only in certain
weight brackets. For example, truck service may be a better choice (i.e., faster, less
expensive, etc.)than rail for moving relatively small shipments. Therefore, if the truck
freight charges increase such thai, the movement of a certain shipment by truck becomes
less competitive given its weight, the shipper may choose to reduce his shipment size
(and increase shipment frequency) rather than switch to rail.
An empirical investigation of the above argument can be carried out by examining
the values of aggregate elasticities of mode choice probabilities as c_lculated by a
conventional mode choice model, and by a simultaneous mode choice/shipment size
model. Results of this comparison are summarized in Table 2.
As expected, the elasticities of both truck and rail choice probabilities are overestimated
by the conventional mode choice model relative to '_!_cmodc choice/shi pment sizemodel.
Ilowever, the magnitude of this overestinaation seems to be relatively small, ranging
from 3.7% to 9.4% in the case of truck, and from 4.3% to 9.6% in the case of rail
elasticities. The overestimation of elasticities should be examined within the context
of the specific application because a small difference in the value of an elasticity could
translate into a large difference in the value being calculated. For example, using the
conventional mode choice model a 10% increase in rail freight charges in the movement
of textile and apparel products (CG II) in the Official I.C.C. t,erritory will result in a
16.7% reduction in rail's share of the total traffic in this market. On the other hand,
using the joint mode choice/shipment size model, the same reduction in rail's share of
traffic is estimated at 15.2%, a difference of 9.6% from the first estimate. Therefore, if
these elasticities were to be used by the railroads to eztimate the impacts of a certain
rate-setting policy, the difference in the re.sults of the two models could bc large enough
3See Abdelwahab and Sargious (1992) for description of the various market segments.
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to warranttlle implementationor abandonmentof sucha policy.
Alsoshownin Table 2 are tile cross price elasticities of mode choice probal)ilities. It
is noted that, in general, tile amount of overestimation in the cross price elasticities is
larger than that in the case of own price elasticities. The cross price elasticities reflect
the degree of interrnodal competition represented in the sensitivity of choosing one
mode to a change in the freight charges of the competing mode. Therefore, conventional
mode choice models seem to overestimate tile degree of competition between truck and
rail 4.
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
There seems to be significant evidence that decisions regarding mode and shipment
size(and, therefore, shipment frequency) are made simultancously. This is clear from
the statistical significance of the covariance terms estimated in the joint mode choice/
shipment sizcmodel (Test 1). It can also be concludcd that results obtained from
conventional mode choice modcls are biascd even when their "goodness of fit" measures
are acceptable. Inspire of the statistical significance of the simultaneity effccts observed
in conventional mode choice models, very little negative impact was observed on the
predictive ability of these models. The insignificant effccts of simultancity on thc
predictive ability of conventional mode choice models was dcmonstrated by Tests 2
and 3.
In terms of the effccts of simultaneity on the price elasticities of mode choice prob-
abilities, results showcd that conventionM models consistently overestimatc both the
own and cross elasticities of mode choicc probabilities with respect to freight charges.
The amount of bias, exprcsscd in percentage diffcrence in the elasticities obtained from
the two models, varied from 3.7% to 17.7%, dcpending on the commodity group and
geographic arca under consideration.
From the above conclusions, it can be argued that mudl of the concern over the use
of conventional mode choice models in freight and passenger transportation may have
been overstated. Specifically, when conventional mode choice modcls arc uscd for the
purposes of predicting modal shares, they can be expected to producc accurate results.
tIowcver, when thc same modcls are used to estimate the sensitivitics of mode choice
decisions, or the dcgree of intcrmodal compctition, they produce bi,x_ed results.
Further work is needed before a general statement can be made regarding the valid-
ity of results obtained by studies utilizing conventional mode choice models. Results
4It should be noted that the truck mode in this study included both truckload (TL) and I_s-than-
truckload (LTL) shipments. Therefore, it can be expected that the competil, ion between truck and
rail is higher in the movement of TL shipments. That is, conventional mode choice models can be
expected to produce more accurate results when applied to study the TL/rail market, as opposed to
the truck/rail market.
obtainedin thisstudyarederivedfromanalysisof the intercity transportation of man-
ufactured goods in the U.S. Caution should be exercised when extending tile results
to freight markets with different structure or competitive environment. Finally, to
enhance tile applicability of simtiltaneous choiec models to the freight transportation
industry, furl.her research ou tile feasibility of extending these models to include other
decisio,ls (e.g., shipnmnt frequency: SHl_ply market, etc) and modes (i.e., the use of
multinomial rather than binary models) is needed.
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TableI: Effects of simultaneity bias on the predictive ability of the mode choice model
Number Of market segments
Prediction
Accuracy (4-)
Simultaneous Mode
Choice Model
I%
5%
10%
20%
2
11
8
4
Conventional Mode
Choice Model
2
10
7
6
Total 25 25
9
Table2: Effectsof simultaneit'
cot
Interstate
Commerce
Cotnmission
(Lc.c.)
Territory,:
0
S
W
SW
M-P
II 0
Ill
IV
V
VI
0
S
W
SW
bia.s oil tile clasticities of mode choice
VII
VIII
M-P
0
O
S
W
SW
M-P
probabilities
Aggregate El_ticity of Mode Choice Probability
Truck Rail
CoIlVell -
tional
Model
-1.1108
Preseut
Model
-1.0305
-1.5326
-1.2086
-2.1687
-0.8601
%
Diff.
7.8
7.7
7.1
3.7
6.7
Conven-
tional
Model
-1.5327
-1.8676
-1.8108
-2.6156
-1.2498
-1.6500
-1.2949
-2.2498
-0.9176
P resent
Model
-1.4159
-1.7249
-1.6836
-2,5068
-1.1612
-1.3659 -1.2489 9.4 -1.6671 -1.5217
-0.6848
-1,4051
-1.2687
-1.5554
-0.7786
-1.0857
-0.6137
-1.1595
-0.8830
-2.1199
-1.3578
-1.1024
-2.5058
-1.8162
-0.7377
-1.5033
-1.3373
-i.6259
-0.8422
-1.1809
7.7
7.0
5.4
4.5
8.2
'8.8
8.2
6.9
7.7
4.9
5.2
7.3
5.2
5.0
7.8
8.0
7.2
7.8
6.7
-0.6640
-1.2399
-0.9506
-2.2237
-1.4289
_Commodity Group as listed in 3.
-0.9771
-1.6786
-1.7687
-1.8639
-1.3183
-1.4106
-0.8987
-1.4463
-1.3250
-2.8799
-1.9083
-1.3504
-2.5666
-2.1801
-1.0133
-1.4247
-1.9318
-1.8403
-2.2880
O -I.1831
S -2,6371
W -1.9072
O .0.7063
O -1.0725
S -1.6854
W -1.3802
M-P -1.7073
Table
-0.6553
-0.993,1
-1.5725
-1.2806
-1.6005
-0.900I
-1.5568
-1.6617
-1.7713
-1.2090
-1.2928
-0,8240
-l.3401
-1.2203
-2.72,19
-1.8073
-1.2518
-2.4218
-2.0611
.0.9342
-1.3129
-1.7886
-1.6992
-2.1274
%
Diff.
8.2
8.3
7.6
4.3
7.6
9.6
8.6
7.8
6.4
5.2
9.0
9.1
9.1
7.9
8.6
5.7
5.6
7.9
6.0
5.8
8.5
8.5
8.0
8.3
7.5
_Note: models were estimated at tile individual standard metropolitan statistical area
level. O = Official; S = Southern; W = Western; SW = Southwestern; M-P =
Mountain-Pacific.
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Table2-Continued:Effcctsof simultaneitybiason the clasticities of mode choice prob-
abilities
CGI
II
Ill
Interstate
Commcrce
Commission
(I.C.C.)
Territory:[:
O
S
W
SW
M-P
Aggregate Elasticity of Mode Choice Probability
Truck-Rail Rail-Truck
Conven-
tional
Model
Present
Model
1.0997
1.6355
1.2897
2.3142
0.9178
%
Diff.
12.0
7.8
10.6
6.0
7.8
1.2317
1.7631
1.4264
2.4537
0.9894
O 9.11.45'10 1.3327
0.8370 0.7308
1.6718 1.4994
1.5203 1.3538
1.7527 1.6598
0.9521
1.2930
0.8308
1.1586
0.6549
1.2374
0.9423
2.2622
1.4490
14.5
11.5
12.3
5.6
14.6
11.6
O
S
W
SW
17.3
13.6
10.0
11.5
8.3
M-P
IV O
O
S
V W
SW
M-P
O
VI S
W
VII O
O
S
VIII W
M-P
0.7685
1.4057
1.0361
2.5222
1.5693
1.2811 1.176,1 8.9
3.0136 2.6740 12.7
2.1648 1.9381 11.7
0.7895 0.6993 12.9
1.0601
1.678l
1.3665
1.7080
1.1757
1.8358
1.540_
1.8420
10.9
9.4
12.7
7.8
Conven-
tional Pmqent
Model Model
1.4370 1.3269
1.7829 1.6164
1.7781 1.5777
2.5323 2.3491
1.1926 1.0881
1.6071 1.4260
0.9535 0.8435
1.7103 1.4589
1.8055 1.5572
1.8010 1.6599
1.2735 1.1330
1.3908 1.2115
0.8903 0.7722
1.4584 1.2558
1.3026 1.1436
2.8651 2.5536
1.8707 1.6937
1.2973 1.1731
2.5237 2.2695
2.1990 1.9315
1.0085 0.8754
1.3521 1.2303
1.8471 1.676l
1.7639 1.5924
2.2089 1.9936
tCommodity Group as listed in Table 3.
%
Diff.
8.3
10.3
12.7
7.8
9.6
12.7
13.0
17.2
15.9
8.5
12.4
14.8
15.3
16.1
13.9
12.2
10.5
10.6
11.2
13.9
15.2
9.9
10.2
10.8
10.8
$O = Official; S = Southern; W = Western; SW = Southwestern; M-P = Mountain-
Pacific.
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Table3: Commodity _;roups in tile manufactured freight sector.
Commodity 2-digit
Group STCC § Industry Description
I 20 Food and kindered products
21 Tobacco pproducts
II 22 Textile IMII products
23 Apparel and other finished textile products
III 28 Chenficals and allied products
29 Petroleum and coal
IV 30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products
31 Lcal, her and leather products
V 33 Primary metal products
34 l"abricated metal products
VI 36 Electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies
37 Transportation equipment
VII 32 Stone, clay, gl_s and concrete products
VIII 24 Lumber and wood products (except fllrniture)
25 Furniture and fixtures
26 Pulp, paper, and allied products
§ STCC is the Standard Transportation Commodity Code. Note: models were
estimated at the 5-digit STCC (individual commodity) level.
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